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E s k i m o  peoples residing along the Bering Strait region of 
ern Alaska and Soviet Chukotka were forcibly separated by the 
ing of the US-USSR border in 1948, As a result, al1 communi- 

cations between these peoples ceased for a period of 40 years. 
Eskimos on each side were divided into separate streams of Soviet 
and American jurisdiction, and with the fur ther  development of both 
regions following the second world War, these people became the 
recipients of new broadcast services. These services, conceptual- 
ized-and developed f rom completely dif f ering philosophies concern- 
ing the nature, function, and operation of the press, brought 
~skimos into the information and societal orbit of the respective 
nations, though with l i t t l e  opportunity to control the systems 
implemented on their behalf. - 

Broadcasting in Chukotka developed in blue print fashion 
according to central planning directives of the Communist Party, 
based on an authoritarian, ~amist/~eninist-based mode1 which held 
a complete monopoly on the means of mass information, in effect, 
stiflinq the free exchange of ideas in its attempt to convince 
~skirnos- to accornplish objectives f ormulated by the -Party. Broad- 
casting in Alaska developed in an opposite fashion, from a combin- 
ation of state-supported and private initiative based on libertar- 
ian/social responsibility models of the press. Alaskan broadcast- 
ing was f ormulated more from the perspective of providing informa- 
tion and entertainment, while radio in Chukotka was more serious 
in nature, concentrating primarily on political and socio-economic 
issues facing the region and nation. 

As the Cold War between the US and USSR intensified from the 
1950s through the early 1980s) communication across the Bering 
Strait was forceably restricted, yet Eskimos could receive radio 
services from the other side. While irlaskan stations sought 
accurate information about the conditions of Eskimos in the USSR, 
Soviet broadcasting sought to issue a slanted, propagandistic 
account of the lives of Alaskan Eskimos, despite their lack of 
accurate reportinq resources, in order to convince Soviet Eskimos 
of the superiority of their lives in contrast to the Alaskans. 

This investigation will provide an overview of the development 
of broadcast media in both regions, as well as a comparative analy- 
sis on the role and operation of broadcasting along the Bering 
Strait, and the partici'pation by Eskimos with such media. 

With the development of Soviet glasnost and perestroika in 
1985, new opportunities arose for the reunification of the Eskimo 
people, and broadcasting £rom both sides played a role in the 
overall decision-making process between the Soviet and American 
governments to reopen theborder. 
synopsis of the border closing 
broadcast media in these events 

This study provides a historical 
and reopening, and the role of 
. Further, developments in the 

changing nature of mas s co~ications and - the reorganization of 
broadcast media in the Russian Republic will be explored. 

The study concludes with an assessment on the possibilities 
for Eskimo control of broadcasting in the overall effort to 
strengthen the process of societal reintegration and national 
development of these people living along the Bering Strait. 





It is often hard to give credit to those who inspired this 
researcher to attempt a work which is yet another attempt to serve 
the ~skimo people in their quest for happiness and self -fulf ill- 
ment. In going back on a historical level, the issues confronting 
communication and the ~skimo culture were first explored in my 
family by Dr. p.  Julius Quist, a physician and missionary to the 
Eskimo people of western Alaska during the 1890s. We lived among 
the same families in ~skimo villages, though ninety years apart. 
We looked at the sarne ocean, and wondered who and what was on the 
other side. Where it was impossible for him to travel to that far 
away shore, I was granted the privilege. 

In 1985, this writer stood on the ice between Big and Little 
Diomede Island, touching the border separating the Eskimo peoples . 
rt was a risky move, with Soviet border guards no doubt ready to 
act should 1 venture any further. Three years later, 1 would be 
standing on the Soviet shore as an ambassador of peace and good- 
will, working on behalf of Eskimos to reopen that border, and could 
now cal1 Russians my friends. For this opportunity 1 thank God, 
as well as Jim Stimple, a fellow Nomeite; a man who allowed me to 
dream and work together with him for a great purpose. On the 
Soviet side, 1 wish to express my admiration for Alexander Ljubosh, 
a relentless fighter for the establishment of a free and honest 
press in Russia. 

In thanking those who made this study possible, I would like 
to give great credit to Marianne Stenbaek, Ph.D, a true master at 
understanding communications in the Far North, for her dreams and 
encouragement, and for her willingness to allow me to pursue the 
study on my own terms and timeline. 

In providing encouragement and vital assistance, 1 would like 
to thank my wife, Tatiana Rostislavovna Johnson. 

For providing the impetus to become a fighter, 1 thank the 
Eskimo people 1 have corne to know and love on both sides of the 
Bering Strait. They have my admiration and loyalty, and 1 am proud 
to have been given the privelege to live among them. They have 
taught me much. 

Finally, 1 dedicate this study to my parents, Harold and Laura 
Johnson, for their love and mode1 of how to live, and to the 
Saviour upon whom they and 1 both depend, Jesus Christ. 
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ASIATIC AND ALASKAN ESKIMOS: BROADCAST MgJ)IA DEVELOPMENT AND 
COMMüNICATJtON ACCESS ACROSS THE BERING STRAIT 

Mass Media and the Eskimo 

It has been found throughout the literature of mass communi- 

cations and its analyses on cultural symbiosis and the role of 

media in national development, a recurring pattern of influence 

whereby the introduction of broadcast services to non-western, 

indigenous cultures impacts socioeconomic structures. values, lan- 

guage, and hastens the process of cultural assimilation. 

One of the factors causing this change is the transmission 

of p r o g r a d n g  which is not reflective of the cultural traits and 

activities of the receiving society. This partly stems from a lack 

of participation by these receivers in the media policy making 

organs which are responsible for the administration of broadcast 

services. The indexes of political orientation, press philosophy, 

technology, economics, education, culture, and apathy can be shom 

as factors for this lack of media involvement. 

The best context for developing broadcasting as a means for 

strengthening and bridging cultures rests upon the notion that the 

medium has a greater potential to meet defined s o c i e t a l  needs when 

control structures are designed with maximum participation by the 

receiving society. 

Eskimo peoples residing along t h e  Bering Strait coastline of 

Alaska and Soviet Chukotka prwide communication research with an 

opportunity to examine the role of broadcast media in the lives of 



a small non-western ethnic minority forcibly separated into larger 

sociopolitical cultures of opposing orientation. Their societal 

context provides a look into how media was uniquely adapted by 

members of a distinct culture under differing life conditions; how 

media was used in the overall development of their lands by the 

dominant society; and how media can be utilized in the process of 

social reintegration. 

Broadcasting and telecommunications have played a key role 

in the administration, modernizat ion, economic development , educa- 

t ion, and sociocultural development of the Chukotka Autonomous Area 

(USSR) and Alaska. Eskimos on both sides were provided access to 

media in similar fashion, though the control and message orienta- 

tion of each broadcast system was based on radically opposed phil- 

osophies regarding the nature, purpose, and operational functions 

of the press. 

While both Soviet and American governrnents were ultimately 

responsible for overseeing broadcasting in these territories, the 

implementation of services came about through diff erent means. In 

Alaska, broadcasting developed from various combinations of private 

and state sponsorship, while Chukotka was developed in blueprint 

fashion--constructed in response to central planning efforts under 

confodty to Communist Party (CPSU) directives and goals. 

Given these sets of circumstances, the dissertation will now 

proceed to relate the problem under study and the course of anal- 

yses to f ollow . 



The Problem 

Deçpite given the access to Soviet broadcast media services, 

Chukotkan Eskimos were systemat ically denied the right to adapt 

radio and television into instruments which could adequately meet 

their communication and societal needs. Unable to operate freely 

under the communistrs authoritarian broadcast structure; to found 

independent media or to establish telecom links to Eskimos in 

Alaska, Chukotkals Eskimo would have to wait until the demise of 

the USSR before such possibilities could be properly exploited. 

Across the strait in Alaska, Eskimos had similar access to 

broadcasting, and to a much larger degree, possessed the right to 

take command of radio and television services. However, the 

region's Eskimo community voluntarily delegated responsibility of 

radio and television service to private and state broadcast enti- 

ties for a number of reasons, resulting in a decreased influence 

in determining the levels of culturally cognizant programming 

available to them. With the historic inability to finance private 

media, the Western Alaskan Eskimos have been unable to harness 

broadcast media to its ful les t  potential in serving defined 

societal needs. 

Lacking strong organization of broadcast media on each side 

of the Bering Strait, combined with a militarily closed border for 

40 years, Eskimos of Alaska and Chukotka could not adapt broadcast 

media for the purpose of developing communication links between 

the nations. Only with the opening of the border, and the relaxa- 

tion of general political controls in the USSR, could efforts to 



start the process of establishing long term conrmunication connec- 

tion commence. 

Unf ortunately, Eskimo-controlled media is still in its in- 

f ancy in Chukotka; Eskimo radio in Western Alaska is in a perilous 

state from a progradng and financial standpoint; Eskimo tele- 

vision is practically non-existent on both sides; and there is 

little communication between Eskimos of the two regions and no 

broadcast media or compter information connections. This is the 

general problem existing today which this study seeks to address 

and provide solutions for. 

Dissertation Proposai 

This dissertation will set forth two ultimate objectives in 

dealing with the identified problem under study. The first 

objective: to prove that Eskimo people residing in the target 

region, despite their historic i n a b i l i t y  to achieve a desired level 

of media ernpowerment within the state broadcast communications 

environment of Soviet Russia and Western Alaska, are now in a 

position--due to changes in government communication policies and 

telecommunication infrastructures--to work collectively to comand 

and exploit broadcast media and information systems, for the 

purpose of effecting societal reintegration and attaining Eskimo- 

def ined political, economic, social, cultural, and communication 

goals. 

The second ultimate objective, is to create a communications 

mode1 which outlines an organization approach toward broadcast and 



information technology utilization for promoting Eskimo media em- 

powerment within each nation, as well as international communica- 

tion links between the Bering Strait and across the circumpolar 

North. 

Given these stated ob j ectives , three proximate ob j ectives 

willbe pursued in the attempt to construct a framework for under- 

standing the historic and present context of commuiications and the 

Eskimo, as it relates to the contentions implied by the ultimate 

objectives. 

First, this study will examine the historical development of 

broadcast media along the Bering Strait regions of Soviet Chukotka 

and Alaska, comparing the foundations, characteristics, and opera- 

tional parameters of each respective broadcast media system (Soviet 

and American), and the participatory role of Eskimos with these 

separate systems. 

Second, the study will document the reestablishment of com- 

munication access and Eskimo reunification across the Bering 

Strait, investigating the role of broadcasting and telecornni- 

cations in this process. 

Third, the study will detail and analyze the changing nature 

of broadcast conmninications in the reorganized Russian Federation 

and Alaska, gauging their implications on native media empowennent , 

the creation of Eskimo-controlled information-media services, and 

the expansion of teleconmninication ties between Chukotka and Wes- 

tern Alaska in this context. A definition of the methodological 

approaches used to address each objective will now be made. 



METHODOLOGY 

Given the relative lack of information dealing with many 

aspects of the proposed study; the difficulty of obtaining data in 

relation to the Soviet perspective; the participatory role of this 

writer within the many events described; the need for a historical 

reconstruction and extensive description; and the multidisciplinaq 

nature of the elements impacting the problem identified, no one 

research method can be employed. Rather, the methodological para- 

meters include a variety of approaches and techniques. It can be 

stated, however, that an emphasis will be made to follow general 

guidelines laid downby recognized principles pertainingto histor- 

ical and descriptive research methodologies. 

Each method commonly f ollows prescribed procedures : detailing 

the problem outlined; its statement and type; analysis of the pro- 

blem, including known and unknown data; the securing of data and 

testing its reliability; manipulation and interpretation of data, 

leading to the formation of conclusions and testing of hypotheses; 

ending with general summaries and recomendations for fu r ther  in- 

guiry* 

Concerning a differentiation of the two: the descriptive 

discipline aims toward fact finding with adequate interpretation. 

It seeks to interpret the present through abstracting generali- 

zations from cross-sections of current experience. Historical 

research deals with previous experience in like manner, yet its 

goal is to apply the method of reflexive thought to social prob- 

lems, s t i l l  unsolved, by means of discovering past trends of event , 



f act, and outlook. It traces lines of development in human thought 

and action in order to reach some basis for social activity. 

Both methods seek accuracy, ob j ectivity, and quantitative- 

ness ; reliable and relevant data;. valid standards of comparison; 

accurate and adequate descript ion; and caution in interpretation 

and formation of conclusions. Of additional importance to this 

study, is the opportunity to utilize conclusions - -molded by each 

approach--in the effort to analyze implications for the future. 

These methodologies will be used to guide the study toward 

the final goal--the two ultimate objectives previously described. 

In order to assist this realization, the three-mentioned proximate 

objectives will be categorized as a series of procedures, followed 

by methods and techniques required for their implementation. 

procedu r es. Methods. and Techniqieg 

Securing the data 

A preliminary task involves preparation of a bibliographie 

database from Soviet, American, and Canadian sources, in the effort 

to survey existing relevant literature across the many issues 

impacting this study, and to assess which data is missing and how 

it will be obtained. 

Various categories 

to f acilitate this task, 

lowing 

istics 

Eskirno 

of importance to the study 

including (but not limited 

were defined 

to) the fol- 

themes: political, economic, and sociocultural character- 

of the Soviet Union and Alaska; historical treatises of 

culture and societal involvement in Russia and Alaska; 



colonization and developmental histories of Alaska and Chukotka; 

Evolution of press theory, telecomrmuiications, and broadcasting in ' 

the US and USSR, as well as separate developments in Alaska and 

Magadan Oblast; ~nuit/~skimo broadcasting in circumpolar regions; 

communication theory pertaining to national development and cul- 

tural autonomy; and American-Soviet political relations. 

In each of these areas, comprehensive searches were made in 

numerous databases across the US, including academic, state, fed- 

eral, cornercial, and private archives. For the majority of cate- 

gories, including general Soviet perspectives on society and press 

theory, a substantial listing of publications--in the f orm of scho- 

larly literature, books, j oumals, magazines, newspaper reports, 

and film documentaries--was accessed by this writer. Alaska- 

specific references dealing with Eskimo society, broadcasting, and 

US-Soviet relations, were studied, with much of this information 

recontextualized via the personal experience of the researcher, who 

spent eight years working in Western Alaska in a variety of broad- 

cast and telecommnication applications. 

Unfortunately, the bibliographie search revealed many areas 

which lacked basic data, primarily specific to Chukotka and Magadan 

Oblast: these areas partially included Soviet state and Eskimo 

broadcasting ; telecommunications ; up to date polit ical , social, and 

economic analyses on Soviet Chukotka; and the general sociocultural 

status of Chukotkan Eskimos. Considering the importance of the 

Soviet perspective, and confronted with the fact that much primary 

material for addressing the myiv issues did not exist (in either 



US or Soviet databases), this researcher was forced to recreate a 

large portion of primary material, by engaging in f ieldwork in 

Russia over a five year period beginning in 1991. This included 

archival research (at previously closed state archives) to uncover 

original sources-in the form of Conmninist Party, Ministry of 

Communications, and state broadcast administration documents--and 

extensive interviews with numerous off icials within these agencies. 

Since no literature had ever been published dealing with Eskimo 

broadcasting in Chukotka, interviews were conducted with al1 maj or 

Eskimo personalities who played a role in its operation. 

The main challenge concerning the Soviet portion of this 

study, was in synthesizing (f rom available sources) an accurate and 

comprehensive historical reconstruction of Soviet state and Eskimo 

broadcasting. To achieve this, the controversial practices of 

secrecy protection, censorship , and propaganda policies (employed 

by Soviet officiais overseeing its operation), which hindered the 

ascertainment of 3ts true status, had to be overcome. 

Because of the absence of factual data overall, it is nec- 

cessary to provide long descriptive accounts and a compilation of 

important details within most chapters in order to correct this 

deficiency. A high degree of confidence in setting dom historical 

events and broadcast developments from 1988 onward can be assumed, 

primarily because of the participant observer role played by this 

miter (by default), in the many events and actions which took 

place during this time period. With this advantage, it was 

possible to compare a variety of accounts Jboth published and from 



other participants) dealing with the events described, in the task 

of confirming or disconfirming facts or opinions from Soviet and 

American sources - 
Not trusting the participant observer approach (descriptive 

method) to completely avoid the charge of selective observation, 

this writer diligently compared his accounting of the many events 

and issues (in U.S.-Soviet border developments, Chukotkan and Wes- 

tern Alaskan broadcasting and telecomrmnications), with a variety 

of sources to insure a basic compatibility with those who witnessed 

or analyzed the same events. The bibliographic listings will prove 

the thoroughness of this testing procedure. 

Since new knowledge is being s e t  forth as a result of exten- 

sive descriptive treatments, this writer asks the reader to bare 

with the overall length of the study. 

Procedures for Proximate Ob j ective #1 

The first task is to examine the many parameters which make 

up the total universe of Soviet and Alaskan broadcasting, going 

from a macro to micro view (national to local) , noting the emphasis 

on Eskimo participation within these developments. These para- 

meters will now be approached individually, noting how the infor- 

mation is to be gathered. 

The first aspect consists of Soviet press theory and subse- 

quent general developments in Soviet broadcasting. An analysis of 

expert judgement will be conducted by accessing an abundance of 

scholarly literature ( from U. S . sources) which provides relevant 



material in describingMarxist/Leninist/Soviet press theory; Soviet 

radio and television history. Official Soviet references were 

consulted, primarily the Large Soviet Encyclopedia, supplemented 

by translated books of Marx and Lenin, as well as  uss si an language 

texts on broadcasting and communications as published by the Soviet 

Ministry of Communications, the State Committee for Television and 

Radio, Soviet press institutions, and Soviet broadcast j ournals. 

Unfortunately, there was an absence of source material in relation 

to specific developments in Magadan Oblast and Chukotka. No liter- 

ature existed in U.S. databases on the subject. In Magadan, only 

one publication could be found which explored early printed press 

and television developments, and the information presented was 

extremely limited in scope. Accordingly, interna1 documents from 

regional broadcast and communication administrations were consul- 

ted, and extensive interviews were conducted in order to clarify 

tirnelines, administrative organization, technical infrastructures, 

and general operations. ~nformation relating to Eskimo involvement 

was obtained solely through interviews, as no published source 

material existed. 

A central hypothesis, which this material hopes to prove, is 

that Soviet Eskimos were unable-given the historic environment of 

political and communications control--to exploit broadcasting in 

a manner which could adequately meet their def ined societal and 

communication needs. 

The second aspect consists of developments in Alaska. Again, 

analysis of expert judgement was possible via numerous books and 



scholarly literature on f oundations of U. S press theory and broad- 

cast development. For Alaska-specific references pertaining to 

broadcast history, published literature from a variety of sources 

were consulted. especially in relation to state subsidized broad- 

casting. For information on Western Alaska. source material con- 

sisted of Alaska state documents, scholarly literature, reports 

and reports from broadcast services or consulting firms. In re- 

lation to descriptions on radio in Nome and Kotzebue, interviews 

were conducted with those who founded these operations, and again, 

the participant observer role was employed by this writer to con- 

firm the description of radio and press operations in the region. 

Study on this aspect will set out to prove the following 

hypothesis: that Western Alaskan Eskimos, despite possessing the 

right to a greater connwd of broadcast media than their Chukotkan 

relatives, have historically been unable to harness both state 

subsidized and private broadcast media to its fullest potential. 

In addition, both Eskimo groups have been unable to adapt past and 

current participation in broadcasting to the task of devising com- 

munication interconnections across the Bering Strait. 

Procedures for Proximate Ob j ect #2 

The second proximate objective seeks to document the status 

of U. S. -Soviet relations along the Bering Strait, Eskimo reunif ica- 

tion, and the role of broadcasting in effecting the border opening. 

For investigating the status of state relations, border history, 

and Eskimo involvement prior to 1985, there was reliance upon pub- 



lished materials in scholarly j ournals , books, and newspaper arti- 

cles for needed source material. For clarification of numerous 

issues during this period, interviews were conducted with Eskimo 

elders and political leaders intimately involved in the region. 

Concerning the period of 1985 to the present, the writer 

consulted a variety of sources in each country, accessing a number 

of published sources in addition to radio and television reports. 

For clarification, interviews were conducted with state, local, and 

Eskimo officials or leaders on each side. Again, this writer relied 

on data collection from his experience as a participant observer 

during this period in order to construct an accurate timefrarne of 

events , and to cautiously move toward generalizations about the 

many specific observations made before, during, and after the 

border opening. 

This phase of the study will address the following hypothe- 

sis : That the opening of the U. S. -Soviet border created the poten- 

tial for dramatic changes impacting the Eskimo people, specifically 

in societal reunification efforts, Soviet and Alaskan Eskimo broad- 

cast operations, and future broadcast/telecornniunication links bet- 

ween Eskimos in each nation- 

Procedures for Proximate Objective #3 

The third proximate ob j ect ive seeks to document the changing 

nature of state-subsidized broadcasting in the Soviet Union, post - 
Soviet Russia, and Alaska, in the effort to analyze and uncover the 

implications of these developments upon native media empowerment, 



the creation of Eskimo-controlled information-media services, and 

the expansion of telecomunications ties across the Bering Strait. 

The first initiative in addressing this theme is the histor- 

ical reconstruction of the tremendous political and state communi- 

cation policy changes which occurred in Soviet Russia, begiming 

in 1985, passing through the dissolution of the USSR in 1991, and 

ending with the current (1996) status of state broadcasting in the 

Russian Federation. 

To address Soviet communication and societal change at the 

national level, there was a reliance on bibliographic research--in 

this case, scholarly reports (in U. S. databases) on glasnost-era 

Soviet broadcas ting and polit ical changes, supplemented by American 

j ournal and newspaper reportage. In addition, Soviet central news - 
papers and journals were consulted for obtaining factual data out- 

Xining changes in Soviet conmunication policies and broadcasting. 

Concerning national changes impacting the regional level in 

Chukotka and Magadan, there was little information from Soviet 

central sources on developments in Chukotka. To address this def- 

iciency in data, the writer used a combination of participant 

research; review of available published literature in Soviet per- 

iodicals and newspapers located in Provideniya, Anadyr, and Maga- 

dan; and published reports in Alaskan newspapers and journals. 

For specific information concerning relatingto cornmunication 

and broadcast developments at the local and regional level, as well 

as the implications for Eskimo broadcasting, this writer relied on 

published reports in local Soviet newspapers, as well as extensive 



interviews with leading broadcast and communication figures across 

Magadan Oblast, 

Concerning the Alaskan portion of this objective, an effort 

was made to consult original sources responsible for the  reorgan- 

ization of state broadcasting, in this case, documents f rom various 

of fices of the State of Alaska (including Department of Administra- 

tion, Governor ' s Office, Alaska Public Broadcasting Commission, 

Alaska State Legislature). Further, published sources in various 

Alaska news media (both printed and electronic) were obtained in 

order to outline the various policy and in£ rastructure changes 

happening between 1978-1996. Much data of a f a i r l y  sensitive 

nature was obtained from reports issued by various communication 

consulting firms, or £rom extensive interviews, conducted by this 

w r i t e r ,  with leading authorities comected with state communica- 

tions. Finally, the participant observer role was employed to 

generate specific information pertaining to the impact of overall 

state developments upon the study villages along Western Alaska. 

Synthesis and creation of the mode1 

As the proximate objects have been laid out and system- 

atically described and verified, a synthesis of the m a n y  accounts 

impacting Soviet and A l a s k a  broadcast communications and Eskimo 

involvement within these developments will be made--moving from 

specif ic observations ( ie . , change in political and communication 
structures), to generalizations about the impact of these issues 

on furthering Eskimo media empowement--which in essence defines 



the task and scope of the first ultimate objective. 

This effort of synthesis will ultimately lead to the creation 

of a communications model--which comparatively analyzes and qual- 

ifies the similarities and differences faced by Eskimos, as well 

as their past and present involvement within each nation's communi- 

cations environment--to provi.de the rational and procedural efforts 

needed ta achieve an effective level of media empowerment for the 

Bering Strait region's Eskimo population (the final objective) 

The methodologyls final phase will include a general summary 

and suggestions for further study. 

BACKGROUND TO THE STUDY 

Historically, Eskimo adaptation to changing influences has 

occurred alongside a submissive deference to the supremacy of the 

colonizing cultures with which it came in contact. With the 

closure of the U.S.-Soviet border along the Bering Strait in 1948, 

cornunication isolation between these Eskimos was effectively 

achieved and forcibly maintained. The population, related through 

language, culture, f amily ties , and occupation, diverged into 

separate life streams. They accepted the ruling authority of the 

established government and its political foundation, participated 

in the political, economic, educational, and cultural life of each 

nation, and utilized the various forms of mass media as made 

available to them. 

The Comrnunist Party designed mass media as a primary vehicle 

for carrying out the building of socialism (in its various manifes- 



tations) in Chukotka and among the various small native peoples 

residing therein. Newspapers, magazines, films, radio, and tele- 

vision were al1 integral parts of this rnechanism to involve the 

native populations and newly arrived ethnic peoples from across 

the USSR with the programs and activities of the CPSU. 

Western Alaska possessed a roughly equal mixture of native 

and non-native peoples, undertook the task of developing the reg- 

ion1 s resource extraction and animal harvesting base (like the 

Soviets), utilizing mass media for communication with the outside 

world, coordinating the region s activities , disseminating and 

assimilating information and knowledge, and for entertainment. 

It c m  be seen that the rnethod for adapting technology is one 

that references dissimilar societies: Eskimos, while possessing a 

lifestyle with traits both alien to and characteristic of other 

aboriginal cultures, can adopt strategies which might mirror those 

aboriginal problem solving efforts in utilizing media, even though 

they corne from a differing life perspective. 

To the Eskimos of western Alaska and Chukotka, the sense of 

contsasts in a media-oriented society becomes more apparent as 

Alaska and Russia witness an ever rising trend toward native 

identity and political empowerment. This native consciousness is 

increasingly dynamic and manifests itself through a collective 

drive aimed at influencing government processes, business develop- 

ment, education, land ownership , cultural activit ies , intrastate 

cornmuiications , and the t ime-worn ques t (in tribal reservations of 

Alaska and among newly created native associations in Chukotka) 



for a separate native government or recognition of sovereign 

rights . 
The Eskimos face a world driven by media, and in this con- 

text, radio and television plays its hegemonic role by subtly (or 

forcefully) merging and validating a western framework over a so- 

cietal identity and tradition which has existed for more than four 

thousand years. 

Since broadcasting serves as a vital communication tool for 

the isolated villages along the Bering Strait, it is recognized by 

both native and government authorities as an instrument capable of 

achieving multilateral objectives as defined by those controlling 

the mediums . In Alaska, the executive and legislative branches of 

government, and leaders from the various native organizations have 

engaged in discussions over the potentials and downfalls of broad- 

cast programming as received by Eskimos. It is agreed that broad- 

casting can serve a beneficial purpose if properly adapted, yet 

there is no consensus on how t o  implement a mode1 system able to 

meet these expectations. 

From the Soviet perspective. there has been much less dis- 

cussion. Only since t he  dissolution of the USSR has there been 

movernent concerning the issue. Oves t he  years, Alaska native 

groups, government planning agencies (ie., Bering Strait Regional 

Strategy) , and international Eskimo organizations such as the Inuit 

Circumpolru: Conference (ICC), have recognized the need for native 

media participation, and have f requently is sued statements calling 

for closer ties with Chukotkan Eskimos in this regard. even though 



their prior involvement was politically impossible.' 

Acknowledgingthe past efforts to categorize the nomenclature 

of mass media influences on society, it should be pointed out that 

this is not primarily a study of broadcasting and its impact on 

cultures, but an overall look into the specific conditions of media 

development among two different nations possessing a shared ethnic 

minority and their search to be participants in ways which facili- 

tate their sociocultural integrity; how media impacts the inevit- 

able process of acculturation into American and Russian mainstream 

consciousness ; and how media can provide the means to obtain a pow- 

erful voice in the future administration of their land and society. 

e q & w  of Eskimo Socjetv and Adabtation Alonq 
the Berincr S t x a i t :  Soviet Chukotka and Alaska 

The f ollowing observation of l i f  e and adaptation among the 

Eskimos of Chukotka and Alaska is based on combinations of direct 

observation and interaction by the writer, and literary research 

(especially in relation to the Soviet perspective). The idea for 

this study began in 1986 and information was collected on the sub- 

ject through 1991. At that time, research on the dissertation was 

initiated in conjunction with Ph.D studies at McGili University. 

Sixteen villages on both sides of the Bering Strait were visited 

during these research periods, with the writer living in Magadan 

Oblast and Chukotka for a five-year period between October 1991, 

and December 1996. 

The study primarily targets the Alaskan Eskimos living on the 

Seward Peninsula, St, Lawrence Island, and Little Diomede Island: 



the target population in Russia is concentrated in the Providenski 

and Chukotski Raion (districts ) of the Chukotka Autonomous Okrug 

(area) , f omerly an administrative entity within the Magadan Oblast 

(region) territory of the Russian Soviet Federated Socialist Repub- 

lic (USSR) --and presently an autonomous area within Russia. 

mile undertaking a comprehensive historical documentation 

of the region1s past is beyond the scope of this study, an excel- 

lent review from earlier literature can be realized from the  works 

of Dail (1870), Hughes (l96O), Oswalt (l967), Neatby (19731, Hunt 

(1975) , Brown (1981) , Burch (1978) Lauritzen (1983) , Sergeyev 

(19%) , Menovshikov (1956) , Dikov (1967, 89) , Tien (1992) , and 

other authors.' A somewhat longer description of Eskirno life in 

Soviet Chukotka will be given because of the relative lack of 

information available in western literatuxe. 

The population of this study resides along the shorelines of 

the Bering Çtrait , a hostile marine environment situated between 

the Bering and Chukchi Seas. A span of 51 kilometers separates the 

two coasts, with a distance of 4 kilometers between the ~iomede 

Islands. The target area represents a small section amidst the 

larger regions of Chukotka and Alaska. Chukotkats territory con- 

tains 73 7,700 square kilometers, surrounded by the East Siberian 

Sea to the northwest and Bering Sea to the southO3 

It is a land of rolling tundra interspersed with rugged 

mountains, the highest being Mount ~atachingay in the Chukotski 

Range at 2700 meters. The eastern part of Chukotka (the ~roviden- 

ski District) is mountainous and rugged compared to the Seward 



Peninsula. The major river in Chukotka is the Anadyr River, site 

of the territoryvs capital, Anadyr. It is a land rich in natural 

resources (gold, coal, th, fish, reindeerl , with scattered forests 

stretching along the tributaries of the Anadyr River. 

Chukotka is divided into eight districts, equivalent to Amer- 

ican counties , each containing an administrative center . These 

centers are nomally located along the ocean, with hundreds of 

small settlements and native villages scattered throughout the in- 

terior and coastal regions. Transportation is conducted by air- 

craft, rnotor vehicles, and traditional means. Roads are few in 

Chukotka, thus logistics of supply are of ten dif f icult for the 

area. It has traditionally been a political unit of the larger 

Magadan Oblast region and comprises the far eastern sector of the 

Russian land mass . In 1989, Chukotka had a population of 163,000. 
On the American s ide ,  the Eskimos of Alaska reside in scat- 

tered villages amidst a state that covers an area one fifth the 

size of the continental United States. Alaska's territory posses- 

ses 1,425,000 square. kilometers, approximately t w i c e  the size of 

Chukotka. The region spans three time zones, claiming half of the 

worldrs glaciers, along with nineteen rnountains over 4600 meters, 

three million lakes, and the smallest population of any U. S. state .' 

Alaska's native peoples comprise roughly 20% of the statels 

population, residing in more that 250 villages. Most villages num- 

ber between 25 and 3000 inhabitants, and are located in areas rang- 

ing f rom barren tundra to f orest oencircled mountains . It is sparse- 

ly settled within wide regions, as in Chukotka. Major travel to 



other locations along the strait and central regions is restricted 

to aircraft, though boats, traditional locomotion (by foot or dog 

team), and motorized vehicles can be used despite the lack of a 

road network. Anchorage, the largest city, is located some 800- 

1100 kilometers from the Bering Strait villages. It is this vast- 

ness of wilderness-dominated space that maintains a delicate sep- 

aration of many of these Eskimos with the rest of the state and 

country--a condition equally applicable for Eskimos in Chukotka. 

A Sociolinguistic Perspective 

The Bering Strait region traditionally has been a meeting area 

for transient peoples since time immemorial. This is a common 

anthropological notion which ranges migration dates from 10,000- 

13,000 years ago to as far back as 25,000 yearse5 Eskimo were the 

latest arrivals in these migrations, with clear evidence of their 

habitation in Alaska at least 4000 years a g ~ . ~  

For the sake of clarification, the target group of this study 

will be labeled either Eskimo or Inuit, referring to a homogeneous 

people speaking dialects of a core language known as Eskaluet. 

Eskimos are linguistically separated between the Inuit branch (Inu- 

piaq in Northern Alaska, Inuktitut in Canada, and Kalaallisut in 

Greenland), and the Yupik branch (a broken chain of £ive languages 

including Central Alaskan Yupik, Central Siberian Yupik, Naukanski 

Yupik, Pacif ic Yupik, and the now-extinct Sirinikski) .' Central 

Alaskan Yupik is understood by most native persons in the study 

area with the Unaliq dialect understood by Çiberian Yupik and 



Naukonski speakers. 

Siberian (Chaplinski) Yupik is spoken by the Eskimos of St. 

Lawrence Island (Gambe11 and Savoonga) and in the villages of New 

Chaplino, Siriniki, Uelkal, Wrangel, and Provideniya in Chukotka. 

Naukonski is spoken in the Chukotka settlements of Uelen, Lorina, 

and Lavrentia.' Inupiaq, spoken on Little Diomede and the north- 

West coast of Alaska had in earlier times comected with Chukotka; 

after 1948, Soviet authorities forcibly resettled Eskimos of Big 

Diomede 1s land ( speaking Inupiaq and Naukonski ) to Naukon, thereby 

severing the Inuit language connection of Chukotka to Greenland.' 

In Alaska, Eskimos are the predominant indigenous population 

along the Bering Strait (with a total statewide population of 

25,000): along the Chukotka coast, Eskimos are a minority (popula- 

tion 1,500) compared to the more numerous Chukchi (12,000) .ID It 

should be noted that there is an intermingling of native peoples 

in Alaska, including the Tlingit-Haida Indians of the southeasteni 

coastal region, the Athabaskan Indians of the interior Alaskan 

region, and Aleut-Koniag in the Aleutian Island chain. In Chuk- 

otka, the native populations are primarily composed of Chukchi and 

Eskimos, with smaller minorities including Even, Chuan, Koryak, 

~ukagir, and Eveni. In general, the Alaskan groups possess very 

distinct cultures, physical features, and laquages, though there 

has always been an intermingling of people and assimilation of 

cultural characteristics. 

In Chukotka, the Eskimo have a greater interaction with the 

majority Chukchi population, sharing the same settlements along the 



coast, engaging in similar subsistence activities, and combining 

cultural, linguistic, and artistic traditions. Conf orming to the 

general l a w  of demographics, Eskirno people in Chukotka learned the 

language of the Chukchi and eventually became minorities within the 

larger native society: presently, these people represent only a 

tiny percentage (less than 1%) among the larger Slavic population 

now resident in the region. Alaskan Eskimos are a minority among 

the statefs caucasian population. It is primarily the language of 

the last group of inhabitants (the English and  uss si an speaking 

people) that facilitates communication among al1 groups. 

The Eskimo in Soviet Society: A Historical ûverview 

In the beginning of the 20th century, Eskimos living along 

the coast of Chukotka inhabited approximately 10 beach settlements 

as well as Big Diomede Island.'' There was regular communication 

across the Bering Strait with Alaskan Eskimos involving trade and 

social gatherings. They engaged in traditional subsistence act- 

ivities within their maritime environment; hunting whale, seal, 

and walrus, herding reindeer in some places with their Chukchi 

neighbors, and were involved in various foms of hunting and gath- 

ering . They worshiped animistic spirits, submitted to the auth- 

ority of shamans, cultivated artistic and social custorns, and fol- 

lowed traditional methods in their quest to thrive amidst an un- 

f orgiving arctic environment. l2 Eskimos did not possess written 

forms of language, lacked tools of mass media, and as a rule were 

illiterate. l3 



Chukotka was under nominal czarist control, though in essen- 

ce, a greater American presence existed as a result of commercial 

activities . l4 The Russian government slowly stepped up administra- 

tive control over the region in response to American activities and 

began to systematize the conditions of international travel among 

the Eskimo. 

The Revolution of 1917 marked a new stage in the lives of the 

Eskimo. The Bolsheviks, in their nDeclaration of Rights of the 

Peoples of Russiatfl defined the future participation of these 

people (and their existence) in the new task of the "building of 

so~ialisrn.~~~ This new policy instigated the intensive social 

development of so-called "backward nationalitiesn to the level of 

the nadvancedm peoples of Russia, though the notions of communism 

to which it sought to espouse, made the separate political and 

cultural existence of the Eskimos dependent on their contributions 

to the communist cause? 

Though european Russia was under their control, it would take 

six years before Soviet power was firmly established in Chukotka. 

In 1919, the first Soviet underground revolutionary codttee was 

set up in Anadyr (the eventual administrative center for the reg- 

ion) .17 By 1920, Soviet forces were gaining control over czarist 

elements (mites) in Chukotka with the assistance of Eskimo volun- 

teers: in that year Soviet administration over ~skimos along the 

~ering Strait began." In 1923, the Chukotski Raion Revolutionary 

Committee was organized in Uelen (on the t i p  of the Chukotka Pen- 

insula) ." Within that year,  Soviet control was achieved through- 



out Chukotka. 

The Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (USSR) was formally 

organized in 1924, and Chukotka was eventually incorporated as a 

national okrug with smaller districts within t Eskimos on the 

northern Coast were initially designated into an "Eskirno District, " 

subsequently incorporated into the Chukotski District: most Eskimos 

presently live in either the Chukotski, Providenski, and Iultinski 

districts .'O 

During this year, a government agency was created, known as 

the Committee for Assistance to the Peoples of the Northern Regions 

(Cornmittee of the North)." It was conceived by a group of Russian 

anthropologists who sought to limit the scope of Soviet expansion 

in the territories occupied by native people and to maintain reg- 

ional administration using historic tribal models in creating gen- 

eral assemblieç and executive codttees at the village and dis- 

trict level." Officially, the agency was given the task for sup- 

emis ion in the planned economic , administrative, cultural, educa- 

tional , and health improvement of natives in Chukotka, represent ing 

the first step toward implementing Soviet nationality policy." 

This policy was devised with the understanding that a necessary 

precondition for attaining socialism was the elimination of "cul- 

tural backwardnessn among the indigenous peoples of Chukotka and 

the Kolyma regions." 

At first, Eskimos failed to comprehend the basic foundations 

of the new Soviet government; the nature of its authority, the 

implementation of its various goals (ie., collectivization, econ- 



omic development , industrializat ion, self -goverment , conf ormity 

to Party direction), its sociocultural agenda, and its opposition 

to ancient Eskimo traditions. This was readily understandable 

considering the Eskimo were illiterate and unable to understand the 

need for a complete reconstruction of their old lives. It can be 

debated that the ancient communal nature of ~skimos coincided with 

certain traits of the new communist theory especially in relation 

to the notion of collectivity. It was easier for some Eskimos to 

sense a similarity with the goals of the new order, but it was much 

harder to find this connection among the nomadic Chukchi or Eskimos 

involved in reindeer herding . 

In time, the Cornminist Party would eventually shatter tribal 

unity by promoting the ideas of clasç struggle, waging wars against 

religion (both native and Christian) and the shamans, and suppres- 

sing those Eskimo traditions which could facilitate the maintenance 

of their cultural identity . '' Natives who f ought against the new 

authority in protecting their tribal ideology were demoted, jailed, 

or killed: natives who sought to build collaboration (politically 

or culturally) with other ethnic nationalities were assailed as 

instigators of nationalism, and consequently, as enemies of the 

state ." Government efforts quickly curtailed travel across the 

Bering Strait, commercial trade and the consumption of alcohol-- 

remnants of the days of ~merican occupation. The Soviets thus 

began the systematic development of its educational. economic, 

cultural. health, and political strategies for the Eskimo. 

In 1926, three schools were opened in the villages of Uelen, 



Naukon, and Chaplin~.'~ The organization of schools was often dif- 

ficult in the beginning because of the lack of trained teachers, 

and the fact that very few Eskimos spoke   us si an (many Eskimos 

spoke ~nglish) . 'O  Eskimo schools were soon started in Siriniki, 

~riliki, and Unazik (Chaplino), with some classes conducted in 

yarangas (the traditional skin tent dwellings of the Eskimo). Ad- 

ults attended school in evening sessions and those who became lit- 

erate soon became leading forces in the local administration or 

P a r t y  corn mit tee^.^' 

There was much initial opposition to these schools by some 

elements within the Eskimo society (especially the shamans) who 

feared that children would lose the skills needed for maintaining 

their old way of life. Boarding schools became an instrument which 

could completely sever young Eskimots involvement with their trad- 

itional life, and was a stage for many struggles between Soviets 

and those natives who promoted their identity and language." 

The activity of the various soviets spread to al1 aspects of 

life among the Eskimo and gradually became comprehendible to the 

people. These groups oversaw hunting, engaged in the supply of 

provisions to settlements, opened trading centers with standardized 

prices, established medical clinics, and provided material aid to 

the most needy.13 Eskimos were organized into cooperatives based 

on their traditional subsistence activities and agriculture was 

introduced. 

The Party began establishing kultbaza (cultural bases) which 
. 

included a boarding school, hospital, clubs, technical workshops, 



veterinary clinics, and study centers The f irst base in Chukotka 

was built in Lavrentia (1928) , and ultimately became a center of 

economic and cultural life in the Chukotkski District. Eskimos 

went there to learn new practical skills and training necessary for 

modern living, received health care, and were exposed to political 

information about the Party. l5 

The Party also expanded their political education efforts 

through the use of krasniya yaranga (red tents). These were trav- 

elling political shows, using a yaranga which served as a meeting 

place for Party workers conducting political and indoctrinational 

work among the nomadic peoples of the region. '' Essentially, the 

red tents and cultural bases were major elements in the Party's 

strategy to eliminate such Nbackwardnessn through activities aimed 

at developing enlightenment and education. 

In 1930, a political rearrangement was applied to the terri- 

tory of Chukotka: tribal administrations ceased, and government 

bodies were created, including village, district, and national area 

soviets. These units were comected to the political and adminis- 

trative structures of Khabarovsk (transf erred in 1953 to Magadan 

Oblast) and the central g~vernrnent.'~ With these events, the phil- 

anthropic nature of the Party, through the Cornnittee of the North, 

changed in character as the influence of the original agency mem- 

bers (ie., Bogaras) waned. This committee ceased in 1935, begin- 

ning a process of alienation between Eskimos and the higher eche- 

lons of the Party and government." 

On a more persona1 level, hundreds of young Komsomol (corn- 



munist youth league) members went to Chukotka to assist Eskimos in 

a variety of activities ; teaching Russian, food preparation, basic 

health care, giving political lectures, etc." 

During the period, Eskimos assimilated gradually into Soviet 

ways of life, accepting the predominance of the Party, while still 

rernaining somewhat detached f rom the pressures of Moscow . With the 
introduction of a new alphabet and textbooks written in the Chap- 

linski dialect (1933), Eskimos began studying their own written 

language, while improving their literacy in Russian. '"ducation 

was a driving force for bringing these people into the modern era. 

Collectivization continued in the thirties, and with the introduc- 

tion of technology and modern methods, the material lives of these 

people improved . 
In Chaplino, Siriniki, and Naukon, sea hunting cooperatives 

were established: hunters stalked the ocean using walrus-skin boats 

(later, wooden and steel boats with motors) , and their harvests 

allowed them to prepare fresh meat for themselves and for sale to 

the govemment. The sea provided them with materials for clothing 

and fuel, while money f rom the sale of skins, tusks, and fat allow- 

ed them to purchase tools and modern conveniences. Dog teams often 

prwided transportation in the winter as the deep snows of winter 

made it dif ficult for planes, tractors, and trucks to reach vil- 

lages. The basic material nature and lifestyle was a mixture of 

old subsistence ways supplemented by new rnethods as introduced by 

the Soviets .41 Their living conditions, while not better than their 

Alaskan brethren, were roughly comparable. 



The Stalin-inspired purges of 1937-38 left a mark on the 

Eskimo as a brief wave of repressions covered the territory. Some 

remnants of the native upper class and intelligentsia were swept 

away . 4 î  Territorial administrations (Anadyr, Kamchatka, Magadan) 

began direct control over the Bering Sea Coast, and large govern- 

ment t r u s t s  (such as the Dalstroy Company based in Magadan) began 

resource extraction and economic development." These big trusts, 

along with the central plannets from Moscow, did not maintain the 

same level of interest in native affairs like the Committee of the 

North had at its inception. The new organizations were governed 

strictly in accordance with the demands of fulfilling state plan- 

ning quotas." Lands (including rich hunting and fishing areas) 

were seized from the traditional native owners, as well as those 

belonging to native cooperatives. 

Eskimo people, while living distinctly apart from the average 

Soviet citizen, were nonetheless recipients of Party and government 

policies which were based on urban models. Strict methods of col- 

lectivization often did not work well (especially among Chukchi 

and Eskimo reindeer breeders) and had to be modified on the basis 

of private ownership .4 '  Eskimo sea hunters began killing walrus for  

animal f eed at newly developed fur f arms - -a typical Soviet adapta- 
t ion at odds with traditional Eskimo ways . '' 

The end result of this situation on govemment/Party policy 

toward Chukotka was a consistent inability of planners to develop 

effective s trategies and solutions to the problems f aced by native 

peoples.  Progress indeed was being made in bringing Eskimos into 



the  overall Soviet development scheme, but not without costs. 

In the late 1930s, Eskimos from Chaplino, Siriniki, and Uel- 

ka1 continued to travel across the strait, visiting St. Lawrence 

and the Diomede Islands, as well as some settlements on the Alaska 

coast. Alaskan Eskimos could travel over to the Chukotka side as 

long as they had identification papers completed and did not bring 

over gus, alcohol, or religious items." 

It took 24 hours to row from Gambeil to Chaplino in calrn 

waters during the summer months . In 1938, the Soviet administra- 
tion, while still limiting cross-border visits, did recognize the 

legitimacy of these actions between the related Eskimo groups.'' 

W i t h  t he  advent of World War 2 ,  a period of w a r m  diplornatic 

relations existed between America and the USSR, primarily due to 

the lend lease program in which U.S. aircraft were flown between 

Alaska and different s i t e s  in Chukotka. The Eskimos contributed 

to the war effort, mainly through reindeer breeding activities, and 

even as ~oldiers.~' The war years were difficult for many settle- 

ments: the normal Soviet supply mechanisms did not provide suffic- 

ient food and materials to the villages as most resources were 

directed to the war front."   es pi te the relaxation of tensions, 

Eskimos in the Providenski District were st i l l  under the same basic 

restrictions as imposed by Party officials, and could not travel 

easily to Alaska. 

Upon cessation of the war, Bering Strait relations worsened 

for the Eskimo. The dawning of the Cold War between America and 

the Soviets sparked a dramatic cessation of cross-border traffic. 



In August 1947, three Eskimos from Chaplino rowed to Gambe11 (St. 

Lawrence Island) , and upon their return, al1 travel ended ." In the 

f ollowing spring , the 193 8 border agreement (a ten-year pact signed 

earlier between the two nations dealing with native travel) was not 

renewed." In 1948, an %ce curtainn arose dividing the waters of 

the strait with an aeificial line that would not be crossed fox 

another forty years. 

For the Eskimos of the Chukotka Coast, this forced separation 

isolated these people from the traditions and activities of their 

Alaskan relatives, pushing them further into the Soviet orbit. 

Socialist construction in Chukotka during this period was 

characterized by further development of the collective fam and CO- 

operative systems, greater participation of Eskimos in Party cells, 

increased educational opportunities, further modernization, and a 

concentration of the population into larger areas through a process 

called ukrupneniya ( resett lement ) . The cooperat ives expanded their 

operations in conjunction with state plans: Eskimos began interact- 

ing with Communist Party organs on a greater basis, primarily serv- 

ing on local soviets and executive committees, and assisting the 

administration of state cooperatives. Educational opportunities 

for young Eskimos increased, and many began to attend university 

institutes in Leningrad, as well as technical training schools in 

Chukotka and other areas of the US SR.'^ Better technology was in- 

troduced to villages, electrif ication spread, radios and other mod- 

ern appliances appeared, and new housing construction began. 

Ukrupneniya, as earlier mentioned, involved the forced reset- 



tlement of three Eskimo villages to alternate sites (Big Diomede 

to Naukon in 1948. Naukon to Lavrentia in 1958. and Chaplino (Ind- 

ian Point) to New Chaplino in 1958) . Regional Party off icials 

dictated the moving of these settlements--1ocated in isolated areas 

difficult to supply and closest t o  the Arnerican coast--for logis- 

tical reasons, however, many elder Eskimos refused to relocate and 

a number codtted suicide.s5 Eskimos still go back to these sites 

during the sumers as they are prime fishing and hunting areas. 

By 1951, most Eskimos were leaving their yarangas and moving 

into wooden houses, courtesy of loans made by the local government. 

Construction boomed over the next ten-year period, and by 1961, 

Soviet sources claimed that al1 residents had their own modern 

homes.'' In the late 1950s and early sixties, the Magadan mec- 

utive Cornmittee set out an ambitious program to establish kolhozes 

(collective farrns) in Chukotka, along with the construction of 

apartment buildings, schools, hospitals , clubs, stores, cultural 

centers, public bath houses, and f acilities for the intelligent- 

sia." Eskimos adopted many professions; truck drivers, teachers, 

doctors, writers, artists, radio operators, veterinary workers, 

mechanics, cooks, and other vocations. Literacy among the popula- 

tion was increased, though later at the expense of the Eskimo l m -  

guage . '' Soviet educat ional use and c u l t  ivation of the native 

dialects continued during the  1950 s , but the orientation would 

change a decade later, 

Activities in the maintenance of spiritual culture continued 

on a more subdued level. The Soviets p e d t t e d  celebrations of 



some national holidays, especially during times of whale harvest- 

ing. Singing, dancing, ivory carving, decorative applied art, 

Eskimo literature (folklore, fairy tales, 'and lifestyles), and 

other forms adapted from old Eskimo traditions were now intertwined 

with the perspective of the new socialist ideology. l9 Eskimo themes 

would merge with Leninist applications and synthesize with the new 

conditions of l i fe  in Soviet Chukotka. 

A special art school and factory for ivory carving was set 

up in Uelen, and native dance groups organized in various villages, 

yet cultural activities would remain under the watchful eye of 

Party functionaries obsessed with keeping the seeds of nationalism 

in check,'* 

During the sixties, Soviet central planning accelerated the 

expansion of the mineral extraction industry in Chukotka, and a 

dramatic alignment of the population fsom the western and central 

regions of the USSR to the Far East took place. Gold mining sites 

and new settlements expanded around the territory, along with the 

infrastructure needed to support them (roads, housing, schools, 

stores, power generation plants, port facilities, etc.). 

Eskimos, as well as other natives, quickly became a small 

minority arnong a growing mixture of peoples from various union 

republics, and quickly lost al1 control over the maintenance of 

their traditional lands. Ecological conditions worsened and the 

Eskimo philosophy of respect for the land was replaced by the 

designs of successive five-year plans and their implementation by 

industries indifferent to the fragile nature of the en~ironment.~' 



These traditional lands were bankrolling the USSR with its 

vast treasures of gold, yet al1 funds derived £rom these operations 

were directed to the central government with little given back to 

the native people. Chukotka gold provided the Party with the re- 

sources needed for promoting their strategic foreign policies ab- 

road, in addition to propping up their domestic economy. Finan- 

cial allocations appropriated by the government for distribution 

to native communities ended up in the budgets of regional Party and 

executive cornittees, which subsequently diverted the funds for 

building up regional centers, Party buildings, and other projects 

far away from the Eskimo villages? 

Only a trickle of funds made it back to the settlements, and 

the general living condition of the Eskimos remained extremely poor 

compared to those of non-natives just arriving in Chukotka. It was 

easier for Russian workers to find an apartment in a recently built 

settlement than for an Eskimo man looking for one in his own tom. 

Eskimo participation in the political realm of the USSR con- 

tinued to be limited to local, district, and regional participation 

only. men within their own districts, political power remained 

in the hands of non-natives, most of whom were relative newcomers. 

Eskimo political participation had early on been guaranteed by 

successive Soviet  constitution^.^^ 

The government structure of the time had its highest adminis- 

trative and legislative level in the Supreme Soviet of the USSR, 

which was comprised of two chambers, the Soviet of the Union, and 

the Soviet of Nationalities. Historically, Chukotka was allowed 



one or h o  native representatives in the latter body, but no ~ s k -  

imos were elected to the position. 64 

The Comrminist Party, as embodied by the Politburo of the 

Central Cornittee, and Party congresses, remained the actual power 

in the lives of Eskimos through its successive control mechanisms 

f rom the central organs in Moscow, dom to the smallest Party cells 

existing in local organizations and work units. Power in this 

setting always was exerted in a downward vertical direction and the 

Eskimos were forced to comply with al1 Party decrees. The order 

of Party control was as follows: 1) the Central Committee of the 

CPSU; 2) the Russian Soviet Federated Socialist Republic Party 

Committee; 3) the Magadan Oblast Party Committee; 4) the Chukotka 

Autonomous Okrug Party Committee; 5) the various district Party 

Cornnittees; 6) the local village Party cornittee; 7) the Party ce11 

in every local organization. " 

In essence, Eskimos have never had any serious input into the 

political machinery governing their lives and had to rely on init- 

iat ives from higher authorities aimed at improving their overall 

l i f  e condition .'" 
It was no accident that Eskimos were conditioned to be 

politically passive through years of detailed control by Party 

leaders, government agencies, state security apparat (KGB) , border 

guards, and other elements. The original Bolshevik statements 

outlining the rights of al1 Soviet peoples and nationalities ended 

up an obscure notion for regional authorities assigned control over 

the Eskimo settlements, 



Soviet restructuring: 1985-1991 

Soviet power and the condition of the Eskimo remained fixed 

until the beginnings of perestroika (restructuring) in 1985. In 

the exercise of personal freedom, economic control, and cultural 

empowerment, Eskimos had conditioned themselves to remain subser- 

vient to those forces non-cognizant of these ideas. Eskimos con- 

tinued to live in a somewhat-isolated fashion within their vil- 

lages; were involved in traditional foms of employment while en- 

gaging in new ones; and were fully integrated with the multifaceted 

people and elements comprising modern Soviet life. Much of the 

population was housed in large modem concrete apartment buildings 

with m i n g  water, electric stoves , kitchen appliances, radios and 

televisions, and everyday items available to the rest of the 

nation. For others, housing and rnaterial access was substandard. 

L i k e  Alaska, native language skills had markedly deteriorated 

among the youth; a result of Soviet educational policies enforcing 

Russian language in schools, along with successive policies both 

encouraging and discouraging native language study. Native litera- 

ture experienced similar ups and doms based on the publishing pol- 

icies prevalent at different times. 

A resurgence of Eskimo identity began to emerge during the 

perestroika period, though this was done on a cautious basis: 

native dance groups and cultural organizations became more active 

and began to look across the Bering Strait once again in the hope 

of reunification. 



~conomic conditions began to worsen after 1985 among the 

different villages. Average wages for Eskimos in collectives were 

among the lowest in the nation, and the rising costs of products 

and transportation doorned many to living below the poverty line. 

While foodstuffs were subsidized and supplemented by subsistence 

activities , Soviet administrative structures were breaking dom, 

central planning efforts did not deliver supplies as in former 

years, and local initiative continued to be suppressed. 

Party authority, while being discredited, continued to make 

it impossible for Eskimos to devise new methods or activities which 

could alleviate their position. The Eskimos had no effective input 

into the greater issues of political involvement, economic develop- 

ment, control over the environment, education, cultural develop- 

ment, or communications. 

From the earliest contact with czarist Russia up to this 

time, freedom continued to be an absttact idea, though it had 

always been the vital component of their historical existence. 

New Beginnings 

In 1988, the Bering Strait was reopened, marking another 

phase in the lives of these Eskimos. Meeting in Provideniya, 

Alaska Eskimos came to reunite with friends and relatives from 

Chaplino, Siriniki, and other settlements . While this will be 

discussed later in the study, the event opened the eyes of the 

Chukotkans regarding the werall condition of their lives as Soviet 

citizens, perhaps for the first time. Subsequent visits to Alaska 



allowed for direct cornparisons in living conditions, lif estyles , 

participation in the wider society, economic and political stand- 

ing, etc. 

Clearly, the Chukotkans were far behind the Alaskans in 

asserting their rights and improving their socioeconomic situa- 

tion, though it was clear that joint efforts could be conducted 

alongside the Alaskans for the bettement of their position within 

the territory and in political circles. 

By 1989, the forces of change had given the Eskimos oppor- 

tunities for establishing greater control with respect to their 

political involvernent in Russia. A "Congress of Small Peoples of 

the Soviet North," had been convened for the first t i m e  in Moscow 

to represent the demands of 26 indigenous people groups occupying 

the northern regions of the country." This gathering sought to 

unite the various nationalities (a clear sign of revolt against old 

Soviet nationality policies) in the effort to demand greater p o l i t -  

ical rights and special protection from government and industrial 

actions oppressing their land, culture, and laquage. In the 

opening speech to this congress, Chuner Taksami noted: 

the bureaucratic comrnand system prevented natives from taking 
part  in local self-government, ruined the conditions for 
f ur ther  development of traditional economies , and pushed 
traditional l e a g e ,  culture, and self -consciousness to the 
limitç of extinction. Northern minorities have corne to face 
a rather alarming choice: to sunrive or di~appear.~' 

With this congress, native associations (political organizations 

prornoting native rights) began appearing throughout the North, 

including the establishment of the mAssociation of Native Peoples 



of Chukotka and Kolyma, representing al1 natives of Chukotka to 

the national congress. District associations, such as the m A V ~ f f  

native association, and the "Yupik Societyn (representing the 

interests of Eskimos in the Providenski District) were also organ- 

ized . '9 

These associations were roughly comparable to native organiz- 

ations in Alaska such 'as the Alaska Federation of Natives (A,FN) or 

regional and village corporations created under the Alaska Native 

Claims Settlement Act. Many politically active native entities 

have now developed in Chukotka such as the "Society of Professional 

People, "Union of Reindeer Principals, "National Feminist Union, 

HYoung Mens Association, and "Ses and Rindra Hunters of Chukotka, If 

with most possessing branches in the Providenski, Chukotkski, Schm- 

idtovski , Iultinski, and Madyrski districts .'O 

These associations theoretically paved the way for greater 

involvement by natives in the overall administration of their lands 

within the Russian Republic of the USSR. Two years after the in- 

ception of the first congress, coordination of the various groups 

across the North remained limited due to the inability of native 

leaders to establish effective communication mechanisms. 

With the dissolution of the Soviet Union, many of the former 

restrictions imposed by Communist authority were swept away, only 

to be replaced with new destabilizing factors brought on by the 

currentpolitical crisis withinthe reorganized Russian Federation. 

The problems remain the same for natives (despite their new oppor- 

tunities) as they struggle along with the qeçt of the nationr s pop- 



In the post-Soviet period, Eskimos in Chukotka have found 

their living conditions even more perilous with regard to the 

economy. In May of 1992, Eskimo, government, and business leaders 

f rom Chukotka met with their Alaskan counterpartç in ~rovideni~a 

for the "Four Regions Conference, an event dedicated to formu- 

lating a comprehensive development strategy for uniting the econ- 

omies and peoples of the Bering Strait. Eskimos from both sides 

were given the opportunity to discuss a systematic approach to sol- 

ving their problems . 
The conference was but one of many events that would bring 

together natives and government entities from both nations. Trad- 

itional whaling festivals and other activities have been held on 

both coasts, and individual connections among families and friends 

are expanding, as well as corporate relations between native 

cultural and political associations. 

As of 1996, Eskimo relations across the strait were continu- 

ing in a semi-suspended state, blocked by the logistical problems 

of financing, transportation, and telecornnication access, though 

the frequency of visits between villages in Chukotka with those in 

St . Lawrence 1s land, Diornede, and western Alaska are increas hg. 
These problems must be solved if the process of reintegration is 

to become increasingly dynamic and systematic; and represent a 

critical juncture in the ability of these people to redefine their 

existence and future role as participants in the maintenance, dev- 



elopment, and administration of the Bering Strait region. 

Western Alaskan Eskimos: A Village Perspective 

While Alaskan Eskimos share very similar lif estyle traits 

with their Chukotkan relatives, there is a degree of social inte- 

gration into modem American society which can be characterized as 

more sophisticated and participatory than those on the Chukotkan 

shore. In t h i ç  brief expose1, we will try to focus on those ele- 

ment s which reveal the Alaskan native approach for combining trad- 

itional and contemporary lifestyles, and do so from a more recent 

perspective than was presented for Chukotka. 

Alaskan Eskimos along the Bering Strait base their existence 

on a combination of traditional subsistence activities together 

with efforts to compete in a cash-oriented, market-based society. 

For a majority of residents, hunting, f ishing, and gathering cons- 

titutes a perpetual activity in the pursuit of food and other life- 

style requirements . During the summer season, al1 villages engage 
in fishing for salmon and other species--on a persona1 or commer- 

cial basis--and many have traditional fish camps located along the 

many rivers around the coast . A ~ S O ,  hunting for birds and srnall 

animals occurs in summer. As a people dependent on the .ses for 
much of their resources, the Eskimos often risk their lives on both 

frozen sea and ocean waters in the pursuit of seal, walrus, fish. 

c m ,  whale, and polar bear. 

While hunters share their game often in a communal manner 

(most notably with whale harvests), the rules of the hunt and the 



division of game is different than Soviet Eskimo hunters who must 

give his harvest up to the whims of a state cooperative. On land, 

the Eskimo seeks the caribou, moose, and bear, while trapping for 

furred animals which provide clothing and a source of money. This 

differs fromthe Chukotkan experience, where individualhunting for 

game animals is prohibited and fur activities are conducted on a 

cooperative basis at a state farm--rather than by a single man 

tending his trap line in the wilderness. 

It is this adherence to subsistence ways that differentiates 

these people from the dominant American culture coexisting with 

them, though fewer and fewer engage in true subsistence living. 

In return for the benefits of western technology and administra- 

tion, the Eskirno sacrifices a strict calling to traditional noms, 

yet this is taken as a necessary condition for living in a modern 

society--as is true for the Chukotkans. 

Aluminum boats, three wheel motorcycles, trucks, airplanes, 

and snow machines replaced the walrus-skinned umiak and the dog 

sled for land and sea travel. The Alaskans have more individual 

options for personal transport as three wheelers , cars, skidoos, 

and af fordable air travel are normally unobtainable across the sea. 

s if les, steel knives, and traps replaced the traditional tools of 

bow and arrow, flint or bone harpoons, and sinew. 

Despite the conveniences of these modern tools. the Eskimos 

st i l l  followthe old methods while integrating newtechnology. This 

is a classic example of Eskimo adaptability which puts them in the 

forefront of cultures which display a superior ability to deal with 



both subtle and radical change. mile Eskimos are sophisticated 
in the ways of modern American life--with the majority of people 

engaged in regular occupations--many still sense the need to find 

a place for the old ways as a necessary counterbalance and guide 

for reconciling their unique identity as both Eskimo and American. 

Identity crises confronts those who cannot psychologically adapt. 

Spiritual culture remains a vital force for many Eskimos, as 

evidenced by nurnerous native dance groups operating throughout the 

region; native awareness and language classes in public schools; 

or local and regional celebrations e , the whale festivals of St . 
Lawrence Island, community potlatches, native athletic olympics, 

Bering Strait Elders Conference). Native culture continues to be 

passed dom by the elders to young people, primarily in teaching 

life skills and traditions. Eskimo folk mythology continues to be 

celebrated, and is actively composed and performed in written and 

dramatic (oral) settings . Native visual arts have experienced a 

renaissance in recent years, exhibited in the foms of carvings 

(ivory and natural materials including wood, Stone, bone), basket 

weaving, skin sewing, painting, and other applications. 

Prior to colonization, Alaskan Eskimos shared the same ani- 

mistic spiritual traditions of their Chukotkan relatives. With the 

introduction of Christianity, large-scale conversion of the popu- 

lation took place, partly in relief to the oppressive spiritual en- 

vironment propagated by rnany Eskimo shamans. Russian Orthodox in- 

fluence was not strong in the Bering Strait, but rather it was the 

Protestant movement of the late 1800s and early 1900s which made 



the most impact on natives of the region. By the l95Os, Christian- 

ity played an extremely important role in the lives of villagers, 

with Eskimo values and traditions somewhat reoriented in conf ormity 

with the new faith, 

Spiritual changes are once again in the midst of todayfs 

Eskimos. A growing movement back to ancient spiritual practices 

is growing among the Young, while Christianity remains firm within 

the older segment of the population, perhaps a normal development 

in parallel with trends exhibited across the United States, 

Up until the 1970s, the villages of the Seward Peninsula, 

St. Lawrence rsland, and Little Diomede resembled areas that could 

be considered impoverished when the issues of basic services and 

physical living conditions were considered. Only within the last 

twenty years has there been such items as running water, tele- 

phones, reliable electricity, medical clinics , and social services. 

men at present, some villages in the study area are without res- 

idential water and plumbing. Few villages have a resident doctor 

or dentist, and the majority are dependent on state and federal 

funding to maintain existing services. Housing is substandard in 

some settlements , consisting of log cabins and poorly built plywood 

frame homes, while most village roads are unpaved. 

The history of many villages reveals a struggle to situate 

themselves in an area prone to environmental changes forced by 

ocean and weather conditions. In the past, entire villages were 

relocated after severe storms or because of the unavailability of 

game. Earlier Eskimo life can be described as a series of strug- 



gles against a harsh and unforgiving environment. Adaptation was 

a requirement in the battle for food and shelter. These are arnong 

many elements which forced the Eskimo to develop the resiliency and 

fortitude necessary for sumival in the Arctic. Early Soviet and 

American government efforts to supply natives were based on a rec- 

ognition of the f east or famine nature of subsistence food procure- 

ment . " 
Despite their physical appearances, al1 villages possess the 

modern conveniences which makes life easier and enjoyable. This 

is a perceived benefit of social integration for people who live 

in an environment that f eatures seven to eight month winters , temp- 

eratures d o m  to ninety below zero with windchill, daylight rest- 

ricted to a few hours at the winter solstice, and 24-hour daylight 

at the summer solstice. 

Televisions, videocassette recorders, stereos, CB radios, 

microwave ovens, kitchen conveniences, fax machines and cornputers 

are cornmonplace in homes, with many owning snow machines, motor- 

cycles, cars, boats, and airplanes. Home heating is usually by 

wood or oil'burning stoves. For a majority of villagers, the fam- 

ily food supply is composed of a mixture of store bought items and 

subsistence gatherings. 

It is this reliance on outside products that creates a subtle 

crisis, and comparisons can be made in how Soviet and Alaskan Eski- 

mos managed the problem. For the Alaskan, the price for entering 

a cash-based social economy becomes apparent for villages that have 

no viable economic base. Relying more on goods that require cash 



for purchase presents dilenaias for villages that have extremely 

high unemployment rates. This in turn necessitates an overreli- 

ance on state and federal subsidization (mainly through welfare 

programs or municipal government grants) for the precious comodi- 

ties of gasoline (for mechanized transport and electric generators, 

oil (heating and fuel), foodstuffs, and the technical infrastruc- 

ture for village utilities and facilities. 

Chukotkan Eskimos were unable to apply themselves individ- 

ually to these tasks, and were forced to rely on central planning 

efforts to deal with these problems. The Alaskan shouldered this 

problem individually, though persons could be aided by extensive 

government support programs should he or she fa i l  to obtain the 

f inancial resources necessary for living. Unf ortunately, a welf are 

mentality exists among many Eskimos, as with the Chukotkans, and 

this status is directly opposed to the traditional Mndset of the 

Eskimo as independent and individually responsible for the concerns 

of l i fe .  

i n  many villages, proper f inancial management was a problem, 

due to inexperienced management of native leaders, lack of educa- 

tional training, f raud by outside f inancial advisors, depletion of 

i n i t i a l  cash reserves from government appropriations, and develop- 

mental interf erence f rom private, commercial, and government sour- 

ces. 

A continuous struggle to maintain and protect traditional 

land and sea areas f rom overuse or uncontrolled development remains 

a m a j  or task for Eskimo leaders. It is the land and sea which pro- 



vides the food needed to survive, as well as the natural resources 

(oil, minerals, game) necessary to strengthen the Eskimo position 

in the political, economic, and social spheres . As previously not- 

ed, the Eskimos of Chukotka face the same dilemmas. It is under 

this forecast that the need for native control over communications 

becomes apparent in meeting the challenges of the future. 

Sociopolitical Bistory and Education: An ûverview 

Education and political structures have changed dramatically 

over the past t w e n t y  five years. Before the arrival of Euro-Amer- 

ican colonization, the Eskimo culture possessed a sovereign govern- 

ing system based on tribal leadership (like Chukotka), with l a w s  

based on the demands of their environment. As the arrival and in- 

f luence of these outside societies emerged, there occurred a paral- 

le1 submersion of indigenous governing structures. '' Historic pre- 

cedents (resulting from tribal-U.Ç. Government treaties and Con- 

gressional rulings) had inhibited Eskimo goals for self -determina- 

tion and other rights . '' 
Time and continued occupation by non-natives seeking adven- 

ture and fortune along the strait limited the ability of native 

leaders to maintain their historic ruling strength. Land claims 

were made on their hunting grounds, Eskimo children were forced 

into schools proclaiming a foreign way of life, cultural identity 

was denigrated and Eskimo languages were suppressed. 

Eskimo knowledge of the land and sea had little place in a 

world which relied on machinery, canned food, and cash. men 



earlier, the Eskimo relegated himself to a position of servitude 

during a period spanning from the early Russian occupation, the 

great whaling efforts in the late 1800s, and the Alaska gold rush; 

to the mass relocation operations of the American military during 

World War 2, and the consequent immigration period up tu, and fol- 

lowing the establishment of Alaska ~tatehood.'~ 

During the 1960s, native political consciousness emerged and 

collectively organized among diverse native groups in the state, 

and Eskimos were effective leaders in this development. The Alaska 

Federation of Natives was founded and major inroads were made in 

forcing the government to adopt positions promoting Eskimo assimil- 

ation into the mainstream of America on an equitable basis? 

Concurrent with this was the recognition of native rights, 

identity, participation in the formulation of government policies 

aff ecting natives, and a voice in the management of services provi- 

ded to the villages. While the geographical separation would main- 

tain a degree of isolation between these remote villages and the 

outside, the federal govemment maintained a policy that sought a 

systematic development of Eskimos through educa t iona l  , economic, 

and political methods. Again, there are parallels in this context 

to the Soviet position of Eskimo incorporation and development . 
Improvements in public education were made during this time. 

The Federal Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA)  , an equivalent to the 

Soviet wConanittee of the North, built elementary schoolç in a num- 

ber of villages along the Bering Strait. In Unalakleet, a private 

high school founded by the Evangelical Covenant Church of America 



represented the only high school available for students in the 

region." Until this time (1958) , students were forced to leave 

t h e i r  villages t o  attend high school, most notably at Mt. Edgecome 

High School, a BIA school in Southeast Alaska. This trend played 

a major role in shaping the d n d s  of Eskimo young people toward a 

western outlook on life, precisely at the most formative time of 

t h e i r  lives. Many of the top native leaders were graduates of 

these two schools, and the opportunities for a university education 

became more accessible for Eskimo students. 

The old traditional passing on of native hunting and mental 

skills from the elders to the young men and women was inhibited by 

this process of f orced relocation for achieving goveniment -mandateci 

education, and was similar to t he  Soviet Eskimo experience of for- 

ced attendance at Russian language boarding schools. 

During the  t i m e  jus t  prior to 1971,  the political power of 

the Bering Strait region grew as the state began to grant  second- 

class city status to most of the villages. Along with this status 

came powers of civil administration, taxation. eligibility for the 

operation and control of f ederally f inanced programs, including 

health care, employment assistance, social services, and tribal 

operations. This conferral of authority upon local leaders was a 

recognition of political sovereigntyafar beyond that given to nat- 

ives under Soviet administration, Second-class cities contained 

two local governing boards: t he  state-recogriized municipal govem- 

ment, and the federally recognized tribal councils (based on the 

1934 Indian ~eorganization Act by the U. S. Congress) 



Although each village traditionally recognized the tribal 

council as the true ruling entity, it was now realized that the 

people were under a four-tiered government authority (tribal, mun- 

icipal, state, and federal) . The sowing of power struggles emerged 

throughout these levels: this system was not unlike the Party and 

government conmittees set over Eskimos in the Providenski District 

with its myriad levels of administration. 

W i t h  the discovery of oil reserves in Alaska's Prudhoe Bay 

region, the federal government recognized the need to settle the 

long standing issue of Alaska native land rights and compensation 

for past claims . 'O This was seen as paramount to solving certain 

legal and logistical problems that would be encountered in const- 

ructing the trans-Alaska pipeline envisioned for transporting oil 

from Prudhoe to Valdez. The recognition that native political 

power could upset this plan remained in the minds of oil industry 

executives, state officials, and federal government agencies. In 

essence, the project would be an economic boon to al1 involved, 

including the state government and the various native groups who 

would be recipients of its social services. 

In 1971, President Richard Nixon signed the Alaska Native 

Claims Settlement Act (ANSCA) which recognized the validity of 

aboriginal claims to the land and its resour~es.~~ The act created 

twelve regional native corporations which would wersee the distri- 

bution and control of over f orty million acres of land, in addition 

to a cash disbursement of nearly one billion  dollar^.'^ The money 

was considered an investment capital base for native people and a 



way to promote economic development in rural areas. 

In the Bering Strait region, village corporations were estab- 

lished in every settlement to represent local interests while ser- 

ving as subsidiaries to a regional corporation called the Bering 

Strait Native Corporation. Under the regional unit was created a 

non-profit social agency called Kawerak Inc. Each village now had 

f ive j urisdictional elements in operation, further blurring the de- 

fining line of authority from the tribal to federal level. 

The major benefit to villages came as a result of these fin- 

ancial allocations and the new found wealth of the State of Alaska 

through revenues generated by taxation of the Prudhoe Bay fields. 

The state began a reallocation of revenues to the Bering Strait in 

the form of numerous constzuction projects and social services. 

Telecomrminication intercomection began around the state, providing 

telephones to villages long denied such service. Education was 

greatly enhanced with the building of public elementary and high 

schools in every village that requested them." The University of 

Alaska expanded into a system of thirteen colleges scattered across 

the state: al1 levels of education could be obtained either by at- 

tending classes on campus or through distance delivery methods. 

During these boom times, expectations among the Eskimos rose 

dramatically as oil sparked a new phase in their social integra- 

tion. Money no longer appeared to be the primary problem for imp- 

lementing services; the problems involved effectiveness and long 

tem success. In the spheres of education, economics, and poli- 

tics, effectiveness was contingent upon planning efforts that were 



designed in ways that reconciled the needs of Eskimos to the out- 

side systems and philosophies that were being applied to those 

spheres . Eskirno awareness and political clout gained momentum dur- 
ing this period resulting in a vibrant movement seeking to influ- 

ence al1 areas of the state. 

The State of Alaska and the Eskirno population encountered a 

period of economic and social upheaval during the late 1980s and 

early 1990s, partially resulting from years of boom and bust man- 

agement strategies, fiscal inefficiency and waste, the collapse of 

world oil prices, and the steadily decreasing output of the Prudhoe 

Bay fields. Revenue from o i l  provides approximately 80% of the 

state ' s budget, and with the decline of petrodollars, the Alaska 

government eliminated a number of capital projects, community rev- 

enue-sharing programs , state j obs and programs, and forced a number 

of social service cutbacks throughout rural Alaska. 

The study region is now faced with economic austerity based 

on a number of criteria. The Nome-based Bering Straits Native Cor- 

poration has faced continued problems in financial solvency, along 

with many village corporations. Gavernment subsidies for essent- 

ial services such as health clinics, police, fire, and housing were 

reduced, and many past investment s by native organizations have 

failed. While the Kotzebue-based NANA Corporation is now finan- 

cially sound as a result of the Red Dog Zinc Mine development, most 

native villages of the area are s t i l l  struggling with their econ- 

omit base. Mineral development remains a primary component for 

ensuring native financial solvency, though access to reserves is 



not universal to al1 native corporations. Further, many native 

organizations are indecisive on their fiscal and planning strate- 

gies, and the fight to maintain essential services for the native 

constituency continues. 

The Eskimo population in the study area is faced with creat- 

ing new modes of management and operation of their comunities 

which avoids mistakes of the past. To many cornes a realization of 

the need to redevelop native subsistence skills to supplement scar- 

ce monetary supplies. In essence, the Eskimos need to redefine 

how to survive in the land which their ancestors managed to do for 

the last 4000 years. It is a readaptation quest requiring the co- 

operation of the western system to which they belong. 

While communications in Alaska remains w e l l  developed on a 

technical basis with increasingly new services available, there is 

a general vacuum existing among the native comunities in harness- 

ing the power of telecommunication technologies. Fax and data 

services are commonly used by Alaska's native corporations, but 

broadcast capabilities are severely restricted. It is often un- 

clear why this state of affairs exists given the general ability 

of native leaders to define goals and strategies which lend support 

to native development. 

Chukotkats Eskimos can only dream about the opportunities 

currently available to their Alaskan brethren, and it is of int- 

erest to this study to find out how they might strategize their 

involvement with communications media in ways dif ferent f rom the 

Alaskan experience. It is a paradox that in a f iber optic society, 



media technology remains underutilized by a people who can easily 

harness its potential, given the will. 

Conclusions 

In reference to Stenbaek (1991), who provides a mode1 of in- 

digenous broadcasting based on an intercomected power relation- . 

ship of economic, political, and communication forces, it is clear 

that the adaptation and control over broadcasting by Eskimos on 

both sides must be obtained if these people are to be more effec- 

tive in their struggle for achieving greater self-sufficiency and 

power in these spheres ." 
It is the hope of this study to comparatively assess the con- 

ditions experienced by these unique peoples with broadcast media, 

in the quest to point out ways for taking control of the rnediums 

which can have a dramatic impact on the direction their lives will 

take . 
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REVIgW OF THE LITERATURE 

Background to the Siterature Search 

Given the fact that this study is international in scope, the 

following section will make references to databases obtainable from 

sources in the United States, Canada, and those located in Russia, 

In seeking materials delineating the Soviet experience of Eskimos 

and media, information relating to this study was primarily obtain- 

ed f rom interviews with participants in the Soviet-  us si an mass 

media, since no Soviet analyses were found which specifically ad- 

dressed the research questions posed by this study. 

Some materials were accessed from the Chukotka State Govern- 

ment Archives, located in Anadyr,  Russia, in addition to source 

material located at the Pushkin Library in Magadan,   us si a. Be- 

cause of the inherent secrecy by those in charge of the regionr s 

communication systems, including state security (KGB) and military 

administrations, some archives possessing material of relevance to 

the study were closed to this writer, forcing a reliance on person- 

al interviews of primary sources to f i l 1  in missing data. 

The research period on the Russian portion was begun one 

month following the August 1991 coup in Moscow, and continued for 

five yearç. allowing this writer to witness the dissolution of the 

USSR and 

Republic . 
in charge 

the sub s equent reorganization media the 

Many of the interviews conducted with leading officiais 

dif f erent communication and maçs media systems the 



region came at a time when these same officials were being forced 

from their Party-appointed positions. On numerous occasions, these 

officials declined to provide detailed answers regarding the super- 

vision of their operations since the questions posed sought explan- 

ations for the rationale and implementation of now-repudiated Com- 

munist Party policies in communication and mas~ media operations 

for which they carried out. Rirther, early archival material out- 

lining the begimingç of the press in Magadan Oblast were alleged- 

ly destroyed by fire i n  a Magadan state archive.' 

With these points in mind, this study hopes to be as exacting 

as possible in setting out dates, actions, and characteristics of 

the media in Magadan Oblast and Chukotka, given the described dif- 

f iculties in collecting reliable information. Subsequent inter- 

views in the interim period (to 1996) with many of the same indivi- 

duals surveyed in 1991 and 1992, revealed more in-depth material 

of a previously sensitive nature. 

Since there is no authoritative study outlining the history 

of broadcasting in the Russian Far East to the present time--or of 

the role of Eskimos in this development--this dissertation can rnake 

a tangible contribution to understanding the historical dynamics 

of mass media in the region, as well as its impact on these people. 

There are numerous writings by American and Soviet scholars 

out lining the development and general characteris t ics of the Soviet 

mass media, ie., Schramm (1956), M a r k h a m  (1967), Conquest (19671, 

Hopkins (1970) , Hollander (1972) , Ivanova (1974) , ~ickiewicz 

(1379) , Washburn (1992) , the Large Soviet Encyclopedia, as well as 



numerous reports in the Soviet, American, and miropean press.' 

Sections of these works provide comparative ref erences between Sov- 

iet and American positions on press foundations and operations 

which are useful for this study. Further, these studies provided 

a clear background of central media up to the period of glasnost 

(openness) beginning in 1985, and m a n y  authors have undertaken 

analyses describing the transition of media during this period, 

ie., Mickiewicz (1988) , Young and Launer (1991) , McNair (1991) , 

Muratov (1991) , Vartanov (1991) , Androunas (1991) , and others .' 
These analyses were finished before the August 1991 coup and are 

consequently dated: there is much reorganization of media since 

their writings, yet their contributions do provide relevant back- 

ground to analyze ongoing press developments . 
Between September 1991 and January 1996, this writer gleaned 

information from central television reports, the English version 

of Moscow News,  The Moscow Tribune, The Moscow Times, and The St . 
Petersburg Times; various Russian language newspapers and maga- 

zines, as well as personal interviews in the effort t o  assess the 

role of media during the study period. The transition of mass 

media has been striking, both in  its restructuring and operations 

since the demise of the Union, hence the relevancy of this study 

in providing up to date material on current media in the F a r  East. 

~elecomnications and Broadcastincr in Chukotka 

This issue can be roughly divided in to  three basic phases: 

early teleconmninication/telegraph efforts from 1865 to 1923 ; the 



Soviet period from 1924 to 1987; and 1987 to the post-Soviet era. 

The f i r s t  phase can be defined from the beginnings of the Western 

Union Telegraph Extension project. as amply discussed by Vivier 

(1959), Hunt (1975), and Leontiev and Novikova (1989), which her- 

alds the advent of telecommunication efforts in the region and the 

subsequent adaptation of telegraphy on both coasts of the Bering 

Strait.' Riga (19921, Dikov (1974, 89). Hunt (1975), and Zhurakov 

(1992), provi.de historical sketches of telegraph and telephony dev- 

elopment on the Chukotka Peninsula and western Alaska up to the 

begimings of the Soviet takeover of Chukotka in 1923.' 

Continuing with the second phase of Soviet communications and 

press in Magadan Oblast and Chukotka, Ivanova (1974) , provides the 

only overview of mass media development in Magadan Oblast, focusing 

primarily on pr in t  developments. though some descriptive material 

on the introduction of radio and television is presented.' Chuk- 

otka was j u s t  at the initial stages of television introduction when 

Ivanova concluded her study, and native participation with the med- 

ium was still in a developing stage. Dikov and Riga added to the 

literature regarding communication developments during this period, 

though their information consisted of short descriptive references 

concelning historical dates in communication history as elements 

within wider treatments outlining the political, economic. and 

sociocultural history of pre and post-Soviet Chukotka. 

The bulk of information from Soviet sources during this per- 

iod takes the form of various newspaper, magazine, and garernment 

reports written chief ly (though not exclusively) by administrators 



in charge of the various Party, media, and communication conmittees 

within the Magadan t e r r i t o ry . '  Silchenko, Radchenko, Chuganov, 

Ivanov, Riga, and a f e w  other individuals represent the main cont- 

ributors to public knowledge concerning the technical and adminis- 

trative development s of radio, televis ion, and telecommunications 

of Magadan and Chukotka from the late 1970s until 1988.' 

It must be noted, however, that a majority of these reports 

were written in response to directives issued by Party organs res- 

ponsible for overseeing the implementation of the pyatil etka (f ive 

year economic plans formulated by Party congresses), or as part of 

media campaigns celebrating national holidays or events, ie., the 

Day of Radio (May 7) and others . In addition, reporting on commun- 
ication systems and their operations were within the r e a l m  of state 

secret protection elements, and given its proximity to Alaska, 

special measures were taken not to reveal the true condition of 

broadcaçt and telecommunication systems. 

Western scholars mst be careful in placing too much credence 

into the accuracy of these reports, as over-estimation of capabili- 

ties and negative comparisons directed at capitalist countries 

emerged as common themes throughout. While this state of affairs 

existed across t he  USSR as a normal compliment to Comrmuiis t  Party 

press policies, the trend of falsified reporting seems tu have in- 

cluded Magadan Oblast, though perhaps on a lesser scale. Many re- 

ports obtained were written within the framework of çtating future  

plans and the current measures aimed 

The third phase-characterized 

at achieving them. 

by increasing relaxation of 



press controls during the latter stages of perestroika and glas- 

nost, and the reestablishment of American-Soviet relations across 

the Bering Strait in 1988--created new working conditions for Sov- 

iet j ournalists in state print and broadcast media, while ushering 

in new broadcast and telecommunication developments between Alaska 

and Chukotka, 

The conditions of the former, ie-, the new media environment 

emerging within state structures, has been the focus of many schol- 

ars mentioned previously, though they are not specific on the Sov- 

iet Far East and other regions. These studies provide general des- 

criptions concerning the operational realities of print and broad- 

cast media under the climate and definitions of glasnost. They 

also address the implications presented by the telecommunications 

revolution within the USSR, and take note of structural changes in 

the country--encompassing media, societal, and ideological systems. 

Guilder (1987), assesses how new communication technologies 

act as change agents upon the Soviet media system and larger soc- 

i e ty :  he describes how persona1 access to western ideas via this 

technology functions within a growing process of replacing trad- 

itional Soviet collectivist values with individualist, western 

values. Shears (1988) , presents a lucid critique on the boundaries 

and limitations of glasnost-era media, detailing the paradoxical 

nature of Soviet attempts to fuse democratization with a political 

structure bent on 

This aspect 

by Soviet writers 

ntaintaining Leninist -style press controls . 'O 

of media in transition has been given treatment 

and journalists on a national level. When apply- 



ing this to the district and regional level, Sovietskava Chukotka 

(Anadyr, Russia) and V o ç t o k  ((Magadan, Russia) , emerged early 

on as champions of a democratic press (1989) and contributed re- 

ports assessing the role of media within the transition of the USSR 

and its impact on local press conditions. Considering the Fressure 

exerted by Connmuiist Party elements against democratization of the 

press in these cities, their reports add substance to the litera- 

ture available to scholars interested in understanding rnass media 

from a macro to micxocosmic Ievel in the former Soviet Union? 

We now approach the second development in this third media 

phase, namely, the impact of the border opening along the Bering 

Strait on international comrmuiication developments. To date, there 

has been no systematic study of the role of mass media in t h i s  

process, nor of the participation of Eskimos in this context . The 
reader should be aware that this writex was the first to propose 

satellite broadcast coverage of the initial event which opened the 

border (the nNome-Provideniya Friendship Fl igh t I f )  , and initiated 

numerous broadcast projects linking Magadan Oblast and Chukotka to 

Alaska. 

A series of articles appearing in the magazine Bbêçcom S ~ e c  - 
tmm, published by Alascorn, Inc. (Alaska's main telecom carrier) 

has detailed the use of satellite comrminications in covering the 

first series of events initiating the border opening and -the later 

telephone interconnection linking both sides of the Bering Strait .lZ 

Litera ture  in the form of news reports can be found in Alaskan 

papers and magazines, as well as newspapers in Chukotka and Magadan 



which narrates Soviet-American interaction through rapidly expand- 

ing po l i t i ca l ,  economic, educational, and cultural exchanges. l3 

Some papers have written about broadcast exchanges across the str- 

ait, primarily in connection with a series of satellite earth sta- 

tions constructed in the toms of Provideniya, Anadyr, and Magadan 

by this writer ." 
Timakov and Bikmuhametov (1990) , have compiled a historical 

synopsis of the begimings of the  Alaska-Soviet Far East relation- 

ship, tracing the activities of a few of t he  key personalities i n  

t h i s  context ." While no other book-length analysss have been pub- 

lished at the time of t h i s  study, it should be noted that a few 

television news documentaries have been produced which cover spec- 

ific aspects of this development.16 

Eskirno Broadcasting in Chukotka 

A t  the time this study was i n i t i a t e d ,  no literature in both 

Soviet or American databases could be found which analyzed the  dev- 

elopment of Eskimo language broadcasting and print media in Chukot- 

ka, as well as its general interaction within the Soviet broadcast 

system. While Alaskan, Canadian, and Greenlandic Inuit have been 

the subject of diverse analyses over the past twenty years, there 

has been silence among northern communication researchers in addr- 

essing t he  ~skimos of Chukotka until recently. This dissertation 

was begun 

study of media utilization by 

f il1 this information 

benchmark data in the comparative 

Alaskan and Chukotkan Eskimos to 

void, The reader should note tbat 



Soviet political policies were partially responsible for this state 

of affairs as Chukotka was off limits to westerners seeking such 

data. The most recent addition to the literature from a compara- 

tive perspective cornes from Michel Perrot (1992), w h o  haç included 

a brief expose' on Chukotka native broadcasting w i t h i n  his analysis 

dealing w i t h  radio and television in Inuit societies across the 

circumpolar North. '-7 

The Soviet media has always maintained an interest in descri- 

bing the life of Eskimos, undoubtably because of their  unique cul- 

ture, yet Eskimos w e r e  rnost often comected in media reports to 

the general socioeconomic development of Chukotka.l9 Regionai media 

tended to devise programing about Eskimos (whether by natives in 

Yupik, or non-native j ournalists) centered on themes related to 

culture, or socioeconomic and political issues. Information de- 

tailing Eskimo coverage in national and regional media could not 

be found in communication databases, so this study obtained rele- 

vant facts through interviews with Soviet central television cor- 

respondent~ assigned to Magadan Oblast (ie . , Gerosimov, Radchenko) ; 
and regional journalists responsible for Chukotka (Berling, Shmel- 

ova, L jubosh, Haliuleen, Ivanov, ûmsuvie, Aynana, Verbitskaya, 

Togiak, Enmenkow , Karablova) . l9 
There w a s  no literature found which investigates Alaskan Esk- 

imo utilization of Soviet broadcasting in the Yupik language, nor 

of Soviet Eskimo utilization of Alaskan broadcasting in Yupik. This 

is i n t e r e s t h g  in t h a t  both groups have had access to each other's 

radio services sporadically over a number of years, yet research 



has not been done to address questions pertaining to the role of 

radio in the reintegration process of these peoples. In addition, 

since television programming in the Yupik language was not avail- 

able to Chukotka Eskimos from state broadcast services (but is now 

emerging) , new areas of investigation looking at the impact of nat- 

ive language programming on cultural autonorny, national develop- 

ment, and language presenration can present themselves . Also, new 
initiatives in private media [ie., cable networks, and local orig- 

ination of radio and television services) will merit analysis. 

The lack of literature available on Chukotka Eskimo media was 

a stimulus to this researcher in addressing the future development 

of cxoss-border Eskimo media activities, as well as the task of ap- 

plying past media research on northern natives to a better under- 

standing of Chukotka's communication and development scenario. - 
e Berha Strait (Alaska) 

This section is concerned only with identifying sources in 

the literature which provide information on broadcast infrastruc- 

ture developments in rural Alaska impacting the ~ e r i n g  Strait reg- 

ion. 

Radio 

Radio was the f irst  broadcast medium tu reach Eskimos along 

the strait. Regional radio specifically targeted to the Eskimo 

population in the study area began in 1960, and expanded through 

combinations of government , private, and public enterprise. 



Fonde11 (19921, gave this w r i t e r  an account of radio on the Seward 

Peninsula. describing the operations of KICY Radio (Nome), its 

programming, listener base, and impact on inter-village communica- 

tion." Renner (1985), provides a biographical sketch of radio in 

support of Catholic missions in the ~ering Strait through the work 

KNOM Radio i n  Nome ." The Alaska Public Broadcasting Commission 

has published cornprehensive guides on the establishment of public 

radio stations in Kotzebue, Bethel, and Barrow, giving the reader 

a br ief  look at the implementation and character of state-supported 

public radio. '' 

Gordon Scott Harrison (1972) , assessed the expansion of radio 

senrices available to Eskimos in northwest Alaska in a study on the 

use and impact of mass media in native villages ." He described 

general conditions of radio utilizat ion and programming by s t a t i ons  

located i n  Nome, Kotzebue, Bethel, and Anchorage, suggesting that 

radios were not symbolic expressions of modernity. but tools play- 

ing a pivotal role in interpersonal  and social communication. 

Since there are only four Vree dispersionv radio broadcast 

stations serving t h e  specific region under study, the previous ref- 

erences can provide the reader with a good view of radio develop- 

ment. Numerous surveys have been conducted over the last fifteen 

years, but these provide assessments on listening patterns and 

programming rather than on system devel~pments.~~ 

Hudson (1977), provides a comparative look at the introduc- 

tion of radio services to Eskimos in t h e  Canadian North, describing 

the beginnings of community stations (under the ncommunity access 



approachn), the role of government in establishing such services, 

and radio's utility in the development process affecting this 

population. '' Stenbaek (1992) , adds further comparisons of radio 

development among the Inuit from the perspective of Greenland, via 

her description of the emergence of radio services leading up to 

the creation of Kalaalli t Nwiaa ta ~ a & o a  (KNR- -Greenland Radio) ." 

Television 

John Thomas Duncan, in his study "Alaska ~roadcasting, 1922- 

7 7 :  An Examination of Government Influence," provides a composite 

view of broadcast development in Alaska, touching upon experirnental 

television projects and state telecommunication policies which led 

to the establishment of satellite television semices to rural vil- 

lages previously untouched by the medium. '@ Madigan and Peterson 

(1974) describe the introduction of television to a mal1 village 

on the Bering Strait (Wales) while numerous authors provide infor- 

mation on isolated telecommunication projects (namely some of the 

early television experiments ) and subsequent distribution of serv- 

ices to rural Alaska, ie., O r v i k  (l977), Fi lep  (1977) , Porcaro 

( l W 7 ) ,  Foote (lW7), Rainery (1984), Forbes (1984). Johnson 

(1986) , Daiey and James (1992) ." 
~dditional literature on systems development can be found in 

documents f rom the State of Alaska (Department of ~dministration 

Division of Telecommunications ; House Special Codttee On Tele- 

communications; Office of Management and Budget; Alaska Public 

Broadcasting Codssion) , and media consulting fims. Using these 



sources, an overall f ramework of systems developrnent in western 

Alaska can be formed. O r v i k ,  et al. (1978) , and Forbes, et al. 

(1984, 1985) , generated early longitudinal studies on the social 

and cognitive effects created by initial and subsequent viewing of 

television in rural Alaska, and other writers have produced impact 

assessments on television senrices to the state in both private- 

commercial and state-sponsored modes.30 

Coldevin (1976, 1977, 1979), OfConnel (1977), Granzberg, et. 

al (1977), Caron (1979), Ganley (1979), and Coldevin and Wilson 

(1985), provide initial historical and longitudinal effects anal- 

yses documenting the establishment of television in the Canadian 

North, beginning with the CBC Frontier Coverage Package (1967 ) , the 

Anik A-Frontier Television Service (1972) , and the "Inukshukn Inuit 

broadcasting proj ect ." 

Numerous writers have added to the literature concerning the 

developmental status of television in its early and later stages 

directed toward and manipulated by Eskimos in Canada, as well as 

the impact and effects of such services. Their analyses provide 

relevant background information in developing comparisons on the 

utilization of broadcast services by ~skimos in Chukotka and the 

Canadian arctic. 

Pearson (1991), provides a useful survey of cable television 

penetration into rural Alaska, in a study assessing Alaskants use 

. of communications media. l2 Other descriptions of cable penetration 

are available in reports by previously mentioned State of Alaska 

agencies, though they are dated. Cable television is emerging as 



an important factor in d e t e d n i n g  the future of state- supported 

television broadcasting to the Eskimo villages, yet the literature 

base is negligible at present. 

Pers~ectives on Communications 
d the Eskim~ 

It has been noted t ha t  there exists a wealth of literature 

concerning the introduction and impact of broadcast media on non- 

western, traditional societies, along with subsequent developments 

by these societies in participating with and harnessing the power 

of mass commuiicat ions. 

Of relevance to Eskimos of Alaska, the literature on broad- 

casting roughly covers the following issues: theoretical treatises 

on cornunication and development ; development of radio, television, 

and satellite broadcasting to remote regions; social and behavior- 

al effects of broadcast media; state-sponsored broadcasting serv- 

ices; government telecommunication-broadcast policies and adminis- 

tration; native participation in broadcast services and program- 

ming; telecomrminications in education; media and cultural depend- 

ency, integration, autonomy, and replacement; descriptive analyses 

of programming directed to rural Alaskans; anthologies of broad- 

casting in Alaska; problems in commercial versus state-sponsored 

broadcasting; as well as other issues not directly touching the 

scope of this study." 

While not expressly the focus of this investigation, it 

should be noted that Canadian research on mass commwiications in 

the Far North provides abundant materials of relevance for under- 



standing the nature of broadcasting upon the Eskimo in Alaska and 

subsequently, Chukotka. Canadian studies have greatly expanded 

the knowledge of media from a variety of perspectives, and some 

will be touched upon in this study. 

Communications: National Developmexk 

General research trends began with t he  early communication 

and development paradigms, ie., Lasswell (1952) , Lerner (1958) , 

Schram (1964) , and Rogers (1962) , which analyzed the process of 

modernization through t h e  introduction of mass communications to 

third world nations? Their theories were not expressly direc ted  

toward development within t h e  United States, ie., to Eskimos of 

Alaska encountering modernization, but  some aspects would apply. 

The dominant paradigm espoused through these scholars was 

based on American and European models of development transplanted 

to the emerging nations : such models sought economic growth through 

industrialization and urbanization based on t h e  importation of cap- 

ital-intensive technology . Samaraj iva and Shields (1990) , descri- 

bed the paradigmr s tendencies : f rom t h e  standpoint of communica- 

t ions in this development process , technological innovat ion and 

central mass media planning were designed t o  convey information 

from central agencies t o  opinion leaders and then d o m  to the mas- 

ses, transf orming " traditional" habits of thinking and behaving , 

achieving literacy, promoting the adoption of western belief sys- 

tems, values, and modes of social, economic, and political organi- 

zation? 



Schram (19641, emphasized the centrality of mass connmuiica- 

tions to successful social change, focusing on how media could 

function in a manner cognizant of existent mobilizing factors af- 

fecting integration." Katz and Wedell (1977), describe radio lis- 

tening and newspaper reading as the psychological bricks of nation 

building? Again, these scholars present their models based on a 

one-way media orientation of the old development paradigm, assuming 

the processes (as conceived from western theoretical foundations) 

could properly guide the forces of integration to the satisfaction 

of those within the society. 

Soviet conmiunication and development models--based on Marx's 

materialist theory of history, Leninfs understanding of propaganda 

and its channels of dissemination, and Soviet nationality policies 

ref lected some similarities to the paradigm in the effort to direct 

modernization efforts aimed at Eskimos within Chukotka using pr in t  

and broadcast media. '" 

Alaskan Eskimos would eventually fit the prescriptions of the 

paradigm via their consumption of radio and television--deemed by 

government authorities as vital tools for extending the activities 

and social orientation of the larger American society to the remote 

native populations. Instilling social, cultural, political, and 

economic cohesion between these Eskimos with a homogenized multi- 

racial American society seemed a logical outcome of the designs of 

this paradigmatic construct. However, the attainment of cohesion 

was not without costs for the Eskimo society. 

To scholars such as Fxiere (1970), the dominant paradigm no 



longer prwided a useful benchmark because of i t s  underlying no- 

tions of economic domination and cultural imperialism: its predic- 

tions did not hold true for emerging societies st i l l  unable to 

develop in confodty with western expectations, and media tech- 

nologies served as an element in the process of cultural replace- 

ment. " 

Canadian researchers came to different conclusions regarding 

the direction that mass communications were taking in the process 

of modernization and integration of native peoples in the Far 

North. Imis (1951), challenged the view of the old paradigm from 

its inception, concluding that central mass media acted to expand 

the interests of the powerful via a "cultural shift, ie., one cul- 

ture based on tirne-binding modes of communication becoming domin- 

ated by another adhering to space-binding media." Social change 

through the interface of cultures was defined by tems conditioned 

through the communicative mode of the larger non-native society. 

Valaskakis (19 91) , documents the recognition by Canadian sch- 

olars of an emerging "dependency paradigmn of integration. This 

rested on an understanding of the symbiotic relationship between 

dominant and peripheral peoples in the modernization process and 

the role of media in this context. Communications technology, ins- 

titutions, and images were seen as generators of marginalization 

(rather than integration) , economic centralizat ion, cultural f rag- 

mentation and dependency--while effecting political contr01.~' 

Rogers (1976) , earlier noted the emergence of a new "dif- 

fusion* paradigm, fomulated as a result of alternative ways of 



conceptualizing the development process, and stressing a decent- 

ralized, participatory approach. Development was now seen as a 

widely participatory process of social change intended to secure 

social and material advancement by gaining greater control over 

oners environment. Increased responsibility for self-development 

and m e d i a  control on the village level was construed as the best 

solution for adapting mass media to the conditions of development 

as defined by the indigenous populations themselves. 

This mode1 would ultimately f ind expression in the modern- 

day development of mass communications among the Eskimo/Inuit of 

the circumpolar N o r t h ,  though to a greater degree in Canada and 

Greenland than in Alaska." 

Since mass communications serve as connecting agents between 

Eskimos and the governing societies administering their lands--as 

well as technological tools for facilitating cultural cohesion 

within theix own social environment--the reader should note that 

relevant analyses examining communication in the process of socio- 

cultural autonomy, integration and indigenous broadcasting are 

abundant, and can reveal the complexities which this study purpose- 

ly will not dwell upon. 

Much literature exists concerning the i m p a c t  of broadcasting 

on non-western traditional societies. When applied to the native 

people of Alaska, the wealth of scholarly research narrows roughly 

dom to reports on television effects, initial developments of 

satellite comrminication to remote regions, histories of broadcast- 

ing, werviews on cultural adaptation to television, and the inte- 



gration of state efforts to develop viable telecommunication ser- 

vices within the rural regions. 

While many studies have developed concepts related to indig- 

enous participation within existing media structures (typically in 

third world scenarios) , the literature search does not reveal stud- 

ies that develop a systematic paradigm for the western Alaskan and 

chukotkan Inuit communities which, a) identifies the interna1 dyna- 

mics between state-subsidized broadcasting policy and Inuit cornmun- 

ity participation, and b) specif ically elucidates possible strate- 

gies for these two groups in the context of seeking a redefinition 

of existing policies and native decision making, and the creation 

of new broadcast and information services. 

From a more general perspective, ~ilep (1977) and Orvik 

(1977),43 foresaw the need for native involvement in communication 

policies as a result of their analysis on the 1974 ESCD-Alaska sat- 

ellite demonstration which experimented with social and educational 

innovations in rural Alaska. Numerous analyses were provided to 

the Alaska State Legislature and Department of Administration of- 

fering guidelines and suggestions for improvement of utilization 

of existing services (ie., RATNET and APRN), and the Alaska Public 

Broadcasting Commission was the tecipient of analyses which touched 

upon constituent control." Daily and James (1992) , would later 

analyze the failure of previous media participation models insti- 

tuted on behalf of Alaskan natives by the Alaska state govemment, 

however, using a Marxist reference point as defined by Habermas to 

describe such f ailure, 45 



From a Canadian perspective on participatory models, Valas- 

kakis (1991), described how the introduction of the Anik satellite 

prograrn did not incorporate planning to effectively reduce prior 

problerns of media access which only served to ovenide native auth- 

ority, restricted infoomation flow, and promoted cultural replace- 

ment in native villages. Numerous studies cormnissioned by the 

Canadian government , combined with policy statements (ie . , the 1980 
Therrien Report, the 1983 Northern Broadcasting Policy, the 1990 

Native Broadcasting Policy--which represented landmark policies for 

aboriginal communications participation) combine with academic re- 

portage to make a sizeable body of literature on the status of nat- 

ive broadcasting in Canada. '" 

There have been studies which allude to and identify some of 

the  aspects characteristic of Eskimo media endeavors in Alaska, 

although most do not fully investigate the implications of such 

efforts including: the effects of mini-television transmitters on 

village functions and identity; the role of local television in 

promoting regional and statewide native cornninication networks ; 

funding procedures which are mandatory for the sumival of such a 

collective endeavor; and specific policy routes which ensure gov- 

ernment compatibility with cultural efforts." 

Cultural Autonomy and Synchronization 

For the sake of brevity, the following section will provide 

a rough sketch of some theoretical concerns touching upon cultural 

autonomy and synchronization issues which are relevant to and nec- 



essaxy for understanding native media in the North. 

Starting from an Alaskan perspective, Madigan and Peterson 

(1974),48 via their "Project Walesn study speculated on television 

viewing perceptions and indices of childrenls behavior between an 

Inuit village with first time exposure, and an unexgosed village. 

In tens of cultural autonomy variables, this study investigated 

the notion of television as a force in delineating the erosion of 

the traditional Eskimo culture, and as a hastening agent in the 

decline of village autonomy. Noting that cultural shifting ele- 

ments such as electricity, education, public assistance, etc., each 

play a role in this overall scenario, it remains to be seen how 

these elements oscillate with the variable of cultural consensus 

as it relates to autonomy and synchronization arguments over media. 

Ln looking at a caucasian (American-Soviet) failure to pro- 

gram television for the Eskimo, an early study providing useful 

comparative data cornes from de Sola Pool (1961)49 who evaluates the 

condition of media dissatisfaction in dual-transitional societies 

and identifies the conditional problem associated with the program- 

mer-receiver relationship. This is based on a cognition that the 

western-educated programming elites are of ten unable (or unwilling) 

to address the needs of the mass, and often appear in conflict with 

that mass . 
The T s a i  study (1970) , and Caron s investigation of Inuit 

childrenls cultural images, reveal how television increases the 

cultural perception of outside groups--with no accompanied increase 

in their own cultural awareness.'" Both suggested that while cen- 



tral beliefs were kept intact, peripheral attitudes in tune with 

the new p r o g r a d n g  would eventually change to a dif ferent attitud- 

na1 orientation if exposure continued for long periods. It should 

be noted that these types of studies are not easily comparable from 

one developing or tribal society to another, due to vast differen- 

ces in cognitive abilities, cultural derivatives, environment, and 

contact with outside influences--to narne a few. Salo- (1985) , 

confins this observation by noting: 

The culture-mediated subjective experience of television 
interacts with cognition and behaviors, and these form a 
reciprocally deterministicf or 5nteractionist1 relation- 
ship that can only be understood against a backdrop of 
expectations and experiences within each culture.sL 

Thus noted, Alaskaf s (and especially Chukotka s) cultural exper- 

ience with television remains a subject that has yet t o  be exhaus- 

ted by comparative research for Salomanfs reasons. While s t i l l  

contemplating the device of television as a technological entry 

into the struggles of autonomy and cultural synchronization, t h i s  

study asserts that cultural autonorny is crucial to the process of 

indigenous media development. 

In looking at this from a more extreme position, Olsonîs 

1985 study on devolution and indigenous mass media and the role of 

media in Inupiat nationalism, focuses on Inüpiat use of media to 

promote nation building through communicating devolution impera- 

tives." While this study investigates Inupiat media usage in the 

context of unifying the Inupiat nation, it f alters in developing 

a workable paradigm that can lead the Inuit to a more viable in- 

dependent position of local and regional broadcasting: the basis 



for cooperation with the dominant society realistically should 

function in tandem with the pluralistic doctrines of the ruling 

state and f ederal government . r a t h e r  than emphasizing Inuit pol- 

itical separation and total self-determination. 

While these last two variables are inherent in the ideology 

of native mass communication goals, the realization cornes that 

Eskimos may never have total separation or absolute self -deter- 

minism, nor must these ideas become ends in themselves, because 

they are opposed to the framework of being equal citizens belonging 

to a mutual American or Russian society. Native media goals obvi- 

ously must be pragmatic and avoid pitfalls t h a t  may arise from an 

unrealistic theoretical position. 

It is by utilizing the best elements of a governing system 

and the resources they offer, along with a distinct degree of in- 

dependence that allows a minority subculture to develop within the 

culture which surrounds them. This context can help to ensure 

a peaceful cohabitation where both entities f lourish. In reality. 

this approach is more viable in Alaska, where the native people are 

in fact better positioned to reach goals than minority cultures in 

other countries (primarily based on financial and organizational 

capabilities, along with advanced penetration into governing struc- 

tures) . Chukotkan natives face a developmental s i t u a t i o n  which 

more clearly approximates a fourth world status . 
Hamelink (1983 ) , s3 off ers a sublime characterization of tele- 

vision as a culture bridging device when he discusses media in 

terms of a destructive process-whereby communications technology 



is offered to the world with the suggestion that the expression of 

cultural diversity is def initely guaranteed. The basis for this 

observation lies in a paradoxical arrangement of subcultures rece- 

iving communication access, with a resulting exodus into global 

synchronization at the expense of indigenous identity. 

Referencing this to the Eskimo people, w e  see a s h i f t  in 

utilization patterns leading to full adoption of media technology. 

This shifting movement gravitates Inuit ideals toward a position 

in which western interests emerge paramount. A parallax view into 

Inuit access of television reveals a subtle sidetracking of Inuit 

directions from a historic course which is no longer controlled by 

ancient foundations. Television's potential to generate strong 

impressions of western society effectively replaces these founda- 

tions in the minds of many Inuit youth. 

Observation into television's capacity to diminish Inuit 

language learning and cultural values can reveal long range accul- 

turation efforts that exist in the media policies of the state and 

federal government. Often this can be achieved by simply not con- 

ducting thorough research into the elements of psychological and 

sociocultural impact which occur via media technology . " Where 

Alaska state policy makers have seen television distribution as a 

benef icial service for the Inuit, Harnelink and Gordon (1965) , " 
earlier identified this as a tradeoff, implying the evidence ind- 

icates that centrally-controlled technology (including educational 

television) has becorne the instrument through which cultural diver- 

sity is being destroyed and replaced by a single global culture.  



The dialectic between native perception and western cognition 

regarding the  past use of television makes the  previous assertions 

valid to a sizable portion of Chukotka and Alaska's native popula- 

tion. Focusing on Alaska, Loew (1984) , reported the dif ficulties 

of adapting media technology to distance delivery systerns for tak- 

ing on the task of merging western methods of educational instruc- 

tion with traditional knowledge transferral methods. While the 

intent sought to provide western of ferings for natives, philosoph- 

ical and technical clashes made this intertwining of western/native 

cooperation a never ending process of refining strategies, elicit- 

ing compromise, and reidentifying the fine line between cultural 

acceptance and re j ection . Lowe ' s conclusions identif y a microcosrn 
of the dilemrna: 

If the innovators have respect for their own culture 
and for that of the receiving society, there is greater 
chance that the technologies introduced will be culturally 
appropriate. Change is inevitable and the advantages of 
new technologies undeniable. The question is how to protect 
cultures from being damaged or destroyed as they strive 
for new ways to confront their problems ... the role of the 
mediator is to define and preserve the core elements of the 
culture (s) under pressure to change. '' 

Looking at this concept of npressuren in tne cross-utilization of 

tools f rom one culture to another, Dicks ' (1977) , '' exploration of 

socioeconomic effects of telecommunications in the  Eastern Canadian 

Arctic found that the developrnent of this system created new op- 

tions for the Eskimo and facilitated personal contact, but a t  the 

expense of placing stress on the Inuit w a y  of life. Ganley (1979) 

f ollowed a similar investigation of this system by gauging Canadian 

border residents concern over cultural influence via the inundation 



of Canadian channels with American progradng.  The implications 

of this concern translates over to the "cultural bordern that char- 

acterizes the Eskimo position. 

In the sense of clarifying the implications of television and 

its relational role within the inner mechanism of a single or dual 

transitional culture. Fiske and Hartley (1978 ) , '' make ref erence 

to a concept labeled "bardic television, which delineates seven 

functions based on audience-message interaction. From articulating 

the main lines of established cultural consensus about the nature 

of reality, to minutely defining the undercurrents characterizing 

the ebb and flow of those conditions which television negotiates 

and expresses, t he  Eskimo finds h i s  place in the society and cul- 

ture via the bardic-type codes that pemeate through the viewing 

and listening experience and the local conditions surrounding him. 

The notion of resonance characterizes how Eskimo comrmuiities 

have assimilated somewhat into an American or Soviet cultural iden- 

tity by referencing the local experience of daily life to the one 

which the viewer-listener assumes is practiced by al1 other members 

of the larger society. The resonance process occurs every time 

broadcasts are personally received, and the desire to stay "nativen 

is constantly tempered by the non-native perspective that is volun- 

tarily consumed. This condition describes a form of self-imposed 

cultural dependency which is identified by Gerbner (1975) as 

countries (composed of individual viewers) under the influence of 

values and images which are extraneous and not representative of 

their needs. His concern is primarily directed toward an under- 



standing on how visual symbols and cultural images affect a soci- 

etyls quest t o  continue in traditional ways? 

The Eskimos of Chukotka and Alaska have long existed within 

the orbit of modern society, and the degree to which the individual 

viewer mentally engages the trappings of the materially modern soc- 

i e t y  via television becomes a variable which assists the calcula- 

tion of cultural dependency. 

This writer feels that Inuit culture c m  impact television 

and radio through the idea of reciprocal determinisrn, where person- 

ality cognition, and behavior can affect the experience of tele- 

vision. Coldevin has confimed this rationale in a circumpolar 

setting by noting that  nuit elders choose to expose themselves to 

Inuit program offerings rather than "southern programs." This 

selection process (due to the elder's cultural traditions) influ- 

ences the dynamics revolving around television impact . '' 
What the Eskimo perceives and what he or she feels can lead 

to a subjective solution in dealing with media influence. However, 

Martel and McCall (1964)," show a parallel to this observation by 

relating that portrayalç of subgroups not included within the maj - 
ority social group should be treated with suspicion as being more 

indicative of majority stereotypes rather than valid reflections 

of the subgroupls orientation. This argument would have relevance 

for native Indian groups in the lower forty-eight States where 

there is at least sorne representation of this group in television 

(regardless of the accuracy of the portrayal) . For the Eskimo pop- 
ulation, there is l i t t l e  portrayal, Save for scarce in-state pro- 



ductions. With prograrmning based on American network or Russian 

central television of ferings, the Eskimo has a primary diet of non- 

native noms which are understood only in a context of contact with 

caucasians and utilization of western technology. In short, a Hol- 

lywood or Moscow-based reality is out of context with an Eskimo 

perspective. 

This study is interested in the balance of Inuit and Amer- 

ican- uss si an mainstream influences generated by radio and tele- 

vision programing and how those balances are detemined and main- 

tained. When the consuming Eskimo is given one or two channels 

controlled by the same outside en t i ty ,  the questions of influence 

and dependency should be ascertained. With village access to 

broadcast media, the influence is not forced, but manifests itself 

by default when no other communication outlets are available. 

In tracing native examples of television exposure and the 

dynamics of this voluntary nconsumerism,~ one particular study on 

the nature of television among Canadian Indian villages by Granz- 

berg, Steinbring, and Hamer (1977)64 suggests that television cannot 

be considered a uniform phenomenon cross-culturally, and notes that 

these previously unexposed societies (pre-television Inuit commun- 

ities) could conform the medium to fit in with other regularly uti- 

lized traditional f oms (ie . , TV as a compïementary format in show- 
ing native dance performances, or in the extreme--TV as a "mediumn 

capable of sending messages similar to those sent by a shaman). 

Since the Inuit are spread throughout the circumpolar North, 

the present study sees Canadian research on this issue as vital, 



since television began at an earlier time frame than in many Alas- 

kan and Chukotkan  nuit commuriities and the exposure and culture 

variables are nearly identical. In terms of television studies on 

the Inuit, the Canadian research resembles Alaskan research, des- 

pite the fact that some political and socioeconomic variables 

differ. Unfortunately, the lack of Soviet-Russian research on the 

subject makes a comprehensive overview of Inuit interaction with 

television across the North problematic. To this end, this study 

endeavors to fil1 in the gaps where possible. 
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FOOWDATIONS OF PRESS AND BROADCAST 
DEVELOP- IN TBE USSR 

The Soviet Press Model: A Histozical Perspective 

The task of evaluating the historic strands of thought and 

actions which eventually f ormed the fabric of Soviet broadcast 

media begins with a brief look at press under a czarist context, 

as well as the writings of K a r l  Marx. As the Soviet mass media 

would eventually operate within a framework of thought and social 

restrictions which reflected interpretations of society and man, 

it is crucialto understand how such interpretations and resultant 

functioning of the press were arrived at f rom both traditional Rus- 

sian attitudes as well as a partially artificial Soviet. national 

mentality. 

Given Russiats monarchial status under the Romanov dynasty, 

where the czar was seen as given his power and sovereignty by God, 

the idea of the power of the individual had never found widespread 

expression or realization in a land where the populace was taught 

to believe in Orthodoxy, autocracy, and nationalism. Separated 

from the West by geography and culture, Russia did not participate 

in the intellectual movements of the 17th and 18th centuries which 
. 

promulgated f ree inquiry , individual pursuit of truth, skepticism, 

and doubt. To this degree, the power of the rational individual, 

and the opportunity for free individuals to challenge the nature 

and authority of czarist government remained an issue to be kept 

in check up to the twilight years of Romanav power.' 



The Russian press in czarist days reflected the structure of 

society, in this case, being directed primarily toward the intel- 

ligentsia, nobility, and govemment officials--those representing 

the most literate and educated sectors of the nation, There were 

vast gapo between the privileged classes and the peasantry in liv- 

ing condit ions and educational opportunities , and press served t h e  

needs of those most able to access it. From 1783 onward (when the 

czar granted individuals the r igh t  to engage i n  publishing) , the 

Romanovs enacted varying degrees of censorship over the press and 

codified censorship provisions in later years. To surmount such 

restrictions, Russian writers became skilled in the use of Aesopian 

language to get their views expressed, a trait which continued on 

through the later days of Soviet power. 

Russian press--unlike the American mode1 of the time, based 

on libertarian values laden with the power of the rational individ- 

ual--1acked a heritage of popular democracy and did little to pro- 

mote t h e  individual. Catering to societyls elite--who maintained 

their own power through t he  beneficence of t h e  Romanovs--Russian 

press cadres did little to criticize the govemment, instead being 

allied with monarchy, and exhibithg few tendencies which could 

provide a means for effective checks on government power. The sta- 

tus quo would remain until the days of Marx and Lenin.' 

The Influence of Marx 

Though Marx did not specifically address questions of tele- 

communications, his theories regarding the press, t h e  power of 



ideas, and the process of their dissemination laid the groundwork 

for subsequent adaptation of broadcast media and the definitions 

underpinning the functions of press under a comrnunist-totalitarian 

mode1 . These tenets would eventually take final f o m  in the Soviet 

Union through reinterpretations of Marxist doctrine as espoused by 

Vladimir Lenin and Joseph Stalin. 

Karl Marx had a vision which implied a radical change in 

human nature : materialis tic deteminism . Emerging f rom the notion 

that a societyls economic system (as controlled by one class) pri- 

marily determined its legal and political institutions, Marx labor- 

ed to construct a systematic doctrine to show how man is a product 

of, and conditioned by his social environment, with the result that 

a "newN man can emerge through the process of engineering a new 

environment. ' The Marxist revolt involved the devaluation of ideas 

where political, legal, religious, and other nforms of conscious- 

nessn were part of the superstructure of society, which in tu rn  

were determined by economic relationships. In his v i e w ,  it is not 

the consciousness of men that determines their being, but on the 

contrary, their social being determines their consciousness.4 To 

this end, ideas and theories could be utilized in a practical way 

to organize, mobilize, and transform society.' 

Marx sets the goal: a classless, stateless society. In his 

quest to analyze the process of social change, he f inds a found- 

ation in Hegel's concept of the d ia l ec t i c ,  through which two op- 

posing forces (thesis and antithesis) resolve their differences in 

a synthesis.' This process repeats itself throughout the history 



of man s relationships, illustrated by Marx via differing stages 

of production by which man gained power over nature--primif ive 

community, slave state, feudal state, capitalist state, and as yet 

achieved, the socialist state .' Marx used this "dialecticn and 

mant s progressive status to interpret history as a succession of 

class struggles. The "synthesisw Marx deifies is social change 

leading to a classless state as a result of struggles between the 

proletariat working class (antithesis) against the bourgeoisie 

owners of the means of production (thesis) . 

Capitalism provided Marx with a model to base his paradigm 

against, leading to the conclusion that the proletariat would 

overcome the capitalist forces, take control of the means of 

production, replace the government and administration, and work 

toward the preconditions leading to a pure communist society.' 

Man's social transformation would have to be brought about by a 

revolution of ideas. Hence, as the press functions as a "mouth- 

piece" for the dissemination of ideas in this regard, so it must 

also be readapted to serve in the overall process of transform- 

ation. 

Marx is unequivocal that control of the press rests with 

those who owned the facilities-a reference to his contention that 

as long as the press resides in the hands of capitalists, workers 

will never have fair access to the means of c ~ ~ i c a t i o n . ~  Since 

the ideal state functions in the process of delivering power from 

the bourgeoisie to the proletariat (and thereafter withering away) , 

true freedom of the press occurs in the classless state. Workers 



would thus possess the material properties of the press and conse- 

quently have no further fear of control by capitalist owners. 

Freedom of expression for the individual within collective society 

would theoretically be guaranteed- 

Ironically, Marx speaks against the censored press: "The 

censored press, a bad press, remains bad, even when giving good 

products . " Yet his concept of uni ty  (total subsemience in thought 

and deed to the goals and attainment of comunism) and the dis- 

tinction of right and wrong opinions ultimately negates the posi- 

tion of free press in functioning as a fourth estate capable of 

criticizing the established ideological order and senring as a 

forum for freedom of thought2" 

Lenin and the Press 

Throughout the period preceding the Russian Revolution, the 

main task of Lenin and his followers focused on the issue of seiz- 

ing power. As philosophy provided the underpinning for political 

activities, Lenin labored early in life to propagate Marx's under- 

standing of revolution, while reconf iguring it in a Russian con- 

text. One of his first tasks was to clarify the Marxist paradigm; 

whereby the new society presupposes the new man, who must therefore 

be artif  icially created. " The future process of Soviet thought 

control sensed this "creationQas its ultimate purpose and adapted 

press as an instrument toward its realization. 

Lenin acknowledged that political activity necessitates the 

utilization of ideology, postulating that ideas become a force when 



they get hold of the masses.12 He proposed that a newspaper could 

be the center of revolutionary thought and action- -while sirnultan- 

eously representing an institution--and a means of communication 

and persuasion. TO this end, Lenin utilized the forces of the 

press to accelerate the Russian working class mwement by the pro- 

motion of a revolutionary class consciousness as fonmilated by 

scientific Marxism. 

During this period (1905-1917), Russia attempted a degree of 

societal reform as western notions of human rights and democratic 

govemment found acceptance arnong the literate class and those in 

positions of influence, though such reform was relatively unsuc- 

cessful and only f ueled Lenin ' s growing Bolshevik movement . The 

instrument of the press was wielded by Lenin in the e f f o r t  to unify 

revolutionary efforts while destroying the remnants of czarist 

authority which prevented true reform in Russia. 

Fromthis perspective-representingthe ideological component 

of the Bolshevik strategy- -press would play the role of collective 

propagandist, agitator, and organizer of the people. While this 

label was originally assigned as a definition for the Leninist- 

conceived newspaper, it would eventually provide a framework for 

the future Soviet broadcast communication system. 

tenin practiced his journalistic craft in support of the 

Bolsheviks amidst the restrictive press environment created by 

czarist authority." He often circumvented the limits of press 

f reedom imposed by the Romanovs by circulating published materials 

f rom secret domestic presses and presses located abroad. In a 1905 



article, Lenin spoke of his persona1 aims to establish (in his 

determination) a f ree press, yet held deeply- rooted reservat ions 

from hiç belief that no press can be to ta l ly  free of its social 

milieu. l4 

Lenin admitted that the press, as a tool of the govemment, 

could not be independent of it . Freedom of the press, construed 

(from a western view) as the absence of state restrictions along 

with guarantees for individual ownership and the expression of a 

diversity of opinions, was anathema to Lenin, who dernanded it be 

subordinate to the political movement which he himself oversaw." 

Through his experiences as a journalist and editor with the early 

Bolshevik newspapers Iskra and Pravda, he eventually f ormed the 

opinion that the press could never be considered an independent 

institution, but served as an instrument and expression of polit- 

ical strategy . '' 

A political newspaper (and its later radio paper version) 

both inf ormed and educated, and provided reports of current events 

as f onmilated f rom a specif ic ideological viewpoint . It could f orm 

a united movernent with conmion outlooks and goals. From a Leninist 

point of view, people would be fed with such information as deerned 

necessary, and content would be fomulated in response to precon- 

ceived ends. 

As   en in was set on creating and administering an el i te ,  and 

highly disciplined political party, he took a hard line on publish- 

ing activities by demanding total subordination of print operations 

to Party authority. Bolshevik and Menshevik press during the pre- 



Sparing no toleration of dissent from his interpretation of Marx- 

ism, Lenin would eventually destroy even those Menshevik elements 

which disagreed with his political strategy or stance on press 

control. This was perhaps a mandatory step for Lenin who employed 

al1 tactics of manipulation in guiding the revolution: to him being 

understood as the remodelling of society, the abolition of private 

property, and the modernization of the country under Party super- 

vision.'" 

gstablisbment of Soviet Control: 
Press during the Revolution 

Following the Bolshevik triurnph in the October Revolution of 

1917, Lenin promptly signed a decree (The Decree on the Press) , 

which prohibited the publication of al1 opposition newspapers, and 

transf erred private print f acilities to newly established Party 

organs . l9 TO appease public opinion at home and abroad,  eni in' s 

decree attached a proviso noting that the ruling was only of a 

temporary nature, stating: 

As soon as the new ordex becomes stabilized, al1 admini- 
strative restrictions on the press will be lifted and 
complete freedom of the press will be established . . . ' O  

The decree was never revoked and subsequently created a precedent 

for official state control of the press in the USSR. The Soviet 

government soon adopted measures which laid the foundation for the 

nsocialistn organization of communications. . A government decree 

in December 1917, authorized the development of a press system and 



the establishment of govemrnent publishing hou se^.^' Accordingly, 

the means of communication were nationalized and put under the 

administration of the People's Commissariat for Posts and Tele- 

graphs (their duties also included the distribution of printed 

press) ." Press control aided their efforts for consolidating power 

across the former Russian empire, a process which would consume 

thousands of lives over a period of six years, ending with Soviet 

control over Chukotka. 

The legal parameters of press operations were fur ther  codi- 

f ied  i n  the Constitution of the Russian Soviet Federated Socialist 

Republic (RSFSR) of 1918, which guaranteed to the proletariat free- 

dom of the press and access to communication facilities ." Its 

press clause read: 

In order to guarantee workers genuine freedom to express 
their opinions, the RSFSR abolishes dependence of the press 
on capital and assigns to the labor class and poor peasants 
al1 technical and material means for publishing newspapers 
... and guarantees their freedom of distribution throughout 
the country . '* 

While freedom of speech and access to the press continued to be 

affimed in subsequent Soviet constitutions, these rights were 

effectively denied by the philosophical and practical orientation 

Lenin mandated upon the Party-controlled media structure. 

To understand the function and control of the press at this 

juncture, we must now look at the role the Communist Party (CPSU) 

assigned to itself as di rec tor  of the Soviet state. The Large 

Soviet Encyclopedia described the essence of the new Party by 

stating: 

The Communist Party of the Soviet Union is the tried 
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and tested militant vanguard of the Soviet people, which 
unites, on a voluntary basis, the more advanced, the 
politically more conscious section of the working class, 
collective £ a m  peasantry, and intelligentsia of the 
USSR ... The party exists for, and senres, the people. It 
is the highest fom of sociopolitical organization, and 
it is the leading and guiding force of Soviet society.'' 

Given this definition of political existence, the CPSU developed 

a symbiosis of power, simultaneously identifying the state with the 

Party, creating a mechanism of government paralleled by an over- 

seeing self -proclaimed political elite. It was to be a state where 

no important political or organizational question could be decided 

by government without the guidance of the CPSU Central Coinmittee .z6 

Such political organization would make it possible for the Party 

to dictate  the course of every sector of society, acting according 

to foundations laid out by Mancist-Leninist doctrine. 

Concerning the development and daily operations of the press 

by the CPSU, press was conceived and operated as an integral  pa r t  

of the state (though in reality,  control beïonged to the Party 

rather than t he  government) . As such, the state functioned by 

simultaneous and coordinated programs of coercion and persuasion, 

and press was t o  be utilized as an instrument for securing Soviet 

power while carrying out the Party's organizational tasks in 

constructing a conmiunist society." 

Theoretically, the press and emerging mass media were deemed 

an integral component of society, intimately comected with the 

arts, music, literature, while working in conjunction with the 

economy and al1 other elements of the Soviet state. Yet despite 

this, forces aligned against such press constructs did emerge? 



Challenges to the Implementation 
of the Soviet Press 

Opponents of the new regime were ef fectively blocked f rom 

influencing the channels of information. Lenin dictated the Bol- 

shevikls attitude toward political criticism and press participa- 

tion by the enemies of socialism stating: 

Why should a govenment which is doing what it believes 
to be right allow itself to be criticized? It would not 
allow opposition by lethal weapons, and ideas are much 
more fatal than g u s  . 29 

Lenin deemed general discussion in the press by various sources (an 

equivalent to a "marketplace of ideasn) as superfluous. He with- 

held the right to press access by those who would maintain alter- 

nat ive viewpoint s in polit ics , economic development , legal theory, 

and other pressing issues of the day.'" 

Soviet people could possess freedom to express themselves 

only within the bounds and lirnits of the state. Ultimately, the 

state carmot be criticized, and this theoretical assumption pro- 

vided the means for constructing a press system designed to allev- 

iate criticism by the citizenry against Soviet power. 

If factions and dissent were to be tolerated within the pol- 

itical sphere, the press would reflect this disorder, assume a dif - 
ferent orientation, and thus weaken Soviet order, In the minds of 

Lenin and later, Stalin--press would have to remain under central 

control to circumvent this possibility." 

Strengthening of press control 

In 1920, the Central Committee of the CPSU created a depart- 

ment of agitation and propaganda, known as Agitprop,  which func- 
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tioned across al1 levels of Party a~thority.~' The agency was 

concerned with promoting political themes as well as cultural and 

educational programs in government and Party organs. Ultimately, 

Agitprop would guide and direct the press by taking political dir- 

ection of every press outlet through its representative Party 

organs. The govemment of the USSR had no department of informa- 

tion; Agitprop usurped this role. Since the rnajority of newspapers 

were publishing organs of Party cornittees, control over infoma- 

tion dissemination was effectively maintained. 

By 1922, the Chief Administration for the Preservation of 

State Secrets in the Press ( G l a v l i t )  was e~tablished.'~ A govern- 

ment agency, its main function was to "exercise al1 aspects of pol- 

itico-ideological, military and economic control over productions 

of the press, manuscripts, photographs, movies, lectures, and ex- 

hibitions, " eventually encompassing radio and television broadcast- 

ing." Though this organization would undergo reorganization sev- 

eral times, it sought to prohibit the issue, publication, and dist- 

ribution of works which "contain agitation and propaganda against 

the Soviet Union and the dictatorship of the proletariat; disclose 

state secrets; arouse nationalistic and religious fanaticism; and 

have a pornographic character . "" 
To a large degree, Glavlit was concerned with keeping certain 

information out of the mass media. The organization's policies 

would eventually def ine  the principles of press content and dissem- 

ination for mass media operations in the Far  East (Chukotka). ft 

worked in tandem with Agitprop (representing the intermixture of 



Party and state control bodies) and developed an extensive mechan- 

ism for the systematic surveillance and censorship of press output 

on a nationwide scale. Glavlit, however, had no censorship func- 

tion over publications of the Party, in effect, diminishing its 

responsibility over much of the Soviet press. 

By 1926, the press and information departments of the CPSU 

assumed total authority over the Soviet press network, maintaining 

ideological conformity to guidelines set by the Party, and working 

to stimulate the press in actively implementing Party de ci si on^.^' 

Once again, these departments endeavored ta tightly maintain con- 

trol over the flow of information and to manipulate public opinion 

as conceived by the Kremlin. 

Party influence over the press would gradually overcome ob- 

stacles presented by the logistical and bureaucratic requirements 

of press operations, and once in place, the nationt s press would 

echo the views of the Party leadership. The pimacle of power in 

the now-secured Soviet order rested with the Central Cornittee of 

the VkPD (~olsheviks), and those individuals who exercised influ- 

ence over this body would, in effect, command control of the press 

as well as al1 other sectors of Soviet society. 

Developxnenta duting the Stalinist Period 

Following the death of Lenin, Stalin (as leader of the Polit- 

buro) , singlehandedly dictated the process of organization which 

would t yp i fy  Soviet press control f rom 1924 until the days of glas- 

nost. While his contributions to press theory were meager in com- 



parison t o  Lenin, he nonetheless devised a highly restrictive in- 

terpretation of the press, and constructed a press and broadcasting 

system under extreme state censorship and Party control. 

Stalints version of the press held it as a weapon of strug- 

gle, a means of surveillance and information contributing to ulti- 

mate victory." Marxist-Leninist press philosophy was recontext- 

ualized in order to address the myriad factors facing Soviet admin- 

istration in the political, economic, and social spheres. Since the 

1920s were years of political conflict and social experimentation, 

press development s mirrored these event s . Stalin elucidated the 

general direction which the Soviet press would take: 

The press is the most powerful instrument with which 
the Party daily, hourly speaks with the laboring class 
in its own vital language. It is not only that the press 
agitates and criticizes, but above al1 that it has a 
large network of workers, agents and correspondents 
throughout the country, in al1 industrial and agricultural 
areas, in al1 districts and villages, so that the thread 
from the Party, through the newspaper, extends to al1 
worker and peasant districts without exception, so that 
the interaction of the Party and state, on the one hand, 
and industrial and peasant districts, on the other, is 
complete . 

Stalin adapted the press as an element of political strategy in 

trying to convince the masses of the correctness of the Partyt s 

policy. It was to do the job as assigned by the leadership and 

promulgate the party line and state directives. Such a construct 

would apply t o  the future infrastructure of the press in Chukotka. 

Structure, Characteristics, and Control Parameters 

Soviet press was a planned and specialized press, with cent- 

ralized administration and dist r ibut ion control operating through- 



out the countw. The system was designed to ensure efficiency in 

its role as organizer, propagandist , and agitator, while attempting 

to meet the special interests of society's various segments. 

A Party decree of 1926 structured the press system in a ver- 

tical f ashion- -composeci of the national press. f ollowed by those 

in union republics, autonomous republics, oblasts, okrugs, raions, 

and further dom to local press (in settlements, factories, collec- 

tives, universities , and various organizations) .'' Accordingly, the 
press is organized politically--beginning with the Party and gov- 

ernment press at the national level, ie., organs of the Central 

Codttee (newspaper Pravda) , and the Supreme Soviet (newspaper 

I z v ~ t i a )  --dom to those at the regional and local level. 0ther 

divisions included nationally circulated labor newspapers , f ollowed 

by the trade union, military, fam cooperatives (solvhoz) , peasant. 

economic, youth, womenls, and native language press, among others. 

Soyuzpechat (Union Press) , was responsible for the nationwide cir- 

culation of al1 printed media. 

Official Soviet references assert that the Communist Party 

created a high-principled Party-Soviet press and made it a concern 

of general Party af f airs. Press operations and content revolved 

around seven general points: part inost  (Party-mindedness or uncon- 

ditional Party loyalty) ; ideinos t (high ideological content) ; 

otches tvenos t (patriotism) ; pravdivost (truthf ulness [ t o  ~eninist 

theory] ) ; narodnost (having a popular character ) ; massovost (acces - 
sibility to the masses) ; 

self -cxiticism) ,'O Soviet 

and kri tika i samokritika 

media output at al1 levels 

(criticism and 

was engineered 



to insure compliance with these characteristics. 

To oversee Party dominance while ensuring compliance with 

these stated characteristics, the CPSU devised three basic control 

devices in regulating the press. First, the Department of Propa- 

ganda and Agitation at various levels appointed editors, with con- -- 
firmation approved by the Central Committeefs Agitprop section. 

Political reliability rather than professional ability was the 

first requirement of the appointee, and editorial ski11 often took 

a back seat to the candidate's training in Marxist theory and Party 

history. Editors had to be members of the CPSU." 

Second, the Party issuedo-via Agitprop--numerous directives 

concerning content of the press and how it should be presented. 

Much press output consisted of letters from high Party officials 

or government figures, as well as public addresses and government 

documents. ~nformation flow in the USSR mwed in a top d o m  fash- 

ion, with the first priority of local and regional press to be 

coverage of information supplied by central authorities. 

Third, the Party reviewed and criticized the press. Each 

level of Party authority provided staff for reviewing press output 

and for giving criticism of editors and journalists. In relation 

to this study, Eskimo radio journalists were required to meet P a r t y  

review conmiittees who criticized their work: rarely did these com- 

mittees convene to praise j ournalistic efforts. Through this pro- 

cess, most journalists were effectively kept in check from report- 

ing news of a critical nature, or investigating circumstances which 

could portray Party administration in a bad light." 



Information control- -TA= 

Soviet press control was attained through myriad levels, in- 

cluding the administrative machinery at each press level as well 

as the censorship organs (Agitprop and Glavlit) as earlier des- 

cribed. In addition, a third element was devised by the CPSU in 

order to effect greater control over the actual dissemination of 

news reaching the Soviet people : Telegrafnoye Agenstvo Sovie tskavo 

Soyuza (Telegraph Agency of the Soviet Union--TASS). Officially, 

TASS headed the state- information systern of the USSR upon its 

founding in 1925, overseeing control of the information agencies 

of al1 Union sepublics ." 
TASS acted as a gatekeeper of news over the large volume of 

information circulating throughout the USSR. Its activities could 

be described by four categories: its domestic functions; its sup- 

ervision of world news for Soviet consumption; its function as dis- 

seminator of Soviet information to the outside world; its role in 

assisting the intelligence systeme4' Internally, TASS distributed 

news stories from pravda to the domestic press and broadcasting 

network: this served to administer daily political directives by 

the CPSU, as well as official government pronouncements to Party 

organizations and the public at largee4' In addition, TASS senred 

as a central agency for interna1 transmission of regional and local 

information prepared by i ts  correspondents throughout the USSR. 

Responsible to the Council of Ministers o f  the USSR and the 

Agitprop sectcr of the CPSU Central C o d t t e e ,  TASS expanded its 

activities and organization to provide news gathering from around 



the world for select distribution to various segments of the Soviet 

press, Party, and government. A l l  mass media output was caref ully 

subject to conditioning by the interaction of TASS in conjunction 

with the other elements described previously. In 1961, a secondary 

national news service, Novosti (news) , was f~rmed.~" 

Mass Communications: Soviet Conceptual Mode1 

Soviet mass communication concepts were based (to a wide 

degree) on the following premises: 

mass communications are instruments of the state and the 
Communist Party 
mass comnications are integrated with other elements 
of state power and Party influence 
they serve as agents of unity within the state and the 
Party. 
they are used as instruments of state and Party 
It revelationn 
they primarily serve as agents of agitation and propaganda 
mass cornmuiications are structured around strictly 
enforced responsibility ." 

These theoretical positions did not exist in a vacuum, how- 

ever, as mass communication structures and functions altered to 

varying degrees depending on changes within Soviet institutions. 

Various problems related to the development and improvement 

of the press were reflected in many Party documents--resolutions 

of congresses, conferences, plenary sessions, and specially adopted 

resolutions of the CPSU. As the mass media system expanded in sys- 

temat ic f ashion ( including the later development of radio and tele- 

vision), so too did the degree of control by the Party increase via 

the demands set forth by these documents. 



Soviet media was notable in its degree of regulation and 

centralization, a system designed to ensure absolute conf ormity and 

rigidity among press operations from the highest level to the low- 

est, from Politburo control of Pravda, dom to the local wall paper 

issued by agricultural cooperatives in Eskirno villages. To a large 

degree, Soviet society placed a priority on public harmony and uni- 

formity, and where the press found itself at odds with specific 

policies of the Party, or where conflicts arose, the overriding 

tendency of the leadership was to moderate each situation to achi- 

eve a position of unity. 

In reality, while this element of control existed, human f law 

permitted the exercise of deviation throughout the system. Perfect 

regimentation could not be attained, partially due to the unpredic- 

table nature of media in interaction with other social institutions 

and forces. Individual expression beyond the boundaries of defined 

limits could f ind its way into the press, but only through conceal- 

ed forms, exemplified best through the still-employed means of 

Aesopian writing ." 
Consequently, the parameters of control in confrontation with 

individual expression and changing social conditions provides this 

study with a context in which to judge later ~skimo utilization of, 

and participation with the Soviet broadcast system. 

Broadcast Media Development in the USSR: Radio 

Broadcasting represents a phenornenon which predates the 

existence of the Soviet Union. Soviet historians credit Alexander 



Popov w i t h  the discovery of radio in 1895 (rather than Marconi), 

and clah other firsts in its de~elopment.'~ The reader must note 

that available literature on the history of Russian radio develop- 

ment (from Soviet sources) does not lead one to a high degree of 

confidence in the setting dom of undisputed facts and dates, es- 

pecially when confronted by alternative evidence from western ana- 

lysts. 

Popov was, nevertheless, the primary force in promoting 

radio's possibilities inside Russia during the first decade of the 

20th century. He was reputed to have demonstrated long distance 

voice broadcasts i n  1904, as well as setting up a national broad- 

casting company i n  1910. News of radio's potential was circulated 

widely during this time, and quick in sensing this medium as an 

alternative f orm for his idea of an all-Russian newspaper, Vladimir 

Lenin noted radio as a solution to solving existing communication 

problems which were inherent in a print-only mode of dissemination, 

calling the invention a "newspaper without paper and without dis- 

tance." He prophesied radio as the tool which could spread the 

message of communisrn throughout ~ussia and the rest of the world, 

and saw its fulfillment on November 7, 1917, as his decrees were 

transmitted to the world £rom the cruiser UOXT.~ in St. Petersburg 

on the first declared day of the Russian Revol~tion.'~ 

While other nations had begun broadcasting before this event, 

Russia would stand out for developing radio as a government-orien- 

ted medium. Sporadic radio telegraphic transmissions continued in 

1918 and the Soviets conducted a number of political broadcastç 



designed for reception in other parts of Europe in the attempt to 

clarify its positions while promoting the international communist 

movement abroad . " 
By 1919, Lenin recognized the necessity of improving the med- 

ium's technical and distributive capabilities, and promptly sup- 

ported research on its development. A radio laboratory was estab- 

lished in Nizhni Novgorod and soon began experimental voice broad- 

casts. By 1922, a 12 kilowatt transmitter--touteci as the most 

powerful in the world--began operations in MOSCOW, and within two 

years, a network of ten radio stations operated throughout Russia.'' 

Radio represented a medium which could be designed systema- 

tically according to the aimç of the Party--which needed every 

means of communication to supplement its power base, especially in 

convincing the Soviet people to abide by the political and economic 

platforms espoused by its leaders. To facilitate this end, Lenin 

remained a stalwart advocate for radio within the Politburo. 

Printed press had long served as the prirnary weapon in the 

Party's information strategy-and would continue to retain its 

position as the most authoritative of al1 mass media--however, 

radio opened up new opportunities which the Party could capitalize 

on. From the outset, i ts  task mirrored that of existing press-- 

agitation, organization, and propaganda while adding new possibil- 

ities for military utilization. 

Improving on the printed press, radio was well-suited tu 

instantaneous control, and its ability to disseminate infolmation 

over large areas in a timely manner was a distinct advantage given 



the inherent obstacles of pr in t  distribution across the country. 

While a major goal of the Party centered on total penetration of 

the population by an extensive information and propaganda broadcast 

network, the technical means to achieve this was not yet in place." 

In 1924, the Council of the Popular Commissars issued their 

"Freedom of ~roadcasting" decree, which yielded permission to pri- 

vate organizations and collectives who wished to establish radio 

stations. At the same time, supervision of radio was placed under 

the authority of a joint stock Company formed by the Russian 

Telegraph Agency and the People s Commissariat for Postal Services 

and Telegraph? Al1 of the entities engaged in radio were in fact 

anns of the government or Party (trade unions, etc), so the notion 

of independent operation Cree of state influence remained a spec- 

tre. 

In 1925, a Party directive promulgated the creation of a 

national "Society of the   ri ends of ~adio, which fornilated basic 

ideals for radio s utility in the Partyt s agitation and propaganda 

campaign. This type of organization would later 

otka as the initiator of radio and TV services. 

transmitters would beam broadcasts throughout the 

surface in Chuk- 

By 1929, twenty 

european section 

Early broadcasts from Moscow and other sites focused on pol- 

itical education and cultural development of the listening audi- 

ence, primarily in the genres (using Soviet terminology) of report- 

age, radio discussion, and radio canmentary. Radio newspapers 

(newscasts) , magazine formats , and entertainment f are e , musical 



concerts, children ' s shows, sport ing events ) represented the main 

elements within early program schedules. Distribution of signals 

reached only a small segment of the total population in these first 

f ew years .'" 
During the last half of the l92Os, radio became more sophis- 

ticated in its programming and diversification. New standards of 

broadcast journalism emerged, while programming continued to high- 

light music, drama, and features on daily life across the nation. 

The prime component of broadcasts , however , remained political in 

nature. 57 

Problems in the expansion of radio 

Soviet radio faced numerous obstacles in its development 

across the country, primarily for both political and technical 

reasons. Politically, radio was equated with the printed word (in 

reference to Lenints cal1 of ~ussia listening to a newspaper read 

in Moscow) instead of being viewed as a fundamentally different 

medium of mass comrminication. This idea was entrenched across 

Europe primarily because wireless radio originally relayed Morse 

code to distribute news reports. 

With the newness of the medium, implementation of its Capa- 

bilities was limited by the vision of those responsible for its 

operation. Radio's practical benefits and uses were somewhat un- 

clear in the begiming, and the medium would continue to be viewed 

as a public address system subservient to print. The greater share 

of resourceç would be directed toward expanding the network of 



papers, rather than radio because of this philosophical perspective 

on the efficacy of print held by Bolsheviks, as well as the fact 

that a baçis for press networks already e~isted.~' 

The UÇSR, with its expansive territory, was faced with an 

enomous investment in developing a nationwide radio network. The 

expansion of radio service was dependent on electrical power sys- 

tems which were comparatively undeveloped throughout the country. 

The government s imul taneous ly launched campaigns for indus t rial - 
ization, electrification, and radio installation in al1 cities and 

rural areas." In addition, radio required new industries for the 

manufacture of transmitting equipment and receivers; forced re- 

search and development ; and necessitated a wide- scale expans ion of 

the centralized bureaucracy assigned to coordinate administration, 

f inancing , technical operations , program production, information 

control, and state-Party directives. The condition of the Soviet 

economy during the 1920s was such that govemment funding of radio 

development would remain restricted." 

Paradoxically, Soviet authorities were hard pressed to extend 

their political management over the millions of citizens in rural 

Russia and the Far East via print media. With illiteracy predomin- 

ant throughout these areas, radio could serve a special function 

in maintaining Soviet control, however, since electrification was 

absent in regions where illiteracywas greatest, corps of political 

agitators provided an alternative method of communication such that 

central planners could wait on radio expansion until suf f icient 

resources could be commanded. For areas without radio, newspapers 



would continue in its role for educating, infodng, and mobilizing 

the citizenry? 

At the end of the decade, roughly 92,000 receivers existed 

in the USSR, primarily in cities possessing only a sixth of the 

nation's population? In 1931, the All-Union Cornmittee for Radio 

Broadcasting was assigned administrative control over radio : it 

remained under the auspices of the Central Codttee of the CPSU 

and its Department of Propaganda and Agitation, and was assisted 

by local radio codttees . 13  Over a ten-year period, radio pene- 

tration advanced remarkably, with over ninety stations broadcasting 

to approximately seven million receivers by 1940? 

The Soviet broadcasting system used a combination of radio 

receivers and diffusion networks (broadcasts carried by telephone 

lines to loudspeakers) . Receivers usually fed into loudspeaker 

systems which were placed in meeting halls, clubs, factories, 

apartments, and along streets. Diffusion systems were installed 

for both economic and political reasons, first, because it was much 

cheaper to install networks of loudspeakers through cities already 

possessing telephone and other communication links (as opposed to 

individual radio receivers), and second, it was amenable to main- 

taining tight control of information as this system could not pick 

up over- the-air radio s ignals coming from non-Soviet sources. 

Radio continued to be an urban phenomenon, with the vast 

majority of the USSR to remain without it until the early 1950~.'~ 

The advent of radio reception would occur even later in sections 

of the Soviet Far East. 



The impact of World War II necessitated a vast reconstruction 

of the Soviet mass media system. Print media suffered declines in 

its productive capacity with facilities, circulation, and print 

material levels vastly dininished. Radio broadcast stations suf- 

fered equally, with an estimated 50  percent destroyed from war- 

fare." The recwery period was very slow--due principally to the 

general destruction in many areas of the Soviet economic inf rastr- 

ucture , 

Unlike earlier decisions regarding radio development in the 

late 1920s. the Soviets chose to reconstruct the broadcasting sys- 

tern before print media. ~ h i s  resulted more from the need to re- 

establish communications quickly since radio's chief advantages 

lay in its immediacy and low cost. By 1946, pre-war broadcast lev- 

els had been achie~ed-~~ 

Further Radio De~elop~inmt: Poat-War 

The 1950s represented a period of expansion for Soviet radio, 

noting a concerted effort to extend broadcasting throughout al1 

rural areas. Administrat ively, radio broadcast ing was placed under 

the Ministry of Culture in 1953 (while retaining CPSV control) ." 
This change would represent one of many future changes in super- 

visory control over Soviet broadcasting, reflecting shifts in pol- 

itical organization, as well as developments with in  the medium. 

From a technical system perspective, the trend toward dif - 
fusion networks began to decrease during this decade in favor of 

standard radio receivers. A revitalization of the Soviet commun- 



ications industry during the post-war period eventually increased 

the availability of transmitters and reliable, low cost receiving 

equipment . These factors were partially responsible for a reor- 

ientation of the broadcast system to receivers--despite the prob- 

lems connected with foreign influence by western radio. To defeat 

this thxeat, Soviet shortwave receivers were built without 16 met- 

er, 19 meter, and other bands ." 
Radio equipment manufacturing diversified in providing both 

types of reception equipment, however, production of radio trans- 

mitters remained slow, thus forcing continued reliance on the wired 

and wireless systems. By 1956, the country had 22 million loud- 

speakers and approximately 7.4 million receivers: over half of the 

diffusion systems were operating in remote villages and by 1960, 

the figure increased to 31 million loudspeakers and 27 million 

receivers . '" 

The rise of Cold War tensions between America and the USSR 

brought on çerious implications regarding the use of standard rec- 

eivers. U.S. transmissions in to  Soviet territory made the receiver 

an ob j ect of propaganda: t h e  Soviet government enacted j aming mea- 

sures (as early as 1948) to counter these broadcasts despite the 

fact that their own policies had made the widespread reception of 

these signals possible. 

1 The original political decisions for creating a diffusion 

system were reinforced by this ideological battle of the airwaves. 

Only diffusion systems could guarantee Party control over broadcast 

information to those segments of the population reliant on this 



mode of reception, with the result of the dual system continuing 

on even to the present time. The Soviet Far East represented a 

prime example in the shift back to diffusion networks (during the 

seventies and eighties) as the later development of broadcasting 

in this region reflected the political considerations inherent in 

diffusion technology." 

During the 8th Petaletka (government five-year plan between 

1970-75) , the Soviets developed a system of three channel broad- 

casting via cable which was ultimately incorporated across the 

country, providing for greater listening options through the dif- 

fusion and over-the-air systems .72 For reference, final statistics 

compiled by the Soviet government listed 83 -7 million radio recei- 

vers, and 113 million diffusion outlets in 1989." 

With radiofication of the country effectively achieved, the 

Communist Party possessed the means to saturate the Soviet popu- 

lation with a highly controlled information service, functioning 

through an interconnected bureaucracy of government and Party agen- 

cies, with supervision ensured from the national to local level. 

All-Wion Radio f rom ~oscow served as the primary radio voice 

for the nation, and its broadcasts were delivered to every radio 

point, supplemented by inserts from radio cornmittees at the repub- 

l i c  to city level. By 1980, All-Union Radio broadcast five program 

services : Program 1, represented the main national service, includ- 

ing information, sociopolitical, educational, and artistic program- 

ming; Program 2, called Mayak (beacon) , served as a round-the-clock 

music and news-information service; Program 3, was designed as a 



general educational , literary , and music service ; Programs 4 and 

5 provided information and music to a domestic and external Soviet 

a~dience.~' Only Programs 1 and 2 were available to the majority 

of the nationwide audience which listened via the wired radio sets.  

By the end of the 1980s, Soviet radio (at al1 levels) trans- 

mitted in 71 laquages, with hundreds of programming hours each day 

on long wave, medium wave (AM) , shortwave , and FM f requencies , as 

well as cable and direct satellite feeds.'" 

Broadcast Media Development: Television 

The development of television constituted a revolution in the 

overall process of in£ ormation f low and assimilation, greatly amp- 

lifying the ability of the Party to assert its leadership through 

the dissemination of messages to every level of Soviet society. 

In 1931, Soviet television came into reality with an experimental 

broadcast of motionless pictures to a select audience in Moscow." 

The Soviet Union took much tirne in recognizing the potential 

force of television for the political, cultural, and aesthetic 

education of its vast population. Research and developrnent coin- 

cided with the expansion of radio and press operations, resulting 

in the introduction of low resolution mechanical scanning moving 

images by 1932.77 

Two years later, sound broadcasting was introduced and the 

number of stations increased to seven. In 1936 (according to Sov- 

iet statistics) , roughly 300 progmms were broadcast, and within 

the next few years, technical breakthroughs enabled a shift to the 



utilization of higher resolution electronic scanning television. 

Experimental electronic transmissions continued and scheduled 

broadcasts began in Moscow and Leningrad in 1939. Basic program- 

ming included movies, concerts, theater drama, and features cele- 

brating Party congresses and organizations. Such program fare 

would def ine the content of Soviet television for decades to corne . 7 8  

Television stopped during World War 2 and resumed regular 

broadcasts on May 7 ,  1945 (May Day) . Further improvements in tech- 
nology allowed a transmission standard of 625 lines by 1949. The 

Central Television Studio (Central TV) was built in Moscow in 1951, 

though its transmissions were confined to the city and its suburbs. 

Understanding its role in the Party's propaganda apparatus, 

Central TV cultivated its programming to reflect sociopolitical and 

public themes. The studio was eventually divided into separate 

departments for propaganda, industry, agriculture, science, and 

sports. Documentary broadcasts covering various aspects of Soviet 

life were staple program fare during these days." 

A major problem f acing television planners was the distribu- 

tion of this medium across the vast confines of the USSR, and for 

a number of years, funding priorities were given to other sectors 

of the economy--to the detriment of television's nationwide expan- 

sion.'O There is speculation among western scholars that central 

planners were not yet convinced of television' s ef f icacy, consider- 

ing that printed press and radio was established and growing while 

television required massive funding--which at the tirne seemed in- 

appropriate considering the needs of heavy industry, agriculture, 



the etc. 

Television slowly was introduced to al1 of the union repub- 

lics (including autonornous republics, regions , and territories) but 

without systematic intercomection fromMoscow. Later developments 

in satellite and cable technology would provide solutions to this 

dilemma (note : to be discussed in subsequent sections) .O2 At the 

end of the 1950s, TV was extended across the nation and in 1960, 

103 studios and retranslators broadcast 276.5 hours daily." 

Despite these numbers, television was s t i l l  an unknown medium 

to large segments of the country, including Magadan Oblast and the 

Chukotka Peninsula. By 1960, a maj or change in attitude regarding 

the primacy of television over radio emerged in the highest politi- 

cal organs. In that year, a CPSU Central Committee directive, 

"About hiture Deveïopment of Soviet Television, " described the 

greater role of TV in the ideological work of the Party stating: 

Television, together with the press and radio, is called 
to play an important part in educating the Soviet people 
in the spirit of Communist ideology and morals, of implac- 
ability towards bourgeois ideology and morals, in mobiliz- 
ing the workers to complete the Seven-Year plan success- 
fully. Television opens up great new possibilities for 
the daily political, cultural, and aesthetic education of 
the population, including those of its sections which are 
least covered by mass political work." 

The decree, however, lamented television s current status, with its 

general underdevelopment, lack of imaginative programing and 

trained staff, and the failure of its technical expansion.05 The 

directive suggested a plan for extending television~s reach, and 

with improved conditions in the national economy for such develop- 

ment, the Soviets instituted a rapid expansion of the medi~rn.'~ 



During this year (19601, the first national channel, dubbed 

"First Program, began operations with approximately 5 percent of 

the population able to view broadcasts." Within eight years 

(1968) , a dramatic expansion in the number of programming centers, 

retransmission stations, and individual television sets occured, 

The terrestrial transmission network expanded to large areas in the 

western USSR, as well as to urban regions in the central Asian 

republics, Siberia, and the Far East. '' 

The construction of the Ostankino television tower in Moscow 

(operational in 1967) served as the central beacon of Soviet broad- 

casting, housing the various studios of Central Television, while 

transmitting the main national channel in color. In addition, the 

network saw the expansion of cha~els, then up to rive, with the 

completion of Ostankino, though most viewers outside of Moscow , 

Leningrad, and the capitals of the various union republics could 

only receive the first national charnel. 

"First Programn carried news, sociopolitical, artistic, and 

general information broadcasts for the nation, adhering to strict 

Party-defined noms of acceptable format and content. ûvertly 

political and lacking in spontaneity and creativity, Central TV 

experienced little change in programing from its inception to the 

days of perestroika. Program themes across genres tended to coin- 

cide with Party propaganda outlines which celebrated the Soviet 

way of life in the political, social, cultural, and artistic 

realms , with progradng continually af f irming the achievements 

made by the nation in socioeconomic and cultural construction." 



Satellite Television 

Satellite developments by this tirne were providing the final 

solution for effecting total saturation of the nation with central 

television broadcasts, and represented the breakthrough made for 

the case of television's superiority in the minds of Kremlin plan- 

ners. Satellite TV was a natural consequence of Soviet efforts in 

space, and its implementation was aggressively pursued as technical 

improvements and sufficient financing warranted. 

In the 1970s, Soviet television solidified its position of 

preeminence and grew to comprise a system which would reflect the 

administrative and control parameters erected by the Party. Cen- 

tral Television broadcasts (produced solely in Russian) extended 

to the republic and local levels, which by 1975, consisted of 132 

television program centers, each engaged in local programming co- 

ordinated thematically and formatted similarly to Central Televi- 

sion, and inserted into the daily program stream from Moscow. Al1 

Union and autonomous republics originated programming in the var- 

ious languages existent within its territory, and regularly pro- 

vided materials to Central Television. Television set ownership 

increased from 3.6 million in 1965 to over 60 million in 1975, 

though none could be found in Eskimo ~illages.'~ 

The reader should note that television set saturation figures 

were not arrived at by actual counting methods within homes, but 

by receipts of television sales, thus opening up opportunities for 

overstatement of actual levels by Soviet statisticians . Ten years 
later, the figure rose to 90 million sets,  with the estimated 



television audience across the USSR totaling approximately 270 

million people--roughly 95 percent of the country's pop~lation.~' 

Up to the days of perestroika (1985), Soviet television 

operated 270 TV and radio centers, 500 large and 6000 small trans- 

mitting TV stations, 90 major satellite connnuiication stations, and 

6000 small television receive-only ( T m )  satellite sites." A 

daily count of television programrning from Moscow comprised 149 

hours, with broadcasts on 14 channels, including the two national 

channels, First Program"described earlier) and Second Prograrn, 

(which was created in 1982 by request of the 26th Congress of the 

CPSU) .'' Across the country, 45 languages of the various nation- 

alities were broadcast on republic and local channels. 

The system s overall technical expansion was impressive by 

any standard, with Soviet claims for possessing the world's largest 

system of satellite TV broadcasting meriting consideration. The 

ability of the Party to directly input messages into the lives of 

every citizen through this system was thus essentially achieved. 

As a result, operation of the network would remain under the tight 

systematic control of those occupying the highest posts within the 

Politburo, a natural consequence of the philosophy of press control 

formulated by the original mind of the state--Lenin. 

All-Uhion Broadcast Administsation 
and Structure i~re-1991) 

In 1970, the State Cormittee for Television and Radio Broad- 

casting ( Gos tel eradio) was established . As a government agency 

within the Soviet Ministry of the USSR, this co-ttee was respon- 



sible for constructing the infrastructure for nationwide coverage, 

as well as the systematic administration of al1 operationalbroad- 

cast stations in the Unioneg4 

Gosteleradio rnaintained its authority over broadcasting on 

a territorial basis through a network of state television and radio 

committees, £rom the national (All-Union), to republic, oblast, 

okrug, raion, and local levels . Gosteleradio assigned its central 
broadcasting department with responsibility for nationwide domestic 

broadcasts, and for local broadcasting to the Russian Republic 

(RSFSR) . Like printed press, every broadcast cornittee was also 

responsible to the Agitprop press sector as well as the executive 

authority at each level. 

Gosteleradio was headed by a chairman, and organized into 

various cornittees or departments for television; radio; creative 

sections; propaganda; technical administration; planning, finance, 

and accounting. Gosteleradio was primarily concerned with the 

logistics of programming, while supernision over broadcast plants 

and signal distribution facilities was under the jurisdiction of 

the Ministry of Comrminicati~ns.'~ 

The various 15 Union republics (except the RSFSR) originated 

their own full-time program service, in addition to receiving the 

national channels from Moscow. Regional and local broadcast com- 

mittees served as affiliates of the national networks, rather than 

acting solely as independent production and transmission facili- 

ties. As for television, the lower c o ~ t t e e s  would transmit loc- 

ally produced materials during selected timeslots on the second 



national channel. 

The State Committee of the Council of Ministers of the USSR 

for Television and Radio also created special sections responsible 

for international broadcasting and program exchanges with eastern 

European nations via Intersputnik, and with western European States 

via Eurovision. '" 

---------- 

TABLE #1 Communist Party Agencies for the Mass Media 

COMM3TTEE (CPSU) 
Secretariat 

Department of Propaganda 

S E C T O R S  

Newspapers Magazines Radio-TV Printing Plants Publishing & 
Distribution 

Departments of Propaganda 
and Agitation 

S E C T O R S  

Press Radio-TV Other Media 

Oblast Party Committees 

Department of Propaganda 
and ~gitation Sector for Press, 

Radio, TV 
Sector for Press, Radio, TV 

Elemental Party Units 
( f actory, cooperative) 
school, etc. 

City Party Committees 

Sector for Press, ~adio, TV 
Printed and Wall papers 
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BROADCAST =SA SYSTgM DgVELOPMEWT IN CEüKOTKA: 1900-1986 
(A TECHNICAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE OVERVIEOQ) 

This chapter deals primarily with the development of the 

means of broadcast media in Chukotka, including larger development s 

of the Magadan Oblast region, of which the Chukotka Autonomous 

O k r u g  was a part. Analysis of the political and managerial aspects 

of these operations will be provided in later sections. 

Teleconpllunfcationa in Chukotka (Pre-Soviet Era) 

The first strategies for the intetcomection of Chukotka with 

the central regions of Russia and across to North America were 

developed by the Western Union Telegraph Extension Project (WUTE) 

from 1865-67 .' This grand scheme was the result of cornpetition 

between Western Union and Cyrus Field--the promoter of the first 

undersea telegraph cable across the Atlantic connecting America and 

Europe. In a race against tirne, Western Union began survey oper- 

ations and line construction f rom Plover Bay, Chukotka (near Provi- 

deniya) , dom along the Chukotka coast to the Anadyr River, over 

to the Sea of Okhotsk, and finally to the Amur River where connec- 

tion with lines from central Russia would be achieved,' 

Field was successful with the Atlantic Cable in July 1866, 

and WUTE ceased construction in Chukotka in 1867. However, a nurn- 

ber of stations had been set up, in effect, representing the first 

actual working stations which would ultimately impact subsequent 

telecom developments in the region.' 



with the excitement of gold discoveries made in Nome in 1899, 

the next phase of telecommunication development began. Searching 

for Chukotka gold and trade markets , numerous American businessmen 

and adventurers plied the Russian coastline of the Bering Strait. 

The old Plover Bay station still operated as well as an American- 

built site in Anadyr, and by 1909, a radio station (of the spark 

type) was ins ta l led  by Alaskan traders, operating until 1917 . 4  

Earïier in 19 0 8, General Governor Unterberger conf erred with 

Russian Prime Minister Peter Stolypin about the necessity for cre- 

ating a network of radio stations in Chukotka.' His views repre- 

sented the first Russian government strategy for developing state 

operated radio facilities in the region. This action was made as 

a counter to the growing influence of Americans operating in Chu- 

kotka, and fox the need t o  establish the means for assisting the 

administration of the government in this territory. By 1910, a 

small spark station was set up, allowing local  military personnel 

to comrmuiicate with t he   uss si an Navy .  In 1911, Billy Thompson and 

the Hudson Bay Company installed another station in Provideniya to 

coordinate their business and the rnovement of vessels coming from 

Nome, Alaska during the short navigation period.' 

A complex of spark radio stations was constructed in Anadyr 

and began operations during the sumer of 1914. This complex was 

one of the four most powerful civil stations in ~ussia, utilizing 

a 7 -5 kilowatt long wave transmitter made by the Telefunken Company 

of Germany. It had a range of 3000 kilometers .' Ail of these 

stations provided basic wireless telegraph services throughout the 



region. 

In 1917, Mr. Charles Thompson (who moved to Chukotka in 1901) 

w a s  writing articles for the American press about the events of the 

Bolshevik Revolution using the Provideniya station.' Soviet power 

would take six years to consolidate their control over Chukotka, 

and communication was critical to this process. During the autumn 

of 1919, the Bolsheviks sent t w o  men to take over the Anadyr radio 

complex (Mandrikov and Berzin) , and by December of that year, a 

revolutionary committee w a s  established, using these facilities for 

communication with Moscow.' 

Af ter these events, the American presence along the Chukotka 

coast steadily declined. Telegrams continued to be sent £rom Nome 

to Provideniya and Anadyr for those Alaskan businessmen still oper- 

ating in the area, with the American station in Provideniya main- 

taining operations until 1924." This w a s  the year marking the 

final victory of Soviet power in Chukotka, resulting in the forced 

eviction of the remaining Americans £rom the region. 

~t should be noted that the primary impetus for concerted 

improvement of communications in Chukotka was a function of enac- 

ting governrnent control over the region, and the effort to develop 

the mineral extraction and fur industries. Even from the days of 

the Alaskan penetration into Chukotka, there had been a need for 

cornmunication systems, and with the later Soviet discoveries of 

gold, tin, mercury, and other metals, it would be the mining indus- 

try which provided the highest financial sums to develop modern 

communications throughout the territory." 



The Eskimo population remained unaffected by these early 

telephony developments, with intravillage communication depending 

on traditional means of transportation ( f oot , baidar, dog sleds , 

etc.) for conveying news and information. Russian vessels arriving 

during the summer navigational periods often brought news from the 

outside, and villages shared information on a frequent basis due 

to regular visitation by residents from different connmuiities. At 

this stage, Eskimos were practically isolated f rom active conmuni- 

cation (via electronic means) with the outside world." 

Soviet Power and the Development 
of Radio in Chukotka 

Despite the introduction of regular broadcasts from Moscow 

and ~izhni Novgorod in 1922, radio broadcasting would remain an 

unknown entity for most of Chukotkats population for decades to 

corne. The primary reasons for this was t h e  short range of early 

transmitters, t h e  lack of electrification in t h e  region--a manda- 

tory requirement for reception--and the availability of receiving 

equipment . The f ew isolated spark stations were the only available 
sites for receiving central radio transmissions, and their techni- 

cal base was s t i l l  oriented toward telegraphy. Eskimost first con- 

tact with radio listening was through f acilities located at cultur- 

al bases." 

Regional rnass media came to the Far East only in the 1930s. 

together with the active opening of the region and the develop- 

ment of its productive capacity. Reception of the "radio papersn 

was available in Chukotka and Magadan to a few electrified sites 



after 1931." 

The settlement of Magadan was founded in 1929, eventually to 

become the central administrative center of Magadan Oblast and 

Chukotka. The Bolsheviks incorporated a government trust, known 

as Dalstroy, which would organize the development of the entire 

region. In one of its f i rs t  moves, Dalstroy constructed a oil- 

fired electrical generator, and installed a 500 watt radio trans- 

mitter to establish regional telegraph service throughout the 

oblast (1931) .15 

In 1933, Dalstroy began construction of a radio center near 

Magadan which would ultimately house a radio telephone, telegraph, 

and radio broadcast studio. That year, a regional news broadcast 

was produced on a periodic basis and by 1934, antennas for radio 

telephone connection with ~ladivostok and Yakutsk were finished." 

During this period (1931-011) Dalstroy, responsible for numer- 

ous administrative functions in the region (including the gold min- 

ing operations) installed small electrical generators at various 

sites which made radio reception possible. In 193 5, new equipment 

and a 50 kilowatt transmitter were installed in the Magadan radio 

center, allowing the city to connect with Khabarovsk and Moscow. 

That year, 100 wired radio sets were installed in the city for 

reception of local ne~s.~' 

AS with other regions of the country, radio reception for 

individuals was primarily through the use of wired radio sets 

(radio diffusion), using telephone and electric cables for distri- 

bution to simple loudspeakers . This approach- -relying on wired 



radio rather than receivers--was born out of three considerations: 

first, where conmunication lines (sites) already existed, it was 

mch less expensive to install loudspeakers than radios and mult- 

iple sets  could be comected to a single receiving source; second, 

the country had a shortage of radio transmitters which could ef fec- 

tively broadcast throughout al1 regions of the country to individ- 

ual receivers; and third, it was much easier to control the flow 

of information by the Communist Party to the citizenry while elim- 

inating the possibilities for individuals to pickup foreign trans- 

missions which could contain information contrary to the opinions 

of the Party." 

On May 1, 1937, broadcasts from THE VOXCE OF MOSCOW were 

accessible in Chukotka and the Kolyma region.'" People heard from 

hundreds of loudspeakers which were placed in tents, apartments, 

and organizations, the soundç of the Kremlin clock towers ." In 

July 1938, Magadan communication authorities conducted experiments 

for radio broadcasting to al1 areas of the oblast including Chukot- 

ka. 22 By November, radio broadcasting began on a systematic basis, 

though for only short periods each week, and by 1942, broadcasts 

were conducted daily during a two hour time slot. 

It is difficult to render an exact date for the initiation 

of radio broadcast transmissions in Chukotka (namely in Anadyr, the 

territorial center) . Available archival material does not point 
to a f irm date, nor is there consensus among the various governrnent 

officiais £rom the Anadyr State Television and Radio Cortunittee or 

USSR Communications Ministq regarding this question. Most agree 



that broadcasting commenced from Anadyr sometime in the late 1930s 

using a low power transmitter which served this tom as well as 

some villages along the banks of the Anadyr River." 

WhiIe radio communication facilities had been constructed in 

the ~rovidenski and Qiukotski districts by 1935 (Provideniya and 

Uelen), there is no evidence to suggest that they were engagea in 

radio broadcasting, though they could receive broadcasts from 

Mo~cow.'~ These stations--utilizing Morse code and later radio 

telephony--provideclbasic services for Eskimos in relaying messages 

between villages, to doctors, reindeer breeders, etc. 

The first reference for a broadcast station in Chukotka is 

described by Russian historian Igor Riga. He noted that radio 

broadcasts were organized by the Markovski Region Party Cornittee 

in May 1937 (a region later to be incorporated into the Anadyrski 

~istrict of Chukotka) ." Most sources consulted ascertained that 

from the very f irst, broadcasting from Anadyr was done in both 

Russian and Chukchi languages. 

There is no indication of Eskimo language broadcasts at this 

time (first mention of this notes sporadic reports begiming in 

1956, but no Eskimos would be hired for broadcasting for another 

thirteen years af ter) ." Local Party and government radio off icials 
were responsible for these operations though it was nominally under 

the control of Dalstroy radio comrminication authorities." The 

Anadyr station was eventually known as Chukotka Area ~adio and 

would undergo title and administrative changes in the decades to 

corne. 



By 1942, a few settlements around Chukotka could listen to 

broadcast s from Anadyr, Magadan, Petrovlovsk Kamchatski , Khabar- 

ovsk, and Moscow. The number of radio receiving sets that year was 

over l5,O 0 0. Expansion of radio broadcasting increased during the 

years of World War 2, as well as the rapid construction of small 

radio facilities along the  Bering Strait, called polarniya stansia 

(polar station) ." Eskimo villages, such as Chaplino, had these 

stations installed, partly to assist Soviet efforts in the Lend 

Lease program which transported nearly 70 0 0 American planes across 

the strait for use on the western war front. Chaplinols radio fac- 

ility contained a meteorological station with several radio opera- 

tors who launched weather probes and provided basic communication 

semices for the area.1° 

These polar stations pravided Eskimos the opportunity to 

listen to radio broadcasts in their own settlements ." Village 

residents could go to the station and listen to Moscow radio using 

headphones. During the war years, natives listened regularly to 

the radio program Inf orm Bureau, with Moscow announcer M. Levitan 

providing details about news from the war front 2' As Chukotkat s 

native communities supplied reindeer meat for Soviet troops , radio 

provided a link which helped encourage them to participate in the 

war effort. '" 

Eskimos of Chaplino would wait until 1948-50 before receiving 

wired radio sets in their homes, though there are reports that even 

earlier, radio sets were used in traditional yarangas near the set- 

tlement of Naukon." Native villages were usually the last ones to 



receive such services, though by 1946, there were still only 56 

radio retranslation centers in operat ion throughout Magadan Oblast 

(including Chukotka) . '' In many centers. Moscow broadcasts could 

be received four hours daily and Magadan broadcasts for five and 

one half hours . '" 

In 1950, there were more than 9.6 million radio reception 

sites in the USSR." By this time, radio reception was available 

in a majority of native villages in Chukotka. In 1952, Magadan 

radio transmitted throughout the region using shortwave frequencies 

and from approximately 1956 on, Chukotka Radio Service (based in 

Anadyr) utilized a 15,O 00 kilowatt shortwave transmitter for cover- 

age across the okrug, ef f ectively reaching al1 Eskimo settlements .'@ 

Radio development and progrdng in the oblast accelerated 

during the late 1950s and early 1960s, especially in the power of 

transmitters and the availability of both wired radio speakers and 

radio receivers in the remote areas." Radio served a special role 

in the region because of its abil i ty for widespread and inmiediate 

coverage. Newspapers, being the favored medium for political com- 

munication, were widely developed throughout the oblast , but tram - 
portation problems created many difficulties for reaching remote 

areas effectively. ~adio provided inmediate news while papers con- 

centrated on indepth analysis and commentary. 

The Magadan and Anadyr Radio cormittees increased the scope 

of their operations by 1965. Magadan Radio broadcast 10 hours 

daily and Anadyr Radio constructed a new studio complex on the site 

of the old Russian-Arnerican wireless station which operated bef ore 



the Revol~tion.~' The studios were prwided up to date equipment 

of Soviet and eastern European manufacture (East German, Hungarian, 

Czechoslovakian) . 

Programming was, from the s t a r t ,  on a lower order than broad- 

casts from Moscow. Lack of well-trained journalists and analysts 

were the primary reasons for this, though during the 1960s, the 

editorial departments at Magadan and Anadyr labored to provide com- 

prehensive programming across al1 genres, from political or ideo- 

logical courses to childrenfs fare. 

Of highest priority for local programming efforts, was scp- 

port of those industries which were operated across the oblast. 

Regular program features from Magadan included the following 

titles ; "Our North Region, Our Minert s Region, "For Geologists, 

"The Scouts of Gold Places, "For Those who are in Tundra and on 

the Farmtn "For Reindeer Breederstn nHello YouthtW "For People of 

Reg-ions of the Oblast Center, "Magadan's Week, and "For the 

People who Work in the Public Ec~norny.~" Such titles were typical 

for Soviet radio, reflecting the ideological order and socioeconom- 

ic divisions of people. 

Similarly, the Chukotka radio programs had equivalent titles , 

but directed more toward specif ic conditions in the okrug . Obliga- 

tory broadcasts included reviews £rom the Anadyr-based newspaper 

Sovietsbya a u k o t k a ,  followed by an hour of Chukchi programs-- 

later including Eskimo reports at the end of the decade--and then 

local political, agricultural, cultural, and musical items. Every 

evening ended with a news broadcast called nNovosti Nasha Okrugan 



(News of our Region), which reviewed regional events, and included 

a wide range of topics and features for discussion.42 

By the 1970s, Magadan and Anadyr became primarily retrans- 

mission sites for central radio broadcasts , and accordingly decrea- 

sed their daily program output to three hours, which was then in- 

serted into special timeslots during the Moscow broadcast. List- 

eners across the okrug thus got information fxom al1 three services 

over one freqyency, composed of 12 hours from MOSCOW, three from 

Magadan, and three from Anadyr for a total of 18 hours da il^.^' 

With this change, the editorial boards ceased production of 

specialty programs and f ocused mainly on specif ic issues af f ecting 

the oblast' s industries, as well as news and local cultural items ." 

Both radio committees increased the size of their editorial staffs, 

even though there was less air time to be responsible for. 

The most active listening tirnes for radio programs in Chuk- 

otka according to Soviet analysts was f rom 7-8 : 45 a.m., and from 

1-2 p . m .  In years prior to television access, an active the for 

liçteners of regional broadcasts was from 6 p.m. to 11 p.m. List- 

ening levels diminished with the availability of television in 

different parts of the territory. Radio listening remained a sta- 

ple for residents of tundra areas far from settlements, while a 

fair cornponent of the audience was represented by the Soviet fleet 

which operated along the Northern Pacific and Bering Seas.'' 

Forthose with receivers, radio listening opened up more than 

the traditional information supplied f rom Anadyr, Magadan, or Mos - 

cow. AS the Cold War between the U.S. and USSR expanded, radio 



+ 

broadcasts from American gavernment and private radio became 

ments of concern for regional and central radio authorities, 

the end result being a concentrated effort to jam the signals 

ele- 

with 

f rom 

an installation built in Magadan .'"The Voice of America (VOA) and 

other U.S. state-funded signals (ie., Radio Bree -ope) were tar- 

geted for jamming as early as 1948, but the Soviets left radio fre- 

quencies frorn Nome and other Alaskan sites untouched, though their 

reasons for this are unclear to this writer. 

Further aystem developments 

By 1970, there were seven transmission centers for broadcast - 

ing radio in the oblast (including retranslation sites), with 135 

total hours of broadcasting per day over these stations--including 

two programs from Moscow (with the Magadan and Anadyr timeslots 

inserted) . '' There were over 100,000 wired radio sets and 30,OO 0 

radio receivers in the oblast, with statistics based on estimates 

of set sales and subscription fees paid for wired radio reception 

on a monthly basis?' 

The last available statistics for Magadan Oblast (1974) noted 

a ratio of 351 radio tochkas (radio reception sites) per 1000 resi- 

dents: this was a higher radio saturation level than the rest of 

the country with 221 per 1000, though city/rural population para- 

meters may not be ~omparable.'~ No estimates on these figures were 

available for the oblast by 1992, partially because the registra- 

tion requirements for individual radio receivers was ended and no 

personnel undertook recent çurveys to determine the numbers of 



wired radio sets.  The last statistics for radio ownership in the 

USSR (1988) gave a figure of 83.7 million receivers with a ratio 

of 292 radio receivers per 1000 people.50 However, it is safe to 

assume that practically every housing unit was equipped with a 

wired loudspeaker or radio receiver operating on Soviet frequency 

bands. 

In the drive to facilitate better telecommunication inter- 

connections ( telephone, telegraph, radio) throughout Magadan Oblast 

and Chukotka, while providing links across the entire northem bor- 

der of the USSR, the Soviet government began construction of tropo- 

spheric scatter radio relay stations. This system, known as Sever 

(North) , was similar to the White Rlice communication line which 

formed the basis for the U.S. and Canadian govemment ' s Distant 

Early Warning System (DEW Line) across Alaska and northem Canada. 

Magadan and Anadyr were comected to the system between 1969-70, 

and subsequent links were made to al1 other district centers in 

Chukotka (Provideniya, Lavrentia, Bilibino, Pevek, Schmidt, Bering- 

ovski, ~gvikinot) with additional installations near the villages 

of Siriniki and Uelkal . *' 

Upon completion of the system, Magadan and Anadyr Radio dis- 

tributed a single combined program (All-Union Radio with local 

inserts) to al1 regional centers using two comected telephone 

circuits. This service was eventually increased to a three channe1 

format in the early 1970s. The system immediately improved recep- 

tion quality of the signals and were promptly inserted into the 

wired radio diffusion networks in al1 villages and district centers 



possessing telephone interconnections." 

These tropo links cemented the continuing concept of broad- 

casting through diffusion methods (maintaining the Party's concept 

of informational conformance through established state comrmuiica- 

tion channels) . Aowever, the tropo system did not connect every 

settlement in the sparsely settled areas, so both stations con- 

tinued a dual transmission format using high power shortwave freq- 

uencies along with the wired network. Reindeer herders, miners, 

and others working in the tundra could receive radio only through 

terrestrial reception. 

In many district centers and settlements, local radio studios 

(radio uzel) were created for disseminating news , announcementç , 

and other information over the local diffusion network. These 

studios were housed in a small room within the local post office 

(containing mail, telephone, telegraph, and radio reception facil- 

ities) using simple equipment for its operations. 

Correspondents from the district centers contributed to reg- 

ional radio newscasts while serving as coordinators of the local 

studios. There were no radio uzels in the main Eskimo settlements 

at first, though some had access to radio signals from the Provi- 

deniya studio. '' 

THE BEGINNING OF ESXIMO RADIO BROADCASTING 

As noted earlier, radio progradng in the Eskimo laquage 

did occur on Anadyr radio during the late 1950s and early 1 9 6 0 ~ ~  

but not on a systematic basis. According to Ludmilla Aynana, 



Eskirno broadcasts were heard in 1956 over regional radio, and 

periodically, Eskimo students studying at the Anadyr Pedagogical 

Institute or the School of Agriculture would participate in these." 

The reader should note, however, that there is no unanimous consent 

arnong Eskimo journalists about the situation of Eskimo broadcasting 

during this early period, especially in identifying the very first 

Eskimos preparing broadcasts at the Anadyr studios. Only with the 

establishment of an Eskimo Radio service do the details of these 

j ournalists coincide. '' 

The first regularly-scheduled Eskimo language broadcasts to 

be heard in Soviet Eskirno settlements most likely were Siberian 

Yupik programs produced by KICY Radio in Nome, Alaska.17 May elder 

Eskimos in these villages acknowledged listening to religious and 

music programs but did so on a clandestine basis." 

Soviet broadcast policies toward the various nationalities 

of the Union were fomulated on the basis of population totals. 

Though there were over five different native ethnic nationalities 

resident in Chukotka, radio had previously served only the Chukchi 

language because they were the most populous ." The Eskimo popula- 
tion had been estimated at 1,500 and thus were next in line to 

receive broadcast services once sufficient funds were allocated to 

the Anadyr station for such purposes. 

The first concerted attempts to formalize Eskimo language 

broadcasts began in 1968. As previously noted, directors of the 

Chukotka Area ~adio station invited Eskimo students attending the 

local institutes to experiment with Yupik programs, and Zoya 



Nenlumkina, a Naukonski Yupik speaker was one of these students who 

would come to join the station on a permanent basis. Eskimo list- 

eners in the Providenski and Chukotski districts became more aware 

of the broadcasts and support for the experirnental broadcasts in- 

creased . =* 

In 1969, the Soviet government and Party press organs began 

preparations for the nationwide celebration of the 100th anniver- 

sary of Vladimir ~eninl s birthday (April 1970) ." Events of import- 
ance to the Communist Party, such as historic dates connected with 

the Revolution, Party congresses, holidays , maj or government events 

and directives were carefully researched by al1 press organs and 

preparations for broadcasting on those days were made many months 

to one year in advance ." 
These preparations (as well as the success of Nenlumkinats 

programs) played a sole in the decision to implement regular Eskimo 

broadcasting as a partial fulfillment of nationality policy goals 

for the region. Ideological work would feature heavily in this 

development as there would be an additional nchannelv to explain 

soviet/~eninist national political policies to the indigenous pop- 

ulation." Hence, Party authorities were extremely careful in the 

selection process of potential candidates for the Eskimo journalist 

position; only those whose political reliability was unquestioned 

could be cons idered . 
The age of regular Eskimo laquage radio broadcasting commen- 

ced in September 1969, with the establishment of an Eskimo Editor- 

ial Department within the Chukotka State Radio Codttee. Nina 



Sergeyevna Enmenkow, a Naukonski Yupik speaker, was designated the 

first Eskimo radio journalist." Initial broadcasts were aired 15 

minutes per week and contained news materials translated from the 

Russian editorial staff. Many of these early broadcasts, includ- 

ing the first regular program series, entitled "Polarniya ZvezdaH 

(polar star) , f eatured reports on native lif e within Eskimo vil- 

lages, musical programs (Eskimo and Russian f olksongs) , as well as 

news and other materials translated from the Russian Editorial 

Department's broadcasts. E a r l y  program content placed an emphasis 

on the explanation of Soviet perspectives on the political, econ- 

omic and cultural development of Magadan Oblast and the Chukotka 

Area. 6 5  

In 1971, Anatoly Seleko, an Eskimo journalist from S i r i n i k i ,  

j oined the f ledgling staff , along with Provideniya correspondent 

Ludmilla Aynana. The new group developed broadcasts featuring 

positive stories on native successes in agriculture, hunting, 

various aspects of socialist cornpetitions among Eskimos, culture, 

traditions (songs and tales), and progressive life conditions of 

the regionrs Eskimo population.66 More detail concerning the ini- 

tiation of broadcasts will be presented in the following chapter. 

W i t h  the introduction of their own program service, the 

Eskimo population could receive news and off icially approved infor- 

mation about specific conditions of their life in their own lan- 

guage, in addition to the regular Russian laquage broadcasts pro- 

duced by the main editorial staff. This programming strategy 

served to enhance the governmentts efforts to cormmuiicate policy 



and deliver administration throughout Chukotkals dispersed native 

settlements. a 

For Chukotka state radio in general, the overall station ad- 

ministration, personnel, and program format (in   us si an, Chukchi , 

and Eskimo) would undergo little change f rom this period until the 

end of 1991, with the only major developments related to the expan- 

sion of the radio signal to most settlements in the territory. The 

technical means for attaining complete saturation have yet to be 

realized, despite utilization of shortwave and tropo/telephone dis- 

tribution. From the 1950s to 1986, Anadyr Radio transmitted short- 

wave directly from the tom with a power of five  kilowatt^.^' 

The western section of Chukotka had more difficulty picking 

up broadcasts as the antenna system was oriented in an eastward 

direction to cover the majority population living in the district 

centers along the ~ering and Chukchi Seas? The antennats orien- 

tation prwided A l a s k a  Eskimos on St. Lawrence Island and the 

western Alaska coastline with sufficient signal coverage so list- 

eners could pick up the broadcasts of the Eskimo Department. 

Af ter 1986, the Anadyr transmitter was turned off (being ant- 

iquated and providing poor signal distribution) and signals were 

relayed via tropo to Magadan for subsequent retransmission back via 

a 100 kilowatt station with antennas directed to the western part 

of Chukotka. This action ended recept ion for Eskimos listening 

in Alaska, primarily those residing in Gambe11 and Savoonga, who 

were active in recording Anadyr1 s Eskimo broadcasts and desired 

information about their relatives living in Chaplino and other 



settlements ,'O 

The Anadyr Radio Coimnittee sought to obtain an East German- 

built shortwave transmitter from the Soviet military in 1987 to 

redress this problem, and possessed the funds for its purchase. 

nt the tirne, however, local Ministxy of Communications officiais 

(who owned and controlled the radio transmission network) , refused 

to purchase the transmitter sensing no profit out of the trans- 

action. The transmitter was sent back to another site in central 

Russia, and in the following few years when the conmninications 

office began seeking ways to purchase a transmitter, inflation had 

put such a purchase beyond the ability of both the state radio 

committee and Ministry of Communications branch to afford." A s  of 

1991, radio services were available to ninety percent of Chukotka ' s  

settlements with the existing technical network. 

Radio would remain the only broadcast medium utilized specif- 

ically for Eskimo programming in Chukotka, despite Tv broadcasts 

available in the Chukchi language . Though later on al1 Eskimo vil- 

lages would be provided Central TV broadcasts from Moscow, no op- 

portunities for local or regional TV prograrmning (in Russian or 

Eskimo languages) would be available to the Eskimo audience, and 

this condition continued to exist up until 1991.72 

TEE DEVBLOPMENT OF TELEVISTON IN 
MAGADAN OBLAST AND CaVKOTKA 

The development of television is a history of centralized 

political control in tension with the centrifuga1 forces of audi- 

ence demand .n From its introduction in 1931, it would take twenty- 



nine years before such images would reach the Coast of the Okhotsk 

Sea and forty-five years to the shores of the Bering Strait.I4 

A maj or problem f acing television planners w a s  the distrib- 

ution of this medium across the vast confines of the USSR- T e ï e -  

vision slowly was introduced to al1 of the union republics but 

without systematic interconnection from Moscow. 

Television across the nation developed primarily on a local 

or regional basis and would await further technical developments 

for its ultimate centralization? At the end of the 1950s, TV was 

extended across the nation and in 1960, 103 studios and retransla- 

tors broadcast 2 7 6 . 5  hours daily.I6 Despite these numbers, tele- 

vision was still an unknown medium to large segments of the coun- 

try, including Magadan Oblast . " 

1957: Television Penetrates Magadan Oblast 

The first tests of television broadcasting in Magadan Oblast 

were initiated by a group of local enthusiasts in the city of Maga- 

dan." Amateur producers, communication engineers, and others in- 

terested in "TV Magicn (a Soviet term for the technology) set up 

a small studio room with equipment obtained by the engineers. They 

installed a low power transmitter with 

and began broadcasts, though there were 

able. Programing consisted of movies 

Journalists came to the studio to 

a range of five kilometers 

only 24 televisions avaiï- 

and news . 
learn the specifics of pro- 

duction, and local residents became familiar with the black and 

white images, prompting the rise of television set ownership. In 



1960, the small studio was incorporated into the Magadan ~egionai 

Committee for Broadcast ing (a govemment televis ion operation under 

control of the All-Union TV Committee) and the amateurs turned it 

over to a professional staff.'" 

Construction of a new studio building was finished in 1965, 

and by 1967, 10,000 individual sets could pick up transmissions 

along a 3 0 kilometer radius around the tom. Broadcast standards 

remained below that of Moscow-based efforts, yet attracted the 

attention of enthusiasts from Anadyr and other villages in Chukotka 

who viewed the transmissions while in Magadan." 

Television in Chukotka 

In Apriï 1963, the Communist Party Secretary of the Chukotka 

Okrug, the Chairman of the Regional Executive Committee, and the 

Chief Edi tor  of Chukotka Radio wired a document to Deputy Chairman 

Charnishov of the State Conmittee of the Soviet Ministry of the 

USSR for Radio and TV Broadcasting. In it were the demands of 

local working people in Anadyr to establish a "Cornmittee for Fans 

of Televisionn ( K o m i t e t  Te le lubi te l i )  .@j 

The document stated, "The necessity of television in Chu- 

kotka is obvious and the life dernands it. It is connected with the 

rapid development of culture in this remote ares." The idea of an 

Anadyrski television center to serve the city and surrounding set- 

tlements was the central theme of discussion, eventhough its scope 

of operation would only reach approximately 26 percent of the 

okrugrs population. 



If Anadyr could develop television--according to these offi- 

cials--it would represent a prelude to the wider expansion of ser- 

vice across the entire region. This aspect alone provided a suit- 

able justification for appraving Anadyr's request as it complied 

with the directives of the Party for promoting the nationwide ex- 

pansion of television." 

Chukotka symbolized the furthest reaches of the Soviet em- 

pire, and it represented one of the final obstacles to be overcome 

in the drive for interconnectivity of the Union. 

The Anadyr conunittee had a varied composition; radio engine- 

ers, teachers, students, workers in government and Party organiz- 

ations, representatives from some native comnities, and people 

from diverse vocations. The station was envisioned as an amateur 

operation, with the committee being f ounded on a volunteer basis 

The Anadyr city executive committee promised studio space, but the 

first problem faced was the acquisition of television equipment. 

In that first cormunique to the State Committee, Michael 

Filetski requested assistance for procuring the needed technical 

facilities from the central parts of the country, acknowledging 

that there was used equipment which could be obtained £rom the 

Magadan TV studio, but in fact was not desired because of its con- 

diti~n.'~ Due to their inability to negotiate successfully with 

Moscow for funding, the local committee would eventually acquiesce 

to the necessity of accepting used equipment from Magadan, though 

it would be four years before Anadyr would see the commencement of 

local broadcasts . '' 



Comrade Mikhailenko , chief of the Chukotka Communications 

Committee became the driving force for implernent ing the new studio. 

He secured three rooms in a former agricultural technical school 

as well as black and white production equipment from the Magadan 

TV 

Local television made its arriva1 with an experimental broad- 

cast on October 30, 1967 ." The official inauguration of service 

was on November 6, despite the fact that there were only two tele- 

vision receivers in the city. Twenty personnel (primarily techni- 

cians from the local communications department) initiated the pro- 

gramming and after one year of broadcasting, approximately 2,000 

television sets were placed in the city." Prograiinung included 

inf ormational stories , news reports, chronicle programs , and inter- 

views . " 
Void of trained broadcast professionals, the Anadyr station 

was supplemented with reporters, directors, and operators from the 

Magadan studio who worked two month shifts assisting the fledgling 

operation. This scenario fur ther  solidif ied Magadan ' s administra- 

tive and technical oversight of Chukotka-bas& TV broadcasting. 

After the first year, two cameras and a telecine were instai- 

led and the program format expanded to include concerts, movies, 

and childrenrs prograrns. The local format developed in the first 

two years would remain basically unchanged until the introduction 

of central television broad~asts,'~ 

In  1969, a directive issued by Chief Editor of Chukotka Area 

Radio (Filetski) changed the status of the amateur studio into a 



prof essional af f iliate in association with the existing radio 

group. 93 The order appropriated technical staff f rom the radio 

station and appointed thern to positions with a new Anadyrski Studio 

of Television, now under the organization henceforth known as Chu- 

kotka Area Radio and Television Br~adcasting.'~ 

By early 1970, this organization was still functioning as an 

affiliate underMagadants Radio and Television Broadcasting C o d t -  

tee, though later that year, the Ali-Union Codttee for Radio and 

Television Broadcasting would be reorganized--an action with subse- 

quent implications for central and regional broadcasting in Chukot- 

ka. 95 

In a move to facilitate centralized control from Moscow over 

the region, the Anadyr station was reorganized again. mer a two 

year period, tensions arose between Anadyr and the Moscow State TV 

and Radio Codttee over the matter of legal jurisdiction, with 

Moscow asserting that the local Chukotka studio was an illegal 

entity under existing law. Subsequently, a decree on February 28 

1972, by the Chukotka Ai-ea Executive Cormittee established the 

Chukotka State Television and Radio Committee, operating under the 

umbrella of the ~ll-Union Television and Radio C~mrnittee.'~ This 

move placed Anadyr in a participatory role with Moscow for the 

purpose of maintaining central control while equipping the Anadyr 

studio with the means to provide material on Chukotka for central 

TV broadcasts . '' 

Anadyr was designated on a separate basis from Magadan, 

though the Magadan cortunittee still had oversight powers in connec- 



a tion with pr~gramtning.'~ The newly fomed committee had a chair- 

man, h o  deputies, department directors, editors, journalists, and 

technical staff. During this year, the radio and television staffs 

had a total of seventy personnel each.'' Reflecting its commitment 

to native broadcasting, the TV codttee assigned Tatiana Ochirgina 

(an Eskirno), as senior editor for political broadcasting, and V. 

Raktilin (a Chukchi) , as senior editor for native broadcasting.'*" 

Television and radio f acilities were located in separate buildings, 

though under the same administration. 

The scope of operations for this new committee would be re- 

gion wide for the radio staff , however, TV broadcasts would remain 

limited to the city and a few villages along the Anadyr River. 

With Anadyrt s function as the regional center of government, the 

T V  and Radio Cornmittee was deemed vital in collecting information 

from around Chukotka for subsequent dissemination to the political 

leadefship and various government organizations based in Anadyr, 

as well as those situated in Magadan and Moscow. Now properly 

organized and funded, the stage was set for rnanaging Chukotkat s 

expanding media opportunities made possible by the Party's broad- 

cast developrnent policies ."' 

CENTRAL TELEVISION IN MAGADAN OBLAST AND CHUKOTKA 

In 1965, the USSB had over 125 programming centers and 780 

relay stations which were capable of delivering central television 

broadcasts f rom Moscow . 'O2 Television expansion rested on an 

interconnected network utilizing cables and retransmission sta- 



tions, however, this network stretched only to the Ural Mountains, 

thousands of miles away f rom potential viewers in Chukotka ' s Eskimo 

villages . 'O3 

During this year, the Party hierarchy- -in conjunction with 

the Ali-Union Television and ~adio Codttee--took advantage of 

Soviet space achievements in the quest for attaining complete 

saturation of signal coverage across the USSR. Five years after 

launching the first artificial satellite Sputnik, the Soviets ex- 

perimented with TV broadcasts from space using the Vostok 3 and 

Vostok 4 platfoms in 1962 .'" The decision was made to devote 

massive funds for the construction of satellites and earth stations 

across the country-a recognition of the power television now pos- 

sessed in the minds of the Party. 

From 1965 through 1968, seven satellites of the Molniya- 

series were launched into space in an elliptical orbit and a system 

of earth stations called Orbi ta, were constnicted across the coun- 

try. 'O5 Central television broke the isolation of the Far East in 

1965 with a series of broadcasts to Vladivostok using the ~olniya- 

1 platf orm. 'O6 The satellite network would relay the " F i r s t  Programn 

of Central TV to al1 parts of the USSR from the Ostankino studio 

complex in Moscow, giving viewers in each union republic a nation- 

al service. Each republic maintained its own television channel, 

however, operating in the various languages found within its ter- 

ritory. 

In 1967, construction of the Magadan Orbita station was com- 

pleted, allowing the first broadcasts of Central TV from Moscow to 



that region of the Far East . 'O7 Moscow took note of tirne zone con- 

siderations across the  country, and designed a second edition of 

"First Programn specifically for viewers in the Far East and Siber- 

ia. 

Immediate construction was made of microwave links for re- 

transrnitting the signal along the Kolyma region, with the first 

line to the settlement of Sokol completed that year. The Orbita 

earth stations would eventually be placed in the district centers 

of Chukotka and the  first completed installation was in Bilibino. 

December 31, 1970. is given as the date for the first reception of 

Central TV in Chukotka (Bilibino) 

Construction of these stations was a long and laborious pro- 

cess. It would take two more years before an Orbita station was 

placed in Anadyr (1972) . The Eirst pictures relayed to Anadyr via 

satellite were scenes of the Winter Olympic games from Sapporo. 

Japan.L" The Soviet plan for Chukotka was to construct these earth 

stations (using an antenna of 12 meters) for the major district 

centers and then progressively expand the system to al1 settle- 

ments . ''O The costs were staggering as the facilities had to be 

equipped with cornplex tracking capabilities ; this was due to the 

elliptical orbits of the Molniya satellites. A series of "birdsn 

were assigned to cover the polar regions, each carrying the signals 

for a segment of the broadcast day before disappearing over the 

horizon. The earth station had to track each satellite, momentar- 

ily shut dom while repositioning the antenna for the next appear- 

ing satellite, and then continue this tracking process every four 



hours . 
The manpower and facilities needed for each of these stations 

would provide explanations for why television was introduced so 

late in the various Eskimo settlements. Launch vehicles at the 

tirne were not powerful enough to lift these satellites into a geo- 

stationary orbit, thus forcing the construction of this type of 

satellite series and reception facilities. Given the position of 

Chukotka s latitude, the Molniya series would eventually prove val- 

uable because of the inability of later geostationary satellites 

to deliver a "footprintn to the area.'" 

In 1975, Central TV appeared in the Providenski District in 

the tom of Provideniya. Upon its completion, the local Orbita 

signal was relayed across Provideniya Bay via a ten watt trans- 

mitter to the city and nearby settlement of Uriliki (a former Esk- 

imo settlement now converted into a military outpost)."' In 1976, 

the signal was relayed to New Chaplino, representing the first in- 

troduction of television to the Eskimos of Chukotka."' 

The remaining native villages along the Bering Strait wouid 

have to wait as long as ten years before receiving broadcasts frorn 

~oscow. The final Orbita site in Chukotka to be completed was at 

Lavrentia in 1985, a date long after television reception by their 

Alaskan relatives in Kotzebue?' 

The Soviets soon found the means to upgrade its television 

expansion plans by developing geostationary satellites with high 

power transmit capabilities . This step would ultimately provide 
for cost-effective distribution of Central TV to al1 settlements, 



including the remaining villages along the strait using small, 

fixed focus antennas. The Raduga-series of satellites were launch- 

ed in 1975, providing signal footprints to the USSR and ~~rope."' 

The Ekran-series was added a year later to provide coverage to the 

Far East (including Magadan Oblast) , and by 1978, t he  Gorizont sys- 

tern of satellites was launched into orbital positions which provid- 

ed effective coverage throughout Chuk~tka.:'~ 

It was the responsibility of the Magadan Oblast Communica- 

tions Cornittee (and its Chukotka affiliate in Anadyr) to oversee 

construction of small earth stations in various native villages 

for reception of the new Gorizont 140 satellite (which provided 

Chukotka's coverage) . Small 2.5-meter antennas and a satellite 

receiver mode1 called Moscva (Moscow) , were used for bringing dom 

Central TV to the settlements, while the same receivers were in- 

stalled at existing orbita stations in the district centers for 

reception of a newly developed "Second Program* channel from Mos- 

cow . lL8 

By 1986, 78.4 percent of Chukotkals population could receive 

the "First Program" through the Orbita and Moscva systems ."' This 
contrasts with a statistic of 92 percent coverage in other regions 

of the USSR 

ners sought 

to at least 

for reception of the channel ."O Regional telecom plan- 

to achieve the goal of delivering the "~irst Program" 

97% of Chukotkaf s population by 1990, with a much lower 

figure for reception of the second channel."' 

For Magadan Oblast overall in 1986, TV broadcasts by the 

Ekron system were functioninq in f orty-nine settlernents , and twenty 



seven with the Moscva system. Sixty-eight percent of the oblast 

could receive two channels, though this consisted mainly of cover- 

age to people living in the district centers."' 

Despite the claim of having the densest network of TVRO sat- 

ellite facilities in the world, Soviet television would lag behind 

the &nericm or Canadian systems in providing service to their res- 

ident Eskimo population. The factors of financing, location, popu- 

lation, and bureaucracy were responsible for these conditions. 

While Anadyr off icials claimed they had the equipment and 

personnel to install satellite downlinks in al1 villages they were 

delayed in completing their tasks because villages had to have sep- 

arate funds assigned from Moscow for constructing special buildings 

to house the equipment. As typical of Soviet planning, the comrnun- 

ication services had to cooperate with other agencies and were not 

given necessary funds to cornplete their tasks independently, thus 

village television installations would take much longer than plan- 

ned to cornplete."' 

By the middle of the decade, the main national channel was 

available along the Bering Sea Coast in the following villages with 

Eskimo inhabitants : Lavrentia, Neshkon, Lorina, Uelen, ~rovideniya, 

Uriliki, Siriniki , Shaktorski, New Chaplino, and Wrangel1 Island. 

Ratmanov (Big Diomede 1 sland) , a f orner Eskimo settlement since 

replaced with a Soviet military installation, also had television 

service and its transmîtter most certainly 

Eskimo population on Little Diomede--just 

Tlie Soviet television installation 

could reach the Alaskan 

four kilometers away . lz4 

targets were generally 



met, though Eskimo settlements were still limited primarily to one 

Central TV channe1 (as was the case for most Alaskan Eskimo vil- 

lages) . Many sites in Chukotka were still without facilities for 

receiving the second national channel in 1990. By 1993, a few 

settlements in Chukotka were still without central or local TV 

semice. "" 

REGIONAL BROADCASTING: LOGISTICIhL LIMXTATXONS 

After the initial reorganization in 1972, it was assumed by 

state authorities that the Anadyr studiofs signal would be trans- 

m i t t e d  throughout Chukotka, providing viewers with local, regional, 

and central broadcasts . L26 This assumption was based on declara- 

tions made by the Obkom (Oblast Codttee) CPSU conmittee, as well 

as the 24th Congress of the CPSU which sought the full saturation 

of TV and radio broadcasts across the oblast. 

This conceptual outlook would have provided the regional 

Party organizations with the means to disseminate its information 

to al1 settlements, while increasing the role of existing broadcast 

media "in the mobilization of the working people of the Chukotka 

region on taking into daily life the decisions of the 24th Congress 

of the CPSU. 

~hough it was important to get Moscowl s signals properly dis- 

tributed, Anadyr's broadcasters viewed this proposal not only as 

a means to aid in the construction of the Chukotka territory (one 

of its official functions) but to also provide viewers with pro- 

grarinllng reflective of Chukotkars unique lifestyles and interests. 



mile Anadyr could reach much of Chukotka with its radio signals, 

television was another matter. 12" 

Since the Anadyr station had historically broadcast televi- 

sion to the city (population 16,000) and a few settlements on the 

Anadyr River, there seemed to be no original justification for 

funding a large facility with such a small reach (200 km). The 

total saturation strategy called for by the congress was dependent 

on satellite distribution for its realization, and the Anadyr stu- 

dios were dependent upon the regional and All-Union Conmninications 

Cornmittees for setting up the technical means of distribution to 

accomplish this, since the TV committee only controlled production 

of information and not its distribution- lZ9 

The major problems appeared to be related to the lack of 

channel capacity on the Gorizont satellite seming Anadyr, and the 

technical problems of uplinking at the Orbita site. The earth 

station, while originally designed for television reception, was 

not properly equipped with transmission equipment which could in- 

teract with the telephone and data signals then being processed. 

In addition, lack of available capacity would force the antenna to 

be redirected to a second satellite, thus severing al1 other com- 

munications from the original Gori~ont.'~' 

Since Anadyr served as the closest military installation for 

Soviet forces protecting the border with America, and the earth 

station provided comrmuiications for various air force and army 

divisions, the procedure of changing the station's configuration 

to provide local television uplinking was deemed inappropriate. "' 



Originally, monies were set aside to cover potential uplink costs 

for the studio, but the combination of technical and (later) fin- 

ancial problems would prove unsolvable even up to the tirne of this 

writing . L32 Thus , regional broadcasting to the entire Chukotka Okrug 
from Anadyr via satellite remained an idea on paper only. 

Despite this f ailure, the Chukotka broadcast services were 

eventually expanded in their facilities and personnel. In 1982, 

by resolution of the CPSU Central Committee and the Soviet Ministry 

of Russia, plans were made to build new broadcast centers in Anadyr 

and Magadan, however, because of declines in the national, repub- 

lic, and regional budgets, the monies needed for construction were 

never delivered . Only in 198 7 - -when the Central Cornittee again 

issued a resolution concerning the irnprwement of Soviet national- 

ity (native) policies via the promotion of native language broad- 

casting--was the needed money sent to Anadyr for constructing a new 

broadcast center. When the facility was completed in 1991, how- 

ever, there had been no additions made to the Eskimo Radio Depart- 

ment staff, nor was there any creation of an ~skimo television 

semice. 13' 

Television's Introduction to the Eskimo 

At the begi~ing of television's introduction in the Eskirno 

villages, only a few sets could be found. Television ownership 

became a priority for al1 families, though prices were high and it 

was often difficult for local stores to acquire the supply needed 

to meet demand. Televisions were placed in central meeting places 



or dom kul tura (houses of culture) to accommodate village viewers . 
Most televisions in the beginning were black and white, though 

color broadcasting had come to Magadan Oblast by 1972 The 

Gorizont system carried color broadcasts from Ostankino so it was 

natural for many purchasers to buy color systems. 

While there are no statistics on television set ownership 

among Chukotkats native peoples, it is safe to assume that owner- 

ship in settlements served by Moscow broadcasts (by 1986) , was sig- 

nif icant , with most apartments possessing a set. These saturation 

rates, however, often took roughly ten years to achieve after  the 

initial introduction of broadcasts."' 

This accessibility t o  national television provides a parallel 

to the situation of television penetration as experienced by the 

Alaskan Eskimos: where Moscow broadcasts made an impact on the 

linguistic and societal assimilation of the Eskimos into the great- 

er Soviet society, American network broadcasts via satellite to 

western Alaska accomplished the same. Further, the appearance of 

television precipitated a natural decrease in comnity gatherings, 

attendance at local movie theaters (the primary source for visual 

entertainment), newspaper reading, radio listening (to a lesser 

degree), and in-home visiting on both sides of the strait."' 

Being isolated in their villages and with much less cultural 

or leisure activities available than in urban areas, Eskimos tended 

to be among those viewers nationwide who consumed the most televi- 

sion in terms of daily hours viewed. This state of affairs mir- 

rored somewhat the situation o their relatives in Alaska. Soviet 



viewing habits came closer to American habits when comparing rural, 

lower income individuah. According to Soviet researcher S. A. 

losifyan, during the mid-1970s, the rural male television viewer 

in the USSR consumed on average 13 hours 18 minutes of progradng 

per week, while women watched roughly 9 hours 55 minutes--with the 

highest viewing totals averaging 19 hours per week. Shortly after 

TV s introduction to New Chaplino, Siriniki, and other villages, 

Eskirno viewers could be categorized in the higher levels of con- 

sumption. "' 

With the increase of progradng time in the 1980s (ie. the 

broadcast day beginning at 6 a.m. lasting until 12 midnight) , view- 

ing rates rose proportionately. The lure of television for Soviets 

had increased so much during this decade that some media scholars 

noted TV being classified as an "inelastic type of utility," with 

the amount of time Soviet citizens spend watching television being 

exceeded "only by time spent on the job and ~leeping.~"' 

Such an assessment of viewing correlated similarly to the 

Eskimos in Chukotka, with the result of an incessant exposure to 

non-~skimo-oriented information being the daily lot for natives 

seeking alternatives to normal modes of communication and inter- 

action within the village. 

Language and Eskimo-oriented 
programming on Central TV 

~hough not perceived as a primary cause for the loss of Yupik 

language capability among Eskirno viewers in Chukotka ( youth were 

practically without t h e  language before TVr s initiation due to the 



process of school education in Russian) , television f rom Moscow 

certainly strengthened the language environment for Russian in 

homes to the detriment of Yupik. 

The only times when Eskimos might view programming about 

their own life situation or culture on central television would be 

from documentary films (few were made) or newscasts . News reports 

were sent to Moscow by the local Chukotka studio, the  ost te le radio 

Central TV correspondent for Magadan Oblast (Valentin Gerosimov), 

or by journalists assigned by Moscow to cover some event dealing 

with Chukotka. 

These reports were sent monthly to the "First Programn news 

show VremyaIf (tirne) , and occasionally f eatured stories shot on 

location in Eskimo settlements. In the 1970s and early 1980s, cen- 

tral television planners--in keeping with government directives 

aimed at improving the lif e of northern natives --actively solicited 

stories from Magadan region journalists which showed both positive 

and negative conditions of life in Eskimo settlements. 

Gerosimov noted that the high point of reporting on Eskimos 

occurred between 1974 and 1978 (at a time when most Eskimos could 

not view such reports). During this period, the CPSU took active 

measures to address social and economic problems in villages which 

were originally brought to light via the reports sent in to Central 

TV. This provided a great stimulus to journalists who gained sat- 

isfaction in seeing beneficial results from their reporting. 

The frequency of reports broadcast slowly decreased after 

j ournalists saw the old problems f onnerly addressed in villages re- 



occurring; this time without effective results from the side of the 

government . Further, there was an apparent and continually growing 

lack of interest by Central TV in reports conceming natives and 

about Chukotka in general, especially f rom the times of perestroika 

onward. Televised reports on Eskimos were usually not produced by 

native journalists, though they were often asked to assist in the 

preparation of them, if ~~eeded."~ 

While criticism of existing conditions was a natural compon- 

ent of program content, these televised reports could not address 

the primary issues (as perceived by natives and their sympathizers 

among the Chukotkan population) which created such problems. The 

few Russian journalists who risked their careers in exposing the 

true conditions faced by natives ultimately ceased conducting this 

style of reporting due to pressure from authorities within the 

broadcast and CPSU administrations. "" 

From the standpoint of language in these reports, al1 mater- 

ials sent to Moscow demanded voiceovers in Russian whenever an 

Eskimo interviewee did speak in Yupik (most usually spoke Russian), 

so it can be said that the opportunity to hear programming in Yupik 

over national television broadcasts has never existed.14' 

While central progrartuning had been provided to al1 Eskimo 

villages, their participation with state television can be charac- 

terized as passive, specif ically, as viewers only- -void of the 

opportunity to view materials cognizant of their unique culture 

and lifestyle--and with no direct input into the programming they 

consume, 



Media Resource Availability Among Eskimos 

The isolated Eskimo communities were unable to take advantage 

of opportunities afforded by the worldwide media technology revo- 

lution of the early 1970s, such as the introduction of the port- 

able videocassette recorder, video camcorder, various multimedia 

devices, and other peripheral equipment which would allow for the 

possibilities of self -production. From the perspective of audio 

production, portable equipment could be found in the USSR, but was 

not generally available to the villages. 

Lack of facilities hampered the efforts by those interested 

in native media (at the regional level) to establish a basic corp 

of trained native media specialists and journalists. The tradi- 

tional method of sending native students across the country for 

journalistic training had not been successful as most who attempted 

this process f ailed . "' This condition was directly opposite for 

those Eskimo villages across the strait in western Alaska, who had 

access to these tools £rom the beginning of their general nation- 

wide introduction; who could study within their own regions; and 

who in fact had adapted media tools in a variety of ways for the 

benefit of their communities. 

Without such tools, and without effective organization in the 

villages for utilizing even simple audio equipment for producing 

materials for broadcast over the local wired radio system, Chukotka 

Eskimos were bereft of the basic means for developing programming 

on their own.14' Further, there appeared to be few advocates among 

the state mass media who solicited funding agencies within the 



a Party or state broadcast organs for the equipping of Eskimo vil- 

lages with the simple technology which was available. 

As with the general trend of inadequate state financial sub- 

sidization toward Chukotkar s native community, the distribution of 

media tools across the numerous villages was not considered a suf- 

ficiently viable expenditure of government funds, and leaders con- 

tinued to assert that there were Eew within these communities who 

had the skills to u t i l i z e  such technology, thus justifying perpet- 

ual inaction in solving this deficiency. 

One bright spot concerning Eskimo access to radio was the 

development in 1986. of short Yupik broadcasts over the Provideniya 

wired radio system. Though conducted on a sporadic and informal 

basis, Eskimo reports consisted of news and cultural items. as 

produced by the few act ive volunteers in the city, ie., Ludmilla 

Aynana, and others interested in promoting the Yupik language. 

Still, these activities were regulated by local authorities and the 

participants were careful to stay within the bounds of acceptable 

expression. 14' 

Ultimately, state monopolization continued to define broad- 

cast program availability and technical development arnong Eskimos 

in Chukotka until the advent of new laws on mass media during the 

last half of the 1980s. 

These conditions precluded opportunities for native villages 

to receive unrestricted programming dealing with their way of l i fe  

or to discuss general concerns. yet Soviet communication policies 

(in addition to funding) would prevent Eskimos from developing 



their own independent services. 

ADbaINISTRATION AND bdANAGKMRNCP OF BROADCASTING IN CHUXOTKA: 
REGIONAL CPSU AND GOSTELERADIO CONTROL 

The administration and overs ight of Chukotka broadcas t ing by 

the CPSU further reveals the labyrinth of Party, government, and 

state broadcast bureaus, though in reality, broadcasting, as a 

function of Gosteleradio, was thoroughly controlled by the CPSU via 

its central, oblast, and Chukotka region organs . 
Being within the jurisdiction of Magadan Oblast, and ulti- 

mately, of Moscow-based Party-government authority, supervisory 

control over radio and television had to be assumed by the Magadan 

State Television and Radio Committee in conjunction with Gostel- 

eradio. These organizations in tum, were responsible directly to 

the CPSU cornittees overseeing their administrative operations . 
As a result, independent mling authority by the Chukotka broadcast 

committee was ruled out, though a modicum of control over personnel 

and program content was retained. 

Af ter the 1972 incorporation of the Chukotka State Television 

and Radio Committee within the Ali-Union Television and Radio Corn- 

mittee, the Magadan Oblast CPSU Party Cornmittee was charged with 

supervising mass media throughout the entire oblast (including 

Anadyr) , and affected this control through the creation of two 

departments; namely, the Department of Press, and the Department 

of Agitation and Propaganda. 14' 

In essence, this implied a triumvirate of Party press over- 

sight at the oblast level which was then duplicated at the auton- 



omous okmg level in Anadyr. The Obkom Party f irst secretary (with 

approval from the Politburo) remained the final arbiter of commands 

to the media, followed by the director of the Oblast Cormittee 

Agitprop Department (whose j ob description included oversight of 

al1 press, radio, and TV operations in the oblast) , and f inally, 

by the director of the Oblast Department of Press. The chairman 

of the Magadan TV and Radio Codttee, who was appointed by Gos- 

teleradio in Moscow (with CPSU Central Conunittee approval) , was 

subject to the authority of these çecretary-directors and served 

as their agent in supemising Ch~kotka.'~' 

The third layer of CPSU oversight (after Moscow and Magadan) 

was at the regional level centered in Anadyr (as administrative 

center of the Chukotka Autonomous Okrug) . The highest tier of this 
final layer of CPSU oversight was represented by the Okruzhnoy Kom- 

itet (okrug party cornittee) , responçible for the overall governing 

of Chukotka, followed by t h e  Anadyrski R a i k a p a r t i  (district com- 

mittee) . The lowest tier was repreçented by the Anadyr Gorodskoy- 

komparti (city committee) , which oversaw local municipal govern- 

ment. Both t he  Okruzhnoy and Raikom codttees had a department 

of press, as well as Agitprop sector, with the local city committee 

possessing only a press department. "' 

At the okrug level, ultimate authority over press was held 

by the Okruzhnoy Komitet first secretary, followed by the Okrug 

~gitprop director. The Party1 s chief administrative off icer within 

t h e  Chukotka TV and Radio Committee was the chairman, who was ap- 

pointed by the O k r u g  Party Committee, and confirmed by Gosteler-  



adio- The chairman was either a candidate or member of the Okru- 

zhnoy cornnittee, and t he  deputy chairmen (for radio and television 

senrices, respectively) along with department heads were f illed by 

CPSU members also subject to approval by this committee."' 

The rnajority of journalists and operators who were hired by 

the chairman were CPSU members and thus accountable to both the 

chairman and various Party cornmittees. Of the three working Eskimo 

broadcast j ournalists, only one was a CPSU member, though al1 would 

be sub j ec t  t o  strict administrative control concerning their activ- 

ities and program output. 

This administrative hierarchy established clear guidelines 

as to which bureau or persons possessed final authority over broad- 

cast matters, depending on the individual situation in question. 

W i t h  such a bureaucracy of authority at hand, reporters had to ply 

the trade of journalism carefully. 

Gosteleradiols Roïe in Chukotka 

Concerning central logistical control, Gosteleradio delegated 

funding f rom the f ederal budget to the oblast and okrug studios, 

overseeing the payments for personnel, physical plant, routing op- 

erating costs, as well as fees to the Magadan office of the Minis- 

try of Communications which supervised the studio and transmission 

systerns - 
Gosteleradio formulated standards, i n  conformance with Gos- 

plan (government planning agency), for the construction of studio 

facilities, the hiring of staff, and the allocation of broadcast 



hours. Local staffs were large, with the average broadcast station 

employing a chairman, department directors, administrative staff, 

engineers, technicians, and editorial sections (composed of edit- 

ors, correspondent S. commentators, announcers , and producers) . 
Gosteleradio fur ther  established provincial and local broad- 

casting departments in Moscow which oversaw relations between the 

Anadyr studios and the Central TV or radio bureaus located in the 

Ostankino broadcast center. This senred to coordinate financial, 

technical, and program efforts, and provided a forum for Moscow to 

receive local Chukotka program materials for insertion into the 

national program channels, as mentioned earlier."' 

Eskimo broadcasting, as a distinct unit within the overall 

state radio structure. conformed to the established goals and pol- 

icies of the CPSU and Gosteleradio in its daily operation. This 

control represented a major constraint to the course of unhindered 

developments by the Eskimo in utilizing this form of media to pro- 

vide for their communication needs. hirther, such control prevent- 

ed the Eskimo comunity as a whole from circulating information of 

importance which addressed critical societal problems or goals. 

The following chapter will explore how Eskimo radio develop- 

ed, fuictioned and maintained itself within this totalitarian 

broadcast environment. 
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ESKXMO BROADCASTING IN CHUKOTKA: 
FORM AND frZMcTfON 

As noted earlier, the ~skimo Radio Department was off iciall 

formed in 1969, within the Chukotka Area Radio Codttee (Anadyr) 

and represented the primary broadcast outlet for Yupik language 

programming to the Eskirno settlements in the Chukotski, Providen- 

ski, and lultinski d i s t r i c t s .  

The ~skimo staff developed program schedules which ref lected 

central radio content while establishing new formats that provided 

listeners with information about village life, as well as the his- 

tory and culture of the Eskimo people and laquage.' Broadcasts 

were designed to communicate Party-mandated ideals and directives 

into formats readily understood by the Eskimo communities. 

Dynamics of Radio Progrananing and Conaumption: 
~roducti on and Audience Characteristics 

Over the years of its introduction, the Eskimo population 

could receive news and officially approved information about 

specific conditions of their life as produced by both the regular 

Russian language programs and the Eskimo news broadcasts. As most 

natives could speak Russian (except for some of the very oldest 

Eskimos), Chukotkals radio authorities defined al1 of the various 

nationalities as normal recpients of Russian language broadcasts , 

with ~upik progradng deemed a supplemental service to the Eskimo 

audience. 

Radio (in Russian and Yupik) was a more reliable press outlet 



to the native settlements due to the problems faced by regional and 

national printed press in surmounting transportation and distribu- 

tion barriers around Chukotka. Because it was common for papers 

to reach many çettlements only four or f ive times a year, radio had 

to make up this gap in the dissemination of timely information, so 

state planners placed priority on Anadyrt s Russian and Yupik broad- 

cast service to meet the need.' 

Eskimos in coastal settlements were more sedentary than Rein- 

deer Chukchi living in the interior regions, and were more disposed 

toward listening to radio frequently and for longer periods than 

listeners out in the tundra. hirther, the major population points 

for the Eskimos were included in the Soviet wired radio net system, 

providing them with reasonably good signal quality transmissions 

frorn telephone stations linked with Provideniya and Lavrentia.' 

For those natives outside of villages, Anadyr supplied transmis- 

sions on the 31-meter shortwave band. 

Reports were often conducted either çeparately or siniltan- 

eously in Naukonsi and Chaplinski dialects depending on the announ- 

cer, or intermixed with  uss si an text  . Chaplinski (the primary dia- 
lect ) was understood by listeners in Chaplino, Siriniki, Uelkal , 

Wrangel 1 sland, Provideniya, and Anadyr. Naukonski broadcasts were 

directed toward ~avrentia, Uelen, ~orina, and Anadyt . With the 

werall Eskimo population numbering approximately 1500, Yupik lm- 

page broadcasts were most likely to be effective in reaching about 

forty percent of this total, if looking solely at statistics indi-  

cating Yupik language prof iciency . With two primary dialects , the 



potential audience size varied depending on, but not limited to, 

knowledge of the dialect, location of the listener, signal availa- 

bility, broadcast tirne period, and listener interest. To note, no 

official audience sunreys or analyses were ever conducted by state 

media authorities in Chukotka, nor was there any stated policy to 

perf orm such. 

Eskimo programmers perceived their audience as primarily corn- 

posed of people over the age of 30, since native language ability 

among young people steadily declined beginning in the early 1950s 

up to the establishment of Yupik radio services and afterward. 

Though young ~skimos were targeted for broadcasts (state archives 

describe special radio programs for children about Lenin) , most of 

these youth possessed the language only passively, and were not 

conçidered active speakers of Yupik . "e broadcasts did, however , 

provide resources for native language teachers who taught Yupik i n  

village schools. 

Given the minute percentage of air time on a weekly basis for 

Yupik broadcasts, Eskimos were for al1 intensive purposes, consum- 

ers of Russian language broadcasting--as was the case for their 

English speaking relatives in western Alaska. 

Personnel 

Eskimo radio broadcas t ing in Chukotka f irst developed around 

a small core of personnel which has been responsible for production 

of programming output from the f i r s t  moment of scheduled Yupik 

language broadcasting up until the time of this writing, a period 



spanning 25 years. In essence, very little has changed from 1969, 

i n  tems of the people and day to day operations of the Eskimo 

Department. It is perhaps unique that northern native language 

broadcasting , as f irst developed by government planning efforts , 

should retain its primary core of personnel from its initiation to 

beyond t he  collapse of the fundamental government structures which 

provided its foundation. 

After the f irst year of scheduled Eskimo broadcasts (1971) , 

Anatoly Seleko, an Eskimo who attended the Leningrad University 

Journalism Faculty, joined the Eskimo Department. By 1972, Seleko 

left his position and was replaced by Sveta Togiak, a Chaplinski 

Yupik speaker from Siriniki. For eight years, the two journalists 

(Enmenkow and Togiak) were responsible for Eskimo broadcasts from 

Anadyr, and by 1980, a third journalist, Antonina Verbitskaya (a 

Naukonski Yupik speaker) was added to the staff . These three jour- 
nalists were originally trained as school teachers. Enmenkow and 

~erbitskaya remain as the sole reporters on the Anadyr staff up to 

the present (1996). In addition, two Eskimo radio correspondents 

bas& in ~rovideniya (Ludmilla Aynana and Valentina Golubiva) have 

served at various times throughout this period, and Irina Apa, a 

Chaplinski speaker, has conducted Yupik language lessons over the 

radio. Al1 included, the total number of Eskimos previously or 

actively involved in state radio broadcasting over this entire 

period amounts to less than ten persans.' 

The f irst radio journalist in Anadyr of Eskimo descent was 

Tatiana Ochirgina. As a 13 year old, she was invited by Barbara 



Rykoa, a Russian Department editor, to prepare radio programs 

because of her interest. She produced broadcasts about native 

af fairs in the Russian laquage as early as 1956 but not in the 

Yupik dialects.' Setting the trend for native journalism, Ochir- 

gina can claim title to being Chukotkal s first Eskimo p r i n t ,  radio, 

and television joumalist. 

production Facilities 

Wery Soviet radio service was designed and operated accord- 

ing to state plans, from building specifications of studio facili- 

ties, to the number of personnel, the equipment they operated, and 

the hours of broadcast time assigned. The Eskimo Department was 

subject to these planning factors with the staff limited in their 

ability to determine for themselves how to expand their production 

capabilities and prograrn output. 

The ~skimo Department was classified as a separate program 

service, and was given their own office space as well as basic 

audio equipment and typewriters. Cassette recorders were used to 

gather materials and were later recorded ont0 large reel to reel 

machines for final broadcast. In general, the Anadyr studios were 

provided with professional radio equipment in the main control 

rooms , primarily of eastern European manufacture . Actual studio 
and office space was limited in the original Dom Radio (House of 

Radio) building, which had been provided by the local CPSU Exec- 

utive Cormnittee, though this was improved later on with the con- 

struction of a new facility in the center of 



AS a functioning unit within the greater Chukotka state radio 

service, the Eskimo staff was not isolated in the degree of control 

exercised by the Party and radio management over its operations; 

they experienced the same conditions as felt by those working in 

the regular Russian and Chukchi editorial boards, and exhibited 

similar traits in the type, style, and content of progranming pro- 

duced for broadcast . '" 

Programming Logis t ics 

In looking at the process of developing and disseminating 

Eskimo broadcasts, t çhould be noted that the Eskimo staff had to 

confront a complex scenario of interacting forces generated by the 

policies, administrative machinery, and information control para- 

meters imposed by the CPSU. 

To understand the fundamental characteristics of native lan- 

guage broadcasts, it would be best to assess the overall process 

of program development exhibited at the Anadyr radio studios as the 

basiç for understanding how information destined for, and of rele- 

vance to the Eskirno population would be detemined, managed, and 

outputted. In this regard, it should be noted that the Eskimo 

staff would be at the bottom of a vertical hierarchy in al1 deci- 

sion making throughout this process. 

Pzogram planning 

The Anadyr Radio Codttee, like al1 radio services through- 

out the USSR, was a subsidiary of Albunion Radio. Anadyr had a 

dual function in serving not only as the carrier of centrally ap- 



proved message output f rom Moscow, but also as a specialized inf or- 

mation service cognizant of the needs of Chukotka. It was to dif  - 
ferentiate to some degree from its parental arm, while maintaining 

similarity in content and style. 

Ali-Union Radio was designated for elucidating official ide- 

ology or the I1linew as defined by the top Party leadership, and 

focused on propaganda and sociopolitical commentary. It also pro- 

vided news , npurposef ul' entertainment and " highn culture (popular 

and classical music, literature and drama, concerts), and general 

features of interest. Anadyr--accordhg to a former chairman of 

the Anadyr Radio Codttee--focused on the development of Chukotka, 

ie . , its industrialization, agriculture, economy, culture, social 
conditions, and political education." Where Ail-Union Radio def-  

ined life on the national level, Anadyr was to mirror its function 

at the regional level. The Eskimo Department was designed to fac- 

ilitate Anadyr's assigned task in this regard, and developed pro- 

grams which propagated the "linen while still issuing information 

of "supposedn relevance to its targeted audience.'' 

Coordination of prograkng was achieved by the use of plan- 

ning agendas which were fonmilated on a long and short-term basis, 

and which determined themes and program assignments. At a l 1  times, 

broadcast planning would reflect the agendas and plans set by cen- 

tral Party organizers, and local CPSU structures were to comrnuni- 

cate these to the appropriate broadcast administration. 

In Anadyr, the Okruzhnoy CPSU Agitprop Department submitted 

Moscow s agenda to the chairman of the Radio Cornittee, who then 



gathered senior staff to devise detailed plans for program produc- 

tion. The tirne frame for these development plans ranged from five 

years (correspondhg to the petaletka),  to yearly, quarterly, and 

weekly assignments. Long range plans were often developed in con- 

junction with the decisions reached by CPSU Party congresses (held 

once every four years) or Central Corinnittee directives, and short 

term plans often reflected periodic or recuning events of signif- 

icance, ie. , election campaigns to various soviets, and anniversa- 

ries like the 40th Anniversary of Chukotkat s incorporation into the 

USSR, Soviet Army Day, 150th Anniversary of the birth of Engels, 

etc." 

Chukotka Radio followed one major event after another, and 

most progradng was connected with, and designed through the prism 

of the f orthcoming event . '' 
Once plans were formulated, the Radio Conunittee required con- 

firmation of its intentions, and accordingly, submitted their pro- 

granmcing plan to the Agitprop office, which would assess it, make 
r 

changes, provide recommendations , and then give its final approval . 

A f t e r  this, journalists would be assigned specific stories which 

corresponded to those issues brought up in the planning process. 

The Eskimo Department would be assigned their roles within 

these planning schedules and developed materials for broadcasts 

accordingly. It was regular practice for the staff to get recom- 

mendations or suggestions f rom local Party off icials on ideas which 

should be pursued for subsequent broadcasts . In reality , however, 
translations of texts f rom the Russian Editorial Department consti- 



tuted the bulk of stories transmitted during the Eskimo timeslots, 

a rnove which fur ther  kept the native journalists from independently 

developing a service of direct relevance to Eskimo needs in the 

villages." 

Despite this limitation, the Eskimo staff was expected to 

help bridge the gap between Party authority in Chukotka and this 

small, reclusive community, so programming actively sought to cul- 

tivate this relationship. 

A general system of planning guidelines and program review 

was enacted which oversaw the Eskimo broadcasts. Upon getting 

their assignments , j ournalists researched the sub j ect , wrote their 

stories (in Yupik), and then submitted short annotations of the 

tex t  in Russian to the chief editor for confirmation. If sensitive 

information included in the text required f urther approval , the 

editor provided a copy to the committeels Glavlit editor or appro- 

priate censor who either made changes, issued an approval, or re- 

jected the material. Discloçure of state secrets and proximity to 

hostile capitalist countries which could listen to radio signals 

(like Alaska) provided an additional rationale for the traditional 

Soviet practice of prior  censor~hip.'~ 

Chukotkal s status was secretive, to the point where the num- 

ber of walruses in the Providenski District, the existence of dis- 

eases among reindeer herds, or the exact amount of gold produced 

in its many mines could not be revealed." The l is t  of secrets was 

extensive. W i t h  radio texts f inally approved, the program was then 

broadcast, and a copy would be provided to the chief editor for 



later submission to a program review codttee in Magadan. Once 

a month, these reviewers perf ormed critiques on Eskimo programs to 

ensure compliance with state secrets guidelines, and notified edi- 

tors and journalists of their performance. As was the case for 

al1 j ournalists, those in violation of procedures or content rules 

were either warned or terminated from their positions. ~ermination 

could also imply further problems for the journalist in his or her 

living situation, so this prospect kept most in line." 

Togiak relates that violators were typically those who del- 

ivered reports critical of existing conditions. The journalist had 

to walk a fine line in understanding how far criticism could be 

tolerated; on one hand, CPSU leaders were active in soliciting in- 

side reports and critical assessments of problems in villages, yet 

they refused to allow serious criticism to be placed over the air- 

waves or in publications. Such coverage represented a threat to 

their leadership. l8 

~ w o  other review mechanisms were instituted to keep program 

output in line with official policies; local CPSU review practices, 

and the leetuchka. CPSU personnel from the city, district, and 

regional organizations conducted reviews of programing, and met 

on a frequent basiç with editors and reporters to ensure that al1 

were aware of the expectations set for them. On occasion, report- 

ers had to attend meetings at Party offices (journalists referred 

to it as "calling to the carpet" or "prevention discussions~) where 

they were asked to respond to criticisrns made against their on air 

statements. This tactic encouraged journalists to develop a form 



of interna1 censorship (understanding what could and could not be 

discussed) in order to avoid future confrontations with Party 

bosses .19 

The leetuchka was a weekly discussion tinte between journal- 

ists and editors which conducted reviews of the previous weekts 

programxning. Often this was a tirne for informal exchanges of opin- 

ion, and it provided the Eskimo journalists the chance to assess 

their performance while being aware of what they had to do in order 

to meet the expectations given to them. 

Unlike the Russian Editorial Department, the Eskimo staff was 

af f orded opportunities to inject persona1 opinions into their orig- 

inal production in ways which might conflict with progradng stan- 

dards, and yet be immune f rom repercussions by the administration, 

solely for the reason that no one in the Radio Comrnittee, except 

themselves, could speak and understand Yupik. This didnl t apply 

to the texts they received f rom the Russian Department, which were 

While the chief editor could read and analyze their program 

annotations in Russian, this person had no ability to discern the 

content being broadcast during the Eskimo tirneslot . Journalists 

felt that though there may have been individual listeners in the 

Eskimo settlements who served as informants to Party authorities, 

there was no direct evidence to prove this, thus review of their 

work was based from assessments of the submitted annotations. To 

a degree, they were free of censorship, yet they avoided the temp- 

tation to speak as they tmly felt, especially in discussing the 



most serious of problems affecting Eskimos, which was essentially 

t ab00 . " 

Production Logistics 

Eskimo journalists used a combination of edited reports and 

live announcing during their program timeslots. Roughly fifty to 

eighty percent of their material came from the Russian editorial 

staff , and the rest was original. 

Journalists relied to a great degree on telephone communica- 

tion to gather news f rom the various settlements, because the log- 

istics of air travel to remote villages and the typical harsh 

weather conditions in Chukotka often made regular visits imprac- 

tical. While the staff did have the opportunity to travel, they 

actively solicited information from a network of correspondents or 

volunteers who supplied weekly news from the various Eskimo settle- 

ments."   us si an reporters and native officiais from various gov- 

ernment agencies who traveled around Chukotka also provided infor- 

mation. 

The Eskimo staff had access to TASS and Novosti news wire 

services, and obtained additional information from Party publica- 

tions, central newspapers ie . , Eravda, Sovietskaya Ro~ia, Izves - 

t i ,  magazines, literature, and other printed materials. They did 

not have access to news fromthe western mass media, but were able 

to secure information from eastern European and other sources. 

Like al1 departments, their on-air production was f acilitated 

by  uss si an editors, directors, and engineers, while Togiak and En- 



menkow served as announcers . Unlike Alaskan radio stations in Nome 
and Kotzebue, where journalists often produce, edit, and serve as 

control room operators for their own on-air reports, the Anadyr 

staff was subject to built in mechanisms (through editorial and 

engineering oversight) which prevented them from working as inde- 

pendently as their Alaskan counterparts.'' 

Efforts were made by the Eskimo staff to mirror production 

codes established by ~ll-union Radio, and they frequently studied 

radio journalism through correspondence courses and monitoring of 

Moscow programing to improve their journalistic craft. Though 

broadcasts varied in approach and style, they generally correspon- 

ded to normal radio standards. A typical program contained news, 

interviews, etc., intermixed with modern music breaks, while other 

formats possessed a more distinct style, usually when f eaturing 

Eskimo folk art materials (dances, music, story telling, etc. ) . 

Program Content 

Content of Eskimo broadcasts varied in type and shade depen- 

ding on the nature of programs presented. While ideological and 

propagandistic content was pervasive in programs of political and 

socioeconornic orientation, content reflective of the Eskimo world- 

view and condition made its way into much of broadcaçt output. 

While ideology and propaganda were major threads woven into 

the fabric of Soviet broadcasts, Eskimo programs based on p o l i t i -  

cal, socioeconomic, and cultural themes had to be done in ways 

which recognized the uniqueness of the Eskimo population as well 



as the context of their position within Soviet society. 

In perfoming their assignments, the Eskimo staff had to 

constantly perform balancing acts in detedning the amount of 

ideological versus non-ideological, culturally cognizant content 

placed in their broadcasts. This was done under the pretext that 

al1 broadcasting was done "for off icial earsn and that such mater- 

ial had to satisfy the needs of government authority rather than 

those of the individual listenexe2' The CPSU used radio as a tool 

for molding the ethical and moral outlook of i t s  citizenry, raising 

their social and cultural awareness, and promoting the acceptance 

of national and economic goals, so content within Eskimo broadcasts 

had to be constantly referenced to these ideological criteria." 

Concerning political and propagandistic content, TatianaOch- 

irgina--chief editor for political broadcasting--noted that Eskimo 

radio was no different from its Russian counterpart concerning its 

utilization, since al1 radio had a general assignment to present 

a picture of a " f lourishing societyn - -one which was perpetually 

progressive in attaining the goals of communism, as well as infin- 

itely superior to the societies of the capitalist world." 

To assist the journalist in this, the Party organizations 

provided a variety of materials explaining Party positions, which 

were expected to be placed appropriately within programs across 

al1 categories. These included statements from Party congresses, 

~olitburo and Central Codttee directives, regional CPSU resolu- 

tions, general works by Marx and Lenin, as well as books by Leonid 

Brezhnev and other noted Soviet leaders.27 Eskimos who were Party 



members were interviewed periodically and added their own testi- 

monies to the already heavy output of CPSU-dominated information 

being broadcast. 

Some of this content was reflected in programs designed for 

agitation purposes, called "Radio Scho~ls.~ These broadcasts re- 

volved around Lenin s teachings and were designed to assist lectur- 

ers and agitators in Chukotka' s villages, by applying Sovie t  prop- 

aganda to local conditions." 

On a regular basis, Eskimo reporters had to translate CPSU 

policy directives dealing with native peoples into radio programs 

which addressed the issues raised by such policies. Program titles 

such as "Victory of the Leninist Native Politics in Chukotka" or 

"History Develops According to Leninn (which explained internation- 

al conmninist and working movements) are examples of this political 

radio strategy." 

The challenge to journalists like Enmenkow, Togiak, and Ver- 

bitskaya, was to develop programs which included these Party con- 

tent mandates in ways that were relevant to an indigenous popula- 

tion more concerned with issues pertaining to their own sociocul- 

tural and economic situation. This was paradoxical in that CPSU 

propaganda directed toward natives via radio focused only on those 

who could successfully adapt to the expectations of the Party. The 

Eskimo staff inf ormed listeners about the labor achievements of 

hunters, reindeer herders, agricultural workers, fur workers, sea- 

port workers , etc. , while praising individual CPSU members, Kornso- 

mol workers, Young Pioneers, teachers, and government representa- 



tives of special note in the  village^.^' 

Radio presented only positive aspects of life among Eskimos, 

while systematically avoiding serious critical analyses of the true 

status of ~skimos." As mentioned earlier, the Party allowed cri- 

ticism of a lower order to be aired, if it senred in assisting 

their management over the native settlements and solvhoz (state 

farms), and did not question their authority or effectiveness. 

This aspect of programming will be explored in later  section^.^' 

As broadcasting was conducted in Yupik, program content was 

af f ected by the parameters of linguistic adaptation to Russian 

vocabulary and ideas. It was f airly easy for journalists to write 

their reports in Yupik when discussing issues which were common to 

the lif e experience of the Eskimo population, but much more compli- 

cated when forced to translate words, ideas, and concepts developed 

from a Russian or Soviet perspective which was foreign to the Eski- 

mo worldview . 
Content in broadcasts could be easily identifiable as specif - 

ically ~skimo when programs f eatured native folk art, dancing, 

music, or interviews with whale hunters, story tellers, or elder's 

reciting history, etc. Discussions of a political or ideological 

nature, however, influenced program content in ways which could be 

difficult for the average listener (especially older Eskimo lis- 

teners) to comprehend. Elaborating on the latest shift in Soviet 

foreign policy, or describing Politburo personnel changes, often 

did not square with a reindeer breeder working in the tundra or 

villagers living in remote coastal communities who had no sense of 



connection with Moscow . '' 

Eskimo reporters complained regularly about being forced to 

translate large sections of books by Brezhnev or Party documents 

for use in their timeslots, especially since it was a difficult 

task, took most of their work tirne, and took away from their cover- 

age of stories which were of specific interest to the Eskimo audi- 

ence. This programing essentialiy duplicated what All-Union Radio 

was already covering, and was viewed as superfluous, since Eskimos 

relied on the Russian language service for general sociopolitical 

inf omat ion. '' 

As with any radio operation, content should be reflective of 

the myriad needs and conditions experienced by its audience, and 

the Eskimo Department designed programs--as far as allowed--with 

this in mind. Subjects for radio (aside f rom political or ideolog- 

ical categories ) which were handled by the department included; 

gold mining, sea mamal hunting activities , reindeer herding, fish- 

ing, native folk arts, agriculture, activities of state fams, the 

fur industry, construction activities in villages, education dir- 

ected toward natives, medical care, sports, native history, native 

traditions and custorns, native language development and literature, 

life conditions of northern ethnic peoples of the USSR, the life 

of ~skimos around the circumpolar North (as could be perceived f rom 

available documentation) , and general news from around the Chukotka 

region. These were areas of specific interest to the Eskirno audi- 

ence and journalists endeavored to caver this range of subjects in 

systematic fashion, though w i t h i n  a framework acceptable to their 



editorial supervisors- '' 

Overall, content was varied depending on the assignments 

given, the subjects addressed, and the nature of its coverage. In 

the following section, program schedules will be discussed which 

provide a clearer picture on how Eskimo programs were formatted. 

Program Schedulee and Style 

At its inception, as previously noted, Yupik language pro- 

gramng began with fifteen minute slots once a week during the 

Aiiadyr timeslot on All-Union Radio broadcasts. The time allotted 

for programing gradually increased within two years as a result 

of staff expansion and increased listenership in the targeted vil- 

lages. " 

During the early to mid-1970s, broadcasts were aired on Tues- 

day and Thursday evenings between 6 and 7 P .M. usually starting 

with short newscasts featuring news around the o k ~ g ,  followed by 

reports on various social, political, or economic issues, and con- 

cluding with cultural items or musical presentations. Two weekly 

series baçed on native themes constituted the main program features 

offered by the Eskimo Department; Tou Live in the Village,ft and 

"Our Native Land, which involved village news and reports on cul- 

tural activities - 37 

Other early program titles during this period included; "On 

Formation of the Chukotka National Area, "oting developments of 

economics and culture; and nYour People Chukotka, * a special series 

of reports about the "bestn people of the district, featuring 



interviews with reindeer breeders, hunters, and others involved in 

"socialist constructionM who were telling of their tasks and suc- 

cesses .'' 
Excerpts from Eskimo program annotations can give the reader 

a view of typical radio coverage: "the main topic was preparation 

for the 1st of May holiday, along with propaganda about decisions 

of the plenary session of the Central Cornittee (CPÇU) in March;" 

"we gave reports about the successes of fur workers who prepare 

raw materiah;" "listeners learn about the meeting of citizens with 

candidates to the area Soviet of People's Deputies, then about the 

work of the central agitation and propaganda department in Pevek; 

"about a 24 year old veterinarian from the farm called '40 Years 

of October, ' and about the production of hunters from the agricul- 

tural farm l~enin' in the Chomski District in connection with the 

upcoming elections ; " "we described the cultural services of the 

people living in circumpolar regions;" "presented the program 'At 

the Construction Sites of the Area, which highlighted the deeds 

of builders; "reports about reindeer herders and their summer 

campaigns, and preparation of seaport workers and miners for their 

next season. 

While these annotations provide a glimpse at teporting from 

the "socialist constructionn perspective, the Eskimo staff featured 

cultural materials as often as possible. In the latter 1970s and 

1980s. as cultural reporting increased, the staff highlighted Eski- 

mo songs f rom many small native dance ensembles which were being 

formed across the ~rovidenski District, The s i z e  of their cultural 



tape library (featuring stories, legends, histories) began to ex- 

pand and were inserted more often in to  timeslots formerly held for 

political coverage .'O 

A program which began at the department ' s  inception and which 

continues to the present is titled "Polarniya Zvezdan (polar star) , 

which focused on the lives and relations of Eskimos around the cir- 

cumpolar North. As stated eatlier, program schedules and the types 

of stories covered varied in successive years, and with the addi- 

tion of Verbitskaya in 1980, the Eskimo staff further increased its 

air t h e  and range of programing. By the late 1980s, air time in- 

creased to 60 minutes weekly and up to 105 minutes in 1992.4L 

This writer was not able to secure copies of Eskimo Depart- 

ment program schedules for the 1970s and early 1980s, instead hav- 

ing access only to individual copies of annotated program descrip- 

tions which are housed in the Chukotka State Government Archives 

in Anadyr. 

While it can be ascertained that programs of a political and 

ideological nature were heavily prevalent in the schedules of those 

years, the percentage of programs more cognizant of native audience 

demands, ie., native issues approached from a non-ideological and 

critical perspective, and more varied cultural themes, began to 

increase after the beginning of the perestroika period between 

1985-1987. 

The following schedules provide a representative sampling of 

broadcasts begi~ing in 1970, and those evolving during the late 

1 9 8 0 ~ ~  which continued relatively intact up until 1991. 



TABLE #2 

SYNOPSIS OF ESKIMO PROGRAMS: 1970-1991 

(Selected Spring schedule for January/April) - -15 minute 
broadcas ts ) 

January 15. "For our Childrenw (program on childrenl s issues) 
Kanigakuk Anadyrt1 (Greetings f rom Anadyr) 

January 22. In ~istricts , Villages, and ~rigades" (targeted to 
Eskimo work collectives, featuring compilations of 
various reports, letters f rom listeners; news items 
interviews, music by request from reindeer 
herders , reports f rom regional Executive 
cornmittees, work affecting villages 

Maxch S .  

March 12 

"Concert for You, Women of Providenski and Chukotski 
District " (music concert in recognition of 
International Womens Day ... celebrated only in the 
USSR) 

ttNovosti Okrugafl (regional news), followed by 
~skimoski  Vishaniya ( Eskimo broadcas ting ) which 
features a piano concert 

April 9 "100th Anniversary of the birth of Vladimir Leninfl 

April 16 "25th Anniversary of the Great Victory of the USSR in 
the Great Patxiotic Warn (World War 2) 

April 2 9  v vecenni Vecher, Vervo ta i  -Praznik 

1978-79 (sampling of January program schedule) 

January "News of the regionn followed by nConsultation of the 
Doctorsn (reports on medical services) 

nYour People Chukotkatt (reports on best or f amous 
people in the district, especially among the young 
generat ion) 

'By the Pages of Brezhnevm (translation of his books) 

Tulture of a Village is our Long Term Caren 
(pronouncements f rom the Director of the Uelkal HouSe 
of Culture) 

"To the Election Campaignn 

nProspectives to make better work in Native schools 



TABLE #2 
contd. 

wInternational Weekn 

Tuesdays 

Programs 
rotat ing 

Week 1 

Week 2 

Week 3 

Week 4 

(weekly radio schedule) 

(review of events ) 

run from 7 : 15 to 7 :45 pm with different program series 
on a monthly cycle 

"~nternational  if e . A listener s choice program which 
is devoted to general socioeconomic, political, and 
cultural topics from an international perspective 

Program on Economic Problems. This deals with issues 
related to fur and marine mamxnal hunting, economic 
conditions in the villages, and other sectors of the 
national economy affecting Chukotka 

'#Our Native Country has been Preserved. II This program 
deals with the renaissance and revival of the Eskimo 
language and culture, and features stories about people 
in villages around the Providenski and Chukotski 
regions . 

nOur Native Land, " This f eatures materials about 
Eskimo history, culture, songs, traditions, and 
customs . 

NOTE: Also on Tuesdays, news reports and schedules of curent 
events f rom around the Chukotka okrug are given. These reports 
were often targeted to Eskimo listeners involved in agriculture and 
state cooperatives who needed information about activities in the 
region. Reports on education, health care, and similar issues were 
f eatured . 

Programs are run at 7 a m .  which features the previous weekls 
program Polarniya Zvezda, £rom 7:10 to 7:45 p.m. 

General program slot featuring political, social, or 
cultural materials- 

7:lO-7:45 a m -  "Radio Journaln 

This timeslot was a combination/compilatbn format 
f eaturing a variety of materials. General information, 



analysis , interviews, discussion of problems in villages, 
stories on ~skimos in dif f erent villages, radio sketches, 
native music, etc. This broadcast was the most listened 
to out of the entire weekly schedule. 

7 3 0  to 7:45 nPolarniya Zvezdan (Polar Star) 

These schedules f luctuated depending on the as s ignment s 

given to staff and broadcasts often were changed to meet the re- 

quirements of special preparations for the numerous days of polit- 

ical importance (ie.. regional or national Party congresses and 

jubilees) as well as coverage of important current or historic 

event s . " 
The percentage of Eskimo laquage programming would comprise 

7% of Anadyr radio's weekly output--a percentage greater than the 

nationality broadcast quota would normally allow. given the fact 

that Eskimos only made up less than one percent of the population 

of Ch~kotka.'~ 

Ascertainment of Eskimo Audience Needs and Limitations 
of ~rogramming: A Native Perspective 

While content orientation and program scheduling have been 

briefly addressed, the issue of how Soviet radio ascertained the 

actual needs of the Eskimo audience and how this was translated 

into broadcasts provides an example for the frustration Eskimos 

have faced in receiving broadcast media cognizant of, and of ser- 

vice to, their societal needs and goals. This frustration was 

equally felt by the Eskimo radio staff and their listeners, yet 



this scenario was characteristic of a media system designed and 

controlled by an authoritarian view of the press. 

AS prior noted, the Eskimo Department had specific assign- 

ments to assist the goals of the CPSU, which forced the staff's 

concentration on programming that encouraged Eskimo audience recog- 

nition of, and participation with, the course of life set by the  

policies of the USSR. It should be said that most Eskimos in the 

provideniya region recognized the pursuit of communism as a viable 

direction in life--a result of the educational and supervisory sys- 

tem imposed on them since Chukotkar s takeover by the Bolsheviks . 4 4  

Eskimos often referredto themselves as "little children" who 

believed what the  "great Russian f athersn said, so the idea of com- 

munism did have a real place in the mincis of some Eskimos and 

broadcasting with ideological content was therefore not deemed in- 

appropriate. According to Togiak, nsome individuals sincerely 

wanted to transform Party ideology into the programs they were 

responsible for, but in making pro-comunist programs, w e  had to 

do t h i s  , m 4 5  

In the early days of their broadcasts, it was practically 

impossible for the staff to develop a set of guidelines for pro- 

gramming which addressed the needs of natives on a non-ideological 

basis--as stated by individual or communal response in the various 

settlernents." This scenario was typical for al1 radio stations, 

and the Eskimo service was no different than the Lithuanian radio 

service on the other side of the country. 

The ~skirno staff confronted a listing of needs as determined 



by officials, and not from audience response. mile these offic- 
ials w e r e  concerned w i t h  administration and development of the 

region in accordance with state planning, the journalists on the 

Eskimo staff at times had a dif fering perspective on what should 

be broadcast. While it is true that the staff thought radio should 

be directed toward addressing and solving socioeconomic problems 

in the villages (like their Russian overseers), problems arose 

between them concerning what constituted the primary proble~s af- 

fecting the population, and how (if at all) these problems could 

be effectively addressed." Besides social and economic concerns, 

the promotion of Eskimo cultural identity and language waç para- 

mount in the minds of these journalists, but even these were impac- 

ted by political concerns- -primarily the question of nnationalismn . 
Here again, Lenin and Stalin reemerge in defining the stan- 

dard to which cultural diversity would be tolerated and how radio 

had to be limited concerning the promotion of ethnicity and cult- 

ure. ~ationalism- -in this case- -the perpetuation of ethnic identi- 

ty, individuality, and independence, was viewed as a phenomenon of 

the pre-socialist stage of development and incompatible with the 

aims of socialism which sought international convergence and multi- 

ethnic consolidation.'" 

~skimos were viewed by the Party as members of a supranation- 

al Soviet people, adhering to a unifying ideology (~arxism- eni in- 

ism), a common political goal (communism), shared beliefs in pat- 

riotism, and a common language, and any attempts to deviate from 

this nom through activities promoting ethnicity were systematical- 



ly thwarted by CPSU control." This was the condition faced by 

Eskimos in Chukotka despite Soviet claims of assisting the process 

of cultural presemation while simultaneously raising their level 

of development to that of the Dadvancedm peoples, ie., the Russian 

people. 

To this degree, al1 areas of cultural activity by Eskimos 

were analyzed from the context of adhering to Soviet nationality 

policies, and in determining Eskimo audience needs, journalists 

had to carefully assess how their coverage of events and issues 

affecting the native population would be in line with çuch poli- 

cies. '' 

To summarize, adherence to nationality policies, and the 

avoidance of CPSU-government criticism in socioeconornic and polit- 

ical affairs represent two primary factors for explaining why 

Eskimo progranunhg could not accurately portray the true condition 

of the Eskimo in Chukotka. It should be stated that the Eskimo 

staff could concentrate on rnany positive aspects of life and cul- 

ture, especially in their folk art programming, but this area was 

somewhat neutral and was formatted in ways which would not present 

threats to the authorities 2' 

As described in chapter one of this dissertation, the Eskimo 

population faced numerous problems from the initiation of Soviet 

power up until the dissolution of the USSR. By the 1970s, when 

Eskimo radio was functioning, general conditions in the villages 

were worsening: opportunities for Eskimos decreased, unemployment 

was high, alcoholism was widespread, native language usage was on 



the decline, educational systems were failing, settlements had high 

rates of diseases ( e  tuberculosis) occurring, environmental 

pollution increased, polit ical representation remained inef f ect ive, 

etc. 53 

Eskimo journalists had a potentially wide range of issues 

which could be opened up for critical discussion over the airwaves; 

however, their response and recognition of their limitations would 

mirror that of the native intelligentsia, leadership, and comon 

citizen. The dilernma would be i n  how to develop programming of a 

critical nature which addressed historic and current af £airs aff ec- 

ting the native settlements. 

Unlike their Alaskan relatives, al1  levels of Chukotkan Esk- 

imo society remained passive and did not pose any serious threats 

to the CPSU administration over it concerning the range of problems 

experienced. Party authority and actions were not questioned, and 

radio broadcasts--as the voice of the Party--could not be adapted 

under existing conditions to serve as a platform for native griev- 

ances . " 
These grievances, in essence, provided the clearest basis for 

determining audience needs--thoughthe Eskimo staff could not relay 

this information into production plans which would be approved by 

Anadyr's editorial control structure. This represented a clear 

example of the Soviet technique of interna1 information suppres- 

sion. Because of Eskimo radio's inability to serve as a communal 

forum representing the native viewpoint, opportunities for Eskimos 

to establish forums of dialog across local and regional lines were 



practically non-existent , though the Party was quick to daim that 

Eskimos were adequately provided with the means for representing 

their viewpoint via the village and regional soviets. But here 

again, Eskimos could not translate participation in local soviets 

into effective strategies which could address and solve their prob- 

lems. The Eskimo radio staff knew they could provi.de an important 

information outlet in order to be of assistance, but were af raid 

to breach the authority which determined the limits of their ex- 

pression. In addition, any efforts by Eskimo radio to facilitate 

the promotion of native forums outside of Party involvement would 

be branded as contributing to nationalism." 

Enmenkow and Togiak maintain that they could only superfic- 

ially target native needs for broadcast , stating that it was possi- 

ble to discuss secondary problems af fecting Eskimos, but never the 

main problems (as formulated f rom a native perspective) . They 

noted that had they been able to discuss the major problems faced 

by Eskimos in Chukotka early on, m a n y  of them might have been ad- 

dressed by government authority and perhaps solved. But to do 

this, they would have violated the rules imposed by the CPSU and 

local broadcasting conunittees- -and would have been promptly f ired. 55 

counterpropaganda and Information Isolation Along 
the Bering Strait: The Role of Eskimo Radio 

In addition to suppressing information f low among the Eskimo 

villages via radio censorship, the regional CPSU assigned Chukotka 

Radio with the task to develop counterpropaganda in native broad- 

casts which sought to denigrate the government and living condi- 



tions of the United States, and in this context, the conditions of 

life among Eskimos in Alaska. This was a natural pursuit of CPSU 

propaganda strategies (established by Moscow and implemented on a 

regional basis) based on interna1 information suppression and ex- 

ternal disinformati~n.~~ 

From a policy perspective, counterpropaganda activities via 

radio--combined with military enforcement of the sealed border and 

government restrictions on foreign radio listening--ensured f a i r l y  

effective information isolation between the Bering Strait .  This 

allowed the CPSU to carefully manage the type of information Chuk- 

otkan 

side. 

Eskimos could receive 

CPSU authorities knew 

concerning their relatives on the other 

that the potential existed for Eskimos 

in the Providenski and Chukotkski districts to listen to American 

bxoadcasts from Alaska and Hawaii-and in turn--Chukotkatç radio 

committee assumed that Alaskan Eskimos could receive Anadyr's Esk- 

imo broadcasts via shortwave, which in fact was the case.57 

The Soviets saw The Voice of America as its main opponent, 

since it featured ex-Soviet immigrants who regularly decried the 

conditions in the USSR and Chukotka specifically. Alaskan radio 

was most likely viewed similarly, though without real justifica- 

tion. Eskimos in Naukon and Chaplino who secretly listened to 

KICY, KNOM, and KOTZ (located in Nome and Kotzebue) related that 

they listened primarily to music and religious progradng .  RfCY 

was careful to not include political discussions in their Yupik or 

Russian language broadcasts for fear of j a d n g ,  as well as the 



fact that these broadcasts were designed for Christian evangeliz- 

ation and not political disco~rse.'~ 

Counterpropaganda would be targeted to both audiences (in 

Chukotka and western Alaska) , and Anadyr's editorial boards d e d -  

oped reports which sought to affirm Soviet superiority while count- 

ering information disseminated by western broadcasts . l9 Since very 

few Eskimos had receivers capable of picking up the nlaskan broad- 

casts (ham radio was tightly controlled) , it is unlikely that these 

people were influenced by western broadcasts to a degree which 

would justify special counterpropaganda measures by Anadyr. 

It is doubtful Anadyr's counterpropaganda tactics affected 

listeners on St . Lawrence Island, who were more interested in l is t -  

ening to Enmenkow, and recording her prograrns . 
Since independent information about Alaska was extraordin- 

arily difficult t o  obtain, radio served as the  primary media for 

Chukotkan Eskimos who wished to know about life on the other side 

of the Bering Strait--and the Anadyr studios capitalized on this 

state of affairs . Chukotkans in general had a vague understanding 

of the situation in Alaska ( recal l ing more of its gold rush past) , 

and the lack of current information about its status provided ample 

opportunity for programmers to introduce biased views of its actual 

state. 

While this strategy of counterpropaganda presented few con- 

flicts for the Russian staff, it was paradoxical for the Eskimo 

staff who were more interested in finding out the true condition 

of their Alaskan brethren rather than spreading disinformation 



about them." As program features about Eskimos in other countries 

were very popular among t h e i r  listeners, the idea of developing 

counterpropagandaprograms against the Alaskans seemed inconsistent 

to the Eskimo staff, yet it was a requirement they had to comply 

with. 62 

In carrying out this task, the Eskimo Department created a 

regular program titled "Two Lives, Two PeoplesN which compared the 

life of Alaska and Chukotka. Enmenkow relates that the general 

theme to be relayed was that of the poor living conditions of Esk- 

imos in western Alaska and to contrast this with the advanced state 

of material living by Eskimos in Chukotka. A slogan often heard 

was "Alaska lives in yesterday and we live in today, making polit- 

ical references based on tirne zone differences? 

Chukotkals Eskimos had to be convinced that the benefits 

accorded them by the Soviet state were far beyond those available 

to the Alaskans , and counterpropaganda assisted this process by 

emphasizing the negative aspects and conditions of the "bourgeois 

way of life. n64  

The challenge for the staff, however, was in the process of 

researching the sub j ect , primarily because available (and f actual) 

information was difficult to obtain. Journalists took information 

from Soviet periodicals and central press as well as from a popular 

book series Two Worlds, Two Destinies , which compiled numerous 

articles comparing life in the Soviet N o r t h  with other circumpolar 

countries. Russian journalists noted that this series, while ac- 

cessing large sources of in£ ormation, was essentially non-ob j ective 



and çtressed the superiority of Soviet conditions. In addition, 

the staff relied on notes published by the famous Chukchi writer 

Yuri Ritheu, who visited Alaska in 1971: his information was later 

perceived by the Anadyr staff as less than factual, and being a 

well-known Soviet writer with many privileges, it would not be in 

his best interest to provide information at odds with official 

Soviet portrayals ." 
In producing the counterpropaganda features, Enmenkow and 

Togiak were consistently frustrated with the availability and ori- 

entation of the materials, since they each had uniquely personal 

perspectives about the Alaskans which were contrary to the off icial 

sources they depended on. Togiak, who grew up in Chaplino, was 

raised by a grandmother who was an Alaskan Eskimo from St. Lawrence 

Island, and subsequently forced to conceal her true identity from 

the Soviet authorities .66 

Enmenkow, who was from Naukon, grew up in a family which reg- 

ularly visited Little Diomede and Nome via baidar, and was taught 

to understand these people as her close relatives. Though Enmenkow 

had never been to Alaska, her impressions of life there were form- 

ulated f rom the stories told by her parents and grandparents- -which 

were consistently positive in nature.(' 

Despite these connections with Alaska through family ties, 

the two journalists could not translate their family provided im- 

pressions into factual and current information concerning western 

Aïaska, and consequently had to rely on the Soviet sources. The 

one instance when Alaskan Eskimos attempted contactwiththe Eskimo 



Radio Department to provide inf omat ion during this period reveals 

the efforts taken by the Soviets to enforce information isolation 

between the coastal settlements. In 1979, a large packet of mater- 

ials addressed to "Radio Enmenkown was received by the Anadyr Radio 

Committee. This packet had been sent by Eçkimo residents from St. 

Lawrence Island who were regular listeners of Anadyr's Yupik broad- 

casts. Local KGB authorities opened the package, and then called 

Enmenkow to their office. Seeing it opened, Enmenkow refused to 

accept it for fear of the consequences which could result, since 

it implied potential association with Americans--which at that tirne 

was deemed dangerous. She would have to wait another nine years 

before a similar opportunity for contact arase." 

Togiak relates that she actively sought to listen (clandest- 

inely) to radio broadcasts from Nome "in order to have some truth- 

ful piece of informati~n.~ She noted, however, that it was diffi- 

cult to ascertain facts about the Eskirno's status in Alaska because 

Yupik broadcasts were primarily Christian teaching in content, and 

English laquage broadcasts--which she did not understand--were 

composed mainly of music interspersed with disk jockey  chatte^.^' 

The Eskirno Department faced a paradoxical situation: their 

audience wanted information about their relatives, yet programing 

which did discuss them was formulated from less than reliable press 

sources, with the result that Chukotkan Eskimos would continue to 

have little understanding of the lives of Alaskans across the Ber- 

ing Strait until the opening of the border. This held true for 

the wider Soviet population as well. 



ÿ es pi te the apparent futility of these broadcasts in the eyes 

of the Eskimo staff, counterpropaganda would continue to be pro- 

duced by all radio departments at Anadyr until 1988, when the f irst 

Alaskan flight to Chukotka arrived. 

Upon later reflection, the chairman of the Chukotka State 

Radio cornmittee who oversaw counterpropaganda stated (in 1992): 

it was stupidity to do such kinds of programs ... these 
were created by people who had never seen the l ife in 
Alaska. We had an iron curtain all along our borders, 
and we did not know exactly about the way of living i n  
o ther  countries and in Alaska--most of the people did 
not know anything about it.'" 

The impact the border opening made on Eskimo broadcasting will be 

discussed in chapter 7. 

Assesament o f  Eskimo Broadcasting's Utility and 
Function: Factors Limiting Burther Devalopment 

During the Soviet Period. 

Despite the official tone of broadcasting from Anadyr, it 

should be stated that most native listeners understood the Eskimo 

Department's programs to be important, serving as a vital source 

of information, promoting language and cultural preservation, and 

acting as a forum for the discussion of Eskimo needs as p e d t t e d .  

The three journa l i s t s  on its staff were unified in their 

understanding of radio as a tool for addressing the greatest con- 

cerns of the people (to the degree possible), for finding solutions 

to their problerns, for facilitatingthe restoration and maintenance 

of their cultural identity, while serving as a link for government 

authority in reaching the small Eskimo population. The i r  broad- 

cast s acros s program categories ref lected this unders tanding and 



each journalist consequently had loyal followings in those villages 

which understood the dialects they spoke? 

~his broadcast service, for some Eskimos, was not as relevant 

due to factors of language capability, listener interest, prefer- 

ence toward Russian language media, technical reception possibili- 

ties, etc. For others, Eskimo programhg was a welcomed f riend 

which assisted natives in communicating across the districts, eased 

misunderstandings between Eskimos and the non-native population, 

provided alternatives to regular Russian broadcasts, and gave en- 

tertainment as well as instruction. Though no surveys of audience 

reactions toward ~skimo broadcasts were conducted, it is fair to 

assume a wide range of attitudes about the prograrmning, from in- 

different to highly supportive; or ineffective to very effective. 

Eskimo analysts themselves have pointed to a perception held 

among natives that media does not belong to them, that it does not 

serve them (or help in solving their problems), and that it is for 

official purposes--as a tool of government--and designed to connect 

them to the greater non-native society. At its inception, it was 

a mechanism of Soviet power which furthered external control over 

their lives and decision making, and radio never assumed a form 

which could be utilized at the sole discretion of Eskimos themsel- 

ves ? 

Looking deeper into political variables affecting theirmedia 

position, it can be stated that Eskimo involvement in the CPSU was 

minuscule w i t h  practically no representation by them beyond the 

village level. Representation at the district level in Provideniya 



and in the okrug at Anadyr was similarly lacking. No Eskimos were 

found in high regional CPSU positions, nor did they find their own 

representat ion in the Congres s of Nat ionalities in Moscow ; thus 

Eskimos had no effective representation at the federal level which 

could have impacted changes in bettering their media involvement. '' 

Concerning the nat ionality component of state broadcas t laws ; 

Eskimos naturally found themselves at the lowest tier of priority 

concerning state sponsorship of indigenous broadcasting. LOW pop- 

ulation levels did not justify a larger voice (especially when Esk- 

imos were the smallest of the ethnic nationalities), and al1 Chu- 

kotkan indigenous groups were overshadowed by the Russian domina- 

tion in government, administrative, and sociocultural affairs. 

In addition, one must recognize a more subtle factor impact- 

ing the Eskimo1s ability to enact change on the forces of govern- 

ment, namely the fact that the Eskimots historically forced change 

in psychological subservience to Russian authority was well devel- 

oped during post-contact colonial times, and further strengthened 

by absolute dominance of Soviet authority after 1923. This aspect 

of domination eliminated most vestiges of individual native control 

or sovereignty, and thus can be added to the overall explanation 

on why ~skimo broadcasting (through lack of grassroots political 

activity seeking increased broadcast involvement) could not develop 

to a greater degree during the Soviet period up until the end of 

1991. 

Some of the most f requently mentioned reasons given by the 

Eskimo staff for lack of expansion in their broadcasting services 



related to the following: local Party and broadcast officiais did 

not see native broadcasting as a priority and were not challenged 

by the Eskimo conrmunity to view it as such; there was a lack of 

people with fluency in the Yupik dialect who expressed interest in 

being trained in journalism and who could successfully complete the 

university education process deemed necessary; and relocation of 

a potential candidate from an ~skimo village to Anadyr forced the  

person to give up eating traditional Eskimo foods (marine anirnals 

which were available in the Providenski and Chukotski districts but 

not in ~nadyr)--and this was seen to be too great a sacrifice." 

It should be noted that regional broadcast authorities con- 

tinually f aced the problem of f inding qualif ied personnel arnong the 

native communities who could develop broadcasts in t he  various re- 

gional languages (including Yupik) , and this remained a primary 

cause ( from t he  perspective of the State Committee administration) 

for the limited air time of native programming on state radio 

broadcasts . '' 
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BROADCAST DEVELOPMENTS AFFECTING THg BERING STRAIT 
REGXON OF ALASKA: A EISTORICAL OVgRVIEW 

Early ~elecommunication Developments in the Bering Strait 
(Pre-Broadcast Era) 

The first teleconununication project affecting western Alaska 

was the same one which marked Chukotka'ç entry into the world of 

modern communications - -the Western Union Telegraph Extension Pro j - 
ect of 1865. After a two-year effort to establish an intercontin- 

ental cable network comecting Calif ornia, Alaska, Siberia, and 

Europe (via the ~ering Strait), Western Union survey and line 

installation crews ceased theix activities on the Seward Peninsula 

before a direct underwater cable connection with Chukotka could be 

laid. It would be another 33 years before an operational. telegraph 

system was developed in the region. In the  meantime, communication 

to the outside world was by foot, by dog sled (in winter) , or boat 

via river and sea connections.' 

In September 1900, the first telegraph system in Alaska was 

established from a milit- command center in Nome to an outpost 

near Port Safety, located 25 miles away. This line was part of an 

overall strategy by the U.S. -y Signal Corps t o  connect isolated 

military sites in Alaska to the rest of the lower 48 States. Three 

years later, the original system in Nome was tied into lines con- 

necting the region to other parts of A1askae2 

During 1903, military engineers--seeking a solution to the 

problems of underwater cable disruption across Norton Sound--were 



responsible for making one of the worldt s f irst applications of 

radiotelegraph technology (wireless telegraphy) . This radio link 

(from Port Safety to St. Michael) marked the completion of the 

Signal Corps' first integrated teleconununications network, and 

allowed military commanders across the country to be in continuous 

contact with sites along the Bering Strait, By 1905, 3500 miles 

of cable had been laid, and the system became known as the Washing- 

ton-Alaska Military Cable and Telegraph System.' 

Over the next two decades, private wireless systems, similar 

to those "sparkI1 stations set up by American entrepreneurs in 

Chukotka were in operation around western Alaska and civilian use 

of wireless telegraphy increased. Nome and a number of villages 

had access to communication with the outside world through these 

systems, vastly improving upon tradition methods . By 1935, the old 

military system, in combination with private radio links, became 

the Alaska Communications System (ACS) , relying more and more on 

wireless rather than land lines .' 

Eskimos along the various Bering Strait communities had new 

possibilities for access to interactive telecommunications via ACS 

and beginning in the 1940s, reception of radio broadcasts from 

military stations. While the f irst Alaskan broadcast radio station 

(wLAY-~airbanks) went on the air in December of 1922 (followed 

shortly af terward by stations in Juneau, Anchorage, Ketchikan, and 

other sites) , Eskimos within this study area were unable to access 

such radio services during this early period. Their condition was 

similar to their Chukotka relatives who were also without service.= 



World War II and the Development 
of Broadcasting 

World War II sparked a new developmental phase for western 

Alaska in telecommunications and in broadcasting. With the need 

to improve its technical radio network and provide conmtunication 

interco~ections in support of the movement of military personnel, 

supplies, and logistical links throughout the territory, the U.S. 

military built numerous radio facilities along the Seward Penin- 

sula. This laid the foundation for eventual Eskimo access to radio 

broadcast services. An A m y  post and radio complex was built in 

Nome (1941) which also facilitated communications between Soviet 

and American officiais directing the transport of military aircraft 

£rom Nome to Chukotka-an outcome of the U-S. Lend Lease aid pro- 

gram to the Soviets.' 

Radio broadcast equipment was constructed by Nome s Civil 

Defense Cornmittee in 1941 to serve as an aircraft warning system 

in case of Japanese attack. The signal, at first distributed by 

carrier-current along the townfs power lines, was soon replaced by 

a broadcast transmitter, and assumed the cal1 letters WXLN. This 

was the first opportunity for Eskimos in the tom to receive radio 

broadcasts .' 

This radio center received broadcasts from the Ut S. m e d  

Forces Radio Service, and inserted local programming as produced 

by Army and civilian personnel. Local programhg consisted p r i -  

marily of news and general information to local service personnel, 

as well as Christian broadcasts by Paul Carlson, a missionary with 



the Evangelical Covenant Church.' 

In early 1945, a small unauthorized radio station was estab- 

lished in Kotzebue by Paul Sell, a U.S. Weather Bureau employee. 

The station, distributing its weak signal to Eskimo listeners in 

t o m  via a phonograph oscillator, broadcast music and information 

by Sell, a ham radio operator. The station continued in this oper- 

ational pattern until the late 1950s.' 

After the war, many of the military stations remained in 

operation, and the Nome installation (WXLN) continued to beam AFRN 

broadcasts from the late 1940s up until 1960 using a 1000 watt 

transmitter--which easily penetrated across the Bering Strait to 

Chukotka, as well as dom to the Aleutian Islands. This channel 

was the major radio information link to those Alaskan Eskimo com- 

munities which were in listening range, though reception of signals 

from Anchorage and Fairbanks, as well as international short wave 

stations w e r e  increasingly available to those with suitable recei- 

vers . 'O Numerous villages during this period were without electri- 

cal power generation, hence, radio w a s  not accessible for many 

Eskimos, 

AFRNv s signal penetration to the USSR via AFRS-Nome (the re- 

named WXLN) marked a unique period during this postwar time as 

Eskimos on each side of the strait had primary access only to U.S. 

and Soviet government-sponsored radio broadcasts .ll In the early 

1950s, Radio Moscow broadcasts in English and Yupik could be picked 

up in  Nome, and consequently, AFRS-Nome w a s  strengthened by the 

US. Air ForCe which assigned 14 full-time staff members and in- 



creased btoadcast time to roughly 135 hours weekly." 

The U.S. military soon upgraded their capabilities in the 

region with the development of telecommunications facilities known 

as White Alice sites. As mentioned earlier, White Alice was part 

of the Distant Early Warning System (DEW) which was built between 

1955-58/l The rationale for these systems was based on providing 

a credible warning system against potentially hostile Soviet activ- 

ities , while improving telephone and telegraph connections through- 

out Alaska. Sites in the Bering Strait area including Gambell, 

Unalakleet, Nome, Savoonga, Tin City, and Cape Romanzof .14 

The Eskimos were influenced by the activities at these sites 

by reason of the construction and military personnel that suddenly 

descended upon their c~mmnities.'~ White Alice utilized the old 

tropospheric scatter technology which required massive parabolic 

antennas to transmit radio signals off the troposphere and back 

dom to stations downline. l6 Situated on mountaintops, these struc- 

tures became symbolic monoliths which accustomed the Eskimo resi- 

dents to the ever improving state of communication technology . 
Chukotkals Eskimos in Lavrentia, and Sirinilri would later 

notice similar structures (around 1965) which were part of the 

Soviet Sever tropo system. Within twenty years, Eskimos on both 

sides would see the technology used in these early sites irnproved 

and applied to modern systems set up in their villages for receiv- 

ing satellite television and radio broadcast~,~' 

In the meantirne, White Alice facilities during this period 

would continue providing local AFRS access to Air Force stations, 



including AFRS-Nome, as well as military and civilian long distance 

communication channels ." It was only a matter of time before sub- 

sequent electrification across the region (allowing for reception 

of AFRS) and later penetration by private radio stations would open 

up new listening options for the Eskimos. 

De~eiopment of Private ~ a d i o  Broadcasting 

After the war ended, a cormnittee of people from the Evangeli- 

cal Covenant Churchdenomination--whichhad western Alaska's Eskimo 

villages as its primary mission field--remembered Carlson's experi- 

ence with W X W  during the war and discussed the possibilities of 

constructing a new station in Nome. The idea was considered. then 

tabled. Roughly ten years later, Bill Hartman, another Covenant 

,missionary, began installing radio telephones at mission stations 

around the Seward Peninsula and Norton Sound, and reported the 

potential for private radio to the denomination's offices in Chi- 

cago. " 

AFRS-Nome had by 1956 experienced reductions both in the size 

of its staff as well as coverage area. Three personnel now broad- 

cast an 18 hour locally produced schedule. within two years, the 

station staff was reduced to a single engineer and AFRS-Nome began 

rebroadcasting AFRS programming 24 hours a day as brought dom from 

the White ~ïice installation on Anvil Mountain . Local progradng 
was practically eliminated as a result. This situation strength- 

ened the rat ionale for Covenant involvement in developing a private 

service there , '" 



In 1957, the Annual Meeting of the Evangelical Covenant 

Church authorized application to the Federal Communications Commis- 

sion (FCC) for a radio station license in Nome. Art Zylstra was 

named head of the radio proj  ect . In July 1959, a construction per- 

mit was granted and building of facilities commenced, financed by 

f unds f rom the First Covenant Church of Minneapolis, Minnesota." 

On Apriï 17, 1960, KICY began transmitting a 5000 watt signal 

on 850 khz, marking the begiming of sanctioned private radio 

broadcasting in western Alaska. An Easter sunrise service was 

broadcast, followed by the first newscast, which included a report 

on U.S.-Soviet relations. Broadcasts could reach Eskimo listeners 

in more than 20 settlements, with a normal signal range stretching 

from the shores of Chukotka to the upper reaches of the Kuskokwim 

Delta. Listeners were reported as far south as the Aleutian 

Islands, as well as to the far north in Barrow." 

The Covenant denomination felt that radio could be a means 

of supplementing the work of its missionaries, and saw providing 

an all-purpose broadcast format as the best means to serve the 

native people of the region. KICY provided villages with music; 

local, statewide, and national news; persona1 message bulletins; 

weather reports; flight information; and a combination of secular 

and religious programing. 

The station broadcast 15 hours per day in English, and caused 

the rapid escalation of radio listening by a vast majority of Esk- 

imos in villages, many of whom heard broadcasts for the f irst time. 

The introduction of transistorized radios and their low purchase 



prices further encouraged the increase of listening in the ~skimo 

communities. KICY provided a vital link for natives seeking infor- 

mation and news from across the state and the reçt of the country 

and greatly assisted interregional conmnuiication among villages-- 

most of which had no access to te lep ho ne^.^' KICY1s programming 

greatly facilitated the use of English in villages, especially in 

those remote settlements which had been relatively isolated from 

its usage. 

In the summer , of 1960, KICY started broadcasting in Eskimo 

dialects, providing the f i rs t  opportunities for natives on both 

sides of the strait to receive regular programming in their own 

dialects. The station hired two Eskimos (Fred and Gladys Savok) 

to develop religious broadcasts in Central Yupik and Inupiaq, and 

shortly afterward developed news broadcasts in Siberian (Chaplin- 

ski) yupik. Clarence Irrigoo, an Eskimo from St. Lawrence Island 

and an active radio amateur, approached the station noting that 

listeners in Gambe11 and Savoonga should be served with a newscast 

in Siberian Yupik, since many of the islanders did not understand 

English well ." 
Offering his services to perform such a task, Irrigoo began 

taking headlines fromthe Associated Press wire service and trans- 

lated them into short newscasts. Chukotkan Eskimos would later 

refer to Irrigoo as "and that s the way it is, in ref erence to 

his usage of this phrase to end each broadcast." Irrigoors invol- 

vement with Chukotka sprang partially from the fact that his wife 

w a s  born in the Provideniya region (Avan) and he himself had been 



in contact with Soviet ham operators f r o m  the  1930s ~nward.'~ 

Within t h e  next f e w  years, Eskimo programs were btoadcast for 

roughly one hour daily, f eaturing newscasts and a religious program 

entitled "The ~skimo Hourll (which included Bible readings and ser- 

mons in the  three main Eskimo dialects) ; Christian music as record- 

ed by ~skimo believers at the scattered Covenant mission churches; 

and devotionals, The other main features on RTCY were the message 

program "Ptarmigan Telegraphw (in both English and t he  dialects), 

and "village get togethers." "Ptannigan Telegraphm broadcast per- 

sonal messages from individuals across the listening area. This 

was an important program which facilitated the exchange of vital 

personal and corporate communication in the region. The "village 

get togethers It were programs highlighting meetings of Eskimos f rom 

western Alaska who would gather at a certain village for religious 

purposes (as well as general social interaction) and record their 

activities on tape. " 

KICY broadcast s also served an important linguistic funct ion 

in facilitating some degree of convergence among the th ree  native 

dialects, primarily through its ~ i b l e  reading programs. Fonde11 

relates that ~skimos speaking dif f erent dialects would f ollow along 

with Glady Savok' s readings in Central ~upik, and those in Inupiaq 

by her husband Fred, comparing dif f erent ways of rendering meanings 

of words and phrases. Fred Savok noted that people were beginning 

to understand each otherfs laquage, though this tended to center 

upon Savokls ~nupiaq. His interpretations reflected his knowledge 

of the other dialects, and since he was the primaxy on-air announ- 



cer, bis rendition of words became standardized across the entire 

listening audience. 

Since the station had to deal with pronunciation of native 

words (people, place names, activities, things, etc. ) in both nat- 

ive and English language programs, this convergence was a natural 

(and not intended) outcome. Many Eskimo listeners of the station 

recounted a joke about pronunciation of words: "there are three 

ways to pronounce a word.. .there is the correct way, the gussok 

(white man) way, and the KiCY way." After years of broadcasting, 

native speakers across dialects had developed a commonality in 

laquage via the broadcasts of the station." 

Overall, the station developed its radio format to fit the 

unique characteristics of its native audience, actively incorpor- 

ating village information and social activities into a daily 

schedule which met Eskimo ieeds as much as possible. An example 

of this was the summer fishing season schedule, where KICY broad- 

cast 24 hours a day for the benef it of native f ishennan and people 

living temporarily in fish camps. The station provided up to the 

minute weather forecasts and announcements by F i s h  and Game offic- 

ials responsible for opening and closing fishing areas. 

Music and news entertained those working on the ocean or in 

the tundra, and special mes sage broadcasts helped reconnaissance 

efforts during emergencies e rescuers looking for hunters 

stranded on ice f loes) , or gave information to those away from 

their home villages. One of its most popular features was live 

coverage of high school basketball, the main sport in the villages, 



and residents throughout the zegion tuned in during the winter 

months to root for their favorite tearns. " 

KICY did not specialize in Eskimo cultural progradng, ie., 

native dancing, legends, or native spiritual discussions, as this. 

was f elt (by both older native Christians and missionary personnel 

on the field) to be incompatible with Christian beliefs. These 

opinions changed over tirne, but the station did not i n i t i a t e  the 

collection of such materials and kept their Eskimo programing 

limited to news and religion. It did, however, provide valuable 

service in the area of native political and economic concerns, by 

regularly giving air time for discussion of these issues (in 

English only). KICY also served as an important media outlet for 

Alaska's political leaders, who often visited the station in order 

to get their message out to the scattered village sites." At al1 

times , KICY labored to deliver a prof essional, commercial format 

similar to stations across the U.S. 

While Christian in character, KICY sought to provide a well 

balanced die t  of programing to serve the interests of its listen- 

ers, and dedication to its Eskimo audience remained at the fore- 

front of its mission statement, While limited in some areas (ie,, 

cultural programming, and relatively low levels of programming in 

the various dialects), the station continued to grow in its broad- 

cast schedule (18 hours/winter and 24 hours/summer) , and succes- 

sfully made the transition to financing its overall budget through 

commercial revenues. 

After the deconmllssioning of AFRS-Nome in 1960, KïCY contin- 



ued to be the sole radio operation in the Bering Strait region for 

the next eight years, referring to itself as "The Voice of the  

u c t i c .  It was primarily staff ed by long and short term mis- 

sionaries from the Covenant denomination, as ne11 as by local 

native and non-native volunteers. While Eskimo programers were 

hired full-time in the beginning, there remained only one paid 

Eskimo staff worker in later years, primarily to oversee collection 

of religious materials for "The Eskimo HourIn which was broadcast 

in the early evening hours. 

In  the 1980s, the director of Eskimo programming was not a 

native language speaker, and the percentage of programming in the 

dialects diminished from previous years. B y  the 1990s, KICY elim- 

inated this position, and the permanent staff was without nat ive  

representation (except for Irrigoo--a volunteer--who produced re- 

ports from his home) . 

Russian Programming on KICY 

During the f irst ten years of its operation, KICY managers 

knew their signal was available to Chukotka, as well as to the 

Soviet fleet operating in the Bering Sea. Dave Shinen, a Wycliff 

Bible translater working on St. Lawrence Island, was instrumental 

in convincing KICY to broadcast Christian programming in Russian. 

Shinen, engaged in translating the Bible into Siberian Yupik, was 

also a Russian speaker who saw the  potential for communicating with 

the nearby Soviet population. KfCY had also been in contact with 

missionaries working in the small Russian speaking native communi- 



ties along Alaska's Yukon river and found another potential audi- 

ence for Russian language broadcasts." 

rn 1970, the Arctic Broadcasting Association (the license 

holder of KICY) , applied to the FCC f o r  permission to broadcast in 

Russian. The original rationale given for this application was to 

target Rus s ian language programming to Alaskan natives along the 

Yukon, since the station's normal licensing conditions did not 

permit it to engage in international broadcasting. While the sta- 

tion used this tactic to secure the FCCts authorization, it regard- 

ed Soviet listeners as i t s  prirnary audience. '' 

During the same year, KEY began daily programming in the 

Russian language, starting with broadcasts for one hour at 11 p.m. 

The s t a t i o n  utilized materials prepared by the Slavic Gospel Assoc- 

iation, based in Chicago, and had Shinen review programing in 

order to ensure the broadcast s conformity to KICY' s doctrinal 

beliefs, as well as fulfilling FCC requirements. The station did 

not produce any original progradng in Russian. 

As Russian prograrmning got undenvay, KICY knew that Eskimo 

and Russian listeners in Chukotka were indeed receiving it (as well 

as its regular English language schedule) through reports garnered 

f rom Soviet exploratory vessels and the f ishing f leet. KICY quick- 

ly developed program policies which would avoid contraversies with 

the Soviet authorities and maintain the signalt s distribution along 

the Chukotka coastline. This was a needed precaution to deal with 

potential jamming by the Soviets, and the station endeavored to 

avoid political sub j ects in the Russian programming, though such 



material was relayed through their broadcasts from the Associated 

Press News Service in English. Fonde11 noted, "we stayed away from 

political reports precisely for the  reason of jamrning, because it 

wasn't our interest to preach democracy.. .our interest was to share 

the Gospel. We did not want to be a hindrance to people (Soviets) 

listening . 

The station's policies were successful over time as the d g -  

nal was left untouched by the  Soviets. In general, KICY personnel 

had as little idea about the people and l i f e  of Chukotka, as did 

t h e  Chukotka radio staff in Anadyr about Alaska, though they had 

more opportunities to receive listening reports f rom the USSR. 

With little knowledge about their target audience, and with no 

Russian speaking staff, KICY continued its Russian broadcasts des- 

pite not possesçing the means to gauge its effectiveness. However, 

Soviet sailors came to rely on KICYts weather repor t s  dealing with 

the  Bering Sea, and regularly listened to t h e  late evening relig- 

ious broadcasts 2" 

In 1980, the station increased its transmission power to 

10,000 watts, as well as the timeslot of its Russian broadcast, 

thus increasing the possibilities for reception among its Soviet 

audience in Chukotka. With both Siberian Yupik and Russian more 

predominant in the program schedule, Eskimos in Chaplino, Lavren- 

tia, Siriniki, and other villages began more frequent listening to 

the signal, though it continued on a somewhat clandestine basis.16 

The Eskirno comrmuiities of Gambe11 and Savoonga contributed 

to KICY'S progrartuning (primarily religious materials produced at 



the local Presbyterian church) in an effort to assist the sta- 

tion in reaching their relatives, but despite the availability of 

the broadcasts, Eskimos along the coastline s t i l l  had little idea 

about the life of Uaskans through this programning." 

Eskirno Listening Characteristics and U s e  of Other Media 
After the Introduction of Radio Along the Strait. 

Eskimos adopted radio as a trusted tool for securing infor- 

mation of persona1 relevance, while using it for entertainment and 

other purposes. KICY knew listeners often turned their radio on 

at sign-on (6 A.M.)  and l e f t  tnem on until sign-off at 12 midnight. 

Early research on listening in western Alaska found that roughly 

67 percent of residents listened to radio approximately 10 hours 

per day." The spread of portable transistor radios proliferated, 

making radio a truly transportable medium which found its way to 

any location, ie., at the fish camp, on the ocean, in the hunterrs 

cabin, in the village store, or i n  the kitchen. 

Harrison, who conducted an early study of radio in western 

Alaska, noted that patterns of radio listening among Eskimos were 

remarkably similar to those in metropolitan areas. KICY l s music 

and news throughout the day were reasons for extended listening in 

villages (sirnilar to urban radio usage) , though Harrison noted that 

radio did not appear to be personalized by villages to a degree 

that t y p i f  ied a metropolitan audience. Special attention was given 

to broadcasts of personal messages ( e  , "Ptarmigan Telegraphm) , 

and to morning and evening weather broadcasts (especially important 

to sea hunters and fishermen), but programs such as national and 



international news were listened to inadvertently , while local, 

regional, and statewide news were programs which Eskimo listeners 

took more effort in listening to." 

It should be stated, however, that KICY developed a highly 

personalized program format through tirne shifts by popular KICY 

disc jockeys, which appeared to promote more active listening 

depending on audience reactions to the person on air. Wornen were 

attentive to the morning program "Gertls Corner, which featured 

Gertrude Fonde11 in a format designed to focus on womenfs concerns 

and interests. Men were active listeners of news and weather, and 

music programs attracted people of al1 ages, noting that KICY lim- 

ited itself to Christian, easy listening, or country music. While 

KICY was the only service dedicated to the region, and maintained 

its audience through monopoly, it was natural for some to be dis- 

af f ected because of the stationt s lack of program diversity in 

cultural, musical, or other off erings . 4 0  

For those seeking alternatives, radio from Anchorage or Fair- 

banks provided an outlet, with some stations offering short daily 

broadcasts of general interest to villagers, but reception charac- 

teristics varied across the region due to terrain as well as the 

radio equipment used. KICY1s strong signal remained a dominant 

reason for rural listeners to çtay tuned. 

Print Media 

Eskimo access to print media (newspapers and magazines) was 

limited in some villages, and during the ear ly  period after radio1 s 



introduction, exposure to print media continued to be much less 

extensive than that of radio. To a degree, their experience was 

sirnilar to the  Chukotkan situation, where transportation logistics 

and language factors aff ected exposure and utilization rates of 

print media. While the majority of Eskimos had a working knowledge 

of English, few faced the daily necessity to regularly read o r  

write it, though t h i s  varied from village to village depending 

partially on educational facilities and previous acculturation to 

non-native influence, 

Isolation from urban areas of Alaska as well as from the rest 

of the country proved one cause f o r  a general disinterest by Eski- 

mos in p r i n t  media--which generally covered the life and issues of 

those far removed frorn the village setting. ACCeSS to newspapers 

( ie . , The Anchoraae D a i  lv News  (utban) , - . e t  ( regional) , 

The T q u a  T u ,  and mndra Drum (native) , rernained primarily the 

domain of a minority of Eskimos who were knowledgeable of and int- 

erested in activities beyond the village setting. Pictorial maga- 

zines such as LOOK, LIFE, and TIME were more popular for readers 

outside of the previously mentioned rnin~rity.~' 

The decade of the sixties could be characterized by KICYrs 

rnonopolization over regional broadcast conuttunication for the Eskimo 

community, and during this pre-television period, radio would con- 

tinue its dominance over al1 other foms of media- 

mansion of Radio Station Operations 

The reader should note that this dissertation, in selecting 



the geographic parameters of radio broadcasting affecting the 

strait, defines the primary study target as those areas between 

Point Rope in the north to Nunivak Island in the south. What this 

implies is a concentration on radio broadcast operations from Kotz- 

ebue in the north, down to Unalakleet on the Norton Sound, though 

for further insight into Eskimo broadcasting, a short survey of 

operations in B a r r o w  and Bethe1 will be conducted. 

In 1964, the Catholic Church, operating in various settle- 

ments along western Alaska, detennined that a radio station should 

be built in the region to facilitate their mission efforts. A 

Jesuit priest, Father Jim Poole, began soliciting funds for a sta- 

tion which was to be located in Nome, There had been a subtle 

rivalry between the Covenant denomination and the Catholics in the 

region, and the idea of an alternative station representing the 

Catholic point of view quickly gathered support among the Catholic 

communities, which stretched from King Island (an Eskimo settlement 

in the Bering Strait), down to the üpper Yukon delta.42 

In 1970, the ??CC granted a permit to the Catholic Bishop of 

Northern Alaska for construction of facilities, The station would 

adopt a similar ownership structure as KICY, but dif f ered in its 

economic orientation, being a private non-commercial AM station 

funded by the Archdiocese of Alaska. The cal1 letters KNOM were 

assigned, along with a frequency of 780 khz and transmission power 

of 5000 wattse4' 

One year later, 

staff recruited, and 

station equipment was assembled, a volunteer 

its transmitting tower was erected. Father 



Poole was named station manager, and on July 14 ,  1971, KNOM initi- 

ated its first broadcasts. KNOM developed a counterprogramming 

f omat f rom KICY, being essentially non-religious in orientation. 

When KNOM went on the air, Eskimo listeners throughout the 

Bering Strait encountered a radio format which provided features 

previously unavailable through KICY and witnessed the begimings 

of cornpetitive radio. KNOM took a more active approach in addres- 

sing regional sociocultural concerns, developed an extensive news 

operation aligned with the Alaska Public Broadcasting Network 

(APRN) , played modem music (primarily rock which was never played 

on KICY), and concentrated on native cultural affairs and art 

forms. While the station's sound was comparable to KICY with the 

usual newscasts, weather reports, message bulletins, and comrnunity 

items (noting the station played a variety of music somewhat sim- 

ilar to KICY), the chief difference was in its approach toward 

religious identit~.~' 

KICY was overtly evangelistic in its radio strategy-not 

feeling the pressure to change its direction for the sake of modem 

secular trends--while KNOM was much more quiet in its religious 

character and mirrored the programming traits of secular urban 

radio. KNOM was, however, very attuned to being a station for the 

native audience, and its program output represented a collage of 

sounds mixing modern contemporary news and information with a 

reverberation of voices ref lecting native imagery. For example, 

in the space of a one hour broadcast, listeners could hear NPR News 

from ~ashington; weather conditions on the Seward Peninsula; news 



of a plane's arriva1 in white Mountain; a top 40 Song on the rock 

charts; followed by five minutes of Eskimo dance music from the 

King Island Dancers. 

One reason for the difference in orientation between the two 

stations was due to the makeup of their staffs: KICY was composed 

of older career missionaries and some short te- volunteers, while 

KNOM was staffed primarily by younger college-aged volunteers from 

outside Alaska, possessing a different religious perspective as 

well as a different understanding on the role of radio in a relig- 

ious context. Where KICY was more consenrative in their music and 

Christian teaching programs, KNOM had a propensity toward secular 

trends, and its later affiliation with the APRN furthered its non- 

religious orientation. 

KICY and KNOM had mandates to serve the native population but 

viewed its implementation dif f erently . While providing the bulk 

of programming in English, the stations were similar in the degree 

of native language materials of fered for broadcast . KICY continued 
its Yupik and Inupiaq religious programming, but did not expand it 

to other program areas (except Irrigoo's daily news broadcast in 

Siberian ~ u p i k )  . KNOM's short native language features consisted 

primarily of news reports in Siberian Yupik (produced by Tirn Golog- 

regen of St . Lawrence Island) . 

The bulk of non-religious Eskimo programming f o r  both sta- 

tions had been limited chiefly to the efforts of these two men 

(Irrigoo and Gologregen) and it was their productions which consis- 

tently reached Eskimo listeners on the Chukotkan shore. These men, 



well past retirernent age (like their colleague Nina Enmenkow in 

Anadyr), continued to work as volunteers. 

Native needs--as addressed by radio programers from Nome-- 

have traditionally been fonmilated by non-natives, partially be- 

cause both stations have been unable to employ more native person- 

nel in this process, and because of policies set dom by their 

denominational hierarchies. Both KICY and KNOM have consistently 

sought input from the native comunity, and in the late 1970s began 

working with representatives from native organizations, ie., the 

local Sitnausak and regional Bering Strait Native Corporations in 

order to better address native concerns. During this period and 

later in the early 1980s. each station conducted regular listener 

surveys to better assess native needs, and while slight format 

changes had been made, the levels of direct native participation 

in their operations did not significantly change..& KICY and KNOM 

continued to operate with relativelythe same orientation developed 

from their inception, but changes in programing in Yupik and Rus- 

sian have been made since the opening of the border in 1988. 

Public Broadcast Station Development 

mile private radio maintained its domain over the Bering 
Strait, new developments in government-sponsored public broad- 

casting began in western Alaska during the 1970s. KüAC-Fairbanks , 

was Alaskaf s lone public station during the 19609, but it helped 

set a pattern for later developments in public radio." 



In 1969, Alaska governor Keith Miller appointed a cornmittee, 

known as the Educational Broadcasting Commission, to begin invest- 

igations leading to a framework for establishing educational radio 

stations. In 1970, the Alaska State Legislature authorized funding 

for the Commissiont s activities. Their first initiative came in 

support of a proposal to develop a public radio station in Bethel 

in order to serve the sparsely populated area of southwest Alaska. 

Requests for funding were directed toward the newly established 

Alaska Educational Broadcasting Commission (AEBC), as well as the 

Educational Broadcasting Facilities Program for Federal Assistance. 

While initiated by the state, AEBC followed state legislation which 

prohibited the agency from being the orner, operator, or licensee 

of any station or production facility (unless no other entity 

existed) , so in April of t h a t  year, a nonprofit corporation was 

formed in Bethel to secure licensing for the station." 

The Bethel project was an example of the philosophy of public 

broadcasting in function: stations could be created and funded 

through a combination of government and public assistance, governed 

by a board of local people, and provided with progradng as deter- 

mined by community need and response. It would be distinct from 

the characteristics of commercial broadcasting especially in pro- 

viding program diversity while not relying on the profit motive. 

Given the general inability to f inancially support commercial 

broadcasting in remote Alaska, Bethelt s success would be important 

in prwing the viability of corrnnuiity-oriented public radio across 

the state." 



The radio station, now known as KYüK, began broadcasting in 

May 1971. Using an AM transmitter, i t s  signal covered native 

villages within a 100 mile radius. Its broadcast schedule included 

programs in English and Central Yupik, and featured a variety of 

music and general information Eskimo participation in management 

and p r o g r a d n g  decisions was at a high level and sepresented a 

breakthrough for the developrnent of native radio broadcasting in 

the state. 

KYUK provided relevant news and information to the Eskimo 

comrnunities in its bxoadcast area (including hourly news reports 

in Yupik) and continues to set standards for native participation 

and distinctiveness in native pr~grarmning.~' Despite the increase 

in its radiated power in 1985, KWK has not been able to effec- 

tively reach Eskimo listeners in the ~ering Strait of interest to 

this di~sertation.~' 

Kotzebue 

In January 1971, a local group of citizens in Kotzebue met 

with the AEBC to discuss the potential of a public station similar 

to that of KYUK. Up to this point, KICY had been the only option 

for liçteners in Kotzebue, and seeing the success of the Bethe1 

station, general interest in starting a local station was high." 

A local corporation was formed that November known as Kotze- 

bue Broadcasting, Inc., which would serve as the radio license 

organization. The group applied for equipment funding from the 

EBFP and AEBC, as well as a construction permit from the FCC. The 



organizing cornnittee was made up primarily of non-natives, but 

there was a strong call for Eskimo participation in the operations 

of the station once it went on the air. In 1972, the funding was 

secured and construction began. The ??CC originally assigned the 

call letters KICE, and authorized a transmission power of 5000 

watts . '' 
KICE began broadcasting on March 31, 1973 but operations were 

disrupted when a fire started inside of the transmitter. During 

its repair, the FCC reassigned the call letters as KOTZ, and the 

station resumed broadcasts in July. This represented the first 

public radio service available in the ~ering Strait region, and 

provided a new forum for Eskimo language broadcasting as well as 

English programming designed to meet native community-determined 

needs . '' 
Broadcasts in Inupiaq were aired daily frorn materials pro- 

duced by the staff, as well as f rom Eskimos f rom dif f erent villages 

whom recorded various stories on cassette (interviews, legends , 

singing, etc. ) and sent them to the station." KOTZ 's coverage area 

included Eskimo villages along the Kotzebue Sound region, extending 

up to Point Hope and dom to the northern Seward Peninsula. Cov- 

erage also went across the strait to Chukotka, though i ts  use of 

Inupiaq limited the abilities of Soviet ~skimos to understand these 

broadcasts . " 
KOTZ, though adopting an emphasis similar to KNûMfs format, 

was much more aggressive in making the station adhere to a native 

identi ty.  Ouring its early days of operation, KOTZ had a high 



degree of local participation and concentration on uniquely Eskimo 

of ferings . KOTZ later became a member of APRN and the National 

Public Radio Network, and mirrored program output similar to urban 

stations tied to this network. The station sought to combine a 

sophisticated information format (achieved through tie in with NPR 

and APRN) with local program content of relevance to its native 

audience. A listener in a f ish camp could tune in to  NPRqs "Al1 

Things Consideredw news analysis program f rom Washington, or 

"Alaska News Nightlyn (produced by APRN in Anchorage), which might 

be followed by a documentary on traditional Eskimo mask making in 

both Inupiaq and English. Its ïnupiaq programming continued to 

increase yearly where by the beginning of the 1990s, roughly 16 

hours were broadcast ~eekly.'~ 

KOTZts public radio orientation made it sufficiently differ- 

ent from KICY and KNOM to attxact its own following, and deliber- 

ately concentrated on the people around the Kotzebue Sound region 

while avoiding much coverage of the Seward Peninsula j u s t  to the 

south. Fonde11 noted that KICYt s listenership in the Kotzebue area 

declined for other reasons as well, one being that people previous- 

ly installed good antennas, and now with KOTZts strong signal, few 

bothered to do ~0.'~ 

The tendency of isolation based on geographic coverage char- 

acterized the relationship between stations working in the region, 

to the point where there was relatively l i t t l e  interaction between 

progrwng staffs at KICY, KNOM, KOTZ, and KYUK--despite al1 

having mandates to serve the Eskimo people. The public stations 



did provide regional and state news frorn the other regions via its 

contributions to APRN news reporting and their airing of APRN shows 

l ike  "National Native News, however, they were more inclined to 

participate with each other, rather than with KICY or KNOM.~' 

The Eskimos as a whole have had trouble adapting available 

radio to i ts  greater corporate goals in the political, economic, 

and cultural realms partially because of the lack of effective 

cross-station networking and native staffing. KOTZ, as with the 

other stations, has historically had only a token native presence 

in its full-time paid s taf f  (though by 1991, native personnel had 

risen to 60% of staff). In addition, given the differing adminis- 

trations and orientation of each station, each operation most 

likely did not have strong mandates to develop greater station 

ties . 61  

Eskimo Radio on the North Slope 

The development of Eskimo-controlled radio service on Alas- 

kaf s North Slope came about in the same manner as that of public 

radio stations like KOTZ and KYUK. In 1 9 7 4 ,  the AEBC appropriated 

$10,000 for a station in Barrow, the largest Eskimo comunity in 

the North Slope Borough, situated at the extreme northern part o f  

Alaska. A broadcast corporation under native control , Silakkuagvik 

Communications, Inc., was fomed and by t he  next year, AEBC deliv- 

ered an additional $180,000 grant and construction began." 

On December 22, 1975, KBRW-AM 680, went on the air, transmit- 

ting a 10,000 watt signal in English and Inupiaq to eight villages 



across the  North Slope, Its staff was predominantly Eskimo and 

programing mirrored that of KOTZ and KYUK, though with particular 

emphasis on the life and activities of natives in the region. 

KBRWts signal range could not effectively reach listeners in the 

Bering S t r a i t  (it later reached Point Hope via satellite), though 

it may have been possible for listeners in northern Chukotka to 

receive it 463 

KBRWts initial and annual operating support was provided by 

the MBC. In 1978, it joined with KOTZ, KYUK, and other Alaskan 

public stations t o  f orm the Alaska Public  Radio Network (APRN) . 

It added affiliations to the Corporation for Publ ic  Broadcasting 

(CPB) , NPR, and American Public Radio during the years of 1984  -85. 

With additional financial support from the CPB as well as the gov- 

ernment of t he  North Slope Borough and regional native corporation, 

KBRW became the  highest-funded native radio station in the nation,  

and its signal was extended to the Anaktuvak Pass region via satel- 

lite. Again, the station developed cooperation to some degree with 

member APRN stations along the Bering Strait through APRN program- 

ming activities, but no major effort was made to develop cross-pro- 

graming strategies with KOTZ, KNOM, o r  KICY.64 

Radio in Norton Sound 

The Eskimo village of Unalakleet, located on the central 

Coast of Norton Sound, has been active in the development of radio 

both on a private and public radio basis . 



The first application of radio as operated by Eskimos was in 

the form of KCHS, a student-run AM radio station broadcasting to 

the village. Supervised by the now-defunct Covenant High School, 

a private religious school run under the auspices of the same 

Covenant denominat ion running KICY, KCHS broadcas t during the 

school year in the late afternoon and evening hours with a format 

including music, news , and general information. Though produced 

by Eskimo students taking broadcasting classes, the station became 

a favorite among residents, m a n y  of whorn were graduates of the 

school . Its prograrmning (in English only) and organization varied 

from year to year, but it managed to provide an alternative choice 

to KICY or KNOM broadcasts . The station ceased operation when the 

school was decommissioned in 1985 ." 
In the early 1980s, residents of Unalakleet petitioned the 

APBC for extension of public broadcasting to the village. Henry 

Ivanof f , an Eskimo who was also chairman of the RATNET Televison 

Council (to be discussed later in this chapter) , was given author- 

ization ta set up and oversee a radio translater system which 

brought in APRN progradng via satellite. The station was assign- 

ed a license with the cal1 letters KNSA, and licensed to transmit 

the signal to nearby villages along Norton Sound. This station did 

not conform to the structure associated with KOTZ or KYüK and did 

not have the resources to develop locally originated progradng, 

instead providing announcements and messages in a manner similar 

to the radio uzels located in the Chukotka villages directly across 

the sea. This writer was not able to confirm whether KNSArs signal 



was listenable along the Chukotka Coast, though given i ts  low radi- 

ated power, reception seemed extremely limited at best. 

Alaska Public Radio Network and Other 
Deveïopments in Regional Radio Services 

The Alaska Public ~roadcasting Codssion 

AEBC), had a mandate to support and encourage the 

an integrated public broadcast system for Alaska, 

( replacing the 

development of 

and its activ- 

i t ies  were revealed through annual subsidization of APRN as well 

as partial financial and programrning support for member stations 

in Kotzebue, Nome, and Unalakleet .66 It aligned itself with the 

Corporation for Public Broadcasting for funding activities as well 

as in setting radio operation standards which were applied to the 

native-controlled stations. These standards included; assuring 

that each full service station could reach its primary community; 

provide significant local progradng; operate a minimum of 18 

hours per day, 365 days per year; guaranteeing the production of 

programs that addressed local and statewide problems , needs, and 

strengths. These criteria were seen as the most vital part of what 

public broadcasting could provide to natives in Alaska." 

Regional native radio--through its APRN affiliation and 16 

member station network- -could take advantage of many benef it s in 

the area of f unding act ivities , progr-ng options, training, and 

professional interaction with other related communication entities. 

The Kotzebue station, for example, worked with APRN in developing 

funding sources, which came from member station dues, corporate 

underwriting, grants, foundation support, listener contributions, 



and contractual fees. 

While early in their histories, KOTZ, KYUK, KNOM, and KBRW 

traditionally relied on local production efforts to fil1 the bulk 

of their daily schedules, by 1978, APRN expandeci its programming 

in state news, government reporting, and general f eatures . This 

provided much valuable state-orientedprogramming for Bering Strait 

listeners, and rounded out the local program schedules in Nome and 

Kotzebue. 6 8  

From the perspective of training and interaction with other 

agencies, APRN provided Eskimo-controlled stations with various 

training workshops, conferences, and seminars--with training 

ranging from news and production skills, to management, engine- 

ering, volunteer coordination, etc. Further ,  these stations had 

accessibility to a number of organizations interested in various 

aspects of radio, including the Nat ive American Public Broadcasting 

Consortium, Alaska State Council on the A ~ s ,  National Federation 

of Comunity Broadcasters, National Association of Educational 

Broadcasters, National Endowment for the Arts, as well as the CPB, 

and diverse private  corporation^.^^ 

The results of these various opportunities f rom APRN af fili- 

ation for public radio in Eskimo communities were best seen from 

the factor of station sustainability and continued radio services 

for Eskimo listeners seeking alternatives in listening. In addi- 

tion, the public radio format and its organizational design took 

Eskimo participation in station operations as a cornerstone of its 

philosophy, though the results of operations in regard to the at- 



tainment of criteria set dom by consensus arnong the native commun- 

ity were dif ficult to ascertain. This is especially true concern- 

ing the role public radio has played in facilitating native lang- 

uage development , cultural identity, socioeconomic prosperity, and 

political power . 
What public radio has done, £rom a technical perspective, is 

provide the infrastructure which, once in place, could either suc- 

ceed or fail in the attempt to meet the goals placed upon it. 

Eskimo Access t o  Telecommuaications 
in Bering Strait Villages 

The previous sections have dealt predominately with early 

radio efforts in the region, but the reader should note that major 

changes in village utilization of mass media began in the 1970s, 

partially through socioeconornic and technological changes at the 

village level. As Eskimos were provided with greater opportunities 

in education, political involvement, business, travel, communica- 

tions, etc., regional radio had to evolve to meet changing circum- 

stances and expectations put on them by the native audiences. 

An interesting development in radio communications within 

Eskimo villages was the citizens band radio (CB) , which was quickly 

adapted for persona1 intervillage communication. Often, CB radios 

were used f o r  inf ormal message services, like "Ptarmigan Telegraphn 

f rom KICY, and provided alternatives for villages lacking telephone 

service. CB radios served an important ro le  during emergencies 

(ie . , lost hunters , f ishemen, or people out in the tundra during 

bad weather, etc. ) , and was a valuable form of radio which was used 



imaginatively by many Eskimos. 

Though not to be discusçed in depth at this point, Eskimos 

were soon to face new worlds of mass media starting in the late 

1970s with the rapid development of Alaska's teleconmunications 

infrastructure and the services that came along with it. The 

introduction of telephones, radio, television, and data services, 

off ered Eskimos vast possibilities for ut ilizing the new medium 

i n  a manner most suited to their persona1 and corporate context. 

After radio, the next revolution in media to impact the Eskimo 

people along the ~ering Strait involved the introduction of tele- 

vision. 'O 

Early Influences Leading Toward Eskimo Television 
Service along the Bering Strait 

Alaska entered the television age in 1953 with the establish- 

ment of a small cable TV system in the southeast tom of Ketchikan. 

~elevision--via terrestrial transmissions--appeared late that same 

year with broadcasts in Anchorage by stations K F I A  and KTVA." 

The first attempt to develop television in the Bering Strait 

region was made by Larry Galvin, who eçtablished a small cable 

operation in Nome between 1956-57. Known as KNûM-TV, the service 

gave Eskimos their first glimpse of televised images, with kine- 

scope recordings providing the program fare in  this initial phase 

of TV development. KNOM-TV's operations lasted until 1962, when 

the service was shut dom due to city subscribers owing then-owner 

Willie Brown over $70,000 .'' 

There were no other attempts to introduce television in the 



region because it lacked a viable economic base that could foster 

the growth of private commercial services. The Bering Strait 

region could not support free dispersion television then, and it 

s t i l l  faces the same dilemma." Military-sponsored television 

efforts would represent the next phase of development in the teni- 

tosy . 

As early as 1956, the United States militaryts Armed Forces 

Radio and Televis ion System (AFRTS) provided television service 

for a base at Fort GreelyoT4 It was the rnilitary that provided a 

number of small programming services to support the isolated 

installations around the state. In 1962, the Air Force established 

a television station at G a m b e l l  (St. Lawrence Island) that broad- 

cast programs for forty-eight days out of a total six-month period, 

before it succumbed to technical dif f iculties ." This marked the 

first occasion for broadcast television distribution in the Bering 

Strait. The signal could not be picked up by other communities, 

yet it provided local Eskimos with an insight into televisionts 

xemarkable communication a b i l i t i e s .  Until the advent of state 

television experiments , the maj ority of villages were without 

television of any kind, and it would be well into the late 1970s 

before these villages received any regular television ~ervice.'~ 

in 1967, COMSAT, a u.S. government-created satellite organ- 

ization, sent a group of experts to Alaska for an economic and 

technical study assessing the need for an intrastate communication 

system." Alaskans were asked about what was wanted and needed in 

tems of TV broadcasting services. The awareness of satellite 



capabilities as a problern solver for distance delivery of televi- 

sion to remote Alaskan regions spread at a fast pace, and the stage 

was set for the beginning of numerous demonstration experiments." 

Unfortunately, during most of the strategy and policy proceedings 

guiding these activities, Eskimos in the Bering Strait region were 

not included within the consultation process. 

Init ial  Satellite Broadcast Development 

The first satellite television broadcast to Alaska occured 

during the July 1969 moonlanding." Anchorage viewers watched Neil 

Armstrong step off the Eagle, courtesy of an American military 

satellite. For the first tirne, Alaskan residents could visually 

understand the future necessity of satellite broadcasting as a way 

of creating closer ties and gaining regular access to information 

and programming that was being received by the rest of the country. 

Commercial satellite service to Alaska began in 1970 via the Bart- 

lett earth station in Talkeetna using a 30 meter antenna.'O Urban 

residents of the state would be the first to benefit from commer- 

cial television from the national networks, in addition to the 

local stations which had existed in Anchorage since the 1950s. 

Rural Eskimo residents would have to wait for this privilege. 

In 1970, new studies were conducted on how to bring tele- 

vision to rural Alaska. A Pacif ic Western Engineering study inves- 

tigated methods of translating television broadcasts f r o m  the Armed 

Forces Television Netwoxk to southeastern Alaska, Kodiak Island, 

and the Aleutian I~lands.'~ Concurrent with this was a joint 



UNESCO-National Education ~ssociation study explorhg the feasi- 

bility of using satellites to assist the state's educational devel- 

oprnent plans ." 
Sensing a need to develop a state-mandated broadcasting enti- 

ty to guide any future initiatives, the Alaska State Legislature 

vested power in August 1970, to the Alaska Educational Broadcast- 

ing Commission (AEBC) ." As noted earlier, this was the state'  s 

f irst commitment to appropriate governrnent f unding for bringing 

radio and television t o  areas where it could not be supported com- 

mercially. The AEBC sought to determine goals which d g h t  be 

achievedthrough electronic media; establishuniversityeducational 

television services; and submit proposais to the National Aeronau- 

tics and Space Administration (NASA) for experimental satellite 

usage. '' 

In 1 9 7 0 ,  NASA's ATS-1 satellite afforded the opportunity to 

begin the first of many satell i te demonstration projects in the 

s ta te . "  The University of Alaska's instructional radio and t e l e -  

vision station, KUAC-College, uplinked the first Alaskan broadcast 

via satellite for an extended period. These were radio broadcasts 

which subseqyently paved the way for the uplinking of instructionai 

television senrice in the near future. Concurrent with the use of 

ATS-1 was a project that included the establishment of regular com- 

munication with numerous villages which lacked basic telecommuni- 

cation services." Incclded with this was a project to utilize 

audio services to support rural classroom usage and medical traf fic 

for the isolated health clinics in native villages." 



The ATS-1 demonstrations clarified the perspectives held by 

telecom decision making groups concerning what could be done and 
i. 

w h a t  subsequent satellite experiments or demonstrations would 

require? The benefits of satellite usage were readily apparent, 

even though much adaptation would be required in order to properly , 

use the technology within the village setting." 

The next year (1971) , a series of COMSAT demonstrations were 

done at sites using portable earth stations to show the systemr s 

versatility; this was partially done to persuade the Federal Com- 

munications Commission (FCC) to a l l o w  an exemption for the use of 

srna11 earth stations in Ala~ka.~VThe existing satellite dish size 

standard was a minimum ten meters in diameter. This ruling, while 

becorning antiquated due to the development of high power satel- 

lites, made earth station installation in the Eskimo villages cost- 

prohibitive. " 

COMSAT employed engineers Bob Miller and Michael Vaughan to 

conductthe first on-site testing of satellite television reception 

in selected villages around the Bering Strait. Though their prior- 

ity was in checking technical parameters, the engineers--in asses- 

sing the initial impressions of Eskimo residents to the satellite 

system- -were divided over the question of satellite television s 

suitability. Vaughan noted the potential negative aspects to the 

village and was (at the time) against it, while Miller was neither 

pro nor con concerning TV1 s impact-noting that sooner or later TV 

would reach the bush and it would be up to the decision of individ- 

uals on how to utilize the medium.92 



In 1972, a Rowan Group Inc. survey of Eskimos residing in 

twenty-eight western Alaskan villages concluded that electronic 

media might be the best way to help Eskimos deal with certain 

social and health problems, and recomended that these people be 

t rained in media production and disseminat ion. 93 Although this 

study envisioned future Eskimo media participation, it failed to 

establish a baseline for accomplishing these objectives. 

Eskimo Access to Television 

A separate action in 1972, paved the way for the eventual 

establishment of Eskirno participation with television. Governor 

William Egan suggested to the Alaska Legislature that a means for 

providing educational television for southwest Alaska be found. 

Soon af ter, the Legislature appropriated additional monies to 

AEBC's 1972 budget, which allowed the agency to support the dev- 

elopment of television via KYLTK-Bethel. In September 1972, KYUK- 

TV began transmitting a low power signal to the city, and the 

station featured educational and cultural programing in English 

and Yupik. While its signal reach was small, KYIJK started a 

tradition of being a major producer and distributor of Eskimo- 

related programs . '' 
Much of the discussion in technical and programming circles 

was concerned with finding alternatives for television delivery 

options to remote regions in the state.' '  Three options emerged: 

cable television, establishment of rural television stations with 

extension via translators (like RYUK-TV), or over the air trans- 

mission via low power television transmitters (LPTV)- 



Mini TV 

The concept of Mini-TV originated from the atypical communi- 

cations environment of Alaska, for little benchmark data existed 

when encountering the problems of providing viable television 

service for a region with so many unknowns in terms of geography, 

cultural diversity, technical limitations, financing, etc. In May 

of 1972, the AEBC and University of Alaska (KUAC-TV personnel) 

installed a ten-watt television transmitter fed by videotape at 

Fort Yukon, and a 1/2-watt transmitter at Angoon on Admiralty 

I ~ l a n d . ' ~  These projects set a precedent for the installation of 

this type of equipment in other native villages throughout the 

rural regions. By using proqrams videotaped at dubbing facilities 

in Fairbanks and Anchorage, it was found that this style of oper- 

ation was viable, despite encompassing logistical problems related 

to funding and program delivery. 

In March 1973, the Alaska Public Utilities Commission conduc- 

ted a six month experiment dubbed Project Wales. '' This experiment 

was set up in the village of Wales--consisting of a cable televi- 

sion system with distribution to various locations--and was design- 

ed to measure the impact of television on a previously unexposed 

village and upon school age children. Part of the experimental 

design sought to assess viewing response to entertainment and 

educational program offerings. A group of twenty-six households 

were individually wired with sensors to determine viewing prefer- 

ences between entertainment and instructional features. 

The pro j ect proved the pref erence for commercial programming 



and set standards for future research on measuring the impact of .. 
television exposure on village routines, and childrenls behavior 

(including communication skills, educational achievement, and 

verbal intelligence) . '" Initial observations confirmed that 

informal social activities were minimally affected by television; 

formal social events were more strongly affected; and that broad- 

casting (under local control) could be programmed to accommodate 

local events. Madigan and Peterson, the principal investigators 

stated: 

It is not impossible to feel that television might 
well help topmake the village--for many people--the 
best of al1 worlds, The rural village of the future 
could share some of the many advantkges of an urban 
lifestyle while maintaining a close tie with a way of 
living that has its roots in tradition." 

In August, as Project Wales closed dom, it became apparent that 

cable television with satellite interconnection was seen as the 

best approach for distant television service in the remote areas. 

In October 1973, a reevaluation of this approach was needed in 

light of changes made by the FCC. The commission granted a waiver 

in some clauses of the translator rules which permitted the estab- 

lishment of Mini-TV stations in Alaska- 'Oa This action opened up 

the possibilities for future delivery options and made village 

ownership of television feasible. 

Mini-TV was now licensed as a translator, but had the flexi- 

bility of transmitting rnaterial via satellite, videotape, or local 

origination. This scenario had never existed befose, and was ap- 

plicable only to Alaskan operations. 



By the end of 1973, three stations (sponsored by nEBC fund- 

ing) started Mini-TV operations in Fort Yukon, Unalaska, and St. 

Paul . la' These stations were to serve as test demonstrations to 

prove the feasibility of the approach. In Unalaska, the school 

district became the licensee, serving Unalaska and Dutch Harbor, 

and in St. Paul, the village assumed the license (al1 villages are 

located in the Aleutians) . Both stations were f ed via pre-recorded 

videotapes supplied by KUAC-TV and KWK-TV. Some local origination 

was attempted at the sites .'O2 

As these operations proved successful , other applications for 

Mini-TV were soon f iled. The FCC promptly authorized thirteen 

Mini-TV operations located in native villages, and the mold was 

set .'O3 Comunities which could raise approximately $10,000 for the 

transmitters were among those who quickly established mini-TV 

sites . Under the new arrangement, villages could obtain programs 

frorn a central dubbing operation that was coordinated by the AEBC: 

programing contained both cornercial and Public ~roadcasting 

System offerings. This unique situation was condoned by the FCC 

when they ~ l e d  that translators (the Mini-TV) were neither com- 

mercial or non-commercial. Once again, villages were given gov- 

ernment approval in ways that were not possible for similar sta- 

tions in the lower f orty-eight States. los 

men with programming flexibility created by a duality of 

educational and commercial f eatures , the stations experienced 

severe logistical programming problems as evidenced by a breakdown 

in the tape distribution process. 'O6 Since distribution was based . 



on mail delivery f rom bush planes, the programç were often delayed 

during bad weather, or  lost i n  transit. Villages could not be sure 

when tapes would arrive. Eventually, the system fell short in 

meeting user needs. 

As other village sites became operational and entered the 

distribution process, a tape nbicycleN was established where a tape 

was delivered to one village, then to a second village, etc. One 

tape could be shared by up to f ive villages. Again, due to un- 

certainty concerning mail delivery and polemics involving the  habit 

of holding on to tapes until new ones arrived, the bicycle system 

resulted in a chaotic failure. Villages would struggle until a new 

system was devised. ' O 7  

By 1974, the Mini-TV operations had expanded throughout the 

native villages and along the entire route of the Alaskan pipeline 

construction project from Valdez to Prudhoe Bay.los It should be 

recognized that none of these sites had live interconnect capacity 

from off the air or  satellite sources. It would take the interven- 

tion of the state to provide this capacity in the future, yet these 

sites proviàed the impetus f o r  further satellite experiments. 

Satellite Television in the Bering Strait 

In September of 1974, the "Alaska Communications Planm was 

announced by RCA Alascom Cammunications , Inc . (Alascom) , the 

state's sole commercial telecommunications carrier.'Og This plan 

set the stage for a significant expansion of the satellite infra- 

s t ructure  within the state, based on the need for future  services. 



~lthough their motives were centered around cornercial incentives, 

it provided a boost to those who recognized that the time was ripe 

to exploit the advantages that satellite communications had for 

servicing remote regions . " O  Alascorn had a satellite system in 

operation, but found the FCC restrictions on small earth stations 

inhibiting for these areas. 

New developments proceeded when the FCC waived its prohib- 

ition on earth stations that had parabolic antennas less than ten 

meters in diameter. The new waiver allowed Alascom to install 

4.5-meter earth stations at thirty-eight locations around the 

state ."' For the first tirne, many villages along the strait re- 

ceived access to basic long distance telephone and data transmis- 

sion service (through state funding) and the stage was set for 

further developments in radio and television delivery. Television 

still was not transmitted at this point, but Alascorn did prove the 

potential for the cost-effective realization of service in areas 

f ormerly without communication services .ln 

Around the sarne time frame as Alascorn's initiatives (1974), 

a government-sponsored satellite experiment was conducted. This 

proj ect, dubbed the  ducatio ion al Satellite Communications Demon- 

stration (ESCD) , utilized NASA's new ATS-6 satellite to test the 

satellite's engineering capabilities, and test its acceptability 

in delivering social services (education and health) to rural 

native areas. "' One objective was to provide the technical and 

operational experience the State of Alaska needed for planning 

subsequent telecommunication systems . The pro j ect provided 



satellite television transn\issions to rural Alaska, however, no 

villages in the Bering Strait region were able to participate. 

ESCD set a precedent for designing native constituent control 

into the system, as it was the policy of the Governorls Office of 

Telecomrnunications to seek avenues of native control within the 

several phases of the project. A program titled "The Alaska Native 

Magazine," created a viewer-defined format, concentrating on a 

diversity of topics relevant to native needs."' ESCD sought inno- 

vations in the development of new educational programming adapted 

for, and to some extent by, the special populations living in 

Alaskan villages, ESCD ' s advantage over previous efforts rested 

in the fact that villages could use inexpensive three-meter earth 

stations made possible by the high power ATS-6 satellite.L16 

The Genesis 00 State-Subsidized Television 

By 1975, the possibility for television delivery throughout 

Alaska was finally realized when the Alaska State Legislature 

appropriated f ive million dollars for the purchase and installation 

of one-hundred and twenty-two earth stations. The justification 

for the appropriation centered around the need to provide basic 

telephone service to every 

residents ."' 

This pro j ect erased 

community containing twenty-five or more 

the trend of building up satellite serv- 

ices within Alaska's urban centers at the expense of rural regions 

which could not support commercial operations . Alascorn, after 

initial reluctance to the Legislaturets plan, installed and oper- 



ated the state-supplied earth stations."' At the time of instal- 

lation, these earth stations lacked video capability, but it was 

apparent that once satellite television services became available, 

the stations could be retrofitted with the enabling video hardware. 

By July 1976, the success of the Mini-TV operations (despite 

distribution problems) and the previous appropriation for statewide 

earth stations prompted the Legislature to pass Senate Bill HCSSB 

696. This action allocated 1.2 million dollars for a project to 

demonstrate the feasibility of state-subsidized satellite tele- 

vision distribution to the earth stations recently installed in 

these Representatives from Anchorage TV broadcasters 

and the Governor l s Office of Telecoinminications negotiated with the 

FCC and national networks (CBS, NBC, ABC) for access to their pro- 

gramming. The networks eventually granted permission to relay 

their signals without cost to the state, terming the action as an 

extension of their affiliate station agreement with the Anchorage 

commercial broadcasters - "O 

The Govemorts Office negotiated for the access of transpon- 

der tirne via Alascom~s channels on the RCA Satcom 2 satellite 

(including both uplink and downlink charges) and provided satellite 

receivers, L P W  transmitters, and 4.5-meter earth stations for 

twenty-four villages."' These sites were selected from across the 

state by the Alaska Federation of Natives ~eleconaminications Sub- 

cornmittee, and consisted of villages that were previously without 

teleconanunication services. Four villages within this disserta- 

t ion ' s study area that participated were Gambe11 , Savoonga, Dio- 



mede, and Emrn~nak.'~~ 

In accordance with the appropriation w a s  a fund for the con- 

struction and operation of a tape delay and program origination 

center in Anchorage, which would act as the nerve center for the 

proj ect . The legislation also benef itted Anchorage commercial 

stations as the state agreed to finance satellite delivery for 

these stations from the national networks, in return for uplinking 

those signals to the origination center and on to the villages. 

The four networks were to be coordinated on Satcom 2 w i t h  a two 

channel capacity . l Z s  

In essence, the Mini-TV sites would downlink a signal com- 

prised of a mixture of al1 four networks as retransmitted by the 

tape delay center . lz4 This condit ion warranted a complex procedure 

to bring up various feeds from the lower 48 uplink centers on one 

channel, and then beam the projectls program Stream on the other 

~hannel.~~' The Alaska Public Broadcasting Commission oversaw the 

pro j ect and coordinated program f eeds through Aïascorn' s Bartlett 

Hills earth station in Talkeetna."" 

As a result of the entire experirnent, Alascorn prospered in 

its monopoly status as it received state leases on their satellite, 

as well as the interconnections w i t h  their rural earth stations-- 

though some questioned their lobbying tactics with the state. 

The project, now dubbed "The Alaska Satellite Demonstration 

Proj ect , began operating in January 1977, for a one year period . i27 
For the f i r ç t  tirne, rural native villages had access to satellite 

television interconnection on both a live and taped-feed basis. 



These villages could now obtain televis ion programs identical to 

those seen in the rest of the country. The results were positive 

enough that duxing the 1977 legislative session, the State House 

voted for an additional $6OO,OOO to extend the operation of the 

project six months until June 30, 1 9 7 8  ."' 

Each village site (many with pre-existing Mini-TV transmit- 

ters) now had both commercial and educational offerings, and most 

of them dismantled their old tape distribution operations. Satel- 

lite television was infinitely easier to receive in tems of costs 

(there were none) , prograrn diversity, and operation (no local sup- 

ervision was required). Villagers were eager to accept this gift 

from the state.lZ9 

If there were any worries on the part of village leaders, it 

was based mainly over concerns that they could eventually lose this 

free prograrming service, or via the fact that by staying tied to 

this system, they would relinquish progranmiing control to an out- 

side party . ''' Nevertheless, the project was a blessing for most 

of the villages and overcame limitations that could have otherwise 

proved insurmountable for Eskimo access to telecommunications tech- 

nology , 

The Statua of Mini-TV ûperations: 1976-78 

As the initial plans for subsidized satellite television 

unfolded, the APBC continued the supervision of tape deliveries to 

seventeen ~ini-TV sites which were not included in the demonstra- 

tion . 13' For the few villages that had the LPTVts before t h e i r  



inclusion into the demonstration, it should be noted that once they 

became non-linew to satellite service, their right to preempt or 

produce local origination programming was eliminated."' A few 

villages, such as St . Paul Island, refused to relinquish this right 

based on their ownership of the FCC license. For those villages 

relying on tape feeds, or those exercising the satellite-tape feed 

interrupt option, a reanangement of the old delivery system was 

in order. 

The APBC and a newly formed eighteen village cooperative 

called the Alaska Mini-TV Association (AMTVA) set out in March 1977 

to improve the old tape distribution s y ~ t e m . ~ ~  The arrangement 

called for individual villages to receive tapes directly from a 

dubbing center, without the headaches that were inherent with the 

"bicyclem system. Villages paid charges based on the number of 

program hours, plus tape costs. The funding for this came from 

local, personal, and corporate funds. This was a relatively 

prosperous period for the native villages since they still pos- 

sessed a large amount of funds left over from the 1971 ANSCA 

allocations. 

Logistical problems related to mail delivery and video equip- 

ment incompatibility bogged dom the distribution process. With 

the promise of satellite access throughout Alaska, these villages 

could f ina l ly  join the other satellite villages, and rid themselves 

of a system that never overcame the problems of a design plagued 

by funding and distribution polemics. With Alaska's new phase of 

satellite television, however, local control would become lost .13' 



The Emergence of Comprehensive State-Subsidized Satellite 
Delivery to Eskimo Settlements: 1978-1987 

It became apparent in 1978, that there was still a need to 

deliver television service to al1 villages that were not included 

in the original STDP. As part of the original waiver by the FCC 

that pexmitted Mini-TV sites, Commission Secretary William Tricario 

underscored the uniqueness of Alaska's remote native villages, and 

justified their special treatment by stating: 

The Commission believes that Alaskans are entitled 
to the same off-the-air prograrmning routinely enjoyed 
by other Americans. The Mini-TV concept achieves this 
objective and facilitates the discharge of our mandate 
to-encourage the larger and more effective use of radio 
[TV] in the public interest."' 

Ever aware of federal interest and past flexibility in encouraging 

the state to expand its intrastate telecommunications, and with 

increasing requests by native villages to gain access to these 

services, the State of Alaska entertained the notion of comprehen- 

sive state coverage."' 

With the influx of increasing petro-dollars in 1978, the 

Legislature passed House Bill 908 which appropriated 10.9 million 

dollars to extend television service to 176 rural communities. In 

effect, it was an optimistic boost for satellite communications 

even though Governor Jay Hammond reduced its final television ex- 

penditure to $2.1 million. Eleven more sites were added, includ- 

ing al1 the regional native centers. The funding also provided 

continued support for the origination and uplinking centers, and 

it appeared that the tradition of state- subsidized entertainment 

television for rural Alaska was f irmly entrenched. ''' 



The demonstration was renamed the State of Aïaska Satellite 

Television Project (STP) reflecting the fact that it was no longer 

a demonstration, but a regular service. The system, including 

transmission f acilities , and downlink sites (including the AMTvA 

ones) eventually evolved i n t o  what was now known as the Rural Alas- 

ka Television Network (RATNET) . 
Alaska dif fered £rom the rest of the country in that no other 

state had a similar broadcasting or satellite structure, and none 

were patterned upon the idea of state-supported entertainment ser- 

vices. In this, Alaska was unique, and progressively developed 

one of the most innovative satellite-based television infrastruc- 

tures found anywhere in the world."l Canadian and Soviet Eskimos 

would also become recipients of state-sponsored satellite intercon- 

nectivity, yet it would be the Canadians who would effect greater 

influence on program content rather than their Alaskan or Soviet 

counterparts. 

Rising state revenues discouraged initiatives in private 

rural TV enterprises, as evidenced by the continuous legislative 

appropriations for state broadcasting. With newly prwided tele- 

vision reception, private enterprises were hard pressed to develop 

local service. "' The STP was s t i l l  a novelty in terrns of init- 

iating state media services, however, public discussion concerning 

future scenarios warrante& a reassessment of the staters role in 

providing television service. 

For the time being, rural Alaska could receive one television 

channel and urban Alaskans would continue to receive multiple Sem- 



ices. Since rural commercial operations were generally unsupport- 

able by the limited economic base in villages, the state and other 

urban commercial stations felt they could continue t h i s  arrangement 

until future circumstances necessitated a change in policy, ie., 

the growth of village cable systern~.~~' 

By 1979, the Legislature passed two appropriation bills which 

allocated 3 - 4  million dollars for continued funding of the STP, and 

for the extension of service to f orty-f our additional comunities . 

Again as stated before, it became apparent that yearly legislative 

appropriations would extend the STP, and that the goal of reaching 

every village with a population of twenty-f ive residents or more 

was soon to be a~hieved.'~~ 

It was during th,is period that the state followed up the 

pioneering efforts of the ESCD project within the policy areas of 

constituent participation in programming matters. In 1982, as a 

result of Alaska State House Bill 5 0 ,  the Department of Adminis- 

tration's ~ivision of ~elecomunications Systems delegated program- 

ming responsibility for the STP over to the Rural Alaska Television 

Network Council. This body was originally composed of 14 repre- 

sentatives recognized by the Legislature, with twelve appointed by 

each of the ANSCA-created regional native corporations, and two 

appointments by the Guvernor ' s Office . 14' Eventually, advisors f rom 

the University of Alaska, the Alaska p u b l i c  Broadcasting Network, 

and Alaska S t a t e  Department of Education were added to the RATNET 

board . 
The Council the organ which 



represented rural-native interests , set progranunhg policies, 

established and revised programming guidelines, and assessed corn- 

mni ty  program needs. Al1 programrning transmitted from the STP 

origination center was pre-approved by the RATNET Council i n  

conjunction with state policy guidelines. The state, in setting 

up this arrangement, made rural interest s and native representat ion 

a pr ior i ty  in operating the channel, while distancing themselves 

from program decision making. John Morrone, then-Deputy Director 

of the Division, reiterated the DOAts position on the matter by 

stating that the State of Alaska's overriding policy was to avoid 

any semblance of control over RATNET--with its concern resting w i t h  

legal and technical matters only."' 

The RATNET system was unique, being a major television net- 

work w i t h  hundreds of reception points in mral comnities, yet 

having no original progradng, no production budget, and no 

studios (except the tape delay center) . Its continuing existence 

depended on yearly legislative appropriations, as well as author- 

ization by each of the national TV networks, since their program- 

ming w a s  worth millions of dollars which the state could never hope 

to pay if payment for broadcast rights was demanded. 

To a degree, Eskimo viewers in Alaska were recipients of a 

similar system provided to Eskimos in Chukotka, and RATNET1s p r i -  

mary transmission of national progradng mirrored Soviet central 

television's distribution strategy to villages in the Providenski 

and Chukotski districts. The primary difference was in the ability 

of Eskimos (through their Bering Strait Native Corporation repre- 



sentative on the RATNET Council) to pick and choose among national 

and statewide programming in creating daily broadcast schedules , 

while the Chukotkan's had no such ability."' 

Educational television during this period had taken a back 

seat to the State s concentration on the expansion of entertainment 

TV throughout the rural reg ion^.'^' Native viewers close enough to 

public television stations in Bethel, Juneau, Anchorage, and Fair- 

banks, could view educational and instructional programming, how- 

ever, few villages had this benefit of two channels. Native view- 

ers connected with the STP were able to watch occasional PBS fare 

£rom the public stations despite commercial entertainment being the 

dominant element in the program stream.") 

In Kotzebue, a small television production center named "The 

Northwest Arctic School ~istrict Instructional Television Centern 

was created through state and regional school district support in 

the effort to develop rural production capabilities. This produc- 

tion facility created programs on cultural and educational themes 

(primarily in English) and supplied materials on an infrequent 

basis to the Alaska PBS network as well as to other sites in the 

lower 48 States, even supplying footage for the PBS-sponsored 

"Sesame Streetn series. 

The center did not broadcast its output, though it had access 

to satellite uplinking to feed Alaskan stations when needed. While 

its staff was prominently non-native, the centerrs orientation was 

aligned to the interests of the region1s native conirminity. Its 

funding, however, was precarious and eventually withdrawn, forcing 



the facility to shut dom. 

Educational Programming via Satellite 
in Eskimos Villages 

The ~niversity of Alaska continued to be visionary in the 

production of instructional courses via its studios at the Anchor- 

age (UAA) and Fairbanks (WU?) campuses. Much of t h e i r  output was 

seen over Alaska public television stations. Voices throughout the 

educational coimminity and the Legislature echoed the need for an 

instructional television network aimed at penetrating the newly 

developed state M ~ ~ - T V  system. Education in rural Alaska via dis- 

tance delivery technologies was prwen to be technically feasible, 

although there remained questions as to how such a system could be 

designed effectively. ~sking the technology work was not deemed 

the major problem; adapting the system to succeed in a confronta- 

tional atmosphere of differing cultural orientations, knowledge 

transferral techniques, village programming advisors, and untried 

implementation strategies was the pr~blem.'~~ 

Despite this set of circumstances, among others, it was 

sensed by many that the time for a major statewide project had 

corne, "' The state budget outlook was optimistic and the Legis- 

lature had the capital reserves to initiate another satellite 

operation. Foremost in the minds of Alaskan educators, however, 

was the s tate of bas ic secondary and pos tsecondary education and 

how distance delivery could be of assistance to educational efforts 

in the villages. 

In his assessment on state-supported education in the vil- 



lages at the tirne, Monaghan (1986) stated: 

A decade ago, rural Alaskans looking for higher education 
had three choices. They could leave the state. They could 
corne to the University of Alaska'ç campuses at Anchorage, 
Fairbanks, etc. Or they could go without. For most, 
higher education was not even an option.'53 

It was well known that Eskimo students had dif f iculty adjusting to 

lif e in the urban areas, and the dropout rate for them was very 

high. L5' As long as the technology could do the j ob and the funding 

was available. there came the rationale that distance delivery 

could solve many of these problems. 

During the 1980 legislative session, three appropriation 

bills were passed which affected state television. House Bill 

CSHB-60 provided $2 - 8  million for the continuation of the STP; 

FCCSHB-60 funded five additional Mini-TV sites; and the major 

expenditure (HCSSB-165), provided five million dollars for the 

development of a statewide satellite-based instructional television 

service eventually dubbed the "LEARNAlaska ITV Systemn (L/A)."~ 

Overall management was performed by the University of Alaska 

Instructional Telecomaninications Service, in conjunction with the 

Alaska Department of Education. U of A was responsible for ITV 

program selection relevant to university and continuing education 

courses, while the Department of Education oversaw progradng for 

pre-school and K-12 classes .'" 

LEARNAlaska created a system where college and public school 

students could participate in classes right in their own village. 

In the Bering Strait area, coordination for much of the instruction 

was provided by the Northwest Community College in Nome. Eskirno 



villages could be hooked up to the college via telephone-based 

audioconferencing, or through connections with the many community 

libraries that were just being built. L/A tape feeds were sent to 

elementary and secondary çchools, and teaching efforts were supple- 

mented with a wealth of audio/visual aids for classroom activi- 

t ies . 15' 
In order to ensure the availability of adequate signal 

coverage, L/A targeted the installation of 25 0 LPTV transmitters 

and satellite receivers throughout the state. This in effect, 

doubled the capacity of each village, creating two Mini-TV channels 

(both via satellite). STP and L/A signals came through either the 

Alascom or state-owned earth station, and then out to separate 

channels , 

Programmizig on the STP and L m l a a k a  

STP program content was a mixture of tape-delayed and real 

tirne programming, while LEARNAlaska was mainly taped (though it 

had capabilities for live satellite uplinking) . The RATNET Council 

members saw entertainment as their chief priority."' 

RATNET'S daily program schedule was categorized by entertain- 

ment and non-entertainment formats . 
ming consisted of PBS childrenls 

shows, documentary films , programs 

It s non-entertainment program- 

programs, science and nature 

of academic and sociocultural 

interest, and in later years, late night instructional TV feeds to 

rural schools - Entertainment Eeatures consisted of situation com- 

edies , sports, rnovies , soap operas, cartoons, game shows, specials , 



fitness programs, talk shows. variety shows, music videos, and 

documentaries. RATNET identification spots and program schedules, 

public service announcements , and disclaimers ( ie . , against alcohol 
advertisements) comprised the remainder of what viewers watched on 

a daily basis . 
From the perspective of Alaska-specific programming, RATNET 

carried Alaskan news (and national news), Alaska Weather, state 

legislative reports, information programs from the Alaska Gover- 

norts Office, the Alaska Congressional delegation report, public 

affairs shows, and original programming as produced by various 

entities from around the state. 

In 1986, the production of programming directly targeted to 

Alaskan natives constituted roughly 4 percent of RATNET'S yearly 

air time. One year later, this figure dropped to approximately - 0 4  

percent, a figure which remained fairly consistent throughout the 

system's period of operation."' 

LEARNAlaska became the embodiment of al1 previous Alaskan 

educational experiments in its daily content. L-laska present - 

ed a variety of educational fare (in combination with instructional 

classes and university courses) with most programs coming f rom 

independent producers, networks (like PBS), the Alaska State ~ i l m  

Library, and University of Alaska instructional media services. 

The service also provided audioconferencing and slow scan video 

capability . 
Program categories ranged from film documentaries to live 

statewide conferences, and rural viewers could view daily program 



schedules which were similar in design to PBS stations targeted to 

urban audiences. Viewers on Little Diomede and St. Lawrence Island 

could view a morning documentary on heart surgery operations at a 

Boston hospital, followed by a lecture on Alaska heath issues held 

at m. 

LEARNAlaska often sought sophistication in its educational 

off erings, while trying to provide programs of relevance to a nat- 

ive-rural perspective. ~t highlighted yearly native activities 

such as Eskimo-Indian Olympic games, and Alaska Federation of 

Natives conventions. It did not, however, have an effective par- 

ticipatory body like the RATNET Council to assist it in the fom- 

ulation of daily program schedules, with the result that many 

Eskimo viewers deemed much of the broadcast content irrelevant to 

their unique context of li~ing.'~' 

In any event, after three years of an exclusive STP program 

diet, Eskimo viewers along the strait were given the luxury of an 

alternative state-subsidized choice in LEARNAlaska. No other state 

in the country could boast of such a dual system.16' Alaska had 

more in comon with other developing countries in that the state 

was the main supplier of progradng to rural citizens, and not 

private commercial concerns. 

Although past demonstrations like the Indian SITE project, 

the Canadian Anik-CBC Frontier package, or the Indonesian Palapa 

program emphasized distance delivery via satellite, none (save 

Anik) came close to offering this dual system on a continuing 

basis . 16' 



From 1982 to 1984, the Legislature provided $19.1 million for 

the operation of both satellite networks.'" Much of the financial 

outlay was directed toward payment of Alascom transponder fees, 

since the new Aurora satellite carried both signals. It was evi- 

dent that Alascom and the State of Alaska were inextricably inter- 

twined in the business of providing television service. This 

raised concern among both commercial broadcasters, and state admin- 

istration personnel. 16' 

Over the two years of FY 85 and EY 86, the çtatets fiscal 

budget would allocate approximately $14.4 million for both the STP 

and L/A channels. The STP was available at 248 connminities and 

L/A was also available at 227 sites : 146 earth stations were owned 

by Alascom, and 102 were owned by the state. During 1985, more 

villages were still in the application stage for ~EAlWAlaska.'~~ 

Alaska's satellite distribution system for subsidized tele- 

vision had become one of the largest and most viable in the world, 

yet this still did not serve to satisfy the needs of those Eskimos 

seeking greater input and advantage out of a system seemingly 

designed with them specifically in mind. 

In the meantirne, new cable and satellite-based broadcast 

semices were increasingly available to the Eskimos of the Bering 

Strait , providing alternatives to the existing EIATNET system- -a 

fact of increasing concern to advocates of state subsidization who 

became threatened with fiscal realities faced by the State of 

Alaska. ft was only a matter of time before the advances in sat- 

ellite technology would spawn new service applications on behalf 



of Eskimo consumers along the strait. 

New Alternatives: VCRs, Cable, and DBS 

It was only a matter of tirne before Eskimos would have access 

to the same broadcast options enjoyed previously by the statel s 

urban residents, and these developments occurred in the latter half 

of the 1980s. Already in the late 1970s, video cassette record- 

ers (VCRs) had achieved a firm presence in many villages along the 

strait, offering new viewing possibilities to Eskimos. Residents 

of Unalakleet, Wales , Gambell, Savoonga, Little Diornede, and other 

villages quickly witnessed the emergence of video rental shops 

operating out of private homes, and the availability of a wide 

selection of films soon provided ample cornpetition to the RATNET 

signal.  

Unlike t h e i r  relatives across the strait, VCR ownership was 

soon pervasive, becoming a standard household item like the four 

wheel motorcycle or refrigerator. Given the isolation of villages 

(with poor access to print and other media) and the growing popu- 

larity of television viewing as opposed to involvement in tradi- 

tional village activity, VCR penetration into homes in rural Alaska 

was bound to develop rapidly--reaching a level of roughly 84 per- 

cent by 1991. This level was higher than for the rest of the U.S., 

which saw an increase in VCR ownership of 10 percent in 1985, to 

5 6 percent by 19 9 0 . 16' 

Cable Television 

In tandem with the growth of VCR ownership was the development 



of cable television. While cities like Anchorage and Fairbanks had 

access to cable, bush Alaska was far behind in accessing it. Nome 

had experienced KNOM-TV and a second system s t a r t i ng  in 1971, while 

Kotzebue saw the star tup of a srna11 subscriber system in 1974, 

which relied on taped progradng with little local production. 

This marked the first phase of cabler s penetration into the region, 

but Eskimos would have to wait until the 1980s to have full access 

to the medium.16u 

Cable advanced into the area on a larger scale i n  the early 

eighties, primarily i n  larger villages, ie . , Gambell, Savoonga, and 
Unalakleet, and slowly spread to smaller villages which had the 

financial resources to support it. During this second phase of 

development (representing cable1s ability to offer satellite-based 

program senrices rather than local tape-based offerings), private 

cable companies went into the region's villages, conducting viewer 

surveys and financial estimates of system construction. 

Program packages containing six o r  more channels, ie., HBO, 

CNN, USA, Disney, Discovery, or superstations, were offered to 

prospective villages, with the RATNET channel inserted in to  the 

service. A separate channel providing for local access programming 

was usually offered if the need arose. With cabling costs in vil- 

lages running f r o m  $20,000 to $30,000 per mile, and with high per- 

s o ~ e l  and operating costs, monthly subscription costs for Eskimo 

viewers would range frorn zero t o  $50 per month, depending on the 

ownership structure of the operation .16' 

mile private companies like UNITED Cable or Microcorn, took 



the lead in cable developrnent, two other cable entities entered 

the scene, primarily in those smaller villages desiring service 

but least able to afford it. These were composed of either com- 

munity-owned systems (operated by a community, regional, or local 

non-profit entity) , or Telco systems, which were wholly owned sub- 

sidiaries of Alaskan telephone companies operating among the var- 

ious villages. 

Though cable installation provided Eskimos with greater 

variety in television entertainment, it was often at a cost which 

was difficult for many residents to afford, and represented a leap 

backward for viewers who were used to free television service from 

RATNET. For those villages which relied heavily on subsistence 

activities and had smaller incornes, cable was slower in coming, and 

often would requise village government subsidization to become 

reality . 
Despite financial considerations of system construction and 

subscription fees, Eskimos seemed willing to pay the costs, even 

if it required sacrifices in their monthly living budgets, for it 

was the option of choice which cable offered that made the cost 

seem reasonable. In Alaska overall, cable penetration to villages 

doubled between 1980 and 1987, reflecting the demand its services 

had generated . ''O 

By the end of the decade, 27 percent of rural villages sup- 

plied with RATNET had cable (68 out of 248) , and roughly 15 vil- 

lages along the Bering Strait were co~ected."~ Available stat- 

istics (done in the early 1990s) now showed that cable television 



was accessible to more than 60 percent of Alaska's rural popula- 

tion, and this figure was ever rising as more villages signed on ."' 

Private Satellite TV Usage 

An option to regular cable TV service was that of private 

reception of TV and radio by television receive-only satellite 

systems (TVRO) . While this was still a relatively undeveloped 

medium in villages possessing cable, the Bering Strait region wit - 

nessed the use of private TVRO systems which could tap into num- 

erous unscrarnbled satellite f eeds f rom the rnaj or networks , mwie 

channels, and other services. Because western Alaska was usually 

at the edge of most satelliters footprints, TVRO systems required 

3-5 meter antennas. A network of TVRO dealers emerged in Alaska, 

to provide services to those in the region who desired TVRO sys- 

tems, though in the beginning, these earth stations cost in the 

range of $4000-$10,000. Most often, private TVRO sites were loca- 

ted in areas away f rom settlements, ie., construction camps, isola- 

ed homes, hunting and fishing camps in the interior regions, and 

along the coastline. 

Numerous satellites which offered a variety of services were 

well within the viewing range of the Bering Strait. There are few 

specifics available concerning penetration levels of private TVRO 

systems in western Alaska during the late 1970s and early 1980s 

at the time of this writing. Individual TVRO systems were not 

widespread, but they represented another alternative to Eskimos who 

were not served by existing systems . With the advent of scrambled 



signals , however, TVRO lost its luster in villages which had cable, 

since accessing these channels without cost was one of the benef its 

of TVRO ownership. The early days of private TVRO systems in west- 

ern Alaska had little overall impact on Eskimo television since 

RATNET was the dominant signal across the region, though it was a 

godsend for those beyond RATNET or cable access. Satellite TV 

geared toward individual subscribers would not seriously challenge 

RATNET or cable television until the decade of the nineties. 

Cable Radio 

In addition to cable television channels, which in the last 

few years had increased up to 40 channels in some villages, these 

same systems began providing radio services frorn various stations 

around the country. Eskimos in Nome and other villages could tune 

into classical music f rom Chicago, country music f rom Nashville , 

24 hour news services, sports channels, and numerous contemporary 

(CHIZ/AOR) music stations. T h e  utilization of these signals was 

dependent on separate subscription payments for the services, as 

well as the availability of radio receivers which could access a 

cable input. While simple radios and nboomboxes were ever present 

in villages (used for picking up regional stations), the numbers 

for sophisticated stereo systems which could best take advantage 

of cable radio were limited during cable1s early introduction, 

though the ownership levels of these stereos was continually 

increasing . "' 



For villages with RATNET only, the state inserted a subcar- 

rier audio circuit into the television signal which carried K S K A  

(an Anchorage-based APRN radio station) . This circuit provided 

listeners (possessing satellite receiving equipment) with statewide 

radio programming from APRN, as well as National Public Radio of- 

ferings and locally produced music programs from Anchorage. Lis- 

teners in Point Hope and other sites could also receive Eskimo 

language radio via satellite from KBRW, which uplinked its signals 

from Barrow on the North Slope. 17' 

These cable and satellite radio services offered competition 

to KICY, KNOM, KOTZ, KNSA and other stations whose signals could 

reach the ~ering Strait. Despite competition, the Nome stations 

did not make any significant programming changes in response to the 

newly available channels, and Eskimo listeners would continue to 

rely on them in general for local and regional information, as well 

as entertainment. The overall impact on the regional stations was, 

however, a declining listenership during the daytime, and especial- 

ly during the evening hours when television viewing was dominant. 

Though Eskimos now had much greater variety i n  the program- 

ming they consumed (as delivered by cable) , their participation in 

the control over program content was non-existent , instead accept - 
ing a passive role concerning the production of materials offered 

by these outside services. This did not appear to be a problem for 

many native listeners who appreciated additional choices.  heir 

only power of decision making wer  such services, however, was to 

accept or reject programs via the channel selector. 



The one alternative of fered by cable television, as listed 

previously, was the local access charnel option which was technic- 

ally available in many villages. By 1987, 33 of the 77 cable sys- 

tems in operation throughout the state had local access channels 

ready for exploitation."' To date, there has been little activity 

by comrnunity production groups on these access channels and the op- . 
portunity to develop local program material cognizant of the Esk- 

imols unique culture and social values still remains to be fully 

exploited through the local access option. 

Future Considerationa 

The bottom line of these new developments in broadcast media 

focused on the need to reassess the traditional role of Eskimos in 

their participation with radio and television, both in the way they 

consumed progradng offered by the new services, and in the way 

they participated with the creation of progradng in those mediums 

(private and state systems) which were available for manipulation. 

Concerning state TV as directed toward the Eskimo: satellite, 

cable, and VCRs had al1 reduced the reliance on RATNET as the sole 

technical means of television reception in remote Alaska, and a re- 

configuration of state telecomrminicationpolicies appeared imminent 

concerning the future of broadcast availability along the Bering 

Strait . 
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UISœ-SOVIET RELATIONS ALONG THE BERING STRAIT AND 
BROADCAST COVERAa: A SELECTED SYNOPSIS (1900-1989) 

In the beginning of the 20th century, Eskimos from Chukotka 

and Alaska kept up their traditional t i e s ,  with open travel back 

and f orth, which included among other activities , general visiting 

and trading, arranged marriages, seasonal sharing of meat (bearded 

seal, walrus , beluga, bowheadç, polar bear) , and cultural f estivi- 

ties. Children born in Chukotka often moved with their families 

to the Diomedes, St , Lawrence Island, and vice versa. There was 

little government regulation in a number of villages, as Chukotka, 

though under nominal czarist control, was ef f ectively under the 

influence of American trading activities. 

1924 marked the Soviet consolidation over Chukotka, some 

seven years after the revolution began in St. Petersburg. There 

was little curtailment of travel across the strait by Soviet auth- 

orities, but they were quick to suspend the activities of American 

traders based in Nome. The Soviets set up trading posts in al1 

native settlements, but ~skimos continued their trading with the 

Alaskans. The first permanent Russian settlement was established 

in Lavrentia in 1928.' 

During the next decade, Eskimos continued to travel sornewhat 

f reely back and f orth (though checked at the border by off icials) , 

but the frequency of visits decreased. Travel from Gambe11 to 

Chaplino took roughly 24 hours (prirnarily in June or July) , and 

groups of 25-35 people often went by motorized skin boats to other 



settlements like Uelen, Dezhnev. Naukon, and others on the coast- 

The people had family gatherings, exchanged gifts, sold seal and 

walms skins, sable, raw hides, and other native crafts, while the 

Alaskans traded these items at Soviet trading posts for consumer 

goods (f lour, sugar, tobacco, clothing, etc. ) . Eskimos from both 

sides took up temporary residence in villages on the opposite coast 

often for one to two years before going back.' 

In the 193 Os, the Soviet administration began closing some 

Eskirno villages in Chukotka and forced many natives to relocate to 

Chaplino, Çiriniki, and the new settlements of Wrangel and Uelkal .' 
In 1937, Provideniya, a new supply port near the Eskimo village of 

~riliki on Providence Bay was established, located 110 kilometers 

from Gambeil, and 350 kilometers £rom Nome. Frorn this spot, the 

Soviets constructed an administrative and logistical center which 

could oversee political control of the district, while supplying 

the region with the materials and personnel to develop this portion 

of rhukotka .' 

U.S.-Soviet Contra1 Coacerns in the Bering Strait 

Soviet border anxieties developed anew during the years of 

1936 through 1938. Coinciding with this period of Stalint s brutal 

repressions and the operations of gulag camps throughout Magadan 

Oblast (in which millions of Soviet citizens were sent to and died) 

the oblastls southern border was to be tightly guarded in order to 

maintain secrecy. One event which exacerbated tensions in the 

northern area (from the Soviet perspective). was the activity of 



a Catholic missionary-and sole caucasian--living on Little Dio- 

mede. Father Tom Cunningham, a Jesuit priest, regularly visited 

Eskimos on Big Diomede. Initial Soviet reprimands for prosyleti- 

zing the Chukotkan natives went unheeded, and Cunningham, during 

a visit to Big ~iomede, was seized at gunpoint by Soviet off icers . 
He escaped by running across the ice to Little Diomede, whereafter 

the Soviet government set a bounty of 1000 rubles for his capture. 

Consequently, they imediately imposed the f irst set of travel 

restrictions upon the Bering Strait. This prornpted future requ- 

ests by the Soviet Foreign Ministry to clarify border travel regu- 

lations with Washington.' 

On February 7, 1938, the Ambassador of the USSR to the U.S. 

delivered a memorandum to the U.S. Secretary of State reflecting 

the desire of the Soviet government to establish procedures govern- 

ing visits to the Chukotka territory by Alaskan Eskimos from St. 

Lawrence Island and Little Diomede. The Soviet Foreign Ministry 

provided a statement defining acceptable conditions and procedures 

for visits and the overall regulation of traffic across the bor- 

der." 

On March 6, the Secretary of State acknowledged the Ambas- 

sador's memo, and stated that the U.S. was in accord with the Sov- 

iet's description of procedures for supervising Eskimo visits to 

Chukotka. Teachers on Little Diomede and St. Lawrence were desig- 

nated as government agents by Washington and given responsibility 

to oversee travel by Eskimos to Chukotka via their issuance of doc- 

uments for presentation to Soviet authorities stationed at various 



Eskimo villages.' 

In a final exchange of protocols, the Soviet ambassador ack- 

nowledged the American reply and suggested that the agreed proced- 

ures be put into effect on April 18. 1938. The number of Alaskan 

Eskimos allowed into Chukotka was set at 100 (maximum) per year, 

and their rights of stay were limited to three months. Import-ex- 

port regulations were es tablished, primarily dealing with guns , al- 

cohol, obj ects of religious worship, currency, and printed matter. 

Despite the new travel regulations, visitation continued as prev- 

iously, though Eskimos were now more aware of the delicate nature 

of government relations between the two countries.' 

Cooperation along the Border: World War II 

At the outbreak of World War II, the American government 

signed the %end Leasen agreement with Stalin, for supplying the 

Soviets with military aircraft. 7308 planes were flown from U.S. 

factories to the western front via Alaska and the Far East. Soviet 

pilots flew the planes £rom Nome across the strait to Chukotka 

(Uelkal to Anadyr or Provideniya to Uriliki) and beyond through 

Siberia to the front lines in Europe .' 
In 1943, U. S. Vice President Henry Wallace visited the Soviet 

Far East, flying from Alaska to Uelkal (in the Chukotski District) , 

then on to Magadan and Yak~tsk.'~ Relations between the governments 

were somewhat cordial along the strait during the Lend Lease per- 

iod, though there was little travel at this stage by Eskimos back 

and forth,  and practically no presence by U.S. military personnel 



(for coordination of f light activities) in Chukotka. Chukotka nat- 

ives f aced extreme shortages of supplies during the war, contribut - 
ing the bulk of their reindeer herds to feed Soviet troops on the 

western front, and the Alaskans were limited in their ability to 

assist them. l1 

Beginning of the Cold W a r  and the 
Closure of the Border 

The joyous mood of victory by Alaskans and Chukotkans at the 

war s end was short-lived as soviet occupation forces instituted 

control over eastern Europe, and Winston Churchill announceci the 

erection of an Tron Curtainw separating a world between Soviet and 

American spheres of political and military influence. 

In the summer of 1946, St . Lawrence Island Eskimos undertook 
their last visit to Chaplino by skin boat. Ora Gologregen, who 

would return to Provideniya 41 years later was on the boat. During 

August of the next year (1947), the last group of Chukotkan Eskimos 

visited St. Lawrence and Little Diomede. Some Eskimos on Big Dio- 

mede relocated to Little Diomede the same sumer. This would be 

the last time Eskimos could freely travel across the Bering Strait. 

During the winter of 1948,  Naukonski ( ~ u p i k )  and ~iomede (Inupiat) 

Eskimos on Ratmanoff were forced off the island and relocated to 

Naukon on the Chukotka ~ o a s t . ' ~  

During the spring of 1948, the Soviet blockade of Berlin com- 

menced. The American-led "Berlin ~irlift" began, and a general 

disintegration of government relations between the U. S.  and USSR 

resulted. Under the pretext of a Soviet intrusion and spying act- 



ivities in to  Alaska via t he  Bering Strait, F B I  Chief J. Edgar 

Hoover lobbied to close the border, noting on March 22, 1948 ,  that 

"U.S. national security interests should outweigh t he  interests of 

local Eskimos/ Hoover felt that Eskimos themselves could be 

suspected of spying activities, and used this reason as one of the  

pretexts for reducing Soviet influence in the region.13 

A f t e r  an exchange of diplomatic messages between the two 

sides, the Soviet ambassador on May 29, 1948, notified Washington 

that the 1938 agreement on cross-border traffic by Eskimos was 

terminated, and the Americans acknowledged the re~ponse.'~ 

Between the days of June 16-17, 1948, the American State 

Department and Soviet Foreign Ministry exchanged final diplomatic 

messages confirming each side's intentions declaring the earlier 

border agreement nul1 and void. From this date, the official 

Soviet policy of total closure along the strait began, while the 

State Department eventually sought rapproachment on the issue for 

the benefit of the  Alaskans.15 

Word spread slowly from Washington to Nome and the outlying 

villages along western Alaska via bush telegraph that the Soviets 

would no longer permit t r ave l  to Chukotka. During t h a t  month, with 

the waters of the Bering Sea at its best for boat travel, 32 Eski- 

mos fram Little Diomede got i n  their umiaks to travel over to Big 

Diomede, unaware of t he  Soviet's declaration of a closed border. 

The entire party was arrested by a Soviet border patrol and were 

imprisoned, being interrogated for 52 days. The Eskimos were ac- 

cused by the Soviets of being A r n e r i c a n  spies. Forced to sleep on 



the rocks and suf f ering other ill-treatment , the Diomeders were 

f inally released, with two perishing from malnutrition. Eskimos 

on both sides now understood the implications of the political 

barrier forced upon them, and life along the Bering Strait was 

interrupted as never bef ore thought possible by these now-separated 

peoples . '' 

Activities Along the Sealed Border (1950s-1970s) 

Ten years passed and there was no hint of cross-border activ- 

ity. Soviet border guards enforced travel restrictions by main- 

taining posts along the coast and regulating Eskimo activities at 

coastal settlements. Big Diomede became a forward Soviet observ- 

ation base within viewing distance of Alaskans on Little Diomede. 

Clandestine meetings by Eskimos on the ice were reported during 

various winters, but such meetings were not confimed by Eskimo 

leaders in New Chaplino. " 

In the late 1950s, the Soviets began a series of forced re- 

locations of Eskimo settlements along the Chukotka coast nearest 

Alaska, a prevention measure aimed at discouraging potential travel 

on the ocean: Naukon was closed, with Eskimos sent to ~avrentia, 

as well as Penakwel (closed in the 1960~)~ and Nunamya (closed in 

the 1970s) . As a result, the Naukonski ~skimo group, with no 

village of their O=, now lived as a minority group among Russians 

and Chukchi, with their population approximately 40 0. la 

In 1958, Old Chaplino was moved to the new site of New Chap- 

lino. The Soviets gave as reasons for the move, poor living con- 



ditions at the old site, and the ability of improved prwision of 

supplies and housing at the new site (located 18 miles from Prov- 

ideniya) . Numerous elderly Eskimos codtted suicide in protest 

of the forced move," 

During this decade (1950s). the CPSU implemented the policy 

of f orced boarding of Eskimo children into Rus s ian language schools 

built in every settlement in Chukotka. ~his action was part of an 

overall strategy to provide indigenous peoples with the opportunity 

to become fur ther  educated and integrated into the sphere of Sov- 

iet society. Many Eskimos viewed this as a catastrophic event 

which began dismantling the integrity of the Eskimo ~ulture.'~ 

Radio in 1960 

with the begiming of 1960. C o l d  War tensions between the two 

countries reached a peak and western Alaska was seen as a first 

strike area by potentially hostile Soviet forces. The initiation 

of broadcasting by KICY in April comenced as the Alaska military 

force was in a heightened state of alert, and the station devoted 

news tirne to covering the overall crisis with the Soviets, even 

while Soviet bombers f lew along the western Alaska coastline on 

maneuvers. Soviet radio from Moscow increased their English lan- 

guage programming (propaganda) efforts directed to the Arnerican 

west coast, and these signals were noticeable in Nome. Soviet 

signals were beamed f rom central transmitters . though the Anadyr 

studios may have actively produced propaganda materials for broad- 

cast during this crisis period as well." 



KICY, via its AP news reports, certainly disseminated the 

American position in the minds of those Soviet listeners in Chu- 

kotka who could understand the broadcasts, though the station had 

a policy to simply air news and did not labor to broadcast overtly 

propagandistic material. The local AFRS station served this pur- 

pose better until the Bering Çea Hotel Cire put it out of commis- 

sion in late 1960." 

Both Anadyr and Nome would be effective broadcast instruments 

for the advocation of national policy via their news operations, 

yet each remained isolated within the confines of the closed border 

going about their daily programming totally unaware of each other 

or their roles in the distribution of information to the other side 

of the strait. The stations would continue to relay news from 

Moscow or Washington during the ebb and flow of events throughout 

the decade, with each taking different positions, whether it be on 

the Cuban missile crisis, the Vietnam war, Soviet hegemony in east- 

ern Europe, or the hundreds of other occurrences affecting the 

Soviet-American relationship. Their radio reports remained the 

primary source of news for the Eskimos on each side, and the status 

quo of radio relations across the strait would continue for almost 

three more decades. 

The Decade of the 1960s 

During the sixties, the border effectively remained closed, 

though undocumented contacts between Eskimos reportedly took place. 

Little Diomeders reported covert fraternization with border guards 



stationed on Ratmanov (Big Diomede) . A n  Alaska National Guard in- 

telligence officer, Sgt. Renard Nichols, noted that Soviet guards 

periodically walked 4 kilometers across the ice to drink alcohol 

with Diomeders. This activity stopped in the latter 1970s when 

Little Diomede became a "dryn village. Vietnam and other areas of 

~merican-Soviet confrontation hampered efforts to open the border 

and diplornatic activity on the issue was practically nil." 

U.S.-Soviet Detente in the 1970s 

The 1970s were characterized by the U.S.-Soviet period of 

detente, but such a relaxation in political tensions did not have 

any impact on the Bering Strait. There was a renewal of interest 

on Diomede and St. Lawrence Island for reestablishing contact with 

Chukotkans, but with no concrete results. According to Krauss, the 

primary beneficiary of improved ties during this period was in 

j oint academic and scientif ic involvement. 24 Independent ly of each 

other, development of native language programs in schools on St . 

Lawrence, Chaplino, Siriniki, and other villages began, and Eskimo 

prograrmning from Anadyr promoted these language efforts. Eskimos 

on both sides had access to Enmenkowvs bxoadcasts, and residents 

on St , Lawrence became active listeners . KICY, KNOM, and HOT2 con- 

tinued with their native language f eatures , which provided addi- 

tional language support for those Chukotkan natives who could hear 

the broadcasts . 
Soviet writer Yuri Rithue, a Chukchi, embarked upon his f irst 

in a series of visits to western Alaska, and published reports 



which provided Soviet press and Chukotkan Eskimos with information 

about their relatives and living conditions in Alaska. Despite 

this new source about life in Alaska (viewed by many as propagan- 

distic and presenting an overall negative impression of Alaska), 

his reporting provided a break in the corrmyunication isolation of 

Chukotka. Otherwise, there were no documented reports of contact 

between Eskimos during the early 1 9 7 0 ~ . ~ ~  

Despite the status quo of inactivity in the region, President 

Nixon and General Secretary Brezhnevls meetings provided a window 

of opportunity for Alaskans to penetrate the Far East, though not 

in the Bering Strait. Between 1970 and 1972, Alaska Airlines was 

given Soviet permission to offer flights from Anchorage to Khabar- 

ovsk (in cooperation with Aeroflot), hoping to develop new tourist 

routes while capitalizing on the momentary easing of relations dur- 

ing the detente period. The flights were not profitable and Alaska 

Airlines discontinued the route.16 

In 1975, Soviet Ambassador to the United States, Anatoly 

~obrynin, visited Nome, announcing that Soviet policy required that 

relations between the superpowers would have to improve generally 

before Eskimo visits could occur. The primary activity along the 

~ering Strait involving both sides was in connection with military 

operations, as Soviet and American air forces engaged in surveil- 

lance activities. Eskimos on St. Lawrence began finding evidence 

of clandestine Soviet military landings on the island, while Ameri- 

can F-15 fighter planes scrambled from the Galena Air Force Base, 

regularly intercepted Soviet aircraft cruising along the western 



Alaskan coastline - '' 
Noting new developments in Eskimo political activity, 1977 

saw the creation of the Inuit Circumpolar Conference (ICC) , an 

organization representing Eskimos from Alaska, Canada, and Green- 

land for the purpose of promoting Eskimo political, economic, en- 

vironmental, social, and cultural goals across the circumpolar 

North. Many Eskimos hoped that the ICC would eventually include 

representatives from their brethren in Chukotka." 

Illegal Crossings Across the Border 

During the late i970s, numerous attempts by non-native indi- 

viduals to cross the strait at the Diumedes were reported in the 

Alaskan press, of ten by people seeking def ection to the USSR. These 

activities were not reported in the Chukotka media. People with 

histories of mental problems or thrill seekers characterized t h i s  

group, but ~skimos did not take part in these exploits. Alaska 

National Guard sources reported people attempting to cross over by 

walking on the ice, or on the water via rubber rafts. bathtubs, or 

srna11 boats . 29 

A Frenchman, Arnoud de Rosnay, windsurfed 100 kilometers from 

the village of Wales (Alaska), to East Cape, Chukotka in 1979. 

Soviet border guards frequently arranged returns of these individ- 

uals to American officiais on the rocks of Little Diomede? 

The New Era o f  U A . - S o v i e t  Hostiïitiea 

In 1979, relations between the superpowers deteriorated as 

the Soviets invaded Afghanistan. Clandestine Soviet military in- 



cursions continued to take place in the Bering Strait, and a Soviet 

soldier was found dead inside the deconunissioned U.S . Air Force 

forward listening post at Northeast Cape, St. Lawrence Island." 

One year later, the new decade began with the inauguration 

of Ronald Reagan as President of the United States. The Reagan era 

was hailed in Alaska while silence continued across the strait. 

The President declared the Soviet Union as "being the focus of evil 

in our world, " and American-Soviet relations progressively worsen- 

ed. The Bering Strait remained closed and military activity on 

both sides intensif ied. Soviet aircraf t increased their daily pat - 
rols near U. S. airspace, and interceptions by U. S. Air Force f ight- 

ers became regular news items in radio broadcasts from Nome and 

Kotzebue. 32 

In 1981, former Alaska governor Wally Hickel solicited an 

invitation to visit the Soviet Far East from Ambassador Dobrynin, 

and traveled from Moscow to Yakutsk. Hickel subsequently reemer- 

ged as a major proponent of Soviet-American ties in the region, 

representing both business and state government, yet his visit made 

no impact on the current state of relations at the ti~ne.'~ 

In October 1982, Eskimo soldiers fvom the Alaska National 

Guard reported sighting Soviet army Spetznaz (special forces) com- 

mandos emerging from the water on the Coast of St. Lawrence Island. 

The reports made headlines in the Alaskan press and the stater s 

National Guard went on heightened alert.'' 

On the 

olution from 

political side, in July 

their General Assembly 

1983, the ICC approved a res- 

calling for Soviet Inuit par- 



ticipation with the organization. The move sought to employ pres- 

sure on the Soviet goveniment in the effort to open up ties with 

these Eskimos, but the Kremiin seemingly ignored itm3' 

In September of that year, a Korean Air Lines Boeing 747 de- 

pazting from Anchorage strayed into Soviet airspace along the Ber- 

ing Çea and was shot dom near Sakhalin Island. Soviet military 

installations went on heightened alert as a diplornatic war of words 

between Moscow and Washington ensued. 

Twelve months later in 1984,  an Alaskan vessel, the Homer- 

based Frieda K, was seized by USSR border patrols after accident- 

ally entering restricted waters near Big Diornede. The boat was 

towed by a Soviet warship into Provideniya, and the crew was inter- 

rogated by KGB officers for one week. Major news coverage of the 

event began in the Alaskan and lower 48 press, with KICY and KNOM 

providing much of the information to press services. Soviet-Amer- 

ican relations ebbed to another low point during this period, and 

upon the crewts release, the Soviets give stem warnings "never to 

enter Soviet waters again."" 

In October of that year, a controversy over the historic 

Wrangel1 Island ownership dispute between the U.S. and USSR reap- 

peared in  the Alaskan Press. The island--first discovered by Eng- 

lish explorers north of the Bering Strait, later occupied by Amer- 

ican traders prior to the Russian Revolution, and now settled by 

Chukotkan Eskimos originally from the Prwidenski region--was the 

çubject of press reports based on erroneous information. U.S. 

Senatox Ted Stevens (Alaska) traveled to Nome, and on a radio 



interview broadcast by KICY, declared the island ownership contro- 

versy a dead issue, noting the U. S. government had long-recognized 

its status within the USSR.37 

The Emergence of Gorbachev 

In 1985, Mikhail Gorbachev emerged as the General Secretary 

of the Central Cornmittee of the Communist Party (CPSU) . A new 

period of Soviet societal change, characterized by the now-famous 

slogans glasnost and perestroika began, marking a new phase in 

Soviet-American relations. While Gorbachev launched his campaign 

to save the USSR from interna1 collapse, his political gestures to 

Washington sought to convince the White House that the Soviets were 

ready to become viable partners in cooperation with the West. 

Within a short period, a relaxation of hostilities and expan- 

s ion of scientif ic, educational and cultural exchanges in european 

Russia occurred. The first Reagan and Gorbachev summit met in 

Geneva. opening up hopes for Bering Strait Eskimos that the border 

could eventually open up. 

Events in the Bering Strait: 1986 

In the summer of 1986. the Inuit Circumpolar Elders Confer- 

ence af f irmed resolutions calling on the U. S.  and USSR to extend 

to Inu i t  from both countries opportunities to reestablish personal 

links and family ties ." With non-governmental status recognized 

by the United Nations, the ICC embarked on new efforts to include 

their Soviet relatives in activities which promoted Inuit partici- 

pation in environmental and political decision making in the 



region. 

Off icials f rom the Canadian Department of Indian Aff airs, 

representing Canadian Inuit, visited Siriniki, and in July,  a 

Naukonski dance troupe f rom Lavrentia perf omed at the Asevic Fest- 

ival in Greenland." 

During the fa11 of 1986, the Alaska Perfodng Artists for 

Peace (APAP) conducted a musical concert tour of the USSR. Includ- 

ed in the group were residents of St. Lawrence ~slan'd who eventual- 

ly made contact with Yupik Eskimo students from Chukotka studying 

in Leningrad. Their meeting represented the first direct contact 

between the separated Eskimos in many year~.~' 

In November 1986, Nome resident Jim Stimpfle, sent off a wea- 

ther balloon from the shore of the Bering Sea toward Chukotka, in 

a symbolic gesture marking a new stage of efforts by Alaskans to 

open up the Bering Strait. The balloon--addressed to Soviets on 

the other shore--containhg greetings and gifts from the people of 

Nome, never made its destination, but generated the start of foc- 

used state and national media coverage regarding  lask ka-Soviet 

relations. There was no broadcast activity from Anadyr or Magadan 

concerning border relations at this time. 

Within the next few months, residents of Little Diornede-in 

cooperation with Stimpfle--constructed a large sign with the  words 

MIR (meaning "peace* i n  Russian) and installed it on the rocks 

facing Big Diornede, in di rec t  v i e w  of the Soviet border guardrs 

observationpost. As a gesture of friendlyintentions, the Diomed- 

ers hoped for some response £rom the border guards but receive 



none. Soon after its construction, however, a photograph of the 

sign--as taken by border guards- -appeared on the front page of the 

national newspaper PRAVDA,. Soviet readers learned of Alaskan 

desires for cooperation in the strait, and soon, political gestures 

by the Soviets toward the American administration made the possi- 

bility of an open border seem feasible. Events in the following 

year would accelerate movement toward political cooperation between 

the two governments . '' 

Events in 1987 

During the spring of 1987, Alaska Governor Steve Cowper af- 

fimed the vision set by local Nome peace activists and quickly 

enlisted his Office of International Trade for the task of start- 

ing official negotiations with the State Department and Soviet 

Foreign Ministry offices. The response was directed toward advan- 

cing potential cultural, scientific, and trade relations between 

Alaska and the Soviet Far East. In the meantime, general interest 

across Alaska developed, and a campaign involving government, aca- 

demic, business, cultural, and grassroots supporters ensued. 

The City of Nome became a focal point for logistical activi- 

ties dealing with the border issue, and the Nome Chamber of Com- 

merce formed its "Committee for Cooperation, Commerce, and Peacen 

(CCCP) to further lobbying efforts at the state, federal, and 

international level. Native groups from the King Island Eskimo 

community, St. Lawrence Island, and Little ~iomede became involved 

in this politicai lobbying proceçs as well, though they remained 



dependent on the local and state organizers to coordinate the 

lobbying . 

Snitial Soviet-American Activities in the Region 

General Secretary Gorbachev set the tone of future coopera- 

tion in the Arctic with a speech made during this year in the 

northern Soviet city of Murmansk, stating: 

The potential of modern civilization permits the Arctic to 
be made hospitable for the good of the national economic and 
other human interests of the States adjacent to  the Arctic 
and of Europe and the whole of the international community ... 
May the planet's northern regions, the Arctic, become a zone 
of peace. . . 4i 

Progress in  lask ka-Soviet scientif ic ventures was achieved 

in 1987 with the development of the Alaska Siberia Medical Research 

Exchange, a joint proj ect initiated by Dr. Ted Maïa, of the Univer- 

sity of Alaska-Anchorage, and representatives f rom the USSR Academy 

of Science, based in the Çiberian city of Novosibirsk. The proj ect 

sought to provide an exchange of medical knowledge on conditions 

in the far North, and later in the year, agreements were signed 

making this an ongoing program. Other U. S. -Soviet scientif ic ven- 

tures began operations i n  the Bering Sea, primarily in oceanograph- 

ic studies dealing with polar bear and marine m a m l  migration." 

In June, former World War II pilot and U S .  Ambassador to the 

Soviet Union, Thomas J. Watson Jr.--flying his small plane on a 

world tour--0btained permission to f ly through Chukotka and across 

the strait to Alaska. H i s  flight, using a route flown during the 

wartime Lend Lease program, was successful and generated publicity 

in support of promoting the border ~pening,~~ 



In August, following two years of negotiations, Lyrm Cox, a 

long distance swimmer from California who set a record for the 

fastest swim across the English Channel, received permission from 

Soviet authorities in Moscow to swim between L i t t l e  and Big Dio- 

mede. In conjunction with scientists conducting studies on hypo- 

t h e d a ,  Coxr s proposed attempt sought to merge scientif ic research 

with an experiment i n  goodwill between the two superpowers, and 

represented a historic opportunity for local Diomeders to legally 

travel across the water and seek information about relatives on 

the other side . 4 5  

On August 7, accompanied by a &ber raft and walrus skin 

umiak with scientists, Eskimos, and Stimpfle on board, Cox succes- 

sfully swam the 4 kilometer border in 39 degree fahrenheit waters 

to an awaiting Soviet delegation on Big D i o r n e d e .  The Soviets, who 

offered the Americans champaign and caviar on the island's rocky 

shore, also brought f rom the mainland two Naukonski Eskimos for the 

~elebration.'~ They met with Diomeders for a short tirne, seeking 

information about lost relatives, but because of language differ- 

ences (Naukonski and Inupiaq) co~nication could only be achieved 

by talking back to one man on Diomede via CB radio who knew both 

dialects and provided translation." 

Regional radio and television coverage of the event was later 

beamed across the state and was picked up by the national televi- 

sion networks. Cox was soon congratulated by General Secretary 

Gorbachev and the 

based radio and 

event s t i r r ed  Alaskan peace promoters. Magadan- 

television correspondents delivered reports to 



regional and central radio (as well as central TV in Moscow) , along 

with print journalists from TASS (based in Moscow) , marking the 

beginning of Soviet broadcast organization interest in exploring 

the development of relations with A l a s k a . 4 a  

In early September, a Soviet stem trawler, the Z a k h a r o ~ ,  

sailed up to the three mile limit off Nome to pick up a group of 

American biologists. The expedition hugged the western Alaska 

coastline on their w a y  to study walrus and bearded seals in the 

Chukchi SeaO4' Though the port cal1 was unusual for Nome, Soviet 

vessels had by this year been making regular calls to Alaskan ports 

in the southeast and Aleutians for service and resupply. While the 

Soviets were granted docking permission in Alaska, the Chukotka 

Coast remained off limits to American vessels, as had been the sit- 

uation for the last sixty years. 

Americans penetrate the-Chukotka border 

On Septernber 19, a new page in the histoq of Alaska-Soviet 

relations was written when the NOAA Çurvevor (a National Oceanic 

and Atmospheric Administration ship), finished a resupply stop in 

Nome and headed for the Soviet port of ~rovideniya. The Çurvevor, 

based in Seattle, was originally on its way to Barrow in connection 

with an ice study proj ect, when the U. S. Çtate Department gave word 

that the Soviets had granted the vesse1 permission to visit this 

normally closed port in a goodwill gesture. The primary mission 

of this diversion to Chukotka was to test Provideniyals port fac- 

ilities for logistical and resupply purposes, and was a prelude to 



other American shipping activities in the region, especially those 

involved with joint U. S. -Soviet f ishery projects in the Bering 

Sea. 'O 

Before leaving Nome, Captain Walter Forester took on food, 

gifts, and messages from Eskimos and city leaders to give to the 

residents and natives living on the Bay of Providence, named by 

English sea captain Sir Thomas Moore nearly two hundred years 

bef ore. '' 

Crossing the international dateline and the Soviet border on 

the moming of the 21st, the Survevor was çoon trailed by Soviet 

naval vessels and then guided into the port, marking the begiming 

of a two day visit. The vessel was kept under tight surveillance 

by military and border guard personnel, and after a ship inspection 

by authorities, the crew was allowed off the vessel in groups of 

20 each. A reception hosted by Provideniya Mayor Oleg Kulinkin was 

held in the city hall, and welcoming speeches were made by Soviet 

officials, specifically dealing with peace, friendship, and nuclear 

disarmament. Captain Forrester reciprocated with a diplornatic spe- 

ech, and then a question and answer session took place. The crew 

was given a tour of selected city sites and then hosted to dinner. 

During their stay, authorities kept citizens on the street away 

from the crew, closely guarding the Americans at al1 times.'' 

The visit ended with a party hosted on board the Survevor, 

and the Soviets bused in an Eskimo dance group from New Chaplino 

which promptly put on a long display of dancing and celebration in 

the ship's mess hall. During the dancing--which the crew described 



as the best experience during the visit--Eskimos danced the "Raven 

Dancen and others in the same manner perfomed by their relatives 

on St. Lawrence Island. The captain, crew, and expedition members 

joined the Chaplino group during the last dance, followed by the 

handing out of g i f t s  from Eskimos of Nome, which included a tape 

recorder and cassette tapes of Eskimo music as performed by the 

King Island Dancers . 

The crew, on behalf of Alaskan Eskimos, raised questions with 

officials concerning visitation rights for Eskimos, though the Sov- 

iets did not have a ready response to their inquiries. Before the 

ship departed, a letter was handed to Captain Forrester by Mayor 

~ulinkin, addressed to the people of Nome. ~ontaining greetings, 

as well as discussing various concerns dealing with past mistrust 

between the two governments, the Mayor wrote: 

People of Nome, Let us be friends. Let us work 
together and trade together. Let us pool Our 
resources so that we can have peace on earth. 
Why shouldnrt the American city of Nome and 
Provideniya become sister cities." 

Upon their return to Nome, the Çurvevor visit sparked massive 

interest across the state and was the top story in radio and TV 

broadcasts . The captain was invited to present the results of the 

visit to a tom meeting, where he informed Nome residents and Esk- 

imo elders about Provideniya and the Chaplino Eskimos. Video foot- 

age of the Chaplino dancers was shown, offering St. Lawrence Esk- 

imos in Nome the f i r s t  opportunity to see the faces of those who 

lived directly across from Gambell. The video proved that Chap- 

lino's traditional dances and songs were the exact ones danced by 



the Alaskans, and after viewing, native leaders became more hopeful 

about the possibilities for an eventual reunion. 

After delivering Kulinkinls message, city planners and acti- 

vistç took the letter and began a massive distribution of its con- 

tents to various state, congressional, White House, and Soviet For- 

eign Ministry officiais. Copies of the letter and t he  Survevor 

video emerged in numerous televis ion news programs updat ing the 

Soviet border story. Magadan and Anadyr Radio broadcast reports 

from their correspondents in Provideniya, but there was no coverage 

on television. 55 

Kulinkinls letter was a concrete indication of willingness 

by the Soviet side to provide access to Chukotka, and a flurry of 

activities on both sides began in the  fall of 1987.  With the sur- 

veyoz visit setting a precedent in Soviet policy affecting border 

control along the  strait , Alaskans began asking themselves what 

would be the next move in opening up the region. 

In October, J i m  Çtimpfle began promoting the idea of a f light 

from Nome to Provideniya as a way of officially declaring the bor- 

der open, while tearing d m  the last vestiges of what had become 

known as an "Ice Curtaintl between the nations. Asmed with the 

knowledge that Provideniya residents were seeking t o  cooperate with 

the tom, and focusing on the issue of the reestablishment of Eski- 

mo ties, Stimpfle was effective in convincing various individuals 

and groups (as well as Alaska's congressional delegation and U.S. 

State Department - -which supported tourism development ) , that it was 
only a matter of time before such a flight could take place. As 



a result, numerous tourism fims began petitioning Soviet tourist 

agencies and off icials with a variety of travel proposais . 56 

Soviet authorities in Moscow began hearing about the Alaskan 

grassroots initiative, and official interest was growing, especial- 

ly after the signing ceremonies in Anchorage of the prior-mentioned 

"Alaska Siberia Medical Research Exchange proj ect . To celebrate 

this signing and add attention to the growing Alaskan campaign for 

Eskimo reunification, Dr. Maïa (himself half-Eskimo and half-Rus- 

sian) and three Soviet colleagues attempted to fly from Nome to 

Little Diomede, hoping to cross Soviet airspace in order to circle 

around Big Diomede. 

The flight (which took place in November) began with a send- 

off by Eskimo elders at the Nome airport, while local flight plan- 

ers attempted to contact Soviet air controllers in Provideniya for 

permission to fly over Big Diomede. As the scientists flew toward 

the Diomedes, last minute coordination between the pilot of the 

Nome-based Bering Air's Cessna 120 plane and the Soviet border con- 

trol on Big Diomede was foiled by poor radio communication, pre- 

venting the group from entering Soviet airspace at the last minute. 

The flight, however, gained national media exposure, while at the 

same time cementing a new cooperative scientific relationship." 

Broadcast Activities (1987) 

American broadcast media on the local, statewide, and nation- 

al level, as well as foreign broadcasters, took on the story with 

great interest, as it represented a new twist in the overall thaw- 



ing of relations between the superpowers. The theme of Eskimo re- 

unification filtered through much of the reporting and Nome became 

a focal point for journalists who covered the story.  

On a local basis, KICY continued their daily Russian relig- 

ious programming as well as regular news features on the progress 

of relations in the strait. ECNOM began a weekly 10 minute radio 

broadcast in Russ ian, produced by Therese Horvath- -a Georgetown 

University graduate maj oring in Soviet Studies- -which also f eatured 

the latest developments in the campaign. Horvath directed the 

"Radio Bridge to Chukotkan program, specifically targeting listen- 

ers in Provideniya and other villages along the Chukotka Coast, 

representing KNOMts first foray into Russian broadcasting. KNOM 

also developed a daily program called "Let ' s L e a n  Russian, which 

taught simple vocabulary to listeners. 

In addition, KNOM hired T h  Gologregen, an Eskimo elder from 

St . Lawrence Island living in Nome, to begin Siberian Yupik news 

broadcasts which communicated information to ~skimos on the island. 

IWOM had no idea about the reception of their signal in Chukotka, 

but kept the Russian and Yupik programming in place. 

In Kotzebue, KOTZ provided updates on the regionr s Soviet 

activities, and the Alaska hrblic ~adio Network produced occasional 

reports highlighting the progress and activities of Alaskans invol- 

ved in the venture. 

Soviet radio broadcasts from Anadyr and Magadan during this 

period after the Çurvevm was in a l u l l ,  primarily due to lack of 

information fromtheir own government officiais inMoscow in charge 



of border negotiations. Regional Soviet media at the time had no 

contact with Alaskan organizerç, though information about Alaska 

was provided to Anadyr radio by writer Yuri Rytheu, who traveled 

through the state in the fa11 of 1987, with Dixie Belcher of the 

APAP group. Radio j ournalist s f rom Magadan secured informat ion 

f rom published reports by the newspaper Macradanskava Pravda, the 

main press organ of the regional CPSU, which received updates from 

MOSCOW. 

General interest, as sparked by the Cox s w i m  and nSurveyorn 

visit was maintained by the Eskimo Radio Department in Anadyr, and 

information was provided to them via Zoya Ivanova--one of the 

Eskimos brought to Big Diornede and sister to Eskimo radio reporter 

Nina Enmenkow. Anadyr's Provideniya correspondent, Olga Karablova, 

was assigned to keeping track of local developments, but regular 

(sustained) radio coverage would wait until after the official 

border opening . l 9  

In the meantirne, Alaska television stations KIMO, KTUïJ, and 

KTVA (Anchorage) began a series of reports on the progress of nego- 

tiations, as spotlights on those who were most involved in the pro- 

cess . Todd Pottinger of KTüü and Laura Bliss of KIMO took the lead 

in producing stories about the border developments and these were 

aired locally and across Alaska via the State of Alaska Satellite 

Television Proj ect Network (RATNET) . On various occasions, the 

Anchorage stations provided video feeds to their network headquar- 

ters in New York, though coverage was s c a t  on the networks during 

this period of tirne .'' 



From Nome, video reports covering various aspects of the 

project were produced and distributeci by the University of Alaska 

Fairbank's Northwest Campus Media Center to various broadcast org- 

anizations across the state and country. The Media Center provided 

logistical support for the many press operatives coming to western 

Alaska during this period. " 

International broadcasters took interest in the border story, 

and film crews from NHK (Japan), ARD (West Germany), Hungarian 

Television, and others descended on Nome for their reporting. Giv- 

en the historic changes that were brewing in Europe, the Alaskan- 

Soviet story provided a compelling context for international tele- 

vision to compare the overall change in atmosphere between East 

and West. 

The most notable television activity during the early half 

of 1987, was conducted by a Japanese film crew from NHK who were 

developing a multiserial documentary entitled "The Arctic." Gain- 

ing entry into Chukotka before other western media, the NIfK crew 

filmed interviews with Soviet officials in Anadyr and Provideniya 

before travelling up to New Chaplino, where the Eskimos of that 

village had assembled for a tom meeting. A t  this meeting, the NHK 

crew took interviews from Eskimo elders who specif ically mentioned 

the names of relatives they thought still alive on St. Lawrence 

Island. Upon leaving the USSR, the NHK producer and cameraman tra- 

velled t o  Gambell, where they replayed the tape at a community hall 

to an expectant audience. For the first time in forty years, many 

St. Lawrence Islanders could look into a television screen and see 



farnily members from Chaplino mentioning their names, asking ques- 

tions, and making pleas to convince the authorities to permit a 

reunion across the water . É2 

The NHK crew provided an important information link to acti- 

vists in Nome and the state who were eager f or general information 

about the situation in Chukotka, since to that point of the, no 

Americans were yet allowed to travei to the Soviet Far East." Film 

crews from German state television (ARD) compiled reports on site 

at Magadan, Anchorage, and Nome in updating the German television 

audience about Soviet-American relations in the region. 

In conjunction with activities calling for a "Friendship Fli- 

ght, this writer first proposed in late 1987, a televised town 

meeting via satellite if the visit could be authorized. The idea 

was to allow for residents across Alaska and Magadan Oblast to view 

the historic meeting, since only a f e w  would actually be able to 

be on hand to personally witness the event." The idea was relayed 

to Alaskan broadcasters who promoted it, and was taken up by Alas- 

corn, Inc., the state's telecommunications carrier? 

Ken Schaeffer, of the New York-based firm Orbita Communica- 

tions (which organized prior televised US.-Soviet spacebridges), 

began discussions in Moscow with Gosteleradio on behalf of the Nome 

organizers. Schaeffer presented video reports produced by this 

writer concerning a uBering Spacebridgen idea to Soviet TV chiefs 

Leonid Zolotarevski and Henrikas Yushkiavitshus, who had cooperated 

with Schaeffer on previous Moscow-Washington linkups. 

Committed to the project with the view of gaining entry into 



the emerging Soviet telecom systems market, Alascom subsequently 

açsigned their vice president, Lee Wareham [who worked with thiç 

writer) to negotiate with the Soviet Ministry of Telecommunications 

in Moscow for authorization, in expectation of the flightls ulti- 

mate approval. As teleconmiunications would play a vital role in 

any future relationship between the countries, Alascom had much to 

gain from their subsidization of the town meeting concept. It 

would be up to the Soviets to approve the idea, h~wever.'~ 

Diplomatic movement on the issue 

Far away f rom the strait in Moscow and Washington, important 

developments took place on the diplornatic front which improved the 

chances for a break in border tensions. President Reagan began a 

series of positive overtures in support of new relations with the 

USSR, which prompted a summit meeting with General Secxetary Gorba- 

chev in December 1 9 8 7 .  Gorbachev, during his visit to Washington, 

publicly stated: 

The Soviet Union will be a ready partner for the 
new administration of George Bush--without long 
pauses and retreats--to continue the dialogue in 
the spirit of realism, openness, and g~odwill.~' 

He also called for a comprehensive international plan to protect 

the Arctic environment and to develop cultural links among the 

region's indigenous peoples. These statements provided ample 

opportunity for Washington and Moscow to develop the new political 

strategies and cooperation which would be required between them to 

effect its realization. In addition, Reagan and Gorbachev discus- 

sed Aiaska-Soviet Far East relations, including open travel, trade, 



and communications, which resulted in a U.S. govemment cal1 for 

new proposals for Far East cultural and commercial ventures 

U. S. Senators Frank Murkowski and Ted Stevens, responding to 

constituent requests frorn western Alaska, began concentrated lob- 

bying in Washington to promote the idea to federal and Soviet dip- 

lomatic offices. 

The American State Department's Soviet desk began conmnini- 

cating with Stimpfle and the Alaska Governor's Office concerning 

developments in the region, and played a role in providing infor- 

mation about the Alaskan activities to the Soviet Foreign Ministry. 

In late December, former Soviet nmbassador Anatoly Dobrynin, wrote 

to former Alaska Governor Walter Hickel stating his hope that Vies 

between Alaska and Siberia will gradually develop to the benefit 

of both countries and those coldest places of our  two countries 

could become the partners in the warmest relationships . n69 

Border Developments : 1 9  88 

On January 12, after discussing f light proposals with Mr. 

Stimpfle, Alaska Airlines filed an application with the U.S. 

Department of Transportation for a certif icate to operate scheduled 

air service between Nome and Provideniya. The airline agreed to 

provide a plane free of charge should Alaskan organizers succeed 

in gaining permission to fly to Provideniya, and understood t h e i r  

role as forging new transportation links to the USSR. The action 

required an amendment t o  the Bilateral C i v i l  Aviation Agreement 

between the  US. and USSR in extending the point of entry to Prov- 



ideniya, and it would take several months of negotiations to concl- 

ude it .'O 

In February, U.S. Secretary of State George Shultz and Soviet 

Foreign Minister Eduard Shevardnadze signed an agreementpermitting 

the U.S. fishing industry first-tirne access to Soviet economic 

zones, including the Bering Ses.'= 

After a four month period of silence f rom Provideniya f ollow- 

ing the Survevor visit, Mayor Oleg Kulinkin responded to a letter 

sent earlier by Stimpf le, stating his support of ongoing contacts, 

as well as the t o m ' s  interest in sponsoring the Friendship Flight. 

Kulinkin raised questions about trips by Eskimos to visit their 

Alaskan relatives because, as he stated, "here emerges a definite 

difficulty, because the majority of the (Eskirno) citizens of the 

Chukotsk [sic] have lost contact with their Alaskan relatives, and 

don't even know them." He further asked fox the names of Alaskan 

Eskimos who had relatives in Chukotka and promised to investigate 

on their behalf by broadcasting their names throughout Chukotka via 

radio. Kulinkin also stated that Eskimos in the Providenski and 

Chukotski districts were actively trying to reach their relatives 

from St. Lawrence Island.'' 

Despite the letter conf irming Provideniyal s interest, Alaskan 

organizers still did not have an accurate assessment of Soviet at- 

titudes regarding the initiative, principly from Moscow. Since 

regular telecommunication access to the region was blocked and 

Alaskan officials didn't even know the main political authorities 

gaverning Magadan Oblast , a breakthrough came in the f o m  of a let- 



ter sent by Yuri Rytkheu, to Stimpfle in February. Rytkheu wrote 

that many meetings and discussions about future contacts were made 

by local and regional officials, with the only roadblock being 

authorization from high level officials in the Kremlin. He stated 

that the mood among the region's residents for the visit was excit- 

h g ,  and that they were prepared to see the Alaskans s00n.~~ 

On the political front, Gorbachev assigned the task of dir- 

ectly investigating the Alaskan situation to Gennady Gerosimov, 

then-chief spokesman for the Soviet Foreign Ministry. Gerosimov, 

former chief editor of the Moscow-based English language paper 

Wscow News, came to Alaska upon the invitation of Dixie Belcher, 

organizer of the Alaska Performing Artists for Peace tour, and f rom 

the Siberian Gateway Proj ect , an organization f ormed between the 

Alaska State Chamber of Commerce, the Governorts Office of Inter- 

national Trade, and the Nome Chambex of Commerce (CCCP). 

In April, Gerosimov flew to Anchorage for a meeting of the 

Siberian Gateway Project conference, and spoke with Alaska Governor 

Steve Cowper and various government and private leaders concerning 

the border situation. On April 24th. Gerosimov flew up to Little 

Diomede for a meeting with island residents, while getting a first 

hand look at the border. Accompanied by a large press contingent, 

including various state and ABC network television journalists, as 

well as radio reporters f rom KICY and KNOM in Nome, Gerosimov spent 

the day visiting Eskirno families in their homes, addressing a vil- 

lage gathering concerning his perspectives on Soviet-American re- 

lations, and watching Eskimo dances put on by the Diomeders." 



He remarked that "it was an expetience tu see how close we 

are geographically, and still worlds apart in other ways." Before 

his departure , E skimo leaders petit ioned the spokesman to speak 

directly with Gorbachev to approve a reunion of the region l s Esk- 

imos. The visit made international headlines, and Gexosimov soon 

reported back his findings to Moscow. 

It was perhaps Gerosimovqs persona1 influence on t h e  Soviet 

government following his Diomede visit which speeded up t he  author- 

ization process for the eventual Friendship Flight. On the oppo- 

site side. Alaska's congressional delegation worked closely with 

U.S. and Soviet diplornatic officiais--with Senator Frank Murkowski 

travelling to Moscow to work out transportation and communication 

logistics. The spring of 1988 saw a rapid escalation of messages 

back and forth between t h e  governments in ironing out t h e  details 

for the initial flight from Alaska." 

In early May, the Soviets gave their authorization for t he  

Friendship Flight, setting the date tentatively for May 31, 1988. 

During this month. both governments were preparing for another 

sunimit meeting between Reagan and Gorbachev--this time in Moscow. 

Both Alaskans and their Soviet neighbors waited anxiously for this 

surrunit, as it could have a major impact on overall relations and 

the border negotiations. Some worried that the summit might go 

badly, and planners fears were borne out when the Soviets (prior 

to the sunanit) moved back the flight date without reason. Questions 

of the f light upstaging the sudt, or bad timing were raised after 

notification of the delay. Senator Murkowski, a w a r e  of the delay, 



contacted the White House and asked the Presidentls staff to facil- 

itate the issue through the summit process.'" 

The summit took place during the last week of May, and head- 

lines from the New York Times read, %orbachev Criticizes Reagan 

Seeing ~issed OpportunitiesIw yet the General Secretary called it 

a "major event." A statement regarding native contacts was made, 

and both leaders subsequently expressed support for the expansion 

of contacts between Eskimos," 

Not knowing the exact outcome of t h e  meeting, Alaskan organ- 

izers were quickly notified by the Soviet Foreign Ministry that a 

June 13, 1988, date was set for the flight to Provideniya. During 

the first week of June, Bering Air pilot Jim Rowe, accompanied by 

Alaska ~irlines executives and pilots, flew a twin engine Cessna 

from Nome to Provideniya in order to inspect the runway and landing 

facilities at the Provideniya airport .  

Off icials were concerned about the ability of the Boeing 737 

aircraft designated for the flight to land on the grave1 runway, 

as well as the poor weather conditions usually experienced at t h e  

airport. After a successful inspection of the facilities, the 

Alaskan delegation met with Mayor Kulinkin and other officials to 

iron out last minute details before departing the same day. 

Convinced t h a t  the airport was safe for landingr Alaska Air- 

lines c o d t t e d  itself to making the June 13 target date. Soviet 

radio coverage of this visit was provided by Evgeny ~erling, the 

Magadan Radio committee correspondent based in Anadyr, and both 

Nome stations issued reports on the visit .7' 



While the delegation was in Provideniya, a group of Çt. Law- 

rence Islanders, on a walrus hunting expedition, was reported lost 

at sea. Later that week, Bering Air pilots, as well as planes from 

the U.S. Coast Guard joined the search, and were given permission 

by Soviet authorities to enter Soviet aiqspace to conduct the res- 

cue . The hunters were eventually f ound and expectations between 

Soviets and Alaskans awaiting the Friendship Flight were high." 

An event of great interest but with little notice occurred 

in Alaska that week, which marked a high point in relations already 

established between the Soviet merchant marine and Aieutian port 

cities. The tom of Dutch Harbor put on a comrmuiity feast for 600 

Soviet sailors who disembarked f rom their ships after being invited 

for a day of celebration. Though far away from the Bering Strait, 

this event set a positive tone for the activities soon to occur 

fur ther  up north. 

Broadcast Preparations for Coverage 
of the Border 0pening 

Given the historic nature of the Friendship Flight, which 

would open up a new chapter of relations along the Chukotka-Alaska 

border, broadcast organizations on both sides geared up to provide 

comprehensive coverage of the event. Satellite television coverage 

of the flight was planned through the technical facilities of Alas- 

corn, a result of last minute authorizations by the Soviet Ministry 

of Posts and Telecommunications in Moscow. 

Alascorn would fly in a portable satellite earth station, 

marking the first time that l ive television broadcasts from the 



Soviet Union would be accomplished through use of an American dom- 

estic satellite. 

The American press contingent assigned to the flight was co- 

ordinated by the Governor of Alaska's Press Secretary, ~ a v i d  Ram- 

seur. Broadcast representatian consisted of TV reporters £ r o m  

KIMO, K T W ,  and KTVA (Anchorage), CBS News (New York) , UAF North- 

West Campus Media Center (Nome) , and a pool videographer; while 

radio coverage was assigned to one reporter from KNOM-Nome (who 

also provided Alaska Public Radio Network coverage) . KICY and KOTZ 

staff were not represented due t o  limited seating on the plane. 

Numerous j ournalists f rom state and national pr in t  press, 

ie . , Nome Nuwet , Anchoraae Dailv News, Wall Street Journak, New 

York Times, and The National Geoaran-, rounded out the group. 

No Eskimo journal is ts  were assigned t o  the press corp, though Tim 

Gologregen (KNOM) and C l a r e n c e  f rrigoo (KICY) were in the  delega- 

tion as guests. 

Televised reports were to be fed to the Anchorage stations 

via the Alascom uplink, and then distributed across Alaska through 

newscasts over the RATNET system. while CBS had the only national 

crew, the Anchorage s t a t i ons  would provide footage to their network 

headquarters in New York, 

The Soviets assigned as many press personnel as did the A l a s -  

kans for the event, including journalists from local and regional 

radio, Magadan Television, and Central Television and A l i - U n i o n  

Radio. Victor Timakov, head of the regional CPSU Department of 

Press, coordinated the Soviet press operation. 



The Chukotka State Television and Radio Cornittee assigned 

Eskimo Radio Department j ournalists Nina Sergeyevna Enmenkow, Sveta 

Togiak, and Antonina Verbitskaya to cover the event as well as 

Tatiana Ochirgina and Evgeny Berling from the Russian Editorial 

Department. Magadan Radio also sent Berling to cover the event , 

while Valentin Gerosirnov. Gosteleradio (Central TV) correspondent 

for Magadan, was assigned the main task of filming for both Magadan 

and Moscow , @O 

Numerous print j ournalists from the local to national level, 

ie . , Polarnik (Provideniya) , $ovietskava Chukotka (Anadyr) , 

Macradanskava Pravda, (Magadan), Eravda and zzvestia (Moscow), were 

assigned to cover the story, noting an unusual cornpetition among 

writers hoping to report the event." 

Though plans were made on both s ides  to independently prov- 

ide sufficient press coverage, it was hoped that there would be 

some degree of interaction between the American and Soviet jour- 

nalists during the festivities. 

On June 11, one day before the Friendship Flight, a Mark 

Airlines C-130 Hurcules aircraft carrying Alascorn's GMC van loaded 

with satellite equipment, uplink antenna, and a broadcast package, 

left Anchorage and after a short stopover in Nome, flew to Provi- 

deniya to install the earth station ahead of the delegationl s arri- 

val 24 hours later. It was followed by a Cessna plane carrying 

Alascorn technicians," 

Upon their arriva1 in Provideniya, the crew on both planes 

spent the next few hours discussing logistics with Soviet of f i -  



cials. After driving their equipment van to the center of t he  

city, a location near the Provideniya House of Culture (where t he  

next dayls meeting would be held) was found to be ideal for setting 

up the large antenna. The crew engaged the help of local workers 

in providing a concrete foundation for the antema, and an aston- 

ished crowd of people watched the process of the earth station's 

installation. a3 

By 4 A.M. the next moming, Alascom technicians had located 

the Aurora satellite and completed connections allowing for tele- 

phone, television, and radio communications for the journalists 

who would soon begin sending reports back to Alaska." 

Soviet journalists were not able to take advantage of the 

systemls capabilities, instead relying on the Soviet telephone 

system for on the spot radio reporting. The Soviet TV broadcasters 

relied on 16mm film, rather than video for their coverage, and 

reports to Central TV would be sent by plane to MOSCOW.~~ 

In the meantime, Alaskans scheduled to take the flight spent 

the evening in Nome at a tom meeting to go over itineraries and 

last minute details. The evening ended as Governor Cowper walked 

ont0 the 

Lawrence 

visit . O' 

stage at the Nome Mini-Convention Center to dance with St. 

Eskimo dancers celebrating the next day's history-making 

The ~rieadahig Flight. 

On June 13, 1988, an Alaska Airiines jet, dubbed City 

of Provideniya," lifted off the Nome airport runway at 11:08 A.M. 



with 82 passengers, and landed at the Provideniya airport thirty 

minutes later, marking the official opening of the Soviet-merican 

border after a period of f orty years . The delegation, comprised 

of government officials, business leaders, press members, Nome 

f light organizers , and f if teen Eskimos, were greeted at the airport 

by a large group of children as well as top Soviet officials. Sov- 

iet TV and radio staff recorded the plane's approach and passenger 

disembarking, while the American reporters (first off the plane), 

began their coverage filming the waiting Soviet ~rowd.'~ 

As the Eskimo contingent descended from the plane, T i m  Golo- 

gregen (the KNôM Yupik reporter) was immediately greeted by Eskimo 

journalist Nina Enmenkow, and both were amazed to discover that 

they understood each other clearly in Yupik. In front of televi- 

sion cameras, Gologregen (holding ont0 Enmenkow) exclaimed that the 

two of them spoke the same language, culminating in an embrace that 

would be viewed later in the day by Eskimos across Alaska. 

AS the Alaskan group lingered around the a i rpor t  amidst the 

assembled crowd of Soviets sharing gifts and souvenirs, the three 

Eskimo journalists (Enmenkow, Verbitskaya, and Togiak), with help 

from Tatiana Ochirgina and Ludmilla Aynana, began recording inter- 

views in Yupik with the Alaskan Eskimos standing on the tarmac. 

The journalists were the only representatives of the Chukotka 

native people at the airport, since a scheduled Eskimo reunion was 

to take place later that day in New Chaplino. As the main delega- 

tion made their way into Provideniya (10 kilometers from the air- 

port), Soviet officials informed the Alaskan Eskimo group that bad 



weather had forced them to cancel helicopter flights scheduled to 

take them to New Chaplino. Instead, they would meet a few hours 

later with an Eskimo delegation at Provideniyals House of Culture. 

As soon as the delegation reached the tom's center, Anchor- 

age TV j ournalist s innnediately began live satellite reports, start - 
with interviews of Mayor Kulinkin, followed by conmientaries about 

the event. Laura Bliss, of KIMO, was typical of those reporting, 

showing viewers shots of the t o m ,  while being surrounded by a 

group of Soviet youths who shouted "Hel10 American into the live 

camera . 

 hile journalists were busy negotiating for time on the up- 

link, the delegation made its way to the outside steps of the House 

of Culture, where the f irst official proclamations were made by 

First Secretary of the Magadan Obkorn Party Committee Vyscheslav 

Kobets, Alaska Governor Steve Cowper, and U.S. Senator Frank Mur- 

kowski . 
Following these off icials , Caleb Pungowiyi, representing 

Alaska's Eskimos stated to the gathered crowd: 

We have met the same people. We have met our relatives, 
we have met our friends, we have renewed relations that 
may not have existed before." 

Amidst the crowding of television cameras and microphones, two 

elderly Eskimo women, Ora Gologregen of Gambe11 and her childhood 

f riend from Chaplino, üksima, embraced each other and proclaimed 

to the world their joy and surprise in being reunited. This brief 

moment captured by the media and telayed by satellite was a defin- 

itive statement on the essence of the event. 



Immediately following the outside ceremonies, the Eskimo del- 

egation met with Chaplino Eskimos inside the House of Culture and 

began the process of accumulating information about f amily and 

f riends . During this t ime, Anadyrv s Eskimo Department reporters 

and the KNOM reporter (Claire Richardson) recorded the meeting and 

conducted numesous interviews. For the f irst tirne, the Eskimo 

staff received f irsthand information about the status of Alaskan 

Eskimos, and these interviews would provide the bulk of Eskimo 

broadcasts from Anadyr during the following months. 

At the end of the visit, an assembled audience of nearly 400 

t o m  residents and guests met with the Alaskan delegation in a 

formal ceremony to declare the new state of relations. After many 

speeches, the event concluded with Eskimo dancing. The Chaplino 

Eskimo dance group Soleshko first perfomed, followed by the Nome- 

St. Lawrence Dancers. 

Finally, both groups danced together for the first t h e  in 

decades. Televised scenes of the dancing were relayed to TV sets 

across Alaska, and the conclusion of the dance marked the end of 

the one day visit . The Alaskans departed late that evening, and 

the now-completed Friendship Flight sealed the new status of an 

open border, 

Developments Along the Border and 
Broadcast Involvement: Sunaner 1988 

Broadcast reports over both Soviet and Alaskan stations were 

made on a sustained basis following the trip, and the Anadyr Eskimo 

radio staff found an entirely new aspect to their programming by 



including Alaska-Chukotka relations and Eskimo sociocultural 

information as a regular part of their reporting assignments. 

W i t h  the opening of the border, Alaskan media found itself 

in the position (like the Anadyr and Magadan stations) of needing 

substantially more information to properly cover the Soviet story 

for an eager statewide audience. On a regional basis, KNOM, KICY, 

and KOTZ expanded their efforts in providing as much material about 

the Soviets to the degree attainable, and a quickly following ser- 

ies of events across the border would necessitate an expansion of 

coverage which gave the Alaskan broadcasters additional information 

to work with. 

Movernent by the ICC 

Without knowing what would be the next step in cementing 

off icial government ties between Alaska and Magadan Oblast, a small 

delegation representing the Inuit Circumpolar Conference was invi- 

ted by a workerts union of the USSR to visit Chukotka in August. 

The invitation was provided because the ICC had stated their de- 

sires for including Chukotkan Eskimos in the work of their organ- 

ization . 
Ten deleqates representing Greenland, Canada, Denmark, and 

Alaska (including ~skimos from Nome, Diornede, and Garnbell), trav- 

eled from Copenhagen, Denmark, to Moscow and then on to Anadyr, 

Provideniya, New Chaplino, and Siriniki . The visit established 

ties with Eskimo political representatives and initiated Chukotkan 

involvement with the ICC. While attending a whaling festival in 



Siriniki, the group was the sub j ect of television coverage by NHK, 

as well as radio coverage by Anadyr correspondents. Ending their 

visit, the group provided interviews to the Eskimo Radio Depart- 

ment, and the agenda of the ICCrs desire for Chukotkan involvement 

was broadcast throughout the region. " 

The next major event of importance to Eskimos took place dur- 

ing August with the visit to Provideniya and New Chaplino by the 

Bering Strait Expedition . Led by Drs . David Lewis and Mimi George, 
who conducted studies of Arctic native peoples, the expedition in- 

cluded twelve Eskimos from Gambell who joined the researchers 
* * aboard the ocean schooner Hawalian Tro~ic C w w  for a five-day 

visit to Chaplino, marking the return of Eskimo travel across the 

strait in the traditional method by boat. 

It took the cyrw 14 hours to sail to the Chukotka coast, 

some 60 kilometers from Gambell, and the Alaskan Eskimos spent 

their tirne visiting with village residents, recalling the past 

where Eskimos on both sides travelled back and forth, trading 

goods, participating in celebrations, visiting relatives, exchang- 

ing husbands and wives, etc. The Eçkimo delegation did not f ind 

the Chaplino site they had always known, but the new site (New 

Chaplino) which was established after 1958. The visit ended with 

the delegation dancing with their Chukotkan neighbors on the stre- 

ets of Chaplino to the beat of walrus skin drums.90 

The Bering Strait ~xpedition represented the first visit of 

Eskimos £rom Alaska to Chukotka by boat since 1946. In addition, 

the expedition sought to add strength to the growing arguments for 



allowing Eskimos on both sides visa-free travel, which at that time 

was not permissible. The entire visit was filmed by a crew from 

Km-Channel 2, Anchorage, and was subsequently developed i n to  a 

documentary program entitled "Through the Ice Curtain: An Eskimo 

Reunionn which was broadcast throughout the state via RATNET.'' 

The next major event in the region was the Soviet response 

to the Friendship Flight, this time with Soviet government offi- 

cials, Eskimo representatives, and press travelling across the 

strait via the ship Dmitri Lantev front Provideniya to Nome. On 

September 8, 1988, the Soviet delegation landed at the port of 

Nome, where they were greeted by the residents of the tom, who 

held numerous gatherings on their behalf. This represented the 

first opportunity for Chukotka Eskimos to visit Alaska after the 

forty-year break in ties. A f t e r  a one day visit (now termed "The 

~riendship Floatm), the delegation flew to Anchorage where they 

met with state officials and business leaders to further cernent 

official ties between Magadan Oblast and Alaska." 

Upon their return to Nome, the Soviets were treated to a 

comrmuiity d i ~ e r  where officials from both sides proclaimed a new 

era in relations for the region. Press coverage of the event from 

the Soviet side included TV journalists from Gosteleradio, and 

print j ournalists f rom the OBKOM CPSU Department of Press in Maga- 

dan. The ship also brought over an international press contingent, 

including an NBC Television News correspondent, as well as German 

and other hiropean pr in t  j ournalists . KNOM and KICY provided local 

and statewide radio coverage via APRN, and televised reports were 



filed by K m ,  K I M 0  as well as NHK television (which had a crew on 

hand in Nome). The delegationfs Anchorage visit was covered by 

numerous local broadcast and print operations. and received atten- 

tion in the national media. Soviet radio and TV reports were re- 

layed back to Anadyr and Magadan by Valentin Gerosimov, the Gostel- 

eradio correspondent, who also provided materials for national TV 

coverage f rom Moscow , 

The only controversy from the visit resulted from a photo- 

graph with an inaccurate caption on the front page of The No= 

Nua9et, which showed Jim Stimpfle and Daniel Johnson hoisting a 

television set up to an awaiting Mayor Oleg Kulinkin on the deck 

of the Dmitri Lantev. Provideniya residents reading the paper 

Polarnik and listening to local radio assumed the TV was a gift to 

the people of the city rather than a private gift to the Mayor (who 

claimed it was his) . During the forthcoming elections for city 

Mayor, the issue was brought up as a factor against Kulinkin, and 

he subsequently lost his bid for reele~tion.'~ 

In October, three California grey whales were caught in the 

ice near Barrow. and efforts by local Eskimo whalers to free them 

garnered international press coverage. Unexpectedly, the Soviets 

offered to provide an ice breaker to clear a path for the trapped 

whales, and a joint U.S.-Soviet rescue operation conmenced. With 

every effort in the attempt generating worldwide exposure via a 

large press corp. Soviet-Alaskan relations in the Bering Sea took 

a positive turn after the whales successfully made their way to 

open sea. Updates during the rescue attempt were broadcast every- 



day on Alaskan television and radio as well as Soviet radio, from 

satellite facilities provided by KBRW in Barrow. 

Later that month, Governor Cowper sent a trade delegation to 

the Soviet Far East cities of Khabarovsk and Valdivostok in order 

to establish official government and business ties. Development 

of broadcast and telecommunication links was on the agenda. 

Boedelt and Broadcast Activities 
1989 

In February, the first Soviet Aeroflot flight from Magadan 

to Anchorage took off, bringing a delegation of CPSU off icials, 

journalists, and natives--including Eskimos from Provideniya and 

New Chaplino. Returning on the plane back to Magadan (via Anadyr) 

were J i m  Stimpfle and a group of eight Alaskans, representing the 

first visit by Americans to those cities flying direct from Alaska. 

Extensive media coverage of the Alaskansf visit was conducted by 

Anadyr and Magadan press, representing first opportunities for 

Soviet broadcasters to meet Alaskans in these formerly closed 

cities. Much discussion of native interests in the Bering Strait 

was brought up by the delegation." 

In March, the "Bering Bridge Expedition, a j oint Soviet- 

American expedition led by American Paul Shurke and Soviet polar 

explorer hnitri Shparo, began in Anadyr, with 12 members skiing 

through 20 Soviet and Alaskan native villages on the Bering Sea 

coastline. The expedition sought to draw the communities on both 

sides closer together, while generating international attention to 

the new U. S. -Soviet cooperation along the border. 



It had been 50 years since Alaskans had visited the villages 

of Chukotka listed on the expeditionls itinerary. Eskimos from 

both countries were included on the team. Planned with the event 

was an official signing of border agreements between the governors 

of Alaska and Magadan Oblast--which was to take place on Little 

Diomede when the expedition arrived.'' 

The event would be the last major event involving joint media 

coverage within the Bering Strait target area up until the collapse 

of the USSR in 1991. 

Large scale broadcast coverage of the expedition was planned 

and executed in both countries Erom the local to national level. 

Coverage over the Chukotka portion was conducted both by Soviet 

and U.S. journalists, while the Alaska route (after Diomede) was 

covered solely by the American press corp. The highlight of the 

venture would be the expeditionts crossing of the Bering Strait by 

skin boat to Little Diomede, where combined US.-Soviet broadcast 

coverage would relay news of the expeditionls ptogress, as well as 

the border signing ceremonies. 

The Soviet press corp included the Chukotka State Radio Com- 

mittee, which sent reporters from the Eskimo and Russian depart- 

ments to provide regional radio coverage as well feeds to Magadan 

for broadcast throughout the oblast. The Magadan State TV and Radio 

Committee provided a film crew for coverage on Diomede, while 

nationally televised coverage was provided by photographers from 

Channel l-Moscow . Central Radio f rom Moscow beamed regular reports 
about the expedition fromthe contributions of their own reporters 



a on the scene, as well as feeds from the Anadyr staff. 

Bering Bridge's main Soviet sponsor was the nationally- 

circulated Communist Party paper Komsomolskava Pravda, and journ- 

alists from this paper and other Moscow publications rounded out 

the press corp. 

In Alaska, radio coverage was provided through the western 

Alaskan stations (KNOM,KICY,KOTZ) who had reporters on the exped- 

tionary route (in Alaska only) , and their feeds were transmitted 

regionally to APRN member stations as well as to AP and other 

national wire services. Television coverage was unusualiy large, 

given the difficulties of reporting on site in remote villages 

sub j ect to poor transportation logistics and extreme arctic weather 

conditions. An international broadcast contingent set up facili- 

ties in Anchorage, Nome, and Little Diomede, sending tape feeds to 

ABC News-New York, the Anchorage network affiliates, KSTP-Minneap- 

olis, and NHK-Tokyo. Northwest Campus (UAF)-provided State of 

Alaska television feeds via RATNET, showing expedition footage over 

the Governor of Alaska's special broadcast timeslot. 

Alascom, which had set up the telecom facilities for the 

Friendship Flight, set another milestone in providing unique broad- 

cast services by installing a satellite earth station directly on 

the frozen ocean a top the international date line between the 

Diomede Islands. ~ssisted by a U.S. Army "Apachem helicopter 

delivering vital components in white out storm conditions, the 

Alascom crew was able to provide the awaiting press c o q  on Little 

Diomede with telephone and broadcast connections j u s t  p r i o r  to the 



expedition s arrival. 

As the expedition reached Diomede, televised reports were 

made on the ice and directly uplinked to waiting stations across 

the U.S. which provided regular updates on the event. Eskimos in 

Alaska watched reports via RATNET, and were provided comprehensive 

information on both TV and radio, 

The broadcast component of the expedition made it possible 

to relay to audiences on both sides of the strait the uniqueness 

of the territory and efforts needed to travel along and across the 

Bering Strait through traditional means (skiis, dog team, and skin 

boat). The Soviets press and state delegation travelled to Little 

Diomede by helicopter upon the teamt s arrival, and spent less than 

six hours on the island before returning back. 

The dayls celebrations were sidetracked by the defection of 

two Soviet journalists who went to the local Amy National Guard 

conunander, demanding political asylum. 

"Bering Bridge," which took 58 days to complete its journey 

from Anadyr to Kotzebue, set the stage for future joint U.S . -Soviet 
activities that would bring closer the natives of the Bering 

Strait. With the signing of the Bering Strait border protocol, 

precedents were set for further border activities and broadcast 

cooperation between Soviet and Alaskan journalists. 

Sumrner Events 

In June, Nome-based Bering Air, began regular charter flight 

service between Nome and Provideniya . The route provided direct 



access to the Soviet Far East, circumventing the old route via 

Moscow and Anadyr. 

During July, the schooner m a n o  began another series of 

visits to Chukotkan villages, providing Alaskan Eskimos another 

opportunity to visit relatives. 9"lso that month, the Pilliken 

Expedition, composed of Soviet Eskimos and non-natives, travelled 

across the strait from Provideniya in walrus-skin umiaks, visiting 

different native villages along the Alaskan Coast on their way to 

Nome. '' 

The first direct telephone link between Alaska and Chukotka 

was set up in August, with a microwave system installed on St. Law- 

rence Island and Bechlameshlava (near Provideniya) . The link vast- 

ly improved communication and coordination of activities , while 

giving Eskimos t he i r  first chance t o  speak across the strait by 

direct  telephone links, rather than through tropo and satellite 

routing going around the world. 

Alaska-Soviet Press Corp relations 

Eager to expand their contacts with American journalists as 

well as to better their idea of the work environment experienced 

by the Alaskan press, the Union of Soviet Journalists organized an 

exchange program with the Alaska Press Club. In July and Aug~St, 

nine Alaskan journalists toured the Chukotka and Magadan regions, 

visiting print and broadcast facilities . Composed of reptesenta- 
tives from both private and public print and broadcast media, the 

Alaskan contingent received a comprehensive ovenriew of how mass 



media operated in the Far East, while making contacts for future 

press cooperation between the countries. 

In September, a delegation of Soviet journalists arrived in 

Nome to embark on a tour of press operations in six Alaskan cities, 

which fur ther  cemented press ties with their new colleagues 

throughout the state. What impact these visits would play in the 

development of regular press ties between the countries remained 

a matter for speculation, as each side worked under very dif ferent 

organizational schemes, with their own interests, agendas, and 

financial concems . 

Chukotkan Eskimo travel to Alaska 

The first large scale gathering of Chukotkan and Alaskan 

Eskimos took place in September 1989, during the "Bering Strait 

Region Elders Conference." Thirty-eight Eskimo elders from various 

Chukotkan settlements, accompanied by a Soviet press contingent and 

government off icials, travelled to Nome to attend the week-long 

conf erence . The time was spent with elderly Eskimos recounting 

family and historical ties, while official government and native 

delegations spent the time discussing political and social issues 

affecting the ~skimo population on both sides. 

There was much press coverage, as KNOM and KICY provided 

daily broadcasts of the meetings, and Anchorage TV affiliates del-  

ivered reports from the convention over the RATNsT channel. The 

Chukotka State ~adio Committee sent three reporters f rom the ~skimo 

Department, as well as two from the Russian staff. The Magadan 



State TV and Radio Committee sent TV and radio reporters. Radio 

Moscow sent a correspondent to cover the proceedings for national 

radio distribution, and numerous print j ournalist s f rom across the 

oblast and Moscow were in attendan~e.~~ 

The Elders Conference set a precedent for achieving the long- 

desired goal of united Eskimo participation in political delibera- 

tions with the respective governments controlling the Bering 

Strait. It further facilitated cooperation between those Soviet 

and U. S. of ficials charged with administrative control over the 

region. The conference dedicated its proceedings to finding effec- 

tive means of drawing government attention to their problems, esp- 

ecially in surmounting the legal and financial obstacles hindering 

native travel access and sociocultural integration. The week was 

spent in celebration of the Eskimo way of life, and was a pivotal 

point in the reestablishment of Eskimo ties. 

To add to the state of goodwill existing between the govern- 

ments, U.S. Secretary of State James Baker and Soviet Foreign Min- 

ister Edward Schevardnadze , meeting in Montana, signed a diplornatic 

agreement in late September which allowed visa-free passage across 

the Bering Strait by native people. The agreement allowed for 90 

day visits for Eskimos coming at the invitation of their friends 

and relatives. The action permanently opened the region for 

Eskimos, and hailed a new era of cooperation between the two 

nations . 'O0 

Within the next two years (up to the collapse of the USSR), 

cross-border Eskimo visits took place under a variety of contexts, 



though primarily f inanced by Alaskans as the Chukotkan Eskimos 

found themselves under increasing economic hardship due t o  the 

deterioration of the Soviet economy and currency. Though the act- 

ual numbers of people travelling was small, normal ties between 

villages on both sides had developed, and the Eskimos were once 

again free to determine the nature and extent of their relation- 

ship . 
The utilization of broadcast media in facilitating this rela- 

tionship and nurturing media empowerment proved it self, though it s 

future role is one which remained a question among the Eskimo 

leadership in both Chukotka and Alaska. 
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TRANSITION IN SOVIET bbEDIA AWD ITS IMPACT ON CHUKOTKA 
ESKIMO BROADCASTING: 1982 THROUGH THE 

DISSOLüTION OF TEE USSR (1991) 

Eskimo broadcasting and native consumption of national media 

would remain static from i ts  inception during the Brezhnev years 

up until the mid-1980s. 

By this time (marked by the death of Leonid Brezhnev) , the 

USSR struggled with the legacy of Brezhnevf s "period of stagna- 

tion." It was a nation disillusioned with the failed promises of 

communism, still dorninated by an ideologically bankrupt totalitar- 

ian Party, rif e with personal corruption in government , and showing 

signs of increasingly visible economic deterioration. 

Awareness of needed change, ref orm, and i~ovation emerged 

on a politically signif icant scale by 1982. Three years of aborted 

reform under the Andropov and Chernenko administrations made clear 

the need for serious restructuring under a new style of political 

leadership. A growing movement toward the repudiation of those 

foundations which underpimed the USSR1s Stalinist-Brezhnev legacy 

emerged, but the CPSU, unsure of the consequences such a movement 

could generate, instead offered a quasi-retum to the ~eninist 

experience as the best means for ef fecting needed reform of the 

system, 

The intent was to maintain the existing structure of govern- 

ment and society in a more efficient manner, and not the dismantl- 

ing of the Soviet system which could occur if the original premise 

of Leninism proved historically and pragmatically unviable. 
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The Gorbachev Ers Begin8 

In April 1985, Mikhail Sergeyevich Gorbachev was elected Gen- 

eral Secretary of the Comunist Party. He was given a mandate to 

reinvigorate the Soviet economy and political structures, though 

with a vague notion on the extent of refom needed to accomplish 

the task. It was a time of new realities in the USSR, which by now 

possessed a population relatively well-educated, somewhat knowledg- 

eable of conditions in the rest of the world, and aware of the 

expanding national crisis which demanded a solution. 

In tandem with the calls for revitalization and restructuring 

of the economy (perestroika) was a sobering realization of the 

necessity for increased openness (glasnost) as well as widespread 

access to the information required for effective economic planning. 

In this instance, glasnost would facilitate perestroika, but in 

actuality, both policy initiatives would develop and manifest 

themselves far beyond the original conceptions formulated by their 

proponent S. ' 
Oorbachevfs glasnost initiative was a response to a complex 

set of policy problems which were seemingly unsolvable without con- 

sensus formation, and this irnplied the development of previously- 

restricted substantive political discourse across the country--a 

discourse that relied on notions of in te l lec tua l  freedom and demo- 

cratic participation for its effective realization. The task could 

not be initiated without widespread participation of the broadcast 

media, though it was unknown how the system-designed f rom a single 

vantage point--could manage to promote the minimum amount of plur- 



alistic opinion supposedly needed to facilitate the imovative 

initiatives . 

While to this point state television and radio (under its 

Gosteleradio structure) had been moribund creatively, and stead- 

fast in its obeisance to Party control, the n e w  political realities 

forced both CPSU and broadcast officials to reconsider the mass 

media's role in Soviet society.' 

Gorbachev hoped for innovative applications of traditional 

media functions, which under its Leniniçt mode was to change the 

ethical and moral outlook of the people ... while rousing the people 

to contribute to the economic goals of the leadership. Instead, 

the very purpose and structure of broadcast media would corne under 

question. 

As new forces sought a change in broadcasting from the old 

style to one which nurtured a marketplace of ideas--= obvious 

ingredient of the glasnost strategy-representatives from within 

the state broadcast hierarchy balked at serious revisions in the 

traditional role of broadcast media as a cornponent of Party struc- 

ture and power.' 

In the years bef ore Gorbachevl s assent, broadcast policy was 

oriented toward documenting "achievementsW in the various spheres 

of sociopolitical, economic, and cultural lif e . Television and 

radio seemed bereft of progradng which reflected real life, in- 

stead projecting social rituals through which society established 

its ioentity . Dramatizations of social events , jubilees, state 

award ceremonies, holidays, and parades represented daily fare as 



demonstrations of the social order, and Gosteleradiots program 

strategy--designed to convince the populace of the superiority of 

socialism--seemingly perceived as more important the necessity of 

keeping up appearances rather than projecting reality itselL4 

In 1985, both Party and broadcast authorities were unprepar- 

ed to define how a reorganized media--which allowed for a wider 

participation of alternative opinions and s o c i a l  analyses of a 

critical nature--could operate without seriously undedning their 

own positions. This scenario was applicable for those in power 

at the national level in Moscow and at the okrug level in Chukotka. 

With the heads of broadcasting at each level dependent on CPSU en- 

dorsement to maintain their powerbase, it was natural for broadcast 

administrations to resist thxeats which could r e s u l t  from a relax- 

a t ion  of control  and access t o  media by those seeking radical re- 

structuring or the demise of the established order.= 

Soviet broadcasting had no experience in criticizing the CPSU 

or its governing policies, and the nomenklatura (Party appointees ) 

installed by the CPSU at broadcast facilities across the country 

held their power by maintaining the status quo--in this respect-- 

of programming based on Party-derived formulas and authorization.' 

As in Chukotka, it was not in the interest of the regional 

broadcast administration to upset the control structure and opera- 

tional procedures developed over long periods by the Party. This 

intransigence against reform was also responsible for the r i t u a l -  

ization of a system bent on towing one political line, maintaining 

mediocrity in journalistic standards and creative output, and ef- 



fectively blocking further development of the medium. Qukotka 

TV and Radio replicated central broadcasting's production code and 

style as did every other state outlet, and the entire system was 

entrenched in such a fashion as to make any fundamental change seem 

revolutionary . 

The Press Revolution 

Determined that no other course offered solutions to the pro- 

blems at hand, Gorbachev initiated policies which, by slow stages, 

opened up the broadcast media to greater limits of freedom of ex- 

pression and critical analysis, while extending the boundaries of 

press interaction with the West. 

The glasnost campaign progressed through several tactical 

stages. While print media quickly took the leading role in estab- 

lishing glasnost's modus operandi, national TV and radio soon of- 

fered carefully produced critical assessments of abuses by the 

state bureaucracy, of waste and mismanagement in the economic sec- 

tor, and previously untouchable sub j ects , ie . , corruption in law 
enforcement, f ailures in central planning efforts , the lwurious 

lifestyles of high Party officiab, etc. Early broadcasts stu~ed 

audiences who for t he  first time could hear reportage from a gov- 

ernment will ing to admit shortcomings; yet the focus of criticism 

was directed toward individuals and not upon the fundamental sys-  

tem of CPSU governance from which they operated.' 

Quickly testing the boundaries of glasnost, the printed media 

placed critical reappraisals of the past (primarily abuses from 



the Stalin era and revisionist  history) i n  its pages. allowing the 

most courageous of joumalists and writers to speak out. Al1 out 

assaults on the systemic legacy of Stalinism and even the Leninist 

foundation of Soviet control were restricted during this first 

year, and any serious analyses on the main problems in the country 

were conspicuouçly absent in central television and radio program- 

ming , '" 

Frozen Chukotka 

While tangible signs of change slowly appeared in central 

mass media, 1985 remained a changeless year fo r  the broadcast media 

in Chukotka, Radio and television viewers fromthe isolated Eskimo 

villages to the regional capital of Anadyr could see the begimings 

of perestroika and glasnost solely from Moscow, with their primary 

sense of reform codng from central papers such as PRAVDB, IZVES- 

TIAI and various periodicals . '' 
For Chukotka--a sealed off political region under extreme 

Party, KGB, and military control and geographically the farthest 

point from Moscow--the initial impact of the new period of reform 

would be delayed longer than the rest of the nation, especially in 

regard t o  changes in mass media form and function. Okrug Party 

leaders appeared to doubt perestroika' s possibilities for success, 

and were fully prepared to struggle against it in the hope that its 

demise would fur ther  strengthen the Party apparat as well as bring 

the region back to pre-perestroika conditions." 



W i t h  this combination of controlling forces and anti-peres- 

troika stance existing in the region, Chukotkats citizenry was 

dissuaded from active participation in reform efforts, and sus- 

tained their reputation for political inactivity and passivity 

(with the native population passive to the extreme) . These con- 

ditions helped preserve the Okruzhnoy CPSU Party Cornmittee's con- 

t r o l  over broadcasting f rom Anadyr, and their designated f unction- 

ary at the Chukotka State Television and Radio Committee (Chairwo- 

man Ludmilla Shmelova) continued to enforce policies dictated by 

the Party chiefs. Accordingly, no changes were f e l t  by the staffs 

of the radio and television departments ; existing censorship organs 

maintained their functions, and production output mirrored that of 

previous years in form and content.'' 

Under such an environment, it was impossible for Eskimo 

broadcasting to experience any change in operations--and the Radio 

Department was prevented from covering serious issues related to 

perestroika and its potential impact upon the Eskimo people." 

The paradox for media consumers in Chukotka was the fact that 

while they could gain some sense of perestroika and glasnost via 

televised images or radio programs transmitted from Moscow, it was 

impossible to tangibly feel any impact in their local surroundings 

or through their local press--due to the heightened efforts of the 

Party to insulate the regional media and general population from 

change. Anadyr's journalists could only participate vicariously 

in the reform movement during this first  year i n  the same way as 

viewers; by observing it on the sidelines and not directly par t i c -  



ipating in it ." 

In the first challenge to this state of affairs, a letter 

f orwarded by local j ournalists to the regional Party committee cal- 

led for the replacement of Chairnoman Shmelova, protesting her 

leadership and managerial practices. It seemed a dangerous move 

by promoters of glasnost within the press community---y of whom 

had been previously victimized hy Shmelovats policies--and coming 

at a tirne when journalists were routinely dismissed for violation 

of even the smallest breaches of conduct. The attempt was quickly 

squashed since Shmelova was held in high regard by Party leaders 

as a loyal apparatchik (Party worker) who controlled the studios 

exactly in accordance with their recpirements." 

Journalists were quickly reminded of the powers wielded by 

a local officialdom which steadfastly refused to follow even the 

slightest hint of relaxation in control--and this during a time 

which throughout the test of the country came to be known as "the 

coming of Spring . fl R e f  orm of broadcasting in the region would have 

to wait during the first few years of perestroika." 

Chernobylrs Impact on Glasnost and 
Information Policy 

As the country completed its first year under perestroika, 

little fundamental change in information control had taken place. 

This was about to change with the Kremlin's handling of the Cher- 

nobyl nuclear accident in April 1986. In a true crisis for the 

governmentls domestic and foreign information p o l i c y  mechanisms, 

officia1 delays in alerting the nation and world to the dangers of 



the explosion revealed the Soviet s intransigence toward effective 

implementation of the more liberal aspects of glasnost. It was a 

sign that the regime was prepared to carry on with old-line poli- 

cies which promulgated secrecy and coverup. After a late-coming 

acknowledgement of the disaster by Soviet authorities (which had 

already been reported by western press), the Party (via Gostele- 

radio) sought to manipulate public opinion and legitimize its own 

actions through broadcast coverage which put carefully-controlled 

spins on the handling of the accident. Unlike previous incidents, 

Chernobyl's international impact forced a change in responsiveness 

and openness which had never been hallmarks of Soviet government 

information policy. The Kremlin lost a great degree of rhetorical 

control over the press and their ability to mold public opinion 

in the wake of the accident.'" 

After the Chernobyl affair, clear signs of change in press 

reporting occurred, with the press becorning more mtruthfuln and 

responsive to the needs of the media public. ~n emphasis on tirne- 

liness of reports happened as we11. l9 hirther, events previously 

kept out of the media (crime, natural disasters, accidents, etc. ) 

were beginning to make their way into news reports more often in 

the print media and to a lesser degree in the broadcast media. 

Changea in Central Broadcasting 

In 1986, central broadcasting began to exhibit noticeable 

changes in its program output. mile the traditionally-favored 

programs on Tv continued (news, sports, movies, documentaries, 



musical performances, educational f eatures , etc. ) talk shows and 

live broadcasts of public debates appeared in large numbers, and 

Soviet TV witnessed the rise of dialogic journali~m.~~ According 

ta Muratov, programs whose f eatured perf omers were answerers and 

whose main action was provided by the questions of home viewers or 

studio participants grew swif tly in number . 2' In essence, this new 

type of television j ournalism emerged as a form of social self-con- 

sciousness which sparked further inroads into the personalization 

of broadcasting. 

Individual expression and interpretation of life and events 

aff ecting the country f rom a personal standpoint - -rather than f rom 
officially sanctioned views--were allowed nationwide exposure for 

the first time via these programs. Soviet TV had encountered its 

initial taste of emancipation. 

During February of this year, the first in a series of tele- 

vised "space bridges"etween the Soviet Union and the U.S. took 

place (Leningrad and Seattle) , tepresenting a breakthrough in Sov- 

iet broadcast policy. Viewers across the USSR were brought face 

to face with Americans who--while often expressing opinions in dir- 

ect opposition to long-held Soviet tenets--proved remarkably simi- 

lar in appearance, thoughts, and actions. The broadcast was prob- 

ably the first television program made equally available to ~skimo 

viewers on each side of the Bering Strait. Though edited for 

broadcast, the space bridge proved that state media policy had a 

degree of flexibility by allowing such fare.= 

These programs-clearly approved of by Gorbachev and in line 



with western expectations seeking signs of glasnostfs viability-- 

had t h e  e f f e c t  of whetting audience appetites for greater exposure 

to western ideas, information, and entertainment. In reality, the 

Politburo permitted t he  telecasts as part of a strategy to inform 

the media public while preempting the influence of external in- 

formation sources. This was a clear sign of retreat from previous 

strategies of dismissing western information services (ie., VOA, 

BBC, Radio Liberty) as propaganda, and Soviet television seeming 

labored to provide the types of news and information sought by 

their own audiences which had previously been the domain of these 

western services 2' 

Many innovative programs, including morning and evening news 

and variety shows, youth programs, film documentaries based on per- 

estroika themes, rock concerts, and controversial talk shows fea- 

turing tough discussions between audiences and politicians, emerged 

during the year. These programs (catering to different segments 

of the television audience) often challenged the authority of both 

government and the results of its perestroika campaign. 

While both challenging and entertaining, these shows consti- 

tuted a breakthrough in Soviet TV's normally mundane broadcast 

schedule, However, such experimental progradng was deemed sus- 

pect by the Party, and in an effort to control the impact created 

by these new offerings, the scheduling or cancellation of programs 

was made according to the whims of Gosteleradiors decision making 

process, described by a leading TV producer as "controlled through 

resolutions, instructions, conferences, and telephone calls by the 



Party-state apparatus. "" 

The leadership of Gosteleradio soon came to face their pot- 

ential inability to control program output as previously maintain- 

ed, and a new hallmark of glasnost in television was revealed by 

the mergence of unpolished information not specially sanct ioned by 

top authorities with the persona1 viewpoints of journalists, per- 

formers, or audiences. Such a situation would continue to enrage 

the Party leadership and broadcast managers who held as inmutable 

the preeminence of the Party-state television system viewpoint over 

that of the individual .'' 

Despite ever present threats of retaliation against the con- 

timing openness and stylistic changes in television by the com- 

mand structure, the pace and widespread confirmation of perestroika 

and glasnost among progressive elements within the CPSU and across 

the nation proved a powerful stimulus for a constant revision and 

creative expansion of broadcast services. 

While kept in relative check during the first two years of 

Gorbachevqs rule, television opened up even more to controversial 

programs which challenged both stylistic noms as well as the boun- 

dries of acceptable and critical content. While still relatively 

behind the print media in elucidating the critical issues of peres- 

troika, a movement appeared within Ostankino l s studios aimed at de- 

personalizing standards of the medium while engaging more fully in 

serious analytical discussions of the tir ne^.^^ 

Vzglad, an innovative variety-talk show targeted at young 

people appeared in 1987, and soon became the most popular Soviet 



television show. One of the first productions to be aired live, 

it featured rock music; information of relevance to youth; and pro- 

vided question and answer sessions between politicians, writers , 

and economists facing a young studio audience asking difficult 

questions about c u r e n t  problems in society. The program's format 

and range of issues widened its interest among al1 categories of 

viewers while raising problems for many of Gosteleradiofs admini- 

strative staff." A new trend in programming appeared which chal- 

lenged established noms. 

Where previous Soviet audience pref erences were geared to 

movies, detective series, pop music shows, f amily programs, game 

shows, etc., and away from information programs of dubious propa- 

gandistic orientation (as ref lected in pre-perestroika times) , pro- 

grams such as "Vzgladn and other similar offerings caused a real- 

ignment in the priority audiences now attached to information pro- 

grams . '" 
As could be expected from a national audience vitally con- 

cerned with the new changes in society, investigative j ournalism 

programs sparked the greatest audience interest. Coverage of cor- 

ruption and crime in the higher echelons of the government and 

Party, and stories on economics generated the most response from 

viewers . " 

The success of these shows (themselves subject to editing, 

interference, and cancellation by Gosteleradio) revealed how broad- 

casting began to facilitate the rapid politicization of Soviet soc- 

iety--a development which put Kremlin control over broadcasting in 



a progressively weakened position. W i t h  the cornensurate increase 

in the ability of journalists and the public to participate in 

televised forums with Party and government authoritieç to question 

their actions, Soviet television entered an increasingly difficult 

period. The worst fears of the Politburo, namely, the potential 

of Tv to go well beyond the original confines of glasnost which 

they imposed, appeared close to reali~ation.~' 

Encouraged by the boldness of pr in t  journalists, some within 

TV's creative cadres sought to firm up their positions in offering 

new programs which went even deeper into the serious issues of per- 

estroika. As a result, Gosteleradio bosses became more aggressive 

in negating the efforts of ref ormers, especially those whose mater- 

ial tacitly exposed fundamental problems in perestroika as well as 

the fieninist foundations which formed the bedrock O the CPSU1s 

political existence. Those who followed a similar course on radio 

had to confront managerial opposition in like mariner." 

More and more, tensions arising over the control of press 

coverage provided continuous conflicts between high Party offic- 

ials, the nomenklatura w h i c h  served as the directors of state med- 

ia, and the professional staffs under them (journalists and crea- 

t h e  types), who were quick to exploit the relaxation in censor- 

ship . It was clear that broadcasting I s centralized administrative- 

command structure left the medium at odds w i t h  perestroika's prin- 

ciple of pluralisrn, and the intransigence of the ruling elite to- 

ward accepting greater relaxation of control as a price for achie- 

ving Gorbachevrs aims became a central point of confrontation and 



discussion between advocates of state broadcasting in its status 

quo mode versus those promoting total reorganization as well as 

independent mass media." 

As the struggle for power in the wake of perestroika grad- 

ually intensified, radio and Tv became both a weapon in the fight 

as well as one of its principle objects. It soon becarne apparent 

that if fundarnental restructuring (or dissolution) of the political 

system was mandated, then the structure and operation of mass media 

would have to follow a similar revision--one that opened up the 

possibility of broadcasting independent of authoritarian control. 

This dynamic constituted a reference point for analyzing the con- 

tinuously changing nature of Soviet mass media during the years of 

perestroika. 

Change in Programming Policy--1987 

Paradoxically, Gosteleradiots leaders in 1987 permitted the 

continuation of two previously inconceivable facets of programrning 

which directly fueled the forces of irreversible change 

programing policy; expanded live satellite television 

with the US., and comrnercialization. During this year, 

in Soviet 

exchanges 

ABC Tele- 

vision developed a series of live broadcasts with Gosteleradio 

titled "Capital to Capitaln which allowed Soviet viewers to witness 

televised debates between leaders of both countries. In one ex- 

change, Peter ~emings and Leonid Zolatarevski hosted a debate on 

human rights between members of the CPSU Central Committee, USSR 

Supreme Soviet, government paper Izvestia, and leaders of the 



United States Congress." 

Approximately 80 million Soviet viewers witnessed the broad- 

cast, providing new insights into their understanding of American 

viewpoints on human rights as well as criticisrns on the nature of 

the Soviet order. Of equal importance, Soviet off icials labored 

to define a wide open policy of glasnost in operation, as well as 

formally discounting the occurrence of direct Party interference 

with the press. While not factually true at that point in time for 

al1 media, such statements showed the growing inability of the 

Party to justify previous practices of censorship when confronted 

openly in international forums." 

The Comercialization of Broadcasting 

The transmission of "Capital to Capitaln featured a new ex- 

perience for Soviet viewers; American commercial advertising. Soon 

after, nVzgladll began showing the first domestic-made commercials 

during its prograrn breaks. This represented a major compromise in 

official Soviet attitudes toward capitalistic press practices and 

models based on private ownership and the profit motive.3s While 

Soviet media had traditionally derided western commercial media for 

its denigration of "mass culturen and advertising as a pernicious 

tool of market forces, very few understood the role of advertising 

as a purveyor of mass culture and how it might influence the trans- 

foxmation of ideas of society and culture whioh were then taking 

place in the country. '' 



Economic considerations in support of comercialization began 

to override previous philosophical tenets against it , and the Vap- 

i t a l  to Capitaln and "Vzgladn broadcasts clearly demonstrated the 

viability of this type of programming. 

Gosteleradio directors were faced with increasingly complex 

financial problems co~ected with the state broadcast system, and 

saw advertising as a means to supplement f unding normally allocated 

f rom the federal treasury.'' Soon, commercials began to appear reg- 

u lar ly  on other programs, and Soviet advertising started its devel- 

opment--fueled by the growing euphoria over heightened prospects 

for business and the availability of western consumer goods. 

Many producers within Soviet TV and radio responded to the 

introduction of advertising positively, though recognizing the pro- 

blems associated with financing commercial production and distribu- 

tion. Vzgladn utilized advertising to significantly supplement 

the salaries of its employees, and their example propelled other 

progradng staffs within Ostankino to follow suit." 

~acking the West s degree of commercial sophistication, Sov- 

iet TV' s f ledgling efforts were characterized by an absence of pre- 

cise advertising policies, lack of ethical codes, low quality of 

presentations, a marked absence in the availability of products ad- 

vertised, and "pitchesm which greatly widened the gap between com- 

mercial~ and real life." 

Of ma j or importance ; advertising altered the landscape of 

daily programming while providing a realistic financial rationale 

both for Gosteleradio managers seeking additional funds, and those 



forces (within state media and private-public organizations) advo- 

cating the development of independent media. 

Recalcitrance Toward New Trends in Programming 

In a backlash against new trends established during the year, 

Gosteleradio continued to maintain old formats and program series 

which had been staples for years . " VremyaN (the main evening news 

program on the first channel), preserved its regular style of news 

coverage; ie., reports on a railway station in Murmansk failing to 

unload freight cars due to an official's fault; praise for consci- 

entious workers in the Kurgan Region who excelled in bringing in 

the potato harvest, etc. This program concentrated on displaying 

exarnples of perestroika in action across the  nation. Such daily 

reporting sought t o  reaffirm the CPSU1s position in the course of 

reform; one which deemphasized the need for cardinal change, while 

reinforcing the improving current structures and enf orcing 

In contrast to this strategy, a few news analysis programs 

appeared which represented a more independent approach to coverage 

of national affairs during the period. These shows offered infor- 

mation which revealed political tendencies (ie., growing influence 

of democratic-oriented political blocks within the RSFSR Supreme 

Soviet, protests in election results, criticism of the Politburo) 

aimed at providing a clearer picture of perestroika in reality. 

M a n y  of these topics surfaced throughout interview and audience 

participation programs like "Vzglad. 



Undaunted, Gosteleradio began restricting the scheduling of 

novel popular offerings of this orientation, but unlike the past 

--when program decisions were made without question or with regard 

to audience preference--state T V  planners soon encountered public 

protest and negative reaction in the print media when these contro- 

versial, yet popular programs suddenly disappeared. Audiences were 

becoming more participatory in the process of reform; they were 

more outspoken in support for T v r s  young and fresh personalities; 

developed a taste for western-style programming; and displayed cri- 

t i c a l  attitudes towards Gosteleradiols hierarchical program deci- 

sion making (one unused to public pressure) ." 
The new programming environment whetted the appetites of Sov- 

iet viewers for more spontaneous, uncontrolled information and en- 

tertainment. The repudiation of 016 formats, the heightened sense 

of democratic participation by producers and audiences, the intro- 

duction of advertising, the growing relaxation of censorship and 

press freedom, and the momentum of opposition to CPSU policies and 

authority in the wake of perestroika constituted some of the forces 

which for the first time seriously challenged the established order 

of state broadcast f o n ,  function, and output .'l 

Ethnicity Issues Facing Teleoision 

Concerning the issue of television's utility in the Party's 

overall plan to facilitate interethnic relations and socialization 

within the USSR, it was clear that failures in Central TV program 

policies toward this goal mirrored general failures in Soviet soc- 



ialization policy. While regional broadcast services targeting 

large ethnie populations in the various republics had long been in 

operation, central broadcasts were formatted from a Soviet or 'Rus- 

sian" perspective which necessarily precluded serious multiethnic 

representation. Such a long tem policy could not be maintained 

in light of ethnic tensions and growing political unrest occurring 

across the  country after 1985." 

Being relatively subdued during the Stalin and Brezhnev per- 

iods, the threat of nationalism and ethnic tensions increased rap- 

idly as perestroika continued, and the role of central broadcast- 

ing ' s coverage (or non-coverage) of the myriad issues of importance 

to the country's non-Russian population was itself a focus of con- 

troversy. For Eskimos in particular, the idea of television serv- 

ing as a tool for expression of self-interest and self-detedna- 

ation (or simply as a mouthpiece to voice complaints about sub- 

standard living conditions, low salaries, or general frustrations) 

was an idea far  remote from reality at this point in time. 

Since Central TV was a center stage for revealing to the  cit- 

izenry the nature and development of Soviet glasnost and perestroi- 

ka, the inclusion of information pertaining to ethnic involvement 

in t he  course of national reform, and the opportunity to broadcast 

ethnic political and economic positions in ways which could force 

tangible changes in Soviet central government policies, was a pre- 

requisite for meeting the demands of t he  country's increasingly 

restless minorities . 
From a national perspective on the need for refom of ethnic 



broadcast policy and the difficulties faced in achieving it via 

changes in the approach used by central broadcasting, Soviet media 

researcher Ellen Mickiewicz concluded: 

These reforms have drawn attention t o  televisionls 
political utility. However, even with the increased 
regional authority over broadcasting, the seriousness 
of ethnic tensions has made national television coverage 
of ethnic issues and its representation of ethnic groups 
a critical policy issue.45 

Subsequent changes in Soviet press and telecommunication policies 

would eventually provide enhanced opportunities for ethnic peoples 

to implement broadcasting in ways more cognizant and representative 

of their unique position, though this would be more true on a local 

and regional basis than at the national level. For the Eskimo 

Radio Department, local Party support for their efforts might in- 

clude funds for an additional staff member, but not in a relaxa- 

tion of editorial policies which could let them air serious griev- 

ances over the air. 

Regardless, the ethnicity issue of broadcasting was yet an- 

other facet of the overall movement seeking change in the decades- 

old system of totalitarian media supervision, and the establish- 

ment of alternative chmels independent from memiin control. 

The Impact of the VCR 

The introduction of videocassette recorders (VCR) to the 

Soviet Union provides communication researchers with an opportunity 

to analyze the impact consumer video technology had in the eventual 

disabling of state information control. Ten years after the intro- 

duction of the Sony Betamax to the West, VCRs began making their 



appearance . 46 Bef ore 1985. there were no manuf acturing plants pro- 

ducing these recorders, and the few that were in operation were 

f oreign-made models brought in by diplomats . j ournalists , and citi- 
zens travelling abroad. According to one researcher, the cost of 

a Japanese VCR was equivalent to six month1s wages for the average 

worker 

After 1985, Soviet manufacture of VCR units began in the town 

of Voronezh, producing a model known as the Elektronika VM-12 ." 

The decision to begin manufacturing appears to have been a compro- 

mise made by Soviet authorities concerned with the implications of 

a technology able to disseminate information uncontrolled by Party 

or govemment structures, while seeking advantage of the new tech- 

nologies currently available in the West. 

During the f irst year of VCR production, only 250 off icially- 

approved movies were available, yet a growing black market was dis- 

tributing contraband tapes, including pornography and movies with 

negative portrayals of the USSR, ie. , Sylvester StalloneJ s nRambon 

and nRockyn series. In response. Soviet legislation was enacted 

making the storing and distribution of films of a seditious charac- 

ter a crime punishable by up to two years of imprisonment." 

In the later years of perestroika and glasnost, VCRs gained 

immensely in popularity, domestic manufacturing increased, impor- 

tation of foreign recorders and movie titles expanded, and the Sov- 

iet government gave up its efforts in controlling the new medium. 

VCRs provided alternative sources of information and entertainment 

which were in great demand by a public seeking to understand the 



new sociopolitical realities aroused by glasnost and opened up new 

avenues for persona1 reflection about the conditions of life in the 

USSR and the West. VCRS presented new conpetition to Soviet tele- 

vision, off ered much greater variety in programing options, and 

sparked the eventual establishment of small cable systems through- 

out the country. 

In Magadan Oblast and Chukotka, the introduction of VCRs 

mirrored trends in the central and western parts of the country. 

With its proximity to Japan, foreign recorders were more easily 

obtainable, though prices limited purchase to people of political 

and economic means. VCR ownership was considered a status symbol, 

linking Soviet owners with their counterparts in the West. Soviet- 

produced models , however, were scorned as inf erior and consumers 

were willing to purchase Japanese modelç three to four times more 

expensive. 

For Chukotka, the limited availability of movie t i t les  and 

the expense of purchasing hardware kept the VCR from making much 

impact on the region's viewing public during this period. Few, if 

any, Eskimos owned a VCR. '' 

The statua of Chukotka broadcasting in 1987 

A f t e r  two years of viewing broadcast reform from the side- 

lines, regional media in Chukotka continued in a static fonn, with 

j ournalists waiting patiently for perestroika to make a tangible 

impact on the attitudes and actions of the region's Party and bur- 

eaucratic machinery. Unlike other sections of the country which 



witnessedthe rise of democratic political organizations and groups 

advocating political and broadcast reform, Chukotka had yet to ex- 

perience such developments in 1987. By this tirne, however, the 

regional Party leaders, bureaucrats, military, and broadcast admin- 

istration began to realize perestroikals inevitable course of 

change on society, forcing them to confront how to enact the pro- 

cess of refom throughout Ch~kotka.~~ 

Though philosophically opposed to ref orm, Chairwoman Shmelova 

and the editorial leadership of the TV and Radio Codttee began 

cosmetic changes in prograrnming (early 1987), which seemingly pre- 

tended to rnirror trends of refonn but in actuality were half -heart- 

ed attempts to go along with the new political "linen promulgated 

by Moscow . Local j ournalists accused them of not supporting pere- 

stroika as evidenced by the lack of substantive changes in the way 

program content was produced and disseminated. In addition, journ- 

alists were still kept in tight reins by the censorship organs and 

most could daim that the growing freedoms in joumalisrn engendered 

by glasnost at that time could still not be experienced in Anadyr." 

Journalists began to feel the winds of change during the 

latter half of the year, as central broadcasting (primarily TV) and 

the print media accelerated press reforms. For Chukotka press, 

leadership in the expression of non-official viewpoints was taken 

by the regional newspaper sovietskaya Chukotkq, and soon many of 

their journalists were asked to provide analyses for Chukotka TV 

and radio news programs. While these initial attempts by the TV 

and radio studios for airing contraversial non-Party viewpoints 



were closely controlled by Chairnoman Shmelova, it was clear that 

the topic of reform would quickly become a major component in al1 

progradng transmitted from Anadyr,53 

In the summer of 1987, an event which portended the opening 

up of Chukotka to the West also made a major impact upon Chukotka 

broadcastingls controlled information apparatus and how it dissem- 

minated views concerning the non-Soviet world: the visit to Anadyr 

by former U.S. Ambassador to the Soviet Union (and IBM Computer 

Chaiman) Thornas J. Watson Jr. Watson had petitioned the Soviet 

govemment for permission to fly his personal plane across the 

country, and was granted the opportunity to be the first American 

allowed into Anadyr in many yearseH 

In a nightmare for the regional KGB and Party off icials, Wat- 

son's unrestricted access to excited journalists and crowds on the 

Street resulted in numerous reports on regional radio and TV which 

cast an entirely new light on people1 s understanding of Amerka, 

as well as the degree of isolation which had been effectively rnain- 

t ained around Chukotka , 5 5  

The Watson interviews provided a direct counter to the propa- 

ganda about America and Alaska which had been carefully dissemin- 

ated by central and regional reporting in the past, and for  the 

f i r s t  time, censorship policies could not be employed to control 

coverage of a major news event. Spurred on by the new possibili- 

ties for relations with Alaska, and surprised by their ability to 

engage in unrestricted reporting during Watson's visit, regional 

journalists became more assertive in pressing for greater refom 



within the Chukotka broadcast ~ommittee.'~ 

Shifts in National and Regional Broadcast 
Media Operationa: 1988 

The year of 1988 would see the rise of heightened changes in 

the media landscape both on a national and regional basis, as pub- 

lic controvers ies and the Supreme Soviet ! s deliberat ions over draf t 

laws seeking to decentralize and dismantle the government adminis- 

tration inevitably affected the politics of broadcast journalism 

Movement on greater broadcaçt reform within the central media 

and wide scale refonmilations of broadcast progrananing and content 

over state TV had a resulting impact on the operations of Chukotka 

broadcasting . In addition, this was the year of the regiont s open- 

ing up to Alaska--an event of significant importance which would 

ultimately influence the changing nature of Chukotkat s political 

and mass media establishments. 

Trends in Central Programming: TV 

Soviet television in 1988, began to display an ever-widening 

variety of progr&s unlike those offered in the past, with the more 

serious offerings (Le . ,  interview programs, political analysis, 

news) delving deeply into the course of perestroika. These prog- 

rams openly criticized negative phenornena and discussed alterna- 

tives to reform f rom both government and independent perspectives. 

News and information became more comprehensive and was decreasingly 

"edited for the public at large." Previous tenets on what consti- 



tuted permis sible topics for discussion were increasingly abandon- 

ed, while the medium became generally more aggressive in covering 

domestic af f airs, developments abroad, and displayed greater invol- 

vement in programring relationships with f oreign broadcasters . '' 

Entertainment shows became prioritized and emerged in new 

contexts, driving away the perception of TV as a boring medium of 

officialdom. Viewers could start the day watching "120 Minutes," 

a Soviet version of the American morning news and variety format 

transmitting live and featuring domestic and international news, 

political commentary, rock videos, aerobic workouts, cartoons, 

sports and weather, and other f eatures . 
Across the daily broadcast schedule, Soviet TV provided 

international satellite linkups ; interviews and question and answer 

programs based on perestroika themes ; live studio programs for 

youth; popular music concerts (including American artists) ; science 

shows; detective series; sporting events; travelogs; foreign films; 

educational f eatures ; and various shows targeting dif ferent seg- 

ments of the population in new formats. In contrast, political 

bxoadcasts--such as coverage of the proceedings of the USSR Supreme 

Soviet and other bodies- -persistede 59 

As the face of television changea, Gosteleradiols leadership 

was caught in a delicate balance of offering visible alternatives 

in programing fare and allowing critical discussion pertaining to 

the course of reforms, while still maintainhg its ability to man- 

ipulate and censor information deemed anathema by the Party. As 

198 8 progressed, however, its became increasingly dif f icult to mute 



the myriad voices of people and issues circulating on the airwaves, 

and the Kremlin continued to loose ground in its control over the 

press. 

In recognition of the impact the electronic media was having 

on the growing politicization of the nation, Gosteleradio Chairman 

Alexander Aksyonon, asserted the govemment s compromise stance on 

the role of broadcasting stating: 

In the conditions of perestroika and glasnost, 
our journalists can tackle any subject of social 
significance, There are no taboos. Our TV viewers 
and radio listeners--that is, al1 Soviet people-- 
determine the social significance of subjects. 
Criticism on radio and TV is one of the real oppor- 
tunities for Soviet people to use theis constitu- 
tional freedom of speech ... and with the aid of TV 
and radio. people c m  really influence the course 
of the current restnicturing and further improve- 
ment of al1 aspects of our life .'O 

While this quote was targeted to a western audience--representing 

a glossy account of Gosteleradio's acceptance of new realities in 

programrning--the statement was roughly in line with the status of 

broadcasting in the central media during this latter stage of 

glasnost. Freedom of the press and dereplation in broadcasting, 

however, were issues in 1988, which the Party would continue their 

opposition to--especially in Chukotka. Yet reform on the national 

airwaves provided the incentive for innovation at the Chukotka 

studios. 

The Rise of Cable Television 

Cable television networks represented a new phenomenon in the 

Soviet media system, emerging during this phase of perestroika. 



While cable has been used for a long time in distributing trunk 

signals within the Soviet transmission system, individual reception 

of programs from independent programers was a new de~eloprnent.~' 

The establishment of small cable Tv networks in Moscow and 

other cities represented an alternative choice for viewers seeking 

program options outside of state channels. While its impact at 

that point in time was minimal, cable was seen as a potential com- 

petitor to çtate broadcasting, and equally important, as much more 

conducive to independent control and program variety .12 Cable < s 

penetration into Chukotka would occur la ter  than experienced in 

other sections of the country. 

Trends in Progradng: Chukotka TV and Radio 

Early in 1988--as the nation witnessed more radical changes 

in the political and economic sectors--calls for the Chukotka Party 

machineryto participate more fullyin perestroika sparked parallel 

developments of glasnost within the regional TV studios. Taking 

their cue from Ostankinots news and comentary programs (which ex- 

hibited a new frankness in critical reporting) the ed i to r i a l  board 

at Anadyr introduced a series of TV news programs which explored 

previously restricted topics ." 

Though unused to investigative report ing critical of politi- 

cal forces in the okmg, journalists appearing on newscasts discus- 

sed drawbacks in the Party's administration over various sectors 

of the socioeconomic infrastructure; reported on political in- 

fighting within the upper levels of the Okruzhnoy CPSU Coinmittee; 



and opened up the possibilities for experts and citizens to appear 

on camera (and in the radio studios) to air criticisms publicly.'' 

Quickly, these newscasts became a forum for controversial 

sub j ects , ie . , exposes on the actions of bureaucrats , protests 

against the dismissal of reform-minded directors at various work- 

places, reports on failures by state organizations to meet state 

planning goals, discussion of elections to replace city and region- 

al authorities , etc. 65 

Journalists who were aware of emerging independent political 

organizations promoting democratization and rapid change within the 

region, invited their leaders to take part in live debates. Alex- 

ander Ljubosh, a journalist and early advocate of democratic reform 

within the state broadcast committee, noted that Chairnoman Shmel- 

ova (under orders fromthe Party 1st Secretary) continued her ef- 

forts to censor information which directly challenged CPSU author- 

ity by enforcing the old system of prior approval for aired textC6 

Journalists who went ahead and aired information from texts  

previously crossed out by Çhmelova (or her deputy at the radio 

studio, Alexander Shegulov) still f aced the procedure- -as in earli- 

er times--of reporting to the chairwoman or Party representative 

for a disciplinary discussion." As the year progressed, however, 

Çhmelova retreated from this tactic because of increasing pressure 

by journalists across the various media who protested against cen- 

sorship . 

The further central media embarked on press refom d6d open- 

ness, the less the administration of Chukotka could justify their 



previous practices limiting free expression by the region1s mass 

media. W i t h  the system of authority remaining in place, however, 

j ournalists continued to be intimidated by the Party1 s exercise of 

power . 

The Eroding of Propaganda in Broadcast Content 

A reversal in the normal procedure of placing propagandist ic 

content across al1 program features was perhaps the most notable 

characteristic during this phase of Chukotkats media refom. After 

nearly three years of glasnost and consistent intolerance (by fac- 

tions within the national mass media) for past press restrictions 

and forced propagandistic program output, broadcasting evolved to 

the point where Party propaganda found little credibility as it was 

forced to compete with the new ideologies of change promoted by 

rising press freedom. 

Audiences normally insensitive to the old program fare quick- 

ly became supporters of the new trends in programming, and a new 

level of activism appeared via public participation with reporters 

and their productions. Chukotka residents who marveled at the 

changes in central broadcasting and took part in its experiences 

vicariously, were increasingly f rustrated with the marginal ref orm 

of their own regional services, and were less tolerant of any con- 

t inuation of propagandistic information coming f rom the Party. '' 

This was a major source of concern for the Okruznoy CPSU 

Committee, who still relied on Shmelova to preserve some semblance 

of Party control over information transmitted over the airwaves. 

Her tactics included pressuring staff to conform or resign. 

401 



Eskfmo* Radio: Reaaons for the Statua Quo 

Radio w o u l d  rernain more consemative than television in the 

early months of 1988 (and later), keeping w i t h  their regular sched- 

ule of programs on the All-Union Radio timeslot. Radio at this 

stage still transmitted rehearsed and recorded programs w i t h  scr- 

ipts subj ect to Shmeloval s final approval. Live progradng was 

out of the question due to fears by the leadership of being unable 

to control message output, and radio journalists (both Russian and 

native) continued their practice of submitting program annotations 

before airing. ~adio's higher state of regulation seemed due to 

its conformance to national radio practices as well as the fact 

that its audience was much greater (than TV), and spread throughout 

the entire okrug?' 

Despite a more relaxed programming environment for local TV 

which often utilized the services of reporters from the radio de- 

partments, the Eskimo radio staff did not actively seek opportuni- 

ties for introducing procedural changes in their program output. 

Instead, the regular spate of shows consisting of village news and 

cultural items persisted. They held back f rom delivering critical 

reports airned at addressing serious problems facing the Eskimo 

populations in the listening ares? 

In line with the general attitude of native joumalists not 

to provoke confrontation with Shrnelova or Shegulov for fear of 

reprisal or dismissal frorn their positions, Eskimo broadcasts would 

be the last programming venue of Chukotka Radio to change with the 

tintes ." 



The native intelligentsia, on the other hand, were looking 

for the Eskimo Department t o  seize upon the changing winds exper- 

ienced by the Russian media in addressing native problems and pro- 

viding relevant commentary of importance to their population. A 

segment of this group felt the Eskimo staff failed in this regard." 

Disabled by continued adherence to self-censorship, it would 

take the opening of the Bering Strait to spark serious reevaluation 

within the department as to what should constitute the future form 

and content of Eskimo broadcasting. 

Impact of the Border Opening on Regional 
Broadcasting: June 1988 

Wth the primary forces of change for regional broadcast re- 

f orm coming f rom Moscow , the opening of the Chukotka- Alaska border 

and the forces unleashed by that occurrence took the region1s mass 

media establishment by complete surprise. 

As outlined previously, the Watson visit to Anadyr; the Lynn 

Cox swim at the Diomede Islands; and the climax event, namely, the  

nNome-Prwideniya Friendship Flight, initiated a new era for Chuk- 

otka in general, and its broadcasting structure in particulai. 

The first practical result of the border opening was t h e  

Soviet governrnentts decision to declassify Chukotka as a political- 

ly closed area. Imediately this f orced a reassessment of adminis- 

tration policies by the Magadan Oblast and Chukotka Okrug Party 

cornittees which had to deal with a wide array of issues resulting 

from the need to hasten socioeconomic reform as well as overseeing 

the new relationship with Alaska--and the implications this would 



have in the region's political, social, economic, and cultural 

spheres . 
The force of Gorbachev's initial calls (made three years ear- 

lier) for developing glasnost as a requirement for facilitating the 

process of perestroika, was now felt more than ever by the Oblast 

CPSU apparat. Without a revamping of press policies and procedures 

by state media to service the growing demand for information dem- 

anded by leadership ' a d  public alike, the enactment of concrete 

ref o m  would be dif f icult . While the Chukotka media was technical- 

ly equipped with the personnel to deliver such vital information, 

a complete repudiation of censorship policies would have to take 

place, as well as a radical change in the thought patterns and 

ideologicalunderstanding existing in the minds of press, official- 

dom, and public alike. 

Decades of misinf onnation and propaganda by the Party quickly 

unraveled as Chukotkans struggled to accept that a different world 

(with a higher material status and democratic political environ- 

ment) lay j u s t  across the strait, waiting and ready to begin a new 

phase of partnership, to which Chukotka could greatly benefit. 

Chukotkan broadcasters, i n  this respect ,  had to figure out 

how to implement a system of research and reportage which could 

adequately meet the new requirernents of honesty and openness in 

covering the burgeoning range of critical coverage issues facing 

the okrug, as well as the prospect of Alaska. Even so, continued 

tensions over the degree of free inquiry exhibited by journalists 

would remain as Party bosses feared the implications of giving the 



press free reign.74 

Eskimo Broadcasting Emerges 

Perhaps the greatest impact of the border opening on Chukotka 

was upon the Eskimo people via their exposure to Alaskan Eskimos 

in Provideniya during the "Friendship Flight activities . With 

this opportunity, Anadyr's Eskimo radio staff collected numerous 

interviews on tape which gave them their first comprehensive ac- 

comt of the Alaskan' s true state of af f airs. Nina Enmenkow, in 

her recollections about that first meeting stated: 

I met many people there and had so many tapes 
recorded, that I could get my listeners to be 
acquainted with the life in Alaska, and how our 
relatives and people live in Alaska. 1 
ested in everything, because we did not 
thing at all. That was a new thing for 

was inter- 
know any- 
me and my 

listeners. 75 

Soon after the flight, Enmenkow and Togiak put together a series 

of reports primarily from these interviews and broadcast them over 

the following months to a native audience eager fo r  information 

about their relatives. Such broadcasts were a complete reversal 

in the usual counterpropaganda progradng about Alaska designed 

for the Chukotka audience--a far cry  from the days when Anadyr's 

editorial leaders forced the staff to produce program t i t l e s  l i ke  

Tictory of the Leninist Native Policies in Chukotka, or "Two 

Worlds, Two Destinies," 

Eskimo listeners across Chukotka were shockedto hear reports 

given by Enmenkow and Togiak- -discovering that information provided 

by Soviet radio about Alaska throughout their lives was basically 



untrue and that in fact, their living conditions were worse than 

their Alaskan relatives, 76 

The staff obtained further information about the lives of 

Eskimos across the circumpolar North from interviews with visiting 

ICC representatives who visited Anadyr later that ~ummer.~" 

For the remainder of that year, Eskimo broadcasting was dis- 

tinguished by its new worldview of Alaska and the lives of its 

people. Conspicuously absent from the remainder of their program 

schedule, however, was critical discussion over the status of pere- 

stroika among the Eskimos in Chukotka, or information covering the 

major problems experienced by the people." While not blocked by 

the editorial leadership from pursuing generic coverage of the Al- 

askan Eskimos, the staff maintained extreme caution with the Shmel- 

ova administration, and did not venture far into untested waters 

concerning criticism over dornestic affairs. 

Changes in Russian Language Coverage 

In contrast to the reluctance of native reporters, the border 

opening sparked a new degree of boldness by the Russian editorial 

boards at both radio and television. Chukotka Radio journalist 

Evgeny Berling, who was assigned coverage of the Friendship Flight, 

noted the general change being experienced at the Anadyr studios: 

There had been significant progress in the Russian 
language media--though there did not corne up articles 
dealing with solutions of common problems, but negative 
facts. The main idea was that people were freed from the 
fear of being stigmatized for their political views, and 
people had an opportunity to voice their opinions and to 
get more diverse information rather than one-sided infor- 
mation shaded by the Party censors. That has had a 
significant effect and is of great importance." 



Berling's assessrnent reflected the slow mergence of the 

regional j ournalistic environment with that of the central mass 

media, in which press freedomç and a heightened sense of oppor- 

tunities for critical coverage of society became noted tendencies, 

Two externally instigated events in early 1989, prompted fur- 

ther changes in the media environment for the Chukotka studios: the 

signing of a protocol with the University of Alaska on information 

exchange via television; and American press coverage within Chukot- 

ka of the j oint U. S. -Soviet "Bering Bridgen expedition. The proto- 

col statement off icially opened up media relations with Alaska, and 

acknowledged the priority of establishing an atmosphere of free in- 

qui- and information access between both countries. Journalists 

at the Anadyr studios saw this signing as a symbol of greater chan- 

ges to corne, especially in the further loosing of censorship con- 

trols still in place at that point in tirne. The protocol paved the 

way for the later introduction of satellite television broadcasts 

from Alaska to Ch~kotka,~~ 

The "Bering Bridgem expedition (travelling by ski and dogsled 

from Anadyr, across the ~ering Strait, and finishing in Kotzebue), 

saw the arriva1 of over 100 reporters and other Americans to the 

city. Their presence on Anadyr's streets and in the broadcast stu- 

dios had a major impact on the Soviets- -most of whom had never had 

contact with Americans. 

The Chukotka broadcasting establishment was forced to alter 

their standard modes of operation to cover the event, as well as 

abandon their previous negative rhetoric against the O. S. , now that 



average citizens could for the first tirne make personal contact and 

form their own opinions. The Soviet j ournalists saw f irst hand the 

reporting styles and field technology used by the Americans, inclu- 

ding their live broadcasts from the field via satellite--further 

revealing how far behind in many respects the Soviets were in their 

technical operations. In addition, Anadyr's press corp witnessed 

the independent mode of journalistic endeavor by the American re- 

porters, contrasting markedly with their own procedures of coverage 

delivered by official sources and disseminated only after official 

approval . 

Of great importance to the Eskimo radio staff , was the oppor- 

tunity to receive reports concerning the many native villages in 

Alaska which were on the expeditionvs itinerary. For Enrnenkow, 

Togiak, and Verbitskaya, the information received f urther opened 

up their perspective of life i n  western Alaska, allowing them to 

provide indepth coverage on their neighbors. The event also pro- 

vided the Eskimo staff the chance to schedule future visits to 

Alaska, now that the Chukotka-Alaska relationship was officially 

sealed . 
"Bering Bridgen served to accelerate further changes in j our- 

nalistic coverage at the Chukotka studios and solidified the new 

working relationship between Soviet and Alaskan press. Later that 

year, a large press contingent from Anadyr (including the ~skimo 

staff ) participated alongside an international press corp covering 

the already mentioned V3ering Strait Elderç Conference" at Nome in 

November 1989. The conference pravided the Eskimo j ournalists with 



a chance to investigate the native Alaskan press situation; develop 

cooperat ive progradng exchanges with regional stations ; and study 

the journalistic methods of the ~mericans.'~ 

Acceleration of National Broadcast Reform and 
the Emergence of Independent Media (19 8 9 ) 

During the previous year--with state television continuing 

to function in its mode of nomenklatura-Party administration-- 

voices within the media publicly questioned the ability of the 

state system t o  enact major refom, and subsequently called for the 

development of broadcasting structures independent of Gosteleradio 

authority and f inancing . In June of 1988, j ournalist Vladimir Tsv- 

etovts articles advocating the rise of "alternative televisionn 

were given prominent display in central newspapers. H e  wrote of 

the impossibility of creative effort under ideological control; of 

TV being monotonous and dominated by dilettantism, depriving view- 

ers of the right of any choice. Salvation from this state of a f -  

fairs was seen in the creation of a parallel, independent tele- 

vision. s3 

Tsvetovfs writing sparked public controversy which would 

hasten reevaluations about central control over TV. A pluralistic 

system of both state and private broadcasting was in the offing, 

with descriptions for alternative broadcasting def ined as " second, 

nindependent,n npublic,w wpopular;m and state-owned structures as 

"off icial, wprotocol, and "presidentialn (noting the political 

shift of Gorbachevrs stzategy in legitimizing his power base thr- 

ough the office of President rather than General Secretary of the 



CPSU) * B4 

Proponents of the existing system saw possibilities for al- 

ternative TV by making the two AU-Union services (Channel One and 

Two) independent and competitive with each other, yet even the in- 

f requent airing of programs off ering alternative positions were 

generally not supported by television managers--a situation indic- 

ative of why the competitive option held Little promise at that 

moment. 

Theoretical debates in the press concerning the operation of 

state TV and radio brought out serious questions, ie., to what 

degree could the broadcast structure be considered a reflection of 

the state insofar as it reflects the interests of the people; what 

is the optimal relationship between government-owned and other 

foms of broadcasting; and what is the political status of telecom- 

munications and electronic media?" Forces within the Soviet press 

became increasingly outspoken in response to these questions, as 

well as to Gosteleradiols control methods. 

On the television screens , these issues were being brought 

to the forefront of discussion (as well as the larger questions of 

government reform) via the live televised sessions of the new Con- 

gress of People ' s Deputies ." The nation became f ascinated with 

these sessions, and witnessed first hand how the power of televi- 

sion could be wielded by individuals voicing their views in an 

uncontrolled and spontaneous live btoadcast. 

The changing political climate and the growing demand for 

further press reform soon fomented a series of government decisions 



which would lay the foundation for an independent broadcast media 

system stretching from Leningrad in the west, to Eskimo villages 

in the Far East. 

The New Law of the Press 

By December 1989, public pressure for clear changes in the 

press prompted the USSR Supreme Soviet to introduce a cornprehensive 

revision of existing statutes governing mass media with the propos- 

ed Law entitled "On Press and Other Forms of Mass Information. " 

Adopted in June l990, the law represented a breakthrough in Soviet 

policy, officially conceding the end of the statels monopoly status 

over the press, while making provisions for individuals, public 

organizations, and political parties to found and operate media.'' 

While the implications of this law set the tone for further 

developments in non-state media, its inmiediate impact on the crea- 

tion of new media and j ounalistic activity in Chukotka w a s  negli- 

gible. However, it provided the Chukotka studios with the means 

to break away from the administrative oversight exercised by the 

Magadan State TV and Radio Committee-though this was more in 

response to the actions taken by the Chukotka regional government 

in seeking an overall separation from Magadan's political and 

economic jurisdiction . 

The lawt s more permissive tenets allowed for movement by 

state broadcast centers within the Soviet Far E a s t  in establishing 

cooperative programming relationships with other regional studios 

independent of Central Televi$ionrs oversight." The most tangible 



sign of change for Chukotka was seen in the creation of small 

private cable systems in many of the district centers (note: to be 

explored in a later section). Operations at the Anadyr radio and 

TV studios did not change perceptibly after the  law came into ef- 

fect, with some staffers noting that certain aspects of the lawls 

provisions did nothing to strengthen or encourage the independence 

of the j ournalist . 'O However , t h i s  period represented an awakening 

time for Eskimo and Chukchi j ournalists who slowly became more as- 

sertive in their reporting and who for the first time could envis- 

ion the possibilities for independent native media development." 

Later in 1990, the decentralization process taking place was 

reconfirmed in a presidential decree, W n  Democratization and the 

Development of Television and Radio Broadcasting in the USSR, * that 

redefined the status of state broadcasting." President Gorbachev 

requested the Supreme Soviet to enact a law on broadcast regulation 

which in essence promulgated the view that state television and 

radio should be independent of any political partyOg3 This was in 

line with the momentous changes taking place in the USSR1s politi- 

cal landscape just prior to the decree, culminating with the repeal 

of Article 6 of the Soviet Constitution, which ended the legitimate 

monopoly role of the CPSU." 

Gosteleradio Chaiman ~eonid Kravchenko stated that the es- 

sence of Ostankinofs new programming policy would be in making TV 

less politically-oriented, while introducing more information, en- 

tertainment, and cultural-artistic fare. It was an attempt to 

steer away f rom the rash of politically exacerbating public af f airs 



shows and legislative proceedings featured during the previous two 

years. In addition, Ostankino's Channel One was soon perceived as 

the "presidential" channel, serving primarily as Gorbachevt s mouth- 

piece for elucidating his administration's policie~.~~ 

A noticeable f acet of the decree af f ecting Gosteleradiol s 

powerbase was Gorbachevt s de£ inition of the organization s proper- 

ty as inviolable, and any seizure of existing state communication 

facilities to initiate independent broadcasting was pre~luded.'~ 

Further, the decree also forbade the conversion of state television 

and radio programming i n t o  a means for transmitting the personal 

political views of Gosteleradio employees ." The paradox of seeking 
change while maintaining traditions of authoritarian mediapractice 

emerged, however, as Ostankino s administrators cracked dom on 

those seeking opportunities to reform the system, and the old 

structure (controlled by the Party apparat) essentially stayed in 

place. In protest of this state of affairs, the Leningrad TV sta- 

tion was forcibly taken over by the municipal Soviet of Peoplets 

Deputies, who wanted to assert their right to speak on the air." 

In Lithuania, which had just announced its cessation from the 

USSR, the first action taken by its parliament was to switch off 

the Leningrad channel in defiance of Gosteleradiots authority. The 

Soviet gwernment quickly accused Lithuanian Television of denying 

access to political opponents e , Russians) , and its Vilnius 

broadcast facility was subsequently stomed by Soviet amy troops 

and put under Moscowrs jurisdiction. 

The notions of democracy and independence in media which was 



touted by Gorbachevts reforms was shattered by that incident and 

caused many journalists across the nation to renonce their rnember- 

ship in the CPSU." 

Far away in remote Chukotka, what Gorbachev s decree actually 

implied fo r  independent-minded staff at the Eskirno Department as 

well as those within the Russian staff, was that subtle censorship 

still remained an issue to consider whenever a journalist desired 

to articulate movements or trends in the political realms which 

they personally supported. In addition, the commandeering of 

existing production facilities at the radio and TV complex for 

private work by the local staffs was out of the question. 

Independent establishment of broadcast: endeavors by recently 

formed native associations was in reality, impossible to achieve. 

While they could legally operate a production center using their 

own finances (which was negligible) and technical resources , the 

possibilities fo r  creating private broadcasting existed more in 

theory than practice. Scarcity of availabh production equipment 

combined with the fact that there was lictle ta no market for 

broadcasting equipment made it difficult for both natives and 

Soviet enthusiasts to start new media ventures.L00 

The final obstacles of securing frequencies and broadcast 

permissions proved fatal to any independent developments in Chuk- 

otka. Only ministries or state bodies could apply f o r  frequencies 

from the Ministry of Communications, and the procedures involved 

in this process did not allow fo r  private concerns to participate. 

Their only alternative would be to fom joint ventures w i t h  either 



Gosteleradio or the Ministry of Communications, and this clearly 

precluded the notion of independent contr01.'~~ 

With the CPSU still strong in Chukotka, and with the impact 

of Moscow decrees muted by the actions of leaders within the Okru- 

zhnoy Party Cormittee and State TV Codttee (who were against in- 

dependent media developments), actual decentralization of broad- 

casting would not occur within the region ' s state-owned inf rastruc- 

ture during 19 9 0 . 'O2 

The one bright spot for Eskimo broadcasting, however, was the 

first time appearance of Eskimo-produced television programs in 

Anadyr aired during the Chukchi TV Department's evening timeslot. 

Though limited to short reports (5-7 minutes) and produced approx- 

imately once per month, this opportunity provided Enmenkow , Verbit - 
skaya and Togiak the chance to experiment and hone their skills 

with the new medium. With transmission of the bxoadcasts confined 

to the Anadyr city region, few Eskimos actually viewed these early 

programs, but new ground in ~skimo adaptation of media had been 

broken . 'O3 

New Alternatives to State Television in Chukotka: 
Cable and Satellite Systems 

As mentioned earlier, cable's penetration into Chukotka began 

quietly in 1989, and 

systems installed in 

progressed in the region by early 1990, with 

Chukotkals district centers and some settle- 

ments. At the national level, a cable association was formed (The 

Union of Cable and Broadcast Television) which sought to exploit 

opportunities to develop independent alternative channels .'O4 



Initially, the development of cable networks was stalled by 

the opposition of Chairnoman Shmelova, who was against the idea of 

opening alternative channels of information beyond her committee s 

control. Private cable nets were soon to appear however, with the 

majority of these systems originating in apartment complexes. The 

average cable operation was primarily equipped with a VCR and low 

power cable modulator with distribution averaging from twenty to 

seventy apartments. Eventually, Shmelovals opposition waned, es- 

pecially in light of the new media lawls statutes which permitted 

the operations . ' O 5  

Large ntultipoint distribution systerns had not yet penetrated 

the region primarily due to f inancing problems, and to the Chukotka 

broadcast connnittee's continuing lack of support for cable. They 

advocated over the air transmission for television distribution 

instead . ' O 6  

Most private cable nets programmed a combination of Soviet, 

American, or European movies without securing copyright permission. 

Fourth or f if th-generation tapes with amateur translations were 

typical for these systems. Technical quality of broadcasts was 

usually poor, a result of reliance on non-professional equipment 

and non-broadcast quality source material. 

Regulatory, economic, technical, and copyright issues were 

factors which impaired the expansion of cable in the okrug. There 

were numerous legal and regulatory problems for individuals and 

cooperatives seeking licenses with most channels operating illeg- 

ally on a clandestine basis. Communication authorities often did 



not concern themselves with these small systems as long as there 

was no technical interfere with state broadcast transmissions, 

The shortage and expense of coaxial cable and demodulators 

represented another reason for slowed cable penetration. Subscrip- 

tion fees obtained from small viewer bases often did not provide 

sufficient capital to expand the network to other customers .'" 

Satellite Systems 

Following alongside the development of cable, the next tech- 

nical development for television consumers would be the advent of 

the home satellite receiver . Bef ore 1987, private satellite owner- 

ship was basically prohibited and its technology unavailable (ex- 

cept to those in the engineering community). 

Like VCR1 s and cable, private satellite ownership engendered 

questions regarding the reception of uncontrolled information from 

foreign sources. While the Soviet Union had a very developed state 

satellite system for distributing the two central television and 

radio charnels, control over earth stations was always under the 

Ministry of Comnications, and not viewed as a consumer technol- 

ogy . 
In 1987, Ted Turner introduced CNN news broadcasts to Soviet 

hotels in Moscow and   en in gr ad, marking the first approved recep- 

tion of ~merican programming inside the USSR using small consumer- 

type earth stations. log Only select individuals could watch the 

broadcasts- -primarily f oreign visitors and Swiet citizens granted 

access to the hotels, 



The acquisition of receivers, signal converters (LNB, feed- 

horn) , and dishes was highly controlled and in most cases unavail- 

able commercially. In June 1990, with the passage of the new mass 

media law, the Soviet Union witnessed the development of a fledg- 

ling home satellite industry. The emergence of this industry 

(primarily understood for private reception of existing Soviet TV 

charnels as well as foreign ones), was dependent on the initiative 

of private entrepreneurs rather than state-supported  effort^."^ 

The earliest, and subsequently largest domestic satellite 

equipment manufacturer was the Crosna company. A lone business- 

man collected a group of Soviet satellite engineers, adapted mili- 

tary equipment designs for consumer versions, purchased a state- 

owned production plant, and singlehandedly established the Soviet 

consumer satellite market."' 

Though there is little information on when the first DBS 

systems were installed in the okrug, the most likely places for its 

appearance was in remote areas unserved by central television. 

While hundreds of systems were set up in the central regions of the 

country (most accessing international signals) , a few made their 

way to reindeer camps, hunting lodges, construction sites, and 

other spots in Chukotka and neighboring  amc chat ka."' 

Apparently, no systems were installed in Eskimo villages, 

partially because al1 had at least one state channel available, and 

few would have been able to afford its ppuchase. 

Crosna would eventually install an experimental downlink at 

the Ministry of Conununications building in Anadyr which received 



central television signals, but the system was not offered for 

public consumption . "' 

Alaskan Television in Magadan Oblaat and Chukotka 

One of the most interesting applications of consumer satel- 

lite systems in the USSR was the introduction of American tele- 

vision broadcasts to the Far East as relayed by the State of Alaska 

Satellite Television Proj ect . 

In January 1990, the first American satellite earth station 

was installed in Magadan (by this writer) allowing Soviet viewers 

to witness the U.S. State of the Union speech by President George 

Bush. " 4  Additional earth stations were installed in Anadyr (Navem- 

ber 1990) and Provideniya (March 1991) , providing reception to al1 

viewers in these towns."' 

These systems provided a new nwindown into American society 

and probably altered a few perceptions previously held by Soviets 

of American lif e, contrary to those fomented by Soviet press and 

television reporting. Eskimos in Provideniya could regularly watch 

brief Alaskan native news segments on a local Anchorage television 

station. "" 

The Alaskan channell s impact on viewing audiences could be 

partially felt through its ability to provide a language environ- 

ment conducive to learning English . The Alaskan broadcasts helped 
Soviet consumers gain some sense of the role of commercial adverti- 

sing in a market-driven economy and prwided first hand knowledge 

of retail prices on consumer products through the daily airing of 



the game show "The Price is Right." A new phenornenon occured in 

these t o m s  while this program was aired: workers shifted their 

morning breaks to coincide with the show and gathered to discuss 

prices for comparison purposes . "' 
Though prograrmning benefits were debateable for an audience 

unable to speak English and unfamiliar with the societal orienta- 

tion these programs were based on, it is clear that Alaskan tele- 

vision was having an impact on how Russian viewers gauged the qual- 

i t y  and effectiveness of their own national and regional senrices. 

The satellite channells popularity alço coincided with an increase 

of VCR ownership in the region. 

After the opening of the Bering Strait, many Soviet visitors 

to Alaska made it a priority to bring back televisions and VCR1s. 

It was a comrnon sight to watch Soviet delegations line up at the 

Anchorage ~nternational Airport boarding gates with boxes contain- 

ing multistandard TV equipment, as these were often their primary 

purchases. American mavies played on these sets gave many Chukotka 

residents, in conjunction with Alaskan TV, a daily televised view 

of American life, Many people would gather in the apartment of a 

new owner to view the latest movies brought from Alaska or watch 

the RATNET broadcasts. mer the next few years, the availability 

of foreign video libraries increased in cities and villages across 

Chukotka. 

For the Chukotka State Television and Radio Codttee, daily 

access t o  Alaska satellite broadcast s provided much needed informa- 

tion on Alaska and the rest of the nation. To the dismay of many 



staffers, however, the broadcastç revealed entirely different noms 

of progranmiing , content, and production codes, displaying a level 

of professionalism which seemed f ar beyond the ability of the local 

studios to equal. It gave them a yardstick to measure their own 

capability, while giving journalists a new appreciation for their 

Alaskan colleagues, 

It would be difficult for Chukotka broadcasting, given its 

orientation, controlling structure, and technical base, to break 

from its entrenched operative mode in the effort to revitalize and 

change in a manner more reflective of what they viewed on American 

programs, Change would require a transformation of Soviet broad- 

cast regulation and financing strategies bef ore any modification 

of Anadyr ' s practices could take place. '19 

Gtosteleradio Restructuring: Committee to Company 

Early in 1991, Gorbachev issued a second decree on broadcast 

restmcturing which off icially dissolved the State Cornmittee for 

Television and Radio (Gosteleradio) and created the All-Union State 

Television and Radio Broadcasting Company. Gosteleradiots assets 

and executive staff were transferred to the new Company and a sep- 

arate council was created to coordinate operations with the broad- 

cast systems within the various Swiet republics (which would now 

work independently of Moscow). The m w e  also allowed for the re- 

organization of regional broadcast studios, though Magadan and 

Anadyr declined this option at the tirne."' 



In signing the decree, Gorbachev elaborated three major 

points: that the monopoly of television and radio broadcasting must 

rernain (a clear retreat from the existing Law on the Press which 

advocated decentralization) ; that state property could only be 

turned over to a company (ie. a reorganized local-regional broad- 

cast entity like that in Chukotka) which conformed to rigid Party 

positions ; and that the administrative relationship between t he  

Union and individual republic broadcast companies be fashioned on 

the basis of strict vertical subordination. 12' 

Despite the limitations of the decree, the more daring s tu-  

dios gained greater freedom in setting goals and detaching from 

Moscow- -as f ar as funding and the technical infrastructure would 

permit. In maintaining federal control over broadcasting, the All- 

Union Channel One was designated an organ of the national Supreme 

Soviet and Congress of Peoplets Deputies, while the government of 

the RSFSR remained the only Soviet republic without television and 

radio stations of its own. ~his perceived inequity--as viewed by 

the republic ' s parliament and government - -became a m a j  or source of 

contmversy between them and the f ederal authorit ies . 
Convinced that operating their own broadcast system was an 

inherent component of the republic s sovereignty, the RSFSR author- 

ities went ahead and formed the Ail-Russian TV and ~adio Company, 

operating within the jurisdiction of the RFSFR Ministry of Press 

and Information. "' 

Russia soon demanded control over the second national channel 

for use by its own production company. The All-Union company balk- 



. 
ed at these demands, holding the view that its second national net- 

work could not be turned over to any single republic without suffi- 

cient financial compensation."' 

W i t h  the Union Company (in conjunction with the USSR Ministry 

of Communications) in control over the entire technical infrastruc- 

ture across Russia (including Anadyr' s studio f acilities and trans - 
mission network) , its chairman mled out any disbursement of broad- 

cast property, as well as prwisions which could give Russia its 

own channel. This action further hampered the efforts of Radio 

Russia, which a year earlier, had their timeslots over the two All- 

Union Radio channels (Radio 1 and Mayak) rernoved in a backlash over 

controversies pitting republic interests against union policie~.~~' 

In the early months of 1991, the Ali-Russian Television and 

Radio Broadcasting Company was given roughly four hours on Union 

TV Channel 2's weekly schedule, but its relationship with the Union 

companyls leadership progressively wor~ened.~~' 

During the spring of 1991, Gorbachev maintained the primacy 

of the Ali-Unionls right in depriving the Russian Republic of 

obtaining their stated broadcast demands. Further , negat ive 

sentiments by the central gwernment displayed toward not only 

Radio Russia, but also against positions taken by the RFSFR state 

bodies (the republicl s Congress of People s Deputies and Supreme 

Soviet) served to increase the political turmoil taking place 

within the country. Iz6 

In June, as the impending Uni on Treaty was about to be signed 

(which would radically realign the political nature and republican 



relationship of the Soviet Union), the prospects of the RSFSR not 

signing the treaty became a possibility, especially since it was 

seemingly denied the information infrastructure deemed vital for 

promoting i ts  sovereign actions. On June 10, the USSR Ministry of 

Communications stripped programming transmitted for Russian TV from 

across the USSR of its priority status, representing a further esc- 

alation of hostilities directed against the interests of the RSFÇR 

and the growing power of recently-elected Russian President Boris 

Yeltsin. The opportunity for reversing this state of af fairs would 

eventually manifest itself the following ~ugust."' 

Chukotka during the interim 

Throughout this period (early 1991), the Chukotka broadcast 

structure and studios experienced little change, as could be ex- 

pected from their isolation from the central political scene. 

There was no official reorganization of the Chukotka State Tele- 

vision and Radio Commitcee even after Gorbachev's second decree 

creat ing the Union Company, though there was further relaxation in 

program operations , primarily in television, but not radio. The 

Eskimo Radio staff by that tirne had sent reporter Sveta Togiak to 

Nome, Alaska, where she worked with Alaskan native leaders while 

gathering further information for Anadyr's Eskimo broadcast~.~~~ 

Contacts with native journalists in Alaska were made by the 

staff and cultural program relationships were discussed. Critical 

discussions of native problems began to be aired frequently by 

Enmenkow and Verbit skaya, especially af ter the f ounding of the 



national nAssociation of Indigenous Peoples of the Soviet N o r t h , "  

and its regional divisions in Chukotka. Reflecting the growing 

movement of native polit ical empowerment , critical reportage and 

a more comprehensive viewpoint concerning the circumpolar Eskimo 

world became central components of broadcast content.12g 

Programs of a political nature directed against Chukotkals 

ruling authorities were s t i l l  somewhat absent in the ~skimo Depart- 

ment's material, as CPSU power persisted up until the days of the 

August coup. While maintaining their attitude of caution with the 

heads of the Radio Committee, the Eskimo staff were able to adopt 

a more open attitude and f elt some of the advantages in press free- 

dom which had, by now, become an ever-widening reality experienced 

by those working within the Soviet mass media system. 

The August 1991 Coup 

The foundation of the Soviet Union, along with i ts  notions 

of press theory and control established over a seventy year period, 

collapsed during a three day struggle in mid-August . 

in a last ditch attempt to reimpose hardline Party 

the country by sabotaging the signing of the proposed 

On August 19, 

control over 

Union Treaty, 

The State Codttee for Emergency Situations in the USSR (cornposed 

of eight Soviet ministers led by Vice President Yanaev) placed M i k -  

hail Gorbachev under house-arrest and proclaimed themselves in 

charge of the country. 

In Moscow, polit icians imediately labeled the action a 

putsch (coup) and the nation was plunged in a crisis of control-- 



the outcome of which was unknown by al1 parties involved. A battle 

had begun between the forces of connminism and advocates of democra- 

tic rule in government, with the wi~ers deteminhg the future of 

the state. The next day, Yanaev and his açsociates ordered the 

shutdown of independent print press and took control of the news- 

paper PRAVDA (which delivered the initial pronouncements of the 

State Committee) They fu r the r  assumed control over the All- 

Union TV Channel One while the second national channells transmis- 

sions were interrupted. Normal programming over Channel One and 

All-Union Radio was preempted, while the studios of the AU-Russian 

TV and Radio Company were prevented from broadcasting."' 

On August 20, television viewers in Magadan Oblast and Chuk- 

otka expecting the normal morning schedule instead were treated to 

a series of music concerts which were interrupted by announcements 

describing the orders of the state emergency cornittee. Informa- 

tion from the government of the RSFSR and President Yeltsin was 

withheld from central broadcasts, and news reporting from Moscow 

was absent. It was difficult for audiences across the USSR to gain 

a clear understanding of the events unfolding in the capital by way 

of central broadcasting . 
The only possibility for state broadcasters in the oblast to 

obtain visual information from the capital during the first few 

days was through the Alaska satellite TV earth stations installed 

in Magadan, Anadyr, and Provideniya : RATNET programming included 

regular reports by the NBC News c r e w  stationed in Moscow. 

Regionai radio and television varied in the way it delivered 



broadcasts during the putsch, with the actions of the staffs 

reflecting the struggles going on between supporters of the coup 

leaders and those against. In Anadyr, the acting directors for 

state TV and radio, Alexander Shegulov and Natalya Popova, issued 

orders to transmit the decrees of the State Committee and prevented 

the airing of statements by Yeltsin (who opposed the coup) which 

were received via teletype. This was in response to the decisions 

issued by the coup leaders, and those given by the State Organiza- 

tion for Protection of Rights of Chukotka (headed by leaders of the 

okrug Soviet, KGB, military, Interna1 Af f airs Ministry, and prose- 

cutorts office) which refused permission to air or publish docu- 

ments from the RFSFR President or Supreme Soviet Pre~idiurn.~'' 

mile the CPSU hierarchy in Anadyr mwed quickly to support 

the coup, a majority of the journalistts collective denounced the 

prohibitions, yet f ollowed the Chukotka security committee s orders 

during the first two days. The delay in taking positions on the 

coup (either pro or con) revealed a press c o q  s t i l l  afraid to 

stand up against the Party apparat, and while most claimed it was 

prudent to take a neutral position, their fear of standing against 

the coup would spark bitter controversies in the journalistic 

community later on. On August 19 and 20, the broadcast codttee 

was instructed not to produce any programming locally (including 

Eskirno radio), but to simply retransmit the radio and TV channels 

from Moscow controlled by the State C~mmittee.~" 

The need for independent information and confirmation of the 

true situation in Mos.cow prompted deputies of the Chukotka Okmg 



Soviet--who supported Yeltsin--to disregard initial teletypes corn- 

ing from the Interior Ministry and central broadcast reports .  They 

instead asked a visiting American to fonvard messages from their 

assembly to the Russian White Aouse via the U.S. Embassy in Moscow 

by telephone. " 6  

During the same tinte period in Magadan, a similar situation 

happened concerning the lack of information and the indecision of 

various groups on whether to support the coup or not. Having no 

video information about the Moscow events, the TV committeels only 

source came from RATNET and other U.S. news services operating on 

the Alaska satellite. Images of tanks on the streets of Moscow, 

as well as other events in the city were viewed from the RATNET 

signal by local j ournalists who immediately described what they saw 

during their local evening news~asts.'~' 

The residents of ~rovideniya were perhaps recipients of the 

best independent coverage of the coup events in the entire country, 

since the RATNET signaLwas beamed directly into every apartment 

24 hours daily. Eskimo viewers in the city had the same source of 

news as their relatives in St. Lawrence and other parts of the 

Alaska who anxiously watched and waited for a conclusion to the 

coup* On August 20, the Alaska signal was cut off, but quickly 

resumed after protests had been lodged from around the ~ity.'~' 

Role of Telecommunications During the Coup 

One major miscalculation by the leaders of the State Emergen- 

cy Conmittee was in underestimating the role telecommnications 



would play in detenining the final outcome. While they sent army 

troops to take over the Ostankino studios and the main telephone 

exchange, the coup leaders were hard pressed to impose the type of 

control over comrmuiications which was possible in the USSR before 

the advent of the information revolution. They forgot to cut the 

phone lines . L'9 

Though it was momentarily possible to wrest control of the 

national TV and radio channels, it was impossible for the State 

Committee and its supporting personnel to counter the methods of 

conmunication used by the opposition in the form of cellular tele- 

phones, fax machines, e-mail, video cameras, satellite systems , 

shortwave radios, xerox machines, computer publishing equipment , 

and numerous devices which allowed people across the country to 

receive, discuss and transmit information during the coup. 

Access to these technologies could empower the citizenry to 

alter the results of prearranged government actions for the first 

time, thus making it possible to change the nature of Soviet 

political lif e . 

The clearest example to be seen was in the strategy employed 

both by Yeltsinls government and individual supporters of democracy 

who used such tools to communicate quickly (via telephone lines 

and teletype) across the country, and to international forums with 

their views and subsequent calls for deposing the coup leaders. 

This was possible because the Emergency Codttee did not shut d o m  

~ o s c o w ~ s  main satellite relay station.'40 Access to teletype mes- 

sages sent by Yeltsin, the Russian Supreme Soviet, and other gov- 



eniment representatives provided pro-democracy advocates with am- 

munition to counter the efforts of the Party apparat which had ço 

quickly lined up in f avor of the putschists. 

In Anadyr and Magadan, many journalists secretly wrote re- 

ports and stored them deep into their computer hard drives, waiting 

for the earliest opportunity to transmit them to the local typogra- 

phia (printing plant) for publishing and distribution. m e d  with 

information received fromtelephone calls to friends in Moscow and 

other places; equipped with images f rom foreign news sources (both 

TV and radio), and able to send their articles to a wide circula- 

tion via e-mail or fax, reporters had the opportunity to dissemin- 

ate information across the oblast in ways which would have been 

impossible in earlier years."' 

In the meantirne, native villages without access to telecom 

devices received information about the coup through the traditional 

means of wall papers distributed at various locations. Eskimos 

could read statements issued by the   us si an President, Supreme 

Soviet, and Ministry of the RFSFR among others. 

~y August 21, events had changed to where it became clear 

that the coup had failed. Leaders of the State Codttee were 

arrested; Gorbachev emerged f rom his con£ inement declaring the CPSU 

dissolved; and the Party authorities in Chukotka declared their 

allegiance to the government of the RFSFR. 

That day, Boris Yeltsin, issued a decree, nAbout the Means 

of Mass Information of the RFSFR." As a result, he dismissed the 

head of the Ali-Union TV and Radio Company, Leonid Kravchenko 



(replaced by Yegor Yakavlev) , and the organization was appropriated 

by the government of the Russian Republic. The first Ali-Union TV 

channel was placed under control of the RFSFR for the creation of 

an Ail-Republic television network (eventually termed "Ostan- 

kinon), with the second channel also appropriated by the RFSFR. 

Al1 of these services (including Ali-Union Radio channels and the 

regional television and radio companies across Russia) were placed 

under the authority of the Ministry of Press and Information of the 

RFSFR, headed by Michael Polteranin. "' Yeltsin ended his decree by 

stating: 

The heads of al1 means of mass information of the Russian 
Federation must perform quick work to take the information 
about decisions of the Supreme Soviet of the RFSFR, the 
President of the RFSFR, and the government of the Russian 
Federation. . . to the people. 14' 

Aftemath of the Coup 

Yeltsinrs administration 

various Ail-Union ministries 

quickly began t he  dismembement of 

and cornmittees overseeing press, 

broadcast, and telecommunication structures. With the  entire gov- 

ernment system in great flux during the coup's aftermath, the RSF- 

SR'S bold retaliation against every vestige of Soviet authority was 

clearly reflected by the way it assumed control over the state 

broadcast structure. Polteraninls office had de facto power over 

al1 aspects of television and radio, both nationwide, as well as 

at the oblast and okrug levels 

It would be up t o  this ministry to detennine how the reorg- 

anization of state broadcasting would be accomplished, in terms of 



its legal structure, personnel makeup, technical infrastructure, 

program policies, and finance. The ministry s influence equally 

extended to the realm of nurturing the development of independent 

broadcasting, which at this point was in its infancy, but of per- 

sonal interest to Polteranin. a former j oumalist . 
The failed coup signaled the ushering in of a new era for 

Russia, not only £rom a political perspective, but also in the 

understanding of the role of the press and information technology 

in society. The potential for entirely new developments in the way 

information could be managed--based on democratic notions of the 

inviolability of f reedom of thought , expression, and the press-- 

loomed large in the e n d s  of many throughout the state broadcast 

system. The end of the coup seraed as a starting point for seizing 

upon new opportunities in journalistic endeavor which now appeared 

possible under the current political situation. 

Despite early expectations for a complete makeover of the 

broadcast st~cture. it was clear that a clean break from former 

assumptions over the nature, administration, and future direction 

of mass media in Russia would not be easily accomplished, especial- 

ly as it depended on those who now wielded power within the Yeltsin 

government, 

While the doctrine of a monopolized television was clearly 

on its way to collapse, the old Soviet notion of broadcasting being 

primarily a tool for expressing the opinions of those in power, did 

not in any sense disappear with the rise of Yeltsinrs authority. 

This was evidenced by the second national TV Channel becoming a 



reflector of Yeltsin's policies and pronouncements, while staying 

dependent on subsidies from the federal budget which Yeltsin now 

controlled. During the days following the August events, however, 

the appearance of Russian control over television was not deerned 

a negative consequence by most, but an act which signified the 

triumph over the last vestiges of Soviet broadcast control."' 

In addition, a positive aspect of change could be seen in the 

new possibilities perceived by promoters of private broadcasting 

as well as the many individual production studios within the cen- 

tral and regional state broadcast organizations. mile in the 

months after the coup it was too early to assess the true potential 

for these entities, decentralization within the state organs and 

outside private development held out the most promise for ef f ecting 

radical change in broadcasting."' 

To summarize, the future of Russian mass media would be par- 

tially subject to the ebb and flow of continuing political and 

economic crises which continued inside the country after the coup 

and up to (and beyond) the breakup of the USSR. In addition, the 

entire media system would still have to corne to terms with an en- 

vironment of government authority which at times wavered between 

authoritarian and democratic tendencies, since the power to enact 

censorship at will could be accomplished at Yeltsinls prerogative. 

Post-Coup Changes in Broadcast Structures 

As noted earlier, control of al1 broadcasting after the Aug- 

ust events was assigned to the Russian Ministry of Press and Infor- 



mation. Imediately thereafter, the old All-Union TV and Radio 

Company structure was refomlated nationwide under the following 

scheme : 

TABLE #3 RSFSR ~inistry of Press and Information 
(August -Deceniber 1991) 

Central Television and Radio 
Administration Dept . 

 oca al-Regional TV and Radio 
~dministration Dept. 

a. All-Union TV and Radio Company 

TV Channel 1 

~adio Channel 1 

b. All-Russian State TV and Radio Company 

Central TV 2 

Radio 3 



The End of the USSR 

The final fate of the USSR was sealed when on December 21, 

1991, the presidents of eleven former Swiet Republics meeting in 

Khazakstan announced the end of the Soviet Union and the begiming 

of the Commonwealth of Independent States ( C I S )  , The declaration, 

known as the Alma Aïta Accords, was the final act in dissolving the 

Soviet central goverment (ending Mikhail Gorbachev's official role 

as USSR President) , while officially embracing the sovereignty of 

the new Russian Federation . The CIS accords essentially represent - 
ed an economic and polit ical relat ionship of independent republics 

without a common citizenry."' 

Six days after the CIS proclamation, the Russian Federation 

issued its first law on mass media which set the course for future 

developments in broadcasting. In it, the rights of establishing 

independent mass media operations were provided to individuals , 

private groups, and state organizations. In addition, Yeltsin 

affirmed the policy of maintaining state-subsidized broadcasting 

in tandem with private mass media."' 

Realignments in the administration of the post -coup structure 

were then made: the old All-Union TV Company operating Central TV 

Channel One was liquidated, and i ts  administration rechristened as 

Ostankino-with the mission to become a CIS-oriented channel. The 

second national channel (des ignated as the main govemment service) 

continued operat ions under the All-Russian State Televis ion and 

Radio Company, but was now subordinate to the jurisdiction of the 

Congress of Peoplets Deputies of the Russian Federati~n."~ 



In addition, the old Ail-Union Ministry of Cornunications was 

dissolved and a new administration placed under the authority of 

Yeltsin' s cabinet of ministers. Renamed as the Russian Ministry 

of Conmnuiications, Informatics, and Space, and led by Minister 

  la di mir Bulgak, the ministry assumed many of the responçibilities 

and obligations of the former All-Union senrice, and was charged 

with setting priorities and objectives for telecom developments in 

the republic. The ministry maintained control over the statels 

technical broadcast infrastructure. including ~hukotka.~'~ 

Reorsqnization J n Chukoth  

mile restructuring occurred quickly at the national level, 

reorganization of the state broadcast system at the oblast and 

okrug levels proceeded at a slower, more confused pace. Since the 

Chukotka State Television and Radio Committee had declined pr ior  

reorganization i n t o  a company during the Gosteleradio change pro- 

cess of 1990, it was now forced (by the new media l a w )  to liquidate 

its administrative structure. This was necessary in order to be 

in cornpliance with new regulations designed to eliminate vestiges 

of the Comunist-era organization overseeing broadcasting in the 

region. lS2 

With another iaw on the federalization of state property 

recently introduced, the Chukotka State Committee had a further 

reason to complete the restructuring process since their physical 

plant and utilization of Ministry of Conrmunications-omed trans- 

mission f acilities was under question. 15' Of greatest concern to 



those facing the prospects of reorganization were three issues; 

administrative control, finance, and program policies. 

Just prior to t h e  enactment of the new media law on the 27th, 

the Chukotka State Television and Radio Committee was abolished, 

Chairnoman Ludmilla Shmelova was dismissed (by vote of the radio 

and TV staff) , and a new entity entitled the "ukotka State Tele- 

radio Companyn emerged. The Company was composed of three f ounding 

entities ; the Ministry of Press and Information; t h e  state adminis - 

tration of Chukotka (Governorrs Office); and the workerts collec- 

tive of the Teleradio Company in conjunction with the TV-Radio 

Center , 

The new companyts interna1 administrative structure repre- 

sented a mergence of both radio and TV operations under one general 

director, with managing directors for TV and radio immediately 

under him. Some questions arose as to the legality of the move 

since it was done before the Law took effect, but nevertheless, the 

new Teleradio Company's authority was recognized and confirmed by 

the Ministry of Press and Information in Moscow."' 

The reorganization was hailed as the begiming of a new era 

of broadcasting in Chukotka, especially now t h a t  it was freed from 

the type of restraint imposed previously by CPSU oversight. Pro-  

ponents of freedom of the press looked forward to the new possibil- 

ities made available by restructuring, but at the same time, the 

implications of this move, combined with the breakup of the USSR, 

necessitated cautious concern as to the future viability of state- 

subsidized broadcasting in the region, not to mention private media 



development. 

For the Teleradio Company, such implications included; how 

state financing could be secured to both maintain and irnprove ex- 

isting operations; how broadcasting could adapt to new conditions 

of a free market and commercialization; and how programming would 

be reoriented to meet audience needs and expectations. The proceçs 

of assessrnent and xealization of concrete measures to deal with 

these implications would evolve over a long period of time amidst 

the. general uncertainty affecting broadcasting throughout the 

country. The primary concern to both state and private broadcast 

advocates came down to the simple question of finance, while al1 

other issues could be dealt with accordingly. 

Given the collapse of the old union financing structure for 

broadcasting, the Teleradio Company's administration quickly con- 

cluded that funding from Moscow and the Governorl s office would 

barely cover staff and basic transmission costs, with no monies 

available for upgrading services or expansion of Tv coverage 

throughout the okrug via satellite. 

But with the removal of Shmelova, the election of Vladimir 

Tckachov as Chairman, and the cornplete breakdown of the old system 

of oversight, Chukotka state broadcasting entered a new era, with 

the output of progradng to be decided upon and disseminated by 

individual rather than central control. 

Eskimo and Russian programming staffs were absolutely f ree 

in detedning the f orm and content of broadcasts, since new Chair- 

man Tckachov stated that programming decisions would be the re- 



sponsibility of the individual studio staffs and not his office; 

anyone could do what he or she wanted. Tckachovls directive could 

thus be construed as a symbolic act in declaring the transition of 

state broadcasting in Chukotka from totalitarian to democratic 

rule. "" 

The days of press restriction so long maintained by the ten- 

ets of Leninist theory had finally been put to rest, and for the 

f irst time, broadcasting could commence in both state-supported 

and private modes. Such was the new philosophy of broadcasting de- 

fined for Chukotka at the beginning of 1992. 

For the Eskimos of Chukotka, especially, the tirne had finally 

come where new possibilities for media empowerment, both inside the 

state structure and independently, appeared within their grasp. 
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TRANSITION IN STATE-SUPPORTED BROADCAST W I A  
IN WESTERN ALASKA AND POST-SOVIET BROADCASTING XN CHUKOTXA 

The ~ e g i ~ i n g  of Decline in State Broadcast 
Subsidization in Alaska: Television 

The years of 1986-87, witnessed the beginning of a general 

decline in state budget revenues, and funding for the distribution 

of television (transmitters, satellite uplink/downlinks, tape delay 

center, and maintenance services) declined 2 6 percent. Consequent - 

ly, the Çtate Legislature withdrew funding for LEARNAlaska (1986), 

and villages were left without educational television services. 

The state began a systematic effort to review its support of RATNET 

looking at ways to reduce service costs while exploring options to 

get out of the television business.' 

In 166 out of 248 communities, RATNET was the sole source of 

television programing, ref lecting the growing penetration of cable 

in bush Alaska, which to some, provided the context for the state' s 

eventual withdrawal of the service. By January 1988, RATNET re- 

mained the only entertainment channel available for over 60 percent 

of native villages statewide, and for 30 percent of the Eskimos in 

the Bering Strait region.' 

Despite the new financial pressures, Alaska had reached a 

point where its satellite distribution system became one of the 

largest (number of sites) in the world. From the perspective of 

the State of Alaska's telecommunication policy organizers, it ap- 

peared that the Eskimo people were well taken care of since recep- 



tion was provided to every village and the RATNET Council was given 

power over programming decisions. This viewpoint, however, rested 

more from a framework based on technical issues rather than effec- 

tive programming on behalf of natives. Endorsing the former view, 

by 1985, Alaska had achieved what Alaska Senator Ted Stevens had 

called for fifteen years earlier on the U S .  Senate floor: 

This is the beginning ... Adequate intrastate comuni- 
cation, as well as communication to the lower 48, has 
always been a problem-one that 20th century communi- 
cation advances has only partially solved. No Alaskan 
community enjoys the benefits of live television ... le 
must go now to the satellite system which offers the 
ultimate solution to O u r  communication needso3 

To illustrate the latter view, Chairman of the Alaska State House 

Special Cornmittee on Telecornmunications , Red Boucher, stated in 

We created a satellite network ... that brought infor- 
mation, education, and entertainment in a new form to 
parts of the state that had no telephone, television 
or radio.,.but the policy infrastructure that created 
them was short-lived. ~ h e  emphasis had been placed on 
the delivery system, not the product, technology, not 
information. In a word, without a plan without a vision. 
We coüldntt even be sure that systems such as RATNET 
were doing more good than harm in rural Alaska. Weld 
lost o u r  policy leadership and w e  were suffering because 
of it, Werre still ~uffering.~ 

Satellite and telecommunications technology provided abundant op- 

tions for television service in the Eskimo villages along the Ber- 

ing Strait, but with the state system then in place, it was clear 

to many inside private and state media circles that satellite-del- 

ivered cable, TVRO systems, and VCRs had al1 reduced the reliance 

on RATNET as the sole technical means of television reception in 

remote Alaska. A reassessment and eventual reconfiguration of 



state teleconununication policies and systems would impact the fu- 

ture of state-sponsored broadcasting to the region. 

The Debate over Continued State Support 

During the course of the State HouSe Cornmittee's work in 

1989, a number of questions arose concerning the necessity of con- 

tinued state f inancing of the current broadcast and telecom system. 

Many of them touched upon philosophical, political, socioeconomic, 

and technical issues guiding state support for broadcasting, and 

became points of debate in legislative discussions. Had budget 

revenues been maintained, the need for reassessment may have been 

delayed for a later date, but such was the urgency of the issue at 

that time. The main issues revolved around the following: 

Should the State of Alaska maintain its conunitment to 
assure the provision of broadcast television (and radio) 
service to al1 Alaskans? 

Should the State of Alaska be in the broadcast business 
at all? 

What is the value of broadcasting compared with other 
state-provided services given declines in the state 
budget? 

Does maintenance of RATNET inhibit the development of 
private commercial television operations in rural Alaska? 

What is the justification of RATNET; and is its sumival 
contingent on the assumption that the state is respons- 
ible for providing alternative programming (content wise) 
nomally unavailable in rural Alaska from commercial 
pxoviders? 

why is there a continued inabi l i ty  to establish an effec- 
tive telecornmunications entity which can guide state 
developments and coordinate the conglorneration of special 
interests involved with the state system.' 

These questions surfaced while the state was seemingly adrift in 
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the area of strategic planning, f rom an administration standpoint. 

A general trend which had begun in the late 1980s, would extend 

through the early 1990s. characterized by a general relinquishment 

by the DOA of its prior activist position in telecom planning and 

development , f ollowed by a concomitant desire to dismember elements 

of tne telecom infrastructure. Questions posed during this time 

period were understandably difficult to answer, as well as being 

equally arduous to enact solutions to remedy the situation, given 

the complexities of the myriad technical issues, administration 

oversight, political factors, financial considerations, and other 

entities seeking input into the decision making process. 

As the House Special Committee on Telecommunications raised 

these issues for discussion, sides were immediately taken both for 

and against state support. Those favoring continuation of the ex- 

isting system were composed primarily of rural-based legislators; 

personnel from public broadcasting sites and broadcast advocates 

involved with the system; RATNET personnel; Alascom (which wanted 

the transponder revenues) ; Anchorage commercial stations with large 

program slots over RATNET (which wanted to maintain higher ad rates 

for statewide coverage) ; the Alaska State Department of Education; 

the University of Alaska; and groups representing rural viewers who 

desired the signal's continuation. 

While very f ew groups were actively opposed to the discontin- 

uat ion of çtate support, the most vocal advocates agains t maintain- 

ing the subsidy were urban-based legislators (whose constituencies 

did not receive RATNET) ; factions within the Department of Adrninis- 



tration and its Division of Telecom Operations; those in disagree- 

ment with RATNET' s programming functions and performance; some pr i -  

vate cable operators; and others with vested interests against the 

systeml s perpetuation. 

According to some analysts, the body best able to project the 

benefits of state support, was for some reason, unable to effec- 

tively comnicate its position to those in the Legislature decid- 

ing the future of the RATNET system--this was the RATNET Council. 

The House Special Cornittee issued a report stating, "The RATNET 

board does not seem to have taken a larger view of the role of 

RATNET in Alaska, and there is no one to articulate such a view 

and present it on the board' s behalf . n6 Henry Ivanof f , f rom Una- 

lakleet, was the board's chairman and ultimately responsible for 

coordinating the involvement of viewers with the service. 

From the advent of the TV demonstration proj ect , Eskimos were 

to be involved in the decision making process at RATNET, but there 

was a conspicuous lack of f ocus by native organizations and the 

RATNET board for developing policies and activities seeking more 

effective utilization of state broadcast facilities (like RATNET) 

in meeting defined goals. 

A survey on television involvement conducted by this writer 

in seven villages within the study region confirmed a lack of in- 

formation about the activities of the RATNET Council, their rep- 

resentatives, and the possibilities for direct involvement in pro- 

gram decision making .? Though targeted specif ically f or the Bering 

Strait region, this writerr s survey reconfirmed the results of sim- 



ilar surveys conducted in western Alaska in 1978 and 1982, which 

revealed that less than 25 percent of viewers were familiar with 

the RATNET program selection process or knew of those responsible 

for it.' What evolved over a period of years was a scenario where 

R~TNET Council mernbers, most of whom had long-term appointments, 

exercised power over program selection without true mandates from 

their constituents, hence progradng often ref lected the personal 

interests of indivieual council members. 

From this perspective, it was clear to understand the House 

Special Conmittee's frustration with the RATNET board in elucidat- 

ing its position to those ready to determine its fate. In response 

to these concerns, D'Anne Ferguson Hamilton, an Eskimo journalist 

from Kotzebue noted: 

...but for whatever reasons, there aren't Natives 
deciding what we see and hear in the Bush. RATNET 
is the main source of information in the Bush; yet 
how much Say do Natives actually have in deciding 
what actually goes on the air? 1 know that Barrow, 
Kotzebue, and Bethe1 al1 have now and in the past 
had Native representation at RATNET, but when you 
look at Native versus non-Native population in the 
Bush, is it fair representation? And even if it is, 
is there any way we-can offer  more culturally rele- 
vant options to the 'Wheel of Fortuner or 'The  ric ce 

In actual fact, the RATNET system as conceived and operated could 

not provide for the degree of cultural relevancy as sought by indi- 

viduals such as Hamilton. Even the assumption that a RATNET Coun- 

cil composed of regional representatives from native corporations 

could accurately assess the needs of t h e i r  constituents (from a 

cultural, educational, and entertainment standpoint) and then de- 



cide upon relevant programnûng f rom the off erings available proved 

questionable. Further, some legislators were even challenging the 

councilrs right to exist, since (in the opinion of t h e  statels at- 

torney general) the RATNET Council was not a legally-constituted 

bodyvested with statutory authority. These sentiments arose part- 

ially because of the perception that RATNET members, who had the 

unique ability to hold seats for lif e, seemingly rebuf fed inquiries 

by some legislators concerning program decision making, giving the 

impression (to many) t h a t  they were the experts and that the legis- 

lators should mind their own business.'O 

Options for Reatructuring RATNET 

The Legislature was finally presented with a listing of op- 

tions concerning the direction state subsidization could take. 

These included: 

a. Maintaining the RATNET system at then-curent funding 
levels per fiscal year ($2.8 million) . 

b . Maintain RATNET but  with reduced funding. Savings would be 
realized through lower transponder charges. 

c. Substitute PBS content (from APBS stations) for RATNET 
content along with reduced funding. 

d. Eliminate the budget for a statewide television channel. 

During the ensuing discussions within the Legislature, it was clear 

that the state would sooner or later have to put the issue up for 

a final decision, despite the complications involved. RATNET had 

become more than a s tate-subsidized entertainment service to native 

commmities; it was in essence a central nemous system for the 

information needs of much of Alaska." 



According to an Alaska Legislative report on RATNET, the 

service provided Alaska's rural population with the following: 

television programming to 248 villages (a large percentage of which 

did not have alternative service); emergency broadcast capability 

throughout the state; provision of live or taped instructional 

programming for classroom use; statewide news and weather; a 

measure of entertainment; the power to influence progranniing (via 

the RATNET Council) ; access to Alaska state government (and con- 

gressional) proceedings and activities; University of Alaska data 

services; Alaska Public Radio (via subcarrier audio relay of KSKA- 

Anchorage) ; a paging service for state troopers and officials; and 

opportunities to affect rural economic development." 

Any decision on RATNET would impact many services the rural 

communities in the Bering Strait had now taken for granted. Des- 

pite lowered state revenues, people asked if Alaska could afford 

to be without the possibilities made available by the RATNET-state 

telecom infrastructure. It was amidst this tangle of interests and 

potential impact assessments that the Legislature found itself in 

that year, unable to form a consensus of opinion concerning the 

fate of the state system and RATNET. No actions were taken, except 

for appropriating funds to maintain RATNET at its usual funding 

level for the next few years. 

In the years up to 1995, constant debate would ensue, always 

relating back to the questions of the benefits of state subsidiza- 

tion versus private sector development; the decline of available 

state funas to support exis ting RATNET and APRN inf ra3tructures ; 



the expansion of private broadcast media options, and the need to 

promote greater local and regional involvement in television pro- 

gramming through alternate ~hannels.'~ 

In an effort to reduce RATNET'S operational costs, the state 

appropriated (in 1990) . 2.4 million dollars to replace Alascorn- 
leased earth stations (including sites around the Bering Strait) . 

While staffing costs for the tape delay center remained fixed, 

RATNET'S overall budget was trimmed further through renegotiation 

of satellite transponder lease payments, and it saved an additional 

$500,000 per year by utilizing the replacement earth stations." 

In 1993, the state authorized a Telecommunications Informa- 

tion Council, headed by the director of the Alaska Public Broad- 

casting Commission, to develop a planning effort known as the Sat- 

ellite Intercomection Project ( S I P )  . SIP was conceived to estab- 

lish parameters for integrating and coordinating state-supported 

video services including RATNET, the University of Alaska. Depart - 
ment of Education, and the public broadcasting network. Through 

this effort, the state hoped to further define RATNET1s role amidst 

the other state-supported services comprishg Alaska's telecornmuni- 

cations network . '' 
With the advent of digital compression technologies, SIP pos- 

tulated that the RATNET signal could be expanded to include addi- 

tional channels for other purposes. How those channels were to be 

utilized and funded remained a question. As with past planning 

efforts seeking to elucidate directions for the State of Alaska in 

telecom management, the SIP reconmiendationç (though valuable), did 



not radically impact subsequent decision making by the State Legis- 

lature . 
RATNET was still important to Eskimo viewers in the Bering 

Strait region as well as the rest of the state, despite the absence 

of native-oriented progradng. Hence, yearly debates within the 

Legislature concening its funding and viability was a perennial 

occurrence. Despite the cost containment measures and maintaining 

a minimalist operation, the RATNET structure could fa11 apart if 

the Legislature determined that further budget reductions were in 

order, thus viewers in the villages had little assurance of con- 

tinued reception of state-provided television on a sustained basis . 
Though KYUK-TV in Bethe1 might continue even if RATNET failed, its 

inability to reach the Bering Strait remained a strong point in the 

argument of pro-RATNET advocates. 

In addition, the issues of local and regional programrning 

control over existing state television systems (through transf erra1 

of state equipment or licenses) was still an unsolved question in 

the years up to 1995, with state executive and legislative conunit- 

tees exploring options on how elements of the telecom system could- 

be handed over to community-based entities in ways which absolved 

the state from responsibility if problems should arise. 

The state satellite delivery system, as well as the notion 

of state subsidization as originally conceived and operated, vir- 

tually remained intact through 1994. with no major change in state 

telecomrnunicationpolicytoward RATNETtakingplace. Authoritative 

action was seen by some as being taken only when state budget allo- 



cations were no longer feasible, yet few doubted such change would 

take place as state broadcasters became accustomed to regular leg- 

islative appropriations, despite yearly threats to end them.16 

The RATNET system continued to be funded (though down to $1.2 

million in 1993), and would remain unchanged in its basic control 

structure and program format until 1995. 

Progranaming Issues on RATNET: Native Orientation 
and the Status Quo 

The presentation of Eskimo-oriented programing over RATNET 

had traditionally been very minimal for various reasons: RATNET'S 

reliance on the Anchorage commercial stations (possessing little 

to no native-oriented content) ; minuscule production output f rom 

various statewide native producers meeting professional technical 

standards; and RATNET1s policy of limiting native-produced programs 

of a region or language-specific nature. With no production bud- 

get, RATNET could not produce programs , and insuf f icient funding 

limited opportunit ies for independent native production centers . 
RATNETt s statewide policy limited the ability of stations like KYUK 

and KBRW to find regular slots on the statewide program schedule. 

As a result, RATNET'S overall broadcast content remained fairly 

static throughout its years of operation, reflecting national net- 

work schedules, while still providing for some Alaska-specific con- 

tent each day. 

The RATNET Council did solicit native-oriented programhg 

which fit the service's guidelines, with the result that cultural, 

public service, and statewide-based programs appeared on an infre- 



quent basis . Perhaps the best -received programs specif ically dir- 
ected toward Eskimos (and Alaska' s native comnity) on a yearly 

basis were the annual Alaska Federation of Natives Conf erences ; 

features like the KYUK-produced gameshow "Ask an Alaskan; * the per- 

iodic series mAlaska's Peoplen and nTundravision;N and coverage of 

special statewide events ie., The Iditarod Trail Sled Dog Race 

(which traveled through Eskimo villages to the finish in Nome). 

While such germane programming could not be termed as des- 

igned solely for Eskimos, i t  nevertheless was construed by many as 

a highlight of RATNET1s Alaskan-based schedule, and commanded high 

viewer interest. From its inception in 1977, to the beginning of 

the 199 Os, however, very f ew news-oriented programs targeted to 

natives were aired, nor were there any weekly formats of fered which 

served as an information vehicle for Eskimo concerns. 

ey 1991, new attempts to address native programming needs 

again began in earnest primarily through the efforts of a few in- 

dividuals. One program appearing on RATNET, designed by and pro- 

duced f o r  natives, was the short news magazine "Northern Livesu 

aired during the KIMO-TV evening statewide newscast. Produced by 

Jeanie Greene, an Eskimo from the Kotzebue region, "Northern Livesfl 

developed a format featuring events and personalities from around 

Alaska, utilizing non-prof essional video materials sent in f rom 

native villages as well as f eatures self -produced by Greene. 

Though Greene claims she continued the program despite a 

hostile administrative environment at the K I M 0  studios, her fea- 

tures found a very receptive audience among RATNET viewers, who 



liked seeing "big events , traditional celebrations , prof iles of 

tom elders, and village life in general:" 

Encouraged by the success of *Northern Lives, " Greene left 

KIM0 and developed a new program series entitled "Heartbeat Alaskam 

which began airing weekly over RATNET in 1992. "Heartbeat Alaskan 

was a 30 minute native news program, produced from Greene's inde- 

pendent studio in Anchorage. The show received a Sunday evening 

prime time slot over RATNET, and appeared on other Alaskan stations 

as well as native television charnels in Canada and Greenland.'" 

According to Greene, the program "covered stories that often 

donlt fit network affiliatest view of the news." Typical segments 

f eatured elders conf erences , health issues in the Bush, regular 

actlvities in villages, reviews of national native concerns, cult- 

ural items of note, etc. The program was based on a standard news 

broadcast approach, with Greene senring as an in-studio anchor in- 

troducing edited video reports sent in from villages. Designed to 

make viewers potential program contributors, "Heartbeat Alaskan 

became one of the highest -rated programs on RATNET, and proved that 

native-oriented programming was not only deemed vital by Eskirno 

audiences, but in fact was logistically viable, given the comer- 

cial success of Greenets production operations." 

Greene personally proved that RATNET could become a true for- 

um for native viewers by creating an environment in which sustained 

production of materials for broadcast could be achieved via cooper- 

ative efforts between motivated individuals across Alaska's scat- 

tered native communities and native-owned production studios. 



Within two years, a second weekly news program appeared on 

RATNET targeted specifically to the native audience utilizing the 

village contributor approach pioneered by "Heartbeat Alaska. "Nor- 

th Country News," produced by Blueberry Productions in Anchorage, 

established itself as a news magazine show concentrating on top 

news stories of the week aff ecting natives in rural Alaska. Airing 

for 30 minutes on Saturday nights, " N o r t h  Country NewsN also fea- 

tured roundtable discussions with various native leaders and jour- 

nalists addressing issues of importance to the Eskimo and Indian 

communities . '" 
With an audience estimated by Blueberry at 100,000 viewers, 

"North Country Newsn received immediate affirmation from across 

the state, which further aided its efforts in establishing a net- 

work of contributing news stringers. In addition, the producers 

were successful in obtaining financial support for the program from 

cash-rich native corporations such as the North Slope B o ~ o u ~ ~ ,  and 

Doyon, reversing previous trends by such entities who contributed 

little to native broadcast efforts in the past. 

The importance of these programs rested in their laying the 

groundwork and setting precedents in the process of having program- 

ming produced by independent native media operatives broadcast reg- 

ularly over the RATNET system. While not the first to supply mat- 

erial over the network, Greene and Blueberry's producers represent- 

ed the new vanguard within Alaska's native community advocating 

media as a strategic tool in the overall effort for strengthening 

native positions and power in the State of Alaska. 



Public Television: Bethel 

While RATNET1s existence continued to be debated, state çup- 

port of western Alaska's sole TV operation in Bethel ( K m )  remain- 

ed in question. As previously noted, since KYüK did not reach the 

Bering Strait, its survival was not a major consideration for the 

villages in this study, however, the station was a prime example 

for the rest of the state on how public TV could be operated from 

a native perspective, and how it could survive amidst the threat 

of state budget cutbacks. 

Since its proven track record for effective service to the 

Kuskokwim region was beyond dispute (providing the highest levels 

of native language air time in the state; being consistent and pro- 

gressive in their production capabilities; and successfully estab- 

lishing funding procedures to access private, state, and f ederal 

funds) , KYZriC was viewed by many seeking change in the RATNET system 

as the most viable entity to replace the statets tape delay opera- 

tions and transmission center in Anchorage? 

While KWK as well as other public stations across the state 

exhibited some of the highest viewer contribution rates per capita 

in the country, yearly funding debates within the Legislature put 

its appropriation levels at risk, thus the station found itself in 

the same situation as RATNET concerning its operational viability. 

The station continued in the early 1990s with its regular program 

format intact (a combination of PBS, network, state, and locally 

produced shows) while maintaining its conmitment to native broad- 

casting. In its native broadcast role, some have even credited the 



station with helping Yupik culture and laquage survive in the reg- 

ion, 2Z 

KWK would maintain its primary mission of service to the 

Kuskokwim region up until 1995 with the reorganization of the state 

television system. Changes in their operations and its impact on 

service to the Bering Strait region will be discussed in a later 

section, 

State Support of Radio Services Along 
the Bering Strait 

While television was a focus of debate earLy on, state sup- 

port of the Alaska Public Radio Network (APRN) also came into ques- 

tion as state revenue shortfalls continued into the 1990s. While 

the Bering Strait region had access t o  private stations l i k e  KICY 

m d  KNOM, the two APRN stations (KOTZ, KNSA) were important links 

for providing comprehensive radio coverage to the rest of the study 

region. 

Concerning total penetration of radio services to Eskimos 

statewide (including stations KYUK, KBRW, and KDLG) , seventy-seven 

native communities could be reached by public radio, noting that 

97 percent of the population of Alaska had such acces~.~' 

In 1988, the Alaska Public Broadcasting Commission (via the 

Legislature) appropriated roughly four million dollars to maintain 

f if teen full-service and f ive repeater public radio stations .z4 

Given its public affiliation, it had been relatively easy--during 

Alaska's big budget years--to generously contribute to public 

broadcasting. The statefs prime contribution from a funding per- 



spective, was its abilityto help stations like KOTZ and KBRW meet 

minimal funding requirentents which would then allow them to receive 

Eederal matching grants from the Corporation for Public Broadcast- 

ing and PBS. With such assistance, KOTZ, KBRW, KWK, and nDLG 

couid support native-oriented programming , an important alternat ive 

choice which was not available from KICY or KNOM. Listeners, in 

addition, had access to state and national programing f rom APRN 

and PBS, and the formula for public-supported radio in the Bush 

appeared to work well-as long as state and federal support was 

maintained. 

With declining state revenues, radio, like RATNET, came under 

the same legislative scrutiny, and it was apparent by 1989 that 

similar restructuring or financing options would have to be imple- 

mented by the state if public radio was to maintain its existence 

in rural Alaska. The f ollowing options were put for th  by the House 

Special C o r n m i t t e e  on Telecommunications: 

Maintain then-current funding levels  to the Alaska Public 
Broadcasting Commission for support of public radio and TV 
(approximately $10,000,000) 

Reduce funding levels (support for KOTZ, KBRW, KYUK, KNSA, 
KDLG dom to $l,3OO,OOO) . 
Continue funding, but for stations reaching rural areas 
otherwise not s e ~ e d .  

Fund a single statewide public radio station (rural 
stations would become repeater sites without progranmcing 
staffs) 

~liminate al1 funds for public radio in Alaska except KSKA 
(Anchorage ) 

The consequences of any decision by the Legislature corresponded 



to that affecting KATNET, for at stake was the continued viability 

of a public-supported radio system which could adequately serve the 

information needs of Eskimo comrnunities along the strait which 

c o u d  otherwise not support commercial radio. It made little sense 

to dismember a communications system that took years to implement 

and maintain, yet compromises would have to be made (in personnel 

and operational support) if the system was to survive the statets 

budget crisis.'' 

Any withdrawal of state funding meant a concomitant inability 

to secure federal funding for the rural stations in western Alaska, 

thus forcing promoters to increase funding at the local level, pri- 

marily from individual and corporate contributors. If the single 

statewide option was chosen, KOTZ and other stations would become 

translator sites which would not qualify for federal funds, making 

it more difficult to solicit local contributions. Native-oriented 

programming and independent program decision making at the local 

level would be lost. 

As with the RATNET issue, the Legislature did not commit to 

either the dismantling or enlargement of the Alaska Public Radio 

Network. Begiming in 1990, what commenced was a gradua1 decrease 

in appropriations for station funding, and by 1993, state subsidiz- 

ation of public radio fell to $3.7 million for al1 ope ration^.'^ 

Consequently KOTZ and the other stations scaled d o m  their activi- 

ties. The funding decreases did not change their orientation 

toward native programxning, but it did have an impact ta some degree 

on the levels of native language of ferings and locally produced 



program output. 

In 1994, the CPB revised its grants program to increase funds 

for minority-controlled, rural, and sole-service stations, which 

implied increases for KOTZ and other stations if the state and 

local f unding levels remained constant. However, APBC funding lev- 

els were destined to decrease, a fact of dismay for native radio 

supporters. Given this financial outlook, the bottom line for 

native-oriented stations could simply be stated as "less finance, 

less staff, less native content.n27 

APRN Hative Program Offerings 

APRN regularly offered program featureç in its weekly sched- 

ule tailored specifically for native audiences around the state. 

Highlighted programs available on APRN-member stations included the 

daily native-oriented news program, "Nat ional Native News, pro- 

duced out of Anchorage by Gary  Fife since 1987. The program gave 

native ALaskans information about issues of interest to native 

Arnericans nationwide, and served as a vehicle for promoting net- 

working among various native-based media across the U.S." 

Another APRN program--designed front a regional perspective- 

was "Alaska Voices Live, " produced by KSKO-McGrath . The program 

consisted of a live call-in foxmat which was broadcast simultan- 

eously by KOTZ, KYUK, KBRW, KNOM, and KSKO. The show was an ef fec- 

tive forum for airing diverse opinions on various issues affecting 

rural Alaska, and proved how multiple stations could cooperate 

together in providing relevant information to its listening aud- 



ience . '' 

APRN stations, in conjunction with activities of other out- 

of-state native media organizations--for example, the Native Amer- 

ican Public Broadcasting Consortium, and the National Federation 

of Community Broadcasters--possessed opportunities to provide a 

comprehensive view of issues and information deemed vital to the 

interests of natives. It would be up to each station, however, to 

determine how best to combine local production efforts with net-  

work-provided programrning in meeting the goal of serving the per- 

ceived needs of itç audience. Thoçe who could successfully do this 

stood a better chance at maintaining their yearly appropriations 

amidst the state s continually dwindling budget for broadcasting . 
Such was the challenge for KOTZ and KNSA for staying on the air. 

1995 would be a pivotal year concerning the direction of pub- 

lic radio in Alaska from a financial and progradng standpoint-- 

one which would not hold out much promise for the strengthening of 

radio services on behalf of the Eskimo. 

Private Televieion Access Along the Bering Strait 

While the options for state-supported broadcasting waned as 

the nineties progressed, the Bering Strait witnessed an increasing 

diversification in the range of broadcast services available. By 

1995, every Eskimo village in the study area had been wired for 

cable television, and VCR penetration into homes was roughly 85 

percent, if gauged against Pearson's statistics from 1991." 



RATNET, as well as movie channels, sports channels, supersta- 

tions, home shopping channels, and a multitude of other entertain- 

ment choices could easily be accessed by subscribers in villages, 

though only RATNET provided programming from statewide sources. 

C-Band TVRO satellite installations were also increasing, 

but seemed to have little response in the majority of villages 

where cable existed. TVRO remained primarily the domain of a min- 

ority who lived outside of villages, at remote locations, in f i s h  

or hunting camps, etc. 

For Eskimo viewers, the advantages of increased choice were 

offset by the rising cost of services, as well as the disadvantage 

of being consumers of programming produced without regard to native 

preferences and orientation. Manyvillage cable subscription rates 

easily exceeded $50 per month for full charme1 packages, making 

television a big expense for those in lower income brackets. For 

this reason, free television from RATNET remained the option of 

choice for some, and fox those desirous of Alaskan content. 

~rban-based radio services from the lower 48 provided addi- 

tional incentives for those buying cable packages, and ~skimos in 

places like Nome and Kotzebue had access to six or more stations. 

Private Radio: KICY and KNOM 

From the late 1980s through the mid-1990s, radio program- 

m i n g  from both KICY and KNûM remained relatively fixed in content 

and orientation. ' Both maintained schedules formatted io include 

popular music, news, information features, Christian programs, and 



other materials. While KNOM maintained more of a native orienta- 

tion in relation to its regional outreach to villages and Eskimo 

cultural features, little existed in the way of native language 

programming, with the staff primarily caucasian. 

KNOM, through the end of 1995, maintained its codtment to 

produce programrning for Eskimos on both sides of the strait in the 

f o n  of *Radio ~ r i d g e  to Chukotka, aired once per week, f eaturing 

news, information and stories translated in Siberian Yupik." 

KICY, though continuing to activeïy engage ïisteners from 

various villages, had less of a reliance on cultural programming, 

and maintained a more ove- Christian presence in its daily broad- 

casts . While there were Eskimos represented on the station ' s board 

of directors, no natives were on the staff, and the only native 

language program continued to be the short daily newscast in Siber- 

ian Yupik by long-tirne volunteer Clarence Irrigoo. 

Both KICY and KNOM continued their familiar modes of opera- 

tion, while holding on to their respective audiences. They main- 

tained a strong presence throughout the Bering Strait region, but 

their listenership levels decreased as new media options in the 

villages increased. Both stations planned to upgrade their trans- 

mitter power during this year, with KICY seeking FCC approval to 

be directional at 50,000 watts nighttime; a move specifically made 

in providing Chukotka radio listeners with a stronger signal for 

the station's evening Christian broadcasts in  uss si an." 

The Nome stations have religious organizations behind them, 

ef f ectively guaranteeing their operations for the long tem. Whe- 



ther they could be adaptable in meeting demands for increased nat- 

ive orientation, staff ing, or laquage use in daily broadcasts re- 

mained an issue for speculation, since neither station felt compel- 

led in those directions -'j 

~mplications for the Eskimo in Media 

The central facet of these new developments in broadcast 

media focused on the need to reassess the traditional role of 

Eskimos in their participation with radio and television, both in 

the way they consumed programming offered by the new services, and 

in the way they participated with the creation of programming in 

those medium (private and state systems) which were available for 

manipulation. 

Al1 the advantages of telecornrnunications technology could be 

accessed in every Eskimo village, providing unlimited possibilities 

for information retrieval and dissemination, as well as a multitude 

of services which could be received via satellite and fiber optic 

interconnections. 

It appeared (to state media plamers) that Alaska was well 

on its way to providing for the communication needs of Eskimos in 

remote Alaska. However, controversy was brewing within the culture 

to clarify the needs and methods to implement a system that was 

more conducive to exploiting the native position. 

Reorganization in State-Sponsored Broadcasting: 1995 

with the begiming of 1995, further declines in the Alaska 

State budget forced Governor Walter Hickel and the State Legisla- 



ture to effect a dramatic series of reductions in appropriations 

for the Alaska Public Broadcasting Conunission (which f unded public- 

supported radio and TV stations across the state? 

mile the APBC and DOA had contemplated a total phase out of 

state funding for al1 public television and a reduction for radio 

operations, it eventually made compromises in its appropriations 

so the telecom infrastructure could remain relatively intact. Dur- 

ing the spring of 1995, intense debate comenced within the Legis- 

lature concerning exact funding levels for the system. In March, 

the Alaska State House demanded 25 percent cuts to both RATNET and 

APRN, in addition to 100 percent cuts for televisi~n.'~ 

For stations such as KOTZ (facing the 25 percent state cut 

coupled with a 45 percent cut in federal funds over three years), 

and KYUK (facing a 68 percent cut in combined funds for TV and 

radio), the Legislaturets proposals would have cemented a new 

policy to eventually end support of broadcasting directed toward 

rural Alaska. 3" 

As a result of these threats, intense lobbying by rural leg- 

islators and numerous interest groups forced the House and Senate 

to reassess their appropriation figures. The Legislature decided 

upon a one year allocation of $4,324,000 to the APBC for radio and 

TV, though it ended its deliberations with a decision to dismantle 

the RATNET system as then-existent?' 

In addition, a subdivision of the entire radio network into 

regional groups was enacted by the APBC, with the following enti- 

ties: The Associated Alaska Public Broadcasting Stations (AAPBS); 



Coastal Region; Southcentral Region; and Interior Community Radio. 

Table #4 ALASKA PUBLIC RADIO BEiWûRK REORGANIZATION 

AAPBS: (Seming the Bering/chukchi Sea Regions) 

KOTZ-Kotzebue KNBA (Kowanak) -Anchorage 
KNSA- Unalakleet KSPD- Sand Point 
KYUK-Bethe1 KUH8-St. P a u l  
KDLG-Dillingham KIAL-Unalaska 
KCUK-Chevak KBRW-Barrow 
KMXK 

COASTAIL REGION: note:stations ~erged sales/engineering/ 
accounting, and promotion departments 

KHNS -Haines 
KT00 - Juneau 
KCAW-Sitka 

INTECRIOR CO-= RADIO 

RZPA- F o r t  Yukon 
KIYU 
KSKO 
KTNA 
KCHfJ 

KUAC-Fairbanks (providing program 
streams to entire 

group via satellite) 

HDLL-Kenai 
KSRD- Seward 



The compartmentalization of stations on a regional basis 

forced individual member stations to cooperate more closely with 

each other in financial, technical, and programming efforts. The 

subdivision further provided a demarcation of lines for lobbying 

efforts aimed at increasing legislative appropriations for group 

stations on a regional basis. KOTZ or KNSA were no longer alone 

in their efforts to increase their budgets, now that they could tap 

into a strengthened organizational lobby constituted by the AAPBS . 
After the reorganization, KOTZ and KNSA received roughly 

$240,000 in 1995, enabling them to maintain operations, but at a 

lowered capacity in tems of personnel and production. Budget al- 

locations the next year would fa11 by $20,000 for the two stations 

and time would tell on whether the new grouping could boost AAPBS' 

state appropriations. '' 

In deciding how best to continue support for established APRN 

sites, the idea of replacing direct state grants for public broad- 

casting funded from state taxes, with private commercial contri- 

butions facilitated via tax credits, was given serious thought by 

the DOA. As never before, the necessity of public contributions 

to ensure the survival of these stations was brought to the fore- 

front of attention to audiences in their primary service regions. 

Though the issue of finance of APRN was not solved as of this 

writing, it is clear that public radio in the Bering Strait would 

require new strategies for maintaining operations, as well as an 

increased effort by native entities (private, tribal. and corpor- 

rate) to cover fiscal shortfalls in state and federal funding." 



The End of RATNET 

In a conservation move to maintain some semblance of the 

existing RATNET system while setting policy precedents aimed toward 

the eventual cessation of state subsidization for television, the 

APBC decided to terminate the RA'3.NET tape delay center in Anchor- 

age, moving its operations to the facilities of =-TV in Bethel. 

As the legal status of RATNET was tednated, a new entity titled, 

"The Alaska Rural Communications Systemll (ARCS) , rose to take its 

place. 

During its official announcement outlining the n e w  ARCS sys- 

tem in May, KYUK management stated that the primary intent of the 

new development was to create a "truem rural Alaska network, one 

different from the previous entity which was in essence an exten- 

tion of services from an urban non-native perspective to bush Ala- 

ska. The ARCS-KYUK liason was not directly associated with the 

existing public TV network, but accessed its programing ARCS 

would have some degree of constituent control with an advisory 

board (appointed by the Governor rather than native corporations), 

but would operate financially through a combinat ion of viewer, 

state, and CPB funding." Though KYUK had the experience to imp- 

lement a full program Stream to the satellite network using PBS, 

national network, in- state, and local materials, the Legislature 

did not provide any monies for upgraded technical facilities, 

additional personnel, or program allocation expenses which KYUK 

needed to meet this increased demand on ser~ices.'~ 

As part of the compromise to keep the system afloat, the APBC 



received a one-tirne appropriation of $800,000 which was designated 

solely for payment of satellite transponder fees to Alas~orn.~~ 

KYUK1s usage of the transponder would eventually be paid for under 

the budget of KOAC-TV. While KYUK was able to eventually secure 

funding fromthe U.S. Department of Commerce for the equipment up- 

grading of its facilities, it was unable to substantially increase 

its budget for programming. This factor would be a constant con- 

Cern, detemining the quality and quantity of prograrns produced 

specifically for the rural Alaska audience." 

Even with an 85 percent native audience, Bethe1 could no 

longer place a high priority on region or laquage-specific pro- 

gramming, nor on native-oriented programrning in general . Though 

the program Stream contained a higher percentage of PBS offerings, 

ARCS would continue to feature commercial fare from the Anchorage 

stations during the evening hours as RATNET had. KYrnt would pro- 

vide regular opportunities for native productions, like "Heartbeat 

Alaska, " " N o r t h  Country News, " and the KWK-produced "Tundra Vis- 

ion," while scheduling documentary features of relevance to Alaska 

on a weekly basis." 

Station manager John McDonald estirnated KYUK1 s monthly costs 

at $100,000, and with reductions in the APBCfs appropriations for 

ARCS eminent, the station required its weekend operations to be 

viewer-funded, marking the beginning of true constituent financial 

support for the statewide satellite system. In any event, the 

State of Alaska was nearing its final pullout of support for corn- 

mercial television, nearly twenty years after its initial push to 



provide TV entertainment t o  Eskimos in rural  lask ka.^' 

Alaska Public Television Broup Reorgaaization 

As part of the APBC reshuffling, three public Tv stations 

KTOO, and KYUK) were now identified through the system 

designation known as "Alaska One. " Though program sharing would 

not change radically, there was now a greater reliance on shared 

telecom intercomection, with KUnC providing the primary network 

program stream. 4'  With appropriation cutbacks slated on a con- 

tinuous basis by the APBC, ie., ($4,452,754 for 1996 and $4,lS3,OOO 

projected for 1997) , downsizing and increased reliance on non-state 

revenues would constitute priorities for a system seeking to main- 

tain past service levels while f acing an uncertain budget picture. 

~t was clear that with an overall decline in the state operating 

budget (due to lowered o i l  revenues ) , and a Republican-dominated 

Legislature seeking fu r the r  funding cuts, public 'lv in Alaska would 

never be the same as in i ts  glory days of the mid-1980~.'~ 

It remained to be seen how successfully the ARCS system could 

continue its provision of television service to the Bering Strait 

region in the future given the stress placed upon the network from 

the Legislaturers gradua1 withdrawal of support for KYUK. Such a 

scenario provided a new opportunity for Eskimos in the region to 

develop strategies for promoting and organizing broadcasting baçed 

on their own subsidization and effort, rather than relying on the 

old framework of state support and control which faced an uncertain 

future . 



In the meantirne, new cable and satellite-based broadcast and 

information services were increasingly available to Eskimos, pro- 

viding alternatives to the exiçting ARCS system. These develop- 

ments were a fact of increasing concern to advocates of public- 

supported media serving western Alaska--but one of opportunity to 

those seeking new methods of media empowement as a means for 

furthering the Eskimo position and strengthening cormunication 

opportunities with their brethren in Chukotka. 

Developments in Chukotkan Broadcast Media through 1995 

Following the aftermath of the August 1991 coup, including 

the subsequent changes in laws affecting mass media and the begin- 

ing of state broadcast reorganization, serious questions about the 

future of Chukotka's broadcast infrastructure began to be posed. 

As the next year approached (1992), journalists within the Tele- 

radio Company debated the issue in  a published report circulated 

to people throughout the okrug via the regional newspaper soviet- 

-# stating: 

What kind of TV and radio will be in Chukotka? Who is 
going to help? How much will the Soviet be able to con- 
trol the function, or will it be under the head of the 
Administration of Chukotka and the Chairman of the Tele- 
radio Company? 150,000 TV viewers and radio listeners 
are in the region ... what are they going to have from this 
media reorganization. The same problems in the region 
are many, and to take care of these problems there needs 
to be financing, the creation of new structures, and mod- 
ification of the old state structures. A r e  w e  going to see 
TV fsom Anadyr throughout the okrug, and will we have the 
possibility to see TV from Alaska? Would programs be int- 
eresting, will we have more tirne for broadcasts? We have 
lots of questions. how, and who, will take care of them. 
But one thing is clear; that in the conflict situation 
which has taken place within the State Teleradio Company 
collective, the loser can be society.'' 



In essence, there would appear very little change (aside from 

editorial freedom) in the n e w  Company from its earlier activi ty 

during the Gosteleradio days concerning staffing and the rnethod- 

ology of its operational practices, since it maintained the same 

basic core of people at the Anadyr site. For example, the Eskimo 

Radio Department within the new company maintained its two full- 

t i m e  journalists who continued producing the regular weekly time- 

slots with their traditional program titles and feature~.~' 

The most notable change w i t h i n  the  new company was in the 

mergence of the technical and programming departments: whereas 

before, when journalists and technical production specialists had 

separate functions, now journalists had full control over produc- 

tion facilities and became responsible for on air control of broad- 

casts . 5 3  

The technical transmission infrastructure inherited from the 

Soviet network continued, making the broadcasts available (theoret- 

ically) to more than 90 percent of the okrug's population via wired 

radio and 9-megahertz shortwave broadcasts (relayed from the Maga- 

adan retranslator site). However, wired radio systems in many of 

the native villages ( including New Chaplino and Siriniki) remained 

in poor condition, and the, Eskimo staff claimed that the signal 

could not be heard by natives i n  the interior tundra reg ion^.'^ 

New developments appeared separately from the state media by 

those in the private sector pursuing cable operations, private 

radio, and the formation of independent production studios, yet 

actual progress in these areas would remain negligible well beyond 



the begiming of 1992. By April of that year, seven small TV 

studios began work in the various district centers, primarily by 

people connected with the Teleradio Company as correspondents, or 

those who inserted local programming on cable nets." 

These studios were often one or two person operations, and 

usually conducted on a non-professional level. The studios began 

providing video clips to the Anadyr TV center for news broadcasts, 

following moves by Chairman Tckachov to promote a new policy of 

encouraging private studio interaction with the Teleradio Company. 

This interaction was seen as a preliminary to the future develop- 

ment of two-way video exchanges with the district centers via sat- 

ellite. Ultimately, Tckachov hoped that Moscow would provide the 

f inancial and material means to allow the Anadyr studios to trans- 

mit across the entire okrug using a recently developed Russian Ku- 

band satellite system called GALS. With such a distribution sys- 

tern, transmission of native programming f rom the Eskirno and Chukchi 

departments might bring a new dimension of broadcasting to the 

scattered settlements along the Bering Strait." 

Looking in other directions, the Teleradio Company had the 

possibility to share programming with other parts of the Far East 

via the newly organized Independent Bar East TV Network (Tm-TV) 

with headquarters based in Petropavlovsk, Kamchatka . Meanwhile , 

Anadyr maintained a commitment to prwide occasional materials to 

Ostankino in MoSCOW, yet its lack of financing and limited budget 

hampered its ability to engage in serious program exchange at the 

regional, national, and international (ie . Alaska) levels . '' 



With the state broadcaster hard pressed to implement increas- 

ed broadcast sesvices, it was no wonder that Eskimo media advocates 

working within government and private structures were perhaps even 

leçs prepared to instigate new broadcast ventures or simple produc- 

tion studios at this stage, due to deficiencies in securing a via- 

ble financial base as well as lack of personnel to carry out seri- 

ous proposals - 

Programming within the Teleradio Company 

The talent, creativity, performance, and utility of a journ- 

alistts work became the sole domain of the individual, since sup- 

ervisory oversight was now minimal at best. A consequence of this 

new status was, interestingly enough, the start of a decline in 

professionalism in the program output of the TV studio, and to a 

lesser extent at the radio studio. Journalists noted that during 

the Shmelova-era, professional criticism of work output was norm- 

ative procedure, even though its reference point drew from stan- 

dardized Soviet guidelines. Further, the staff in earlier years 

was made up of seasoned journalists who were often noted for their 

high degree of professionalism. The rnajority of these j ournalists, 

however, left during the latter half of the 1980s, and were sup- 

planted by jourrialisrn students fresh out of college as recruited 

personally by Shmelova." 

With a m i x  of new and older staff, combined with decreasing 

finances to cover equipment upgrades , salaries, and general produc- 

tion expenses, mediocrity in programhg quickly became noticeable. 



The majority of TV programs in Anadyr (after the reorganization) 

were "talking headn formats featuring guests well known to the 

cityls sesidents. Political discussions featured heavily in the 

programming, as well as coverage of controversies emanating f rom 

the overall governmental and societal restructuring process taking 

place in the okrug. Often, the eveningls prime features would be 

a short film or cartoon, followed by a newscast of city and region- 

al news, ending with an interview program featuring the Governor 

of Chukotka--who appeared as often as four times per week.19 

For  many viewers, the inability of the staff to produce high 

quality productions turned initially high hopes for true program- 

ming change into laments coined by some as "the lost hopesvfor 

both perestroika and the possibilities for j ournalism in Chukotka) . 
Older journalists described the new output as ni kaki (nothing) 

programs ; nothing interesting, nothing important, socially an abso- 

lute zero. This status was in contrast to exciting developments 

in content and higher production quality by the central channels. 

While this attitude (concerning Anadyr's output) was probably not 

shared by a majority of those working on the staff, nevertheless, 

there was little revolutionary change in the daily program schedule 

as old programs reappeared with new titles and slightly different 

themes 

To be fair, a number of new programs did appear which added 

variation to the weekly schedule. If anything new was apparent, 

however, it was in the degree of freedom of expression as displayed 

by those in charge of productions, as al1 topics were permissible 



for discussion and representation. As to the reasons for the lack 

of notable change, a good case can be made for the perpetuation of 

the Soviet work ethic as a continued cause for little improvement, 

since workers received the same govemment salaries without regard 

for the quality of their work. It was possible under provisions 

of the new Company structure to weed out non-performing workers, 

though carrying out this process was a difficult one." 

While Anadyr's program output was legally under the scrutiny 

of the ~ll-Russian Radio and TV Companyv s af f iliate department-- 

since it provided Anadyrls funding and held the right to withhold 

appropriations if prograrn standards were not met--Moscow showed 

little actual interest in monitoring Chukotkals programming or in 

seeking materials from Anadyr for national distribution over the 

second national channel ( R n )  .62  

This official display of apathy or disinterest in the opera- 

tions of the Chukotka studios by Moscow was both a blessing and a 

curse for local programers. It was good from the point of view 

that a total relaxation in content and production control by cen- 

tral authorities was relatively achieved, but bad from the fact 

that it made the Teleradio Company1 s task of lobbying Moscow for 

yearly funding even harder because of that disinterest. In addi- 

tion, opportunities to showcase regional materials over the nation- 

al airwaves were limited." Interestingly enough, Anadyr continued 

its relationship with the Commonwealth-oriented First Channel (Ost- 

which did broadcast occasional, reports sent the sta-  

tion, se 



The juxtopostion of f inancial and progradng issues was more 

readily felt at the local level due to the symbiotic relationship 

established between the Teleradio Company and the Administration 

of Chukotka (Governorl s Office) . Because the ~dministration was 

one of the founding entities of the Teleradio Company and contrib- 

uted to its budget, Chaiman Tckachov and the editorial department 

heads were necessarily subservient to the wishes of Governor Nazar- 

ov, who actively involved himself in both programming and funding 

decisions. The Governor was more likely to impart influence over 

p r o g r a d n g  than Moscow, since he himself appeared regularly in 

broadcasts, and used Teleradio transmissions as a platform to com- 

municate his policies. It is debateable whether his participation 

could be viewed as facilitating a subtle forrn of censorship, since 

programs continued to feature people who often expressed opposing 

views than those held by the Administration. For point of discus- 

sion, however, it can be asserted that Nazarovr s impact on local 

TV programming operations (from a content perspective) were felt 

more heavily than any influence exercised by central broadcast 

authorities . 65  

Russian ~adio Services 

While still more consemative than the TV operations, Chuk- 

otka Radio experienced improvements in programing, as well as the 

means of delivery. Guided by new Chief Editor Luba Rashko, radio 

became more progressive (taking advantage of experts from various 

fields of endeavorintheir analytical programs), more professional 



in its production methods, and for the first time, began regularly- 

scheduled live broadcasts . The editorial board was better prepared 

than the TV staff to provide cornprehensive and up to date informa- 

tion on issues and events taking place throughout the okrug and na- 

tion, though both staffs were of ten dependent on the contributions 

of print j ournalists who generally had greater expertise in cover- 

ing social, economic, and political issues unique to Chukotka." 

mile funding for information resources remained a problern, 

the studio maintained its network of correspondents across the ok- 

m g ,  and phoned reports essentially replaced the old practice of 

field visits by resident Anadyr journalists. Anadyr continued to 

insert roughly three hours of prograrnming per day into the ~adio 

Russia signal." 

Native ~elevision Efforts 

Regardless of the curent  state of TV in 1992. the opportuni- 

ties for native involvernent increased as Tckachov actively promoted 

the Chukchi Department's interests, while opening up air time for 

Eskimo productions over the local Anadyr channel. The weekly air- 

tirne for Chukchi progradng increased, including regular newscasts 

and cultural presentations. Eskimo laquage programs (which were 

done using Chukchi production personnel) were dependent on the time 

constraints of the Eskimo radio staff, resulting in roughly one or 

two short programs per month. Given the relatively short reach of 

the TV transmitters , Enmenkow and Verbitskaya concentrated their 

tirne on radio, with the result that Eskimo programming over the 

state TV system remained to be de~eloped.~' 

486 



Zakimo Radio 

Eskimo radio continued its regular mode of operation after 

the reorganization, concentrating on native news and cultural pro- 

gradng . Enmenkow and Verbitskaya (both past retirement age) were 

steadfast in maintaining the department, since the Company had no 

funds to add personnel. Sveta Togiak, who had j u s t  left the staff 

to write Yupik language features for the native newspaper Mursen 

Nutenot (Our Land), continued to assist periodically, though the 

department was without prospect ive candidates to replace the other 

two. To assist them in information collection, the Teleradio Com- 

pany did maintain the department's phone budget which allowed the 

staff to regularly communicate with correspondents situated in var- 

ious native villages . ~ h e  staff still obtained periodic reports 

from Ludmilla Aynana and Olga Karablova in Pr~videniya.'~ 

The weekly timeslot increased somewhat to 95 minutes per week 

but both journalists were hard pressed to expand beyond their nor- 

mal schedule. At this point (mid-1992) , the department had no re- 

strictions in the range of discussions it of fered for broadcast, 

and editorially there were no controls over its output as in former 

days . Regular program t i t l es  and themes remained in place, ref lec- 

ting the persona1 approacheç established by Enmenkow over the 

years , while previous requirernents for translating Russian editor- 

ial department materials and political documents were abandoned. 'O 

The department focused much energy in describing the condi- 

tions of life as experienced by Eskimos with the hope of obtaining 

assistance bygovernment authorities for solving problems occurring 



throughout the ~skimo districts. Enmenkow related that while she 

could not discuss the main problem areas of life for Eskimos before 

1988, she now sought to provide analyses on the main issues she 

felt confronted natives, ie., poor economic and living conditions 

in villages ; loss of culture, language, traditions, and customs ; 

restoration of old settlements; increase of ties with Alaskan Esk- 

imos, etc." 

Despite the staff's freedom to describe life as they saw it, 

many in the native intelligentsia felt the department was not fully 

meeting expectations when it came to using the broadcasts to ef fec- 

tively assess their positions and problems. To sum up this atti- 

tude, Tatiana Ochirgina, the Eskimo journalist heading up the new 

Association of Native Peoples of Chukotka and Kolyma stated: 

Concerning pure information, native j ournalists put 
out much information, but concerning comrnentary or 
analysis, this is the weak point of-the ~skimo-~epart- 
ment, and it does not satisfy t h e  dern=ds of the native 
intelligentsia. Sometimes even bigger prograrns are 
flat in their coverage; they donft penetrate deeply 
into t h e  essence of the problems. Obviously, the 
native editorial departments need to educate their own 
personnel. '' 

As with radio in general, each program had its supporters and de- 

tracters, but at least the staff had the opportunity to express 

their opinions as intelligently as they were able. 

The two main weekly programs included %eogiakt (Polar Star) 

featuring stories about Eskimos living across the circumpolar 

North; and "Radio Journal, which off ered a mixture of Eskimo stor- 

ies , interviews, news f rom the villages, and other pertinent inf or- 



The primary audience for Yupik language broadcasting contin- 

ued to be elderly Eskimos and those who actively studied the lan- 

guage in schools. With most Eskimos unable to converse fluently 

in Yupik, Russian language radio broadcasts continued to be the 

primary service for the bulk of the native population. 

Private Developments in Eskimo Utilization 
of Video and Cable 

Withthe increasing availability of low-cost video technology 

as well as outlets for disseminating programmhg, ie., local cable 

channels and studios in the district centers of Chukotka, interest- 

ed individuals within the Eskimo comunity began to exploit the 

technology on a small scale in a variety of ways. 

Tatiana Ochirgina noted in 1992, of the emergence of mal1 

"creative groupsn interested in developing native laquage-based 

information networks and program exchanges between the small stud- 

ios located in Provideniya, Iwultin, Bilibino, Cape Schmidt, and 

Egvikinot. Ochirginats son was one of those who purchased a video 

camera and began producing features in the local dialects using 

plots and stos, lines based on cultural themes and current problems 

existing in the villages. These programs were then distributed to 

individuals who viewed them on VCRs as welL as to various studios 

which broadcast them over local networks via cable, or transmitters 

operated by local communication bodies. " 

While many of these individuals hoped to develop such produc- 

tion efforts on a commercially sustainable basis, existing market 

conditions and the lack of feasible methods for distribution and 



payment precluded such developments at that time. mile it is true 

that many of the small video and cable centers (operated by non- 

natives) did make money via subscriptions, advertising, or local 

government support, none if any, of these individual Eskimo pro- 

ducers were able to establish permanent production companie~.'~ 

Cable television, however, did provide prospects for realiza- 

tion if it could be implemented on a colrnmuial basis. In the Provi- 

denski District, Siriniki became the first Eskimo village to begin 

a small cable operation. A few years before, when John Waghiyi of 

Gambell donated a video camcorder, villagers began to sense the 

possibility of local production and soon a number of residents pur- 

chased VCRs. Though conducted on a small scale like other cable 

operations featuring Hollywood or Russian-made movies, Siriniki 

showed initiative in implementing an alternative broadcast service 

which at least provided possibilities for accommodating local pro- 

duction, whereas other villages had lacked the impetus to supple- 

ment central television service.76 

Siriniki mirrored other village developments where it was 

normal practice for an amateur cable operator to wire most flats 

within one or two apartment buildings, with another system serving 

other apartment blocks in a settlement. There was no standard pat- 

tern for cable distribution. 

While cable remained in a genesis-stage regionally, the med- 

ium held out promise for developing local cablecasting, though on 

a scale cornensurate with the financial capability of supporters 

at the village level. In 1992, the economics and progradng log- 



istics required seemed to put these developments off for the near 

future, though natives going to and from Provideniya could readily 

observe a mode1 (Provideniya Cable) which proved the medium's via- 

bility. The Provideniya channel (operated by a three person staff) 

had a foxmat f eaturing pirated movies, local news, commercial ads, 

and A l a s k a  television from RATNET.77 

Given the historic lack of viewer choice in programming, 

cable would continue to expand in the region even if it remained 

on a non-prof essional or illegal ( f rom a copyright perspective) 

level . Ironically, as long as Russia remained without effective 

enforcement of legislation on international copyright protection, 

underground-pirate cable would continue to flourish in Chukotka 

until enforcement or legitimate programming arrangements with pro- 

fessional production services could be attained. 

In protest  against ~ussia's seeming ignorance of copyright 

protection at the national level, m a n y  Hollywood-based film dis - 
tributors blacklisted the country from their latest releases. The 

primary supporters of copyright enforcement in the c o u n t q  were 

the two central channels, often making headlines in their multi- 

million dollar contracts with finis like the Walt Disney Company 

and Ted Turner, 

VCRS 

VCR ownership, while on the increase, perhaps could be viewed 

as a disincentive for the cxeation of local television semices via 

cable or over the air transmission. Though statistics for 1992 



were not available, VCR ownerskip continued to grow, even despite 

higher prices occurring after December 1991. Perhaps VCR levels 

reached as high as 5% of homes in Chukotka, but this cannot be 

confirmed. Ownership levels among native villages was varied, with 

a higher penetration rate among Chukchi villages in the Omalon 

region, and the lowest among Eskimos in the Providenski District. 

One possible explanation for this disparity could be linked 

to a number of joint ventures by the Omalon Chukchi with Asian 

firms involved in the processing of reindeer horns, thus there was 

money available to the Chukchi for purchases of foreign televisions 

and VCRs. The Eskimo settlernents generally did not have such ven- 

tures, and lacked the financial base existent in many Chukchi vil- 

lages. '= 

In an occurrence sirnilar to that of western Alaska, the emer- 

gence of private video rental shops in Chukotkan villages created 

a new trend in television consumption, providing alternative view- 

ing options to the established central Tv channels. Primarily of- 

fering translated American rnovies, the video rental outlets gave 

many Eskimo viewers a first glimpse of the ~merican society in 

which their Alaskan relatives lived, albeit, through a Hollywood 

lens. The role played by video cassettes in shaping Chukotkan 

Eskimos understanding of life in Alaska was negligible, since few 

Alaska-specific titles, if any, were available in the  sec sec am 
standard at the tirne. With the continuing traffic between the- 

border, however , multistandard VCRs were increasingly available in 

Chukotka after 1992, as the equipment was within the financial 



means of many Russians visiting A l a s k a .  

From another perspective, the VCR provided a cheap alterna- 

tive to village cable services which normally required high start 

up costs, specialized equipment, and licensing. At the end of 

1992, the VCR, as well as other factors, delayed the development 

of cable or terrestrial broadcast television for Eskimos. 

Chukotkan calls for International Native 
Communication Links 

Eskimo Radio Director Enmenkow and other native journalists 

quickly sought to expand contacts with international native media 

organizations , especially in Alaska, for the purpose of gaining 

regular access to information of interest to audiences in the 

Chukot ski and Providenski districts . While not very successful in 
meeting this goal in the early part of 1992, the Eskimo staff was 

nevertheless committed to the idea of regular cooperation with 

native broadcasters across the circumpolar North." 

For a short period, the Eskimo Department exchanged tapes 

containing storytelling, dance music, and discussions on ~skimo 

traditions with KOTZ in Kotzebue, p r i m a r i l y  through the efforts of 

Nataïie Navik, a non-native who came to the region to promote nat- 

ive ties. The materials were primarily in the Naukon dialect and 

though KOTZ had a desire to obtain regular programrning from the 

Anadyr studios, no concrete moves were made by them to i m p l e r n e n t  

an ongoing exchange." 

KOTZ, while engaged in production of Inupiaq-based program- 

ming , f ound it dif f icult enough to recruit suf f icient volunteers 



to maintain their own schedule (including a three hour air shift 

in the Kobuk River and coastal dialects) , and its leadership at the 

time appeared unable to devote the tirne or resources necessary to 

make a Chukotka commitment possible. The reader should note that 

during this year the stat ion management in Kotzebue was non-native, 

and it would be three more years before a native station manager 

would be hired." 

Given the relative inability of the Anadyr s taf f  to conmnini- 

cate with either Nome or Kotzebue due to uncertain transportation 

logistics and the high costs of telephone time e . , a 3 O minute 
cal1 from Anadyr roughly equaled Enmenkow's monthly salary), pro- 

gress in eçtablishing solid media ties could not be expected. 

In April, the TV station made attempts to initiate computer 

communications with Alaska, but met with little success due to the 

antiquated telephone systern in Anadyr. Also, local journalists 

continued a sporadic relationship with the Bethel, Alaska-based 

native newçpaper Tundra D r u m s ,  but there remained little contact 

overall with other Alaskan media." Anchorage media, including 

press departments within the major native corporations, generally 

declined to invest energy i n to  a potential broadcast link with 

Chukotka primarily because of time and financial considerations. 

The f irst government- sponsored attempt to reconcile problems 

confronting the establishment of a native information link across 

the Bering Strait was made during the May 1992, Tour Regions Con- 

ference" held in Provideniya. Govenunent and native leaders from 

Alaska and Russia met during this three day conference to discuss 



a variety of issues affecting the implementation of normalized 

cross-border activities and relations. 

Special meetings were held which concentrated on the themes 

of developing information links between native organizations, mass 

media operations, and the establishment of Eskimo-controlled radio 

in Chukotka. Representatives from Alaskan radio stations in Nome 

and Kotzebue met with Enmenkow, other correspondents from the Chuk- 

otka Teleradio Company, the heads of the state communications cen- 

ter, and the Provideniya Mayor's Office to discuss concrete meas- 

ures at improving media ties and telecommunication links. This 

writer also made a proposa1 to develop an Eskimo radio station in 

Provideniya, utilizing resources then in place at the cityls cult- 

ural center and government cornnications facility. 

During the conf erence, special meetings were held between 

this writer, and the various Russian radio delegates on how to de- 

vise and implement independent radio broadcasting. Soon after, 

with the conference attendees in agreement with the radio proposal, 

and with the Provideniya Mayor offering his financial backing, the 

conference ended and renewed calls were issued for both sides to 

work on the logistic and funding problems confronting information 

networking and media cooperation across the strait." 

The conference established a permanent forum between the two 

governments for concentrating on the needs of native people in Al- 

aska and Chukotka, as well as the wider issues affecting the reg- 

ion, and soon afterward, the seeds sown during its proceedings 

would bear fruit for native commtl~lications later in the year. 



private Eskimo Radio Broadcasting 
in Chukotka Develops 

On November 20, 1992, a new chapter in the history of Chukot- 

ka Eskimo media was made with the founding of %adio Company Provi- 

deniya. Located in Provideniya, the company was organized j ointly 

by the "AVAN Association of Native Peoples , the "Yupik Society of 

Chukotka, and the govemment administration of the Providenski 

District. 04  

In its charter statement, the company was founded to preserve 

and develop the traditions, laquage, and culture of native people 

in the Providenski region. The languages slated for broadcast in- 

cluded Yupik, Chukchi, Russian and English. EZirther, its stated 

goals included the promotion of information exchange with Alaska, 

emphasizing the social, cultural, and business life of people in 

the four regions; advancing the causes of various native societies. 

companies , f irms , and enterprises ; and engaging in programming f ea- 

turing music, literature, and entertainment f eatures in its broad- 

casts 

The Radio Company, while not being totally independent from 

government subsidization (relying in this case on the Mayor), 

represented the first attempt to implernent and maintain radio 

broadcasting fromthe vantage point of the native community rather 

than a government or non-native position. While its director (Olga 
* 

Karablova) w a ç  a non-native who simultaneously served as the Chuk- 

otka State Teleradio Company's regional reporter, the success of 

the station's progradng would be ultimately dependent upon the 



efforts of its native correspondents and staff. 

Ludmilla Aynana, the long time Eskimo radio correspondent and 

a leading Eskimo linguist and scholar, was appointed as chief 

correspondent for the new company. Anatoly Seleko and Sveta Togiak 

would join the staff later on, bringing together the original per- 

sonnel who first created Eskimo radio programming for Chukotka." 

Initial funds were allotted by the Providenski ~dministration 

and three studio rooms for the new company were made available in 

their building. Payments were made for telephone lines as well as 

for the leasing of radio lines owned by the regional state comun- 

ications office. In the beginning, the studio planned to transmit 

its signal via wired radio lines to the city and to a few native 

villages (including Siriniki and New Chaplino) , with the hope of 

eventual conversion to broadcast radio transmission which would 

cover the district as well as the western Alaska coastline . In the 

meantime, it began looking into the possibilities of securing a 

radio frequency from the Ministry of Communications, even though 

it had no funding for a transmitter." 

Radio Company ProvideniyaVs incorporation came at a time of 

serious budget difficulties for the district government and no mon- 

ies were allocated for the purchase of production equipment or 

staff salaries. Non-professional studio equipment was donated and 

the Mayor pledged regular subsidies for maintenance and power costs 

of their facilities. Financing was the first problem before broad- 

casting could commence, so Karablova, Nadezhda Sudakwa (director 

of "AVANn), and Aynana began a concerted campaign to seek funding 



£rom the Providenski District government, as well as numerous Alas- 

kan native corporations, radio stations, businesses, and Christian 

organizations in the U.S. Karablova hoped the Arnericans would pro- 

vide the transmîtter ." 

As in keeping with the tight fiscal situation at the end of 

1992, the Bering Strait Native Corporation declined to assist with 

funding, as did other native organizations, stating their need to 

prioritize on their own proj  ects . Nevertheless , Radio Company 

Provideniya began the process of establishing its resources and 

personnel for the eventual implementation of broadcasting. Com- 

pletion of licensing processes represented hurdles that had to be 

overcome, and there were no guarantees, since the bureaucracy in 

Moscow (Ministries of Press and ~ommunications ) were undergoing 

changes this period. " 

On February 20, 1993, Radio Company Provideniya began its 

initial broadcast to the region, featuring news and cultural items 

in Chaplinski Yupik. Its progradng was inserted into the Radio 

~ussia wired network during its break for local broadcasts. Daily 

programs were produced in a one-hour time block, divided into three 

2 0 -minute segments, with each conducted in a dif f erent language 

(Russian, Chukchi, or Yupik) . Programming consisted of news, cul- 

tural reports, native music and stories , and general information 

formatted and targeted to each specific a~dience.~" 

The stationt s Eskimo Department would soon benefit from a 

newly f o m e d  movement called We Speak Eskimo, which was organized 

to produce Eskimo language lessons for radio, as well as a contemp- 



orary Russian-Eskimo dictionary. 

Independent Eskimo broadcasting in Chukotka finally became 

a reality, and represented another step in a wider effort to pro- 

mote and expand the calls for media empowerment by these people. 

The ~skimos now had a press outlet which was ready and waiting to 

join efforts with other native media organizations across the 

North . 

A Synopsis of  uss si an Maes Media Policy and Reorganization 
and its Xmpact on Chukotka State and Independent 

Broadcastiag (1993-1995) 

To gain a better understanding of how mass media in Russia 

evolved during this period, the following section will sketch out 

an overview of events, trends, and guiding forces which shaped the 

process of t rans i t ion  to democratic principles of government and 

the press at the national level, as a preliminary to guage the 

subsequent impact on the act ivities of state and private broadcast 

media in Chukotka. Such a synopsis w i l l  establish a background for 

understanding the variables affecting the notion of Eskimo media 

empowerment in Rus si a. 

With the entire country in a state of upheaval in late 1992 

and 1993, political and economic decisions in Moscow had repercus- 

sions in every sphere of activity across the nation, and Chukotka, 

though now autonornous f rom the authority of Magadan, maintained its 

dependence on federal governance and fiscal policy. As such, Chuk- 

otka state and private broadcasters were subject to the vagaries 

of change within the Ministry of Press and Information, as well as 



the Ministry of Comrmuiications. Though the old Soviet broadcast 

structures were off icially closed, the press policies, f inancial 

characteristics, and technical infrastructure of the new Russian 

federal organs overseeing mass media roughly paralleled t h a t  of its 

predecessors . 

For example, the 1989 Soviet law on the press was left essen- 

tially intact within the rewrite of the 1991 Russian IfLaw on Press 

and Maçs Information. lfYL While a m a j  or role in the new law was the 

facilitation of independent, non-govemment media, the bureaucratic 

machinery charged with implementing the law's directives and super- 

vising mass media developrnent , registering media entities and 

issuing broadcast frequencies) , rernained essentially the same as 

that in Soviet times, namely, with the same personnel, departments, 

regulations, tirnelines, and ideology of weighty government control 

over the granting of broadcast rights. This was not unusual for 

a nation ernerging from a 70-year past of authoritarian control over 

media, but given the new environment of political democratization 

in the country, it was a paradox for proponents of press freedom 

seeking to understand the Kremlin's continuing adherence t o  meth- 

ods of media regulation based on policies from the comunist era. 

Mass media policies continued to be influenced by various 

laws and resolutions emanating from the holdover Congress of 

Peoples Deputies, made up of delegates whose terms of office dated 

from the Soviet era . their attempt legislate 

power over the media can be seen in the July 1993 amendments to the 

new law on mass media which called for the adoption of ttobservation 



councils. These councils (appointed by the Congress) were to be 

given the right to review al1 central TV and radio progradng 

prior to broadcast ; a clear f orm of censorship. 9z Imediately, 

representatives from local soviets throughout Russia sought to 

organize their own councils in order to dictate policies to their 

teleradio companies, but ultimately such efforts came to naught." 

Another aspect of their strategy was the advocation of the 

Congresst right to control the apparatus of central broadcasting, 

an entrenched tenet of the Soviet view on press and the state. 

Supporters of this line pointed out the need for control partially 

in response to Ostankinots chaotic restructuring process, charac- 

terized by the breakup of the central studios into private produc- 

tion facilities functioning outside the jurisdiction of Ostankino's 

(and the Congressf) central administration. The experience of an 

ugly " market approach to the commercializat ion happening at Ostan- 

kino and Russian TV (RTR), along with charges of corruption in as- 

signing commercial time and program purchases on the two central 

channels, added fuel to the Congressf  argument^.^' 

What in fact was occurring, and what the Congress was opposed 

to, was a devolution in the existing mode1 of central broadcast- 

ing . Despite the apparent absence of a new and clearly outlined 

state policy in the field of radio and television broadcasting, 

Ostankino s reorganization would ultimately separate the sources 

of program creation and funding from the telecaster and transmis- 

sion system. This became clear as the former Ostankino studios 

now built relations with the heads of the Ostankino broadcast 



center, based on contracts, as typical of western broadcast models . 
Whereas before, when al1 facets of central broadcasting were under 

one umbrella organization, now Ostankino would emerge as a state 

supported television network fed with programming primarily by 

private, independent producers. '' 

Such a development would necessarily negate or severely rest- 

r i c t  the Congress' desired oversight of central broadcasting, yet 

the new producer-telecaster scenario also had the potential to 

limit Yeltsints ability to both promote and mold media policies. 

Ruslan Khasbulatov, a leader of this consemative legislature, per- 

sonified the face of anti-reform in government media control, and 

served as the leading opposition figure to not only the  democratiz- 

ation of broadcasting, but to the Yeltsin administration as well .'" 
A parallel situation occured at the okrug level in Chukotka, 

with a large comrminist faction within t he  regional congress (and 

the Teleradio Company) somewhat predisposed to the old conventions 

of broadcasting, in opposition to a democratic-leaning governor 

holding influence over the Anadyr studios via h i s  cash subsidies. 

Change Amidst t h e  Threat of Anti-Reform 

In describing facets of opposition to press restructuring 

within the government, this analysis does not imply that the change 

in Russian media during the first two years following the breakup 

of the Union was not radical, for in fact, the face of Russian 

journalism and broadcasting at the national level had changed tre- 

mendously, given the introduction of private radio and television 



based on commercial enterprise and western models." 

What is of concern in this instance is the continuing pres- 

ervation by segments within the central government and its organs 

overseeing mass media of the ideology which claimed mass media 

(especially television) ultimately as a tool or instrument of gov- 

ernment policy and necessarily subservient to the political order. 

Such issues would soon come to a contentious climax in 1993, 

For state broadcasting in Chukotka, tied up as it was to the 

regulations and financial supervision of Moscow, and for proponents 

of native-controlled independent mass media, the policies and ad- 

ministrative control f ormulated and directed by f ederal government 

organs would serve to partially determine the extent to which state 

and private broadcasting might develop in the future. Al1 laws and 

regulations coming from Moscow had to be canied out in the ~krug.~' 

The reader should note a general rule of thumb concerning 

Russian media, whereby the further away from Moscow, the less the 

level of attention paid by ruling authorities to specific press 

outlets. Noting that al1 media organizations were subject to man- 

datory conformance to existing laws and press regulations, remote 

areas of the country such as Chukotka often were given much less 

attention by Moscow-based press authorities, and it is this phenom- 

enon which can partially explain why Eskimo broadcasting at the 

state and private level was often immune to events and policies in- 

stigated at the national level. However, in the task to begin new 

initiatives--which first required the issuance of radio or televi- 

sion frequencies and broadcast permissions--Chukotka media activ- 



ists would be hamstrung by the bureaucracy responsible for overse- 

eing the very rights of access to the frequency spectrum which in- 

dependent broadcasting demanded. 

Radio Company Provideniya, while having access to the wired 

radio network in tom, still was without an independent frequency 

assignment, or the transmission equipment to broadcast over the 

air. Had an Alaskan entity provided a transmitter, the Company 

most likely would not have been able to pay the certification fees 

(imposed by the Ministry of Communications) for authorizing the 

transmitterfs use on Russian S O ~ L . ~ ~  

W i t h  private media in the okrug still f loundering, the T e l e -  

radio Company fared no better in 1993. The general crisis within 

the central broadcast structure resulted in continued neglect of 

state teleradio cornittees across the country from a financial and 

program assistance standpoint, and the troubles faced by the Anadyr 

studios in obtaining minimum funds for personnel, equipment , and 

operations was a typical end result. 

September-Octobez 19 93 

In the midst of a state crisis between rebellious factions 

within the Congress of People's Deputies and the federal adrninis- 

tration, President Yeltsin on September 21, announced the dissolu- 

tion of the Congress. Within days, rnassed protests and eventual 

f ighting b+roke out on the streets  of Moscow. In response, Yeltsin 

declared a state of emergency in Moscow on October 4th. 



As army tanks blockaded the Russian parliamentary building 

and its occupants, the governrnent promptly issued a decree on press 

censorship. president Yeltsin ordered numerous communist-oriented 

newspapers closed and instructed other newspaperç to practice self - 
censorship, threatening those printing potentially destabilizing 

information with seizure of f acilities . 'Oo 

The order did not specifically direct censorship of private 

or state radio and television in Moscow. During part of the con- 

frontation, the sole live nationwide television coverage of the 

White House blockade (where members of the dissolved Congress were 

meeting) was provided independently by the CNN Moscow bureau, and 

both Ostankino and Russian Television were dependent on the Ameri- 

can footage for transrnitting images of the event across the coun- 

try. "' Chukotka television and radio carried the information as 

relayed by Moscow, but did not experience the impact of the censor- 

ship decree in its own reporting. 

The new RSFSR Minister of Inf ornation, Vladimir Shumeiko, 

defended Yeltsinls policy of censorship as necessary and within 

the President's prerogative. ~ithin two days of the decreet s issu- 

ance, and amidst protests by Russian journalists and numerous west- 

ern governments (particularly the United States), Yeltsin repealed 

the decree, while at the same tirne disbanding the Congress of Peo- 

ple's Deputies and declaring invalid al1 the laws established by 

it. With this action, the status of the "Law on Press and Mass 

Information, fl was in question since it was a product of the now- 

defunct body. Clarification of the issue and the eventual course 



of broadcast reform would soon be determined by presidential dec- 

ree, since Yeltsin now ruled the country by this constitutionally- 

approved right . 'O2 

The censorship decree set in motion a heightened sense of 

government control over press, and the Kremlin made it apparent 

that the ongoing state of emergency warranted stiff penalties for 

those media operations (the communist -dominated papers ) seeking to 

incite anti-government actions. ~ost cormminist papers shut dom 

permanently . 

In essence, the Kremlin's assent to the cal1 of self-censor- 

ship was in fact a form of censorship; one out of bounds for a 

nation seeking to incorporate freedom of opinion as a necessary 

component to the building of democratic rule. Conmninists were now 

demanding press freedoms that they only recently had denied to the 

nation: ironically, liberal press proponents seemingly demanded 

sterner measures f rom Yeltsin against the comrminist s press rights . 
Yeltsin and his followers seemed to be reverting back to authori- 

tarianism as they rnaintained the closure of newspaper offices , and 

though the actions appeared anti-democratic, much of the liberal 

press justified the action. Their justifications were centered 

on two points; f irst, that if the Comunists gained power again, 

press f reedom would certainly be ended, and second, that at this 

stage of development, Russia's transition to democracy was at best 

incomplete, thus the tendency to revert to less than democratic 

measures was a compromise they were prepared to accept for the 

short - term, 'O3 



With regard to broadcasting, Minister Shumeiko sustained the 

notion of greater Kremlin control over national TV (since it coula 

be argued that stability in Russia depended more on television than 

any other mass media) and possessed the means to implernent a policy 

of subtle intimidation via the Information Ministryl s control over 

f ederal budgets for broadcasting . In addition, a Soviet -era law 

over journalists was maintained, which could impose a two year jail 

term for those charged with "insulting top of fi ci al^.^'^^ 

Thexe were various reactions to this state of affairs . Soon 

after the October events, j ournalists who 'accused the government 

of censuring TV broadcasts fought back by launching the nation's 

f irst private news channel, N e s i v i s h a  Televiduiiye ( Independent 

Television). Over 80 central television reporters defected to the 

new service, which was financed by three private banks and show 

over the widely distributed St . Petersburg network. 
Given the tighter leash of Kremlin control over Moscow-based 

media, the strong reaction of the Moscow press community was to be 

expected, however, a much more timid reaction was often displayed 

by teleradio companies in regions fur ther  away from the capital. 

The Chukotka Teleradio Company's leadership was keenly aware 

of the situation (the potential for lowered subsidies allotted by 

the Ministry if agitated) and maintained a quiet tone while pres- 

sing for continued maintenance of its already dwindling funding 

support from Moscow. Corrmninist-leaning newspapers across the okmg 

had conte to the point of bankruptcy or were already dissolved, due 

to lack of financing from the Ministry of Information, whose head 



declared that if the Connnuiists wanted their press services, they 

could pay for it themselves. This was a complete reversa1 for a 

CPSU press which historically had total access to federal funds. 'O6 

Presidential Control of Broadcasting 
and Government Restmcturing 

On December 22, 1993, Boris Yeltsin signed a presidential de- 

Cree outlining a realignment and restructuring of mass media, while 

stating that he would finance al1 government broadcasting. Inform- 

ation Minister Shumeiko announced that the decree would restructure 

the existing Ministry of Press and Information, splitting its fmc- 

tions between two new agencies; The Committee for Press, and the 

Federal Service for Television and Radio. Both organs were to be 

under the administration of the Office of the President."' 

These two offices, in tandem with the Ministry of Communica- 

tions (which maintained control over the state broadcast txansmis- 

sion network) were charged with regulating al1 broadcast activit- 

ies. Their supemisory roles included the registration of new 

press entities; issuance of broadcast frequencies; enforcement of 

laws and technical standards pertaining to state and private media 

operations ; oversight of Ostankino and Russian Television (and the 

numerous teleradio companies across the country); and enforcement 

of regulations affecting independent broadca~ters.'~' 

What the new arrangement facilitated was both greater over- 

sight of the direction broadcast media reform would take, while 

further opening up the possibilities for the corporatization and 

commercialization of state and private TV and radio. In the mean- 



time, the new agencies found themselves with the onerous burden of 

guiding a system unable to wrest itself from state subsidization. 'O9 

From the perspective of the Chukotka Teleradio Company, the 

restructuring would do little to solve their problems. They, like 

other regional companies, were forced to reduce their bloated staff 

levels, while working harder to develop alternative funding sour- 

ces. Reîying primarily on both the federal budget and the Chukotka 

regional budget for its survival, the Anadyr studios showed little 

success in developing the commercial attitude then existing at the 

central broadcast outlets. 

The slow state of commercial development and the overall de- 

crease in federal funds to the okrug at large were partial reasons 

for the poor state of af fairs in Anadyr and Provideniya. Russial s 

high monetary inflation further eroded the companyts ability to 

stay on top of the deteriorating situation in terms of physical 

plant, costs of transmission facilities, salaries, production exp- 

enses, etc. Comparatively speaking, however, Anadyr s staff of 10 0 

(including support personnel) in 1994, produced only 3 hours of 

radio progranming per day; contrasted to an Alaskan station like 

KICY which broadcast 18 hours per day with a staff of 5. Teleradio 

heads knew it was hard to justify such a large staff which produced 

so little output. I l0  

For the Eskimo Department, this meant no money to hire new 

workers to replace the current staff (who desired to retire), for 

staff travel to villages, for long distance phone calls, new tape 

recorders, or media activities associated with Alaska. Despite i ts  



shoestring budget, and with prac t i ca l ly  no contact with Alaskan 

press during this year, the Eskimo staff managed to produce 80 

minutes weekly of news, reports on culture and a r t s ,  the l i fe  of 

native peoples from across the circumpolar N o r t h ,  and traditional 

music. Fortunately for the staff, numerous v i s i to r s  from Alaska 

and Canada found their way to the Anadyr studios, providing first- 

hand information to the department."' 

Crisis in Pederal Wding 

Soon af ter 1994 comrnenced, the new State Duma (which replaced 

the Congress) was charged with the financing of state broadcasting, 

and immediately a crisis over the delay of payments t o  workers em- 

ployed throughout the system emerged. On February 9th, closure of 

TV centers around the country was announced because of lack of pay- 

ments, and the following day, Ostankino's satellite signal was not 

transmitted by workers who noted the governmentls 80 billion rubles 

owed to them. I l 2  

The problem of salary payments was an interagency one. Debts 

between the Ministry of Communications and the various production 

agencies within the state system could be settled solely through 

the a b i l i t y  of the federal budget to provide cash infusions to 

every sector. Ostankino and RTR were in the best position to cover 

salaries through advertising revenues, with regional teleradio and 

Ministry employees in the worst position--due to reliance on pay- 

ments from the two central channels, the various state users of the 

transmission system. and the federal budget. 



In September, 26 television centers were told to reorganize, 

including the Chukotka studios. The Duma also announced legisla- 

tive proposais to privatize al1 state TV, including turning Ostan- 

kino into a joint stock organization. lL3 Little actual reorganiz- 

ation took place in Anadyr, if any, and the only change appeared 

in the number of employees who left the Teleradio Company. The 

staff often went months at a time without receiving salaries--a 

situation which proved a recurring problem for  al1 employees in 

the state system, 

In Provideniya, the Radio Company would face similar press- 

ures i n  financing its operation as it remained unsuccessful in gen- 

erating commercial revenues, and had to depend on the small stipend 

provided by the Mayor. The radio group was not able to secure 

f unding from f ederal sources, and remained ineligible for subs idies 

normally available from the okrug administraticn i n  Anadyr. In 

1994 ,  it was successful in  obtaining a U .S .  government grant from 

the "EuroAsia Fundm for the purchase of studio equipment. The 

funds were directed t o  KSKA Radio i n  Anchorage, which then bought 

and transported the equipment to ~rovideniya . 
The Provideniya staff began the process of applying for a 

television frequency in the c i ty ,  as they saw the possibility of 

developing Eskimo programs i n  conjunction with the existing cable 

Company which operated in the same building. Prog radng  would be 

produced by the radio staff and volunteers i f  both the frequency 

and studio equipment could be obtained, though actual realization 

of these efforts would not occur until two years later.  In the 



interim, the company concentrated on its radio broadcasts targeted 

t o  the region's native population, producing 60 minutes daily."' 

Changes continued in the corporatization of central broad- 

casting, highlighted by Yeltsin' s decree on March 1. for the res t r -  

ucturing of Ostankino. The decree created a new company named 

Russian Public Television (ORT) to operate the f irst national chan- 

nel, and changea Ostankino's ownership structure into a commercial 

joint venture, with the government owning a 51 percent stake. and 

49 percent owned by a consortium of banks, production companies, 

and other national firms ."" 
Shortly after the decree was signed, the newly appointed 

General Director of ORT, popular television host Vladislav Listyev, 

was assassinated. Media analysts were quick to point to his 

threatened support of a ban on comercial advertising over the 

channel as the primary reason for his death. Listyev' s position 

against advertising was based partially in response to charges of 

corruption within Gosteleradio divisions concerning the method 

advertising revenues were collected. With billions of &les at 

stake, corruption within the organization was one of the first 

çigns of Russian television's awkward transition to comercial- 

kation. "' 

While the assass ination shocked the nation, the reorgani- 

zation and the triumph of commercial interests at Ostankino con- 

firmed the direction Russials broadcast system had been heading 



toward through the past three years of change. State broadcasting 

could no longer depend on 100 percent funding from the federal 

budget, and the only option capable of generating revenues was 

commercial advertising. 

Ostankino at one tirne had 15,000 employees, and now, thou- 

sands would be laid off in a move w h i c h  spelled out the  new mode1 

of state-cornercial broadcasting, with private production companies 

becoming the primary supplier of programing over Russia l ç central 

television transmission system. The Vice President of ORT, unhappy 

with the move, stated: 

1% not very 
done. There 
this is Russi 

happy with how the restructuring was 
isnlt a well thought out process, but 
.a, where everything is unpredictable. 

The official position of the new channells information philosophy 

and political concept was stated by its n e w  president as %tabil- 

ity, growth, and Russia. " While some media analysts feared that 

Yeltsinrs choice of ORT financial partners would guarantee poïit- 

ical control of news and information, the channells Vice President 

dispelled the notion by claiming that w i t h  so many sources of news, 

it would be impossible for the nation to return to the practices 

of the past. Such boasting, however, could not preclude the  pos- 

sibility that Russiav s f inancial and political elite (of ten one 

and the same), could effect editorial control over the national 

airwaves in support of their personal interests."' 

The face of Russian television (and radio) in its organiza- 

tion and production output had undergone a complete transforma- 

tion, w i t h  central broadcasting now striving to  mirror the imagery 



and operational trends of its ~merican and Europe= counterparts. 

End Resuïts of Russian Media Transformation 

The transformation of Russian broadcasting opened up new 

avenues of media application for advocates of both state and inde- 

pendent media in Chukotka. ~ i t h  the old Soviet broadcast models 

clearly dispelled and the dual state-conniercial modes of media ripe 

for exploitation, the challenge for Eskimo broadcasting in both its 

state and private f orms , was in the expansion of their operations . 
The year of 1995, was a milestone in the history of broadcast 

media in the Bering Strait, where Eskimos on both sides now faced 

similar press environments featuring competing private and public 

sector models of broadcasting . Each side witnessed existing state 

services struggling for survival, yet doors opened for private 

media opportunities and utilization of new technologies offering 

vast possibilities for exploitation. Eskimos could no longer as- 

sume continued public sector support of the services they tradi- 

tionally took for granted, and now faced a concomitant responsi- 

bility for ensuring the maintenance of those senrices they deemed 

vital. 

There was never a better tirne for native media empowerment 

activists in Chukotka and Alaska to collectively employ strategies 

to strengthen their comand over broadcasting. With it, Eskimos 

could f acilitate their sociocultural relations, their political 

power, and their economic prosperity. Al1 they needed was the 

motivation, the application, and the sources of funding. 



TABLE #S COMPARATIVE ALASKA-CHUROTKA COMMDNICATIONS TIaaELXNE 

ALASKA COà@fû'NICkTIOPTç TïMBLTNE 

1865-67--WESTERN UNION TELEGRAPH EXTENSION PROJECT 
1900--1st telegraph system established in Nome 
1903--Wireless Radio Link (Safety-St. Michael) marked completion 

of 1st integrated telecom network along the Bering Strait 
1905--"Washington-Alaska Military Cable and Telegraph System 
1922--1st Alaskan radio broadcast station (WLAY-Fairbanks) 
193 5- -Alaska Communication System (military network) 
1939--Electronic Television introduced in U.S* 
1941-US. Anny post and radio complex built in Nome 

(facilitated American Lend Lease program with USSR) 
--1st broadcast radio transmitter installed at Nome 

(Armed Forces Radio station WXLN) 
--Eskimos first reception of radio in Western Alaska 

1945--Pirate radio broadcast station in Kotzebue by Paul Sel1 
PoSt WORLD WAR II 

- -WXLN-Nome , changed to AFRS -Nome : broadcas ts AFRN progradng 
to Western Alaska and Chukotka via 1000 watt trançmitter 

1953--Television begins in Alaska: KFIA/KTVA Anchorage 
1st cable TV operation: Ketchikan 

1955--Construction of U.S. ~ilitary's WHITE ALICE system 
1956--KNOM TV. 1st cable television system in Western Alaska 

--US Milita- builds small TV operations at bases in Alaska 
1960--KICY Radio-~ome, initiates private broadcasting in Western 

Alaska, Transmissions reach Chukotka 
--AFRS-Nome decommissioned by Amy. 

1960s--KUAC-Fairbanks, 1st Alaska public radio station 
1962--AFRTS TV site built on St. Lawrence Island 
1967--COMSAT conducts satellite distribution studies in Alaska 
1969--1st satellite TV broadcast to Alaska (Moonlanding) 

--Educational Broadcasting Codssion established 
1970--Cornercial Satellite TV service begins via Bartlett station 

--NASA ATS-1 satellite initiates 1st of numerous TV experiments 
--KUAC-College, uplinks 1st Alaskan satellite radio broadcast 
--KEY begins regular broadcasting in Russian t o  Chukotka 

1971--KNOM Nome initiates radio broadcasts 
--Knnc Bethel (1st public radio station in western  lask ka) 
- -COMSAT satellite TV demonstration pro j ects in Eskirno villages 

1972--KYWK TV Bethel, initiates 1st Eskimo oriented TV service 
- 4 s t  MINI-TV sites established at Fort Yukon and Angoon 

1973--KOTZ Kotzebue initiates radio broadcasts 
--"PROJECT WALESD study on TV exposure in Eskimo villages 

1974 - - "Alaska Cornminications Plann announced by Alascom, Inc, 
paving the way for expansion of satellite TV in rural Alaska 

--mEducationalSatellite ~ o ~ i c a t i o n s  Demonstrationm project 
via ATS-6 satellite for delivery of social services 

1975--KBRW Barrow initiates radio broadcasts 
--Alaska Legislature funds construction of satellite downlinks 
in native villages across Alaska 



1976- -Legislature funds satellite TV proj ect for 24 villages 
1977--"Alaska Satellite Demonstration Projectn begins. 

1st scheduled satellite TV broadcasts to the Bering Strait 
late 1970's--VCRs and TVRO satellite systems appear in rural Alaska 
1978 --Alaska Legislature funds comprehensive satellite TV cwerage 

- - Rural Alaska Television Networkl@ (RATNET) initiated 
1980--Legislature funds LEARNAlaska educational satellite TV 
19801s--expansion of cable television service in Eskimo villages 

--KCHS-Unalakleet (student radio service) operates sporadically 
--KNSA Unalakleet (APRN retranslator) begins operations. 

1986--State budget crisis starts decline in state-sponsored 
broadcasting: LEaRNAlaska closed, reductions to ABPC 

1988--1st satellite TV broadcasts transmitted to Alaska from 
Chukotka (USSR) 

--Beginning of Soviet-Alaskan broadcast media relations 
1989--1st direct radiotelephone link between Alaska and Chukotka 
1990--1st Alaska satellite TV broadcasts received in USSR 
1995 - -Reaiignment of state broadcast services : RATNET becomes 

"Alaska Rural Communications Systemn; APRN radio stations 
grouped into regional associations ; Alaska Public TV stations 
grouped into "Alaska Onen network; State of Alaska begins 
phase-out of support for public broadcasting 

SOVIET-RUSSIAN CO-CATIONS TI-LINZ 

1865--Western Union Telegraph Extension Project 
1895--Russia claims Popov% discovery of Radio 
1900--Alaskm traders construct telegraph stations in Chukotka 
1910--1st national radio broadcast Company started 
1914--large radiotelegraph system constructed in Anadyr 
1917--Bolsheviks take over national radio infrastructure 
1919--Soviets establish radio laboratory at Nizhni Novgorod 
1922-Soviets operate worldls most powerful radio transmitter 
1924--Soviets cornplete conquest of Chukotka, take over radio sites 

--USSR issues Vreedorn of Broadcastingn decree to impiement 
radio development nationwide 

--Last ~meric&-operated telegraph station in Chukotka closed 
1931--Ali-Union Committee for Radio, takes control of Soviet radio 

- -Dalstroy constructs radio center in Magadan 
--Reception of national radio broadcasts at some sites i n  
Magadan ~blast/~hukotka 

-1st Soviet experiments with television (mechanical scanning) 
193 5 - -Upgrade of Magadan raaio center allows connninication to 

Moscow and across the oblast 
--Radio facilities constructed in Provideniya and Anadyr 

1937-Broadcasts from T h e  Voice of Moscown available in Chukotka 
via diffusion loudspeakers 

--RADIO BROADCASTS FROM ANADYR begin on sporadic basis 
1938--Magadan communication authorities begin regular radio 

broadcasts to oblast and Chukotka 
1939-Electronic Television introduced in USSR 



WORLD WAR II ERA 
--Soviet constmct radio "POLAR STATIONSn in ESKIMO VILLAGES 
and expand general coimminications infrastructure in Chukotka 

--50 percent of Soviet broadcast plants destroyed by warfare 
1945-Soviet TV resumes broadcasting following war 
1948--Eskirnos in Chaplino receive wired radio sets 
1950--Broadcast RADIO RECEPTION available in most ESKIMO VILLAGES 
1951-Central Television studios constructed in Moscow 
1956--Chukotka Radio Service begins shortwave broadcasts to okrug 

--ESKIMO LANGUAGE PROGRAMS begin on sporadic basis f rom Anadyr 
1957--Introduction of Television in Magadan Oblast (Magadan) 
1960--CPSU directive prioritizing television over radio 

-- nFir~t Programn national TV channel reaches 5% of Soviet pop. 
--Magadan city TV studio incorporated into the Magadan Regional 
Committee for Broadcasting 

1962--1st Soviet satellite TV transmissions (Vostok 3) 
1963-Chukotka CPSU administration and Chukotka State Radio 

Committee petition Moscow for right to establish television 
1965--1st satellite TV transmission to Soviet Far East (Molniya) 
1967--0stankino Television Center built in Moscow 

--Construction of first Orbita satellite station in Magadan 
--1st reception of Soviet central television in Magadan 
-1st local television experiments in Chukotka (Anadyr) 

1968--1st attempts to formalize Eskimo language broadcasts 
1969--Formation of Eskimo Radio Department, within Chukotka State 

Radio Service in Anadyr. Commencement of regularly scheduled 
Eskimo programming 

- -Anadyr amateur TV studio turned into prof essional operation: 
Formation of "Anadyrski Studio of Television," within the 
Chukotka Area Radio and Television Broadcasting Committee. 

1970--Construction of first Orbita station in Chukotka (Bilibino) 
--State Committee for Television and Radio Broadcasting formed 

1972 - -1st Central ~elevision broadcast reception in Anadyr via new 
Orbita station (Winter Olympic Games from Sapporo, Japan) 

--2nd reorganization of state broadcasting in Chukotka into; 
Chukotka State Television and Radio Committee 

1975--1st Central Television reception in Providenski District 
1976-1st reception of Central TV broadcasts in Eskimo villages 
Late 70's-early 1980's 

--General expansion of television service to Eskimo villages 
in Chukotski and providenski districts for reception of TV 

1985-Soviet campaigns of Glasnost and Perestroikainitiate process 
of broadcast media and press reforms in the USSR 

--Production of first Soviet VCRs begins 
1986--Eskirno Broadcasts over Provideniya diffusion radio system 
1988--US border opening with Alaska impacts Chukotka broadcast 

operations, and initiates media relations with Alaska 
- -1st U. S. television and radio broadcasts from Chukotka via 
American satellite during the "Friendship Flightn 

1989-Soviet nLaw on the Pressn--ends state's monopoly mer press 
--emergence of small cable TV systems in Chukotka 

1990--Construction of satellite stations in Magadan and Anadyr 



allow reception of 1st American television broadcasts in the 
Soviet Far East. (RATNET) 

--USSR Presidentialdecree, "On Democratization andDevelopment 
of TV and Radio Broadcastingn ends CPSU control of national 
broadcast system. 

1991--Alaskm satellite television reception begins in Provideniya 
--Stuggle for national control of broadcast infrastructure 
between USSR Central bodies and RSFSR 

--August Coup ends CPSU authority. RSFSR Presidential decree 
places al1 broadcasting under RSFSR authority (Ministry of 
Information and Press) . 

--Local Party control over ~agadan/Chukotka broadcasting ended 
--Chukotka State Television and Radio Cornmittee liquidated: 
Chukotka State Teleradio Company created in its place 

--Eskirno Broadcasting freed from state editorial control 
--Soviet Union dissolved.   us si an Federation emerges 

1992--Founding of Radio Company Pravideniya for Eskimo radio 
--Crisis of federal funding support for Chukotka state 
broadcas t ing 

--National broadcasting commences in both state-supported and 
private modes: commercial Tv and radio stations begin. 

--Establishment of small video production companies in Chukotka 
1993 --October revolt in ~oscow: ~eltsin dissolves Congress, enacts 

censorship on remaining CPSU press outlets 
--Presidential Decree outlines realignment and restructuring 
of national broadcast media and press : creation of "Cornittee 
for Press, " and "Federal Service for Television and Radion 

1995--National TV channel "Ostankinon changes to joint-stock 
organization, 51% government/49% private ownership 

1996--Eskirno broadcasting on state radio in doubt, due to 
financing, lack of personnel. 

- -Private Eskimo radio broadcasting unable to expand, obtain 
radio frequencies, or transmission equipment 

1997--Media relations between   las ka and Chukotka in a suspended 
state 



TABLE #6 CODDARISONS OF ESICXMO USE OF BROADCAST m X A  

mult ip le  

1997 
WESTERN ALASKA 

Available Free Dispersion 
TV channela 

Bree Dispersion Radio 

Cable Radio 

Direct to Home 
Satellite TV Channela 

VCR  ene et ration rate 
(in residences) 

~akimo-orieated Radio 
stations 

multiple 
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A STRATE= OF BRQADCAST AND INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY 
VTXLIZATION FOR PROMOTING ESXIMO MEDïA EMPOOQERMENT AND 

COBWüNICATTXON ACCESS ACROSS THE BERING STRAXT 

In providing an exhaustive survey of the development, foun- 

dation, utilization, and participation of Eskimos with broadcast 

media in Chukotka and western Alaska, one mst corne to a point of 

conclusion regarding what role broadcast media and telecomrnunica- 

tions will play in the lives of the people featured in this study. 

Questions concerning the impact media has or may not have had on 

the Eskimo certainly needs continuing assessrnent in the quest to 

forge new assumptions and directions leading to the attainment of 

native media empowerment. 

While the literature is rife with analyses on media systems 

in the circumpolar North (not including Chukotka) - -of ten assessing 
the failures and successes aboriginal broadcasters have had, and 

providing reasons for such- - still the problem remains : there is 
little to no regular media activity between Eskimos of the Bering 

Strait; use of broadcast and telecom technology on the Chukotka 

side is very undeveloped; and telecom access is somewhat restric- 

ted. The Bering Strait has been open for nearly eight years (as 

of 1996), and one would expect a greater degree of interaction than 

exists at present. One would further expect that Chukotka native 

broadcasting would have developed more than it has given its nearly 

thirty-year history. Clearly, a practical strategy for imprwing 

these conditions are called for. 



This writer is under no illusion tbat some sections of this 

outline have not already been called for and discussed. There are 

no new comprehensive theories available which can solve al1 the 

problems affecting native communications in the modem world. ~ h i s  

planning strategy can better be understood as simply an attempt to 

identify and collate a nutnber of specific variables which when com- 

bined, can provide a road map for Eskimo media supporters to seize 

upon the opportunities afforded by the new political, technologi- 

cal, economic, and sociocultural realities existing along the open 

border of the Bering Strait. In constructing this strategy, ref- 

erence to stated goals of the circumpolar Inuit community will be 

made, in addition to the ideas and experiences of the author. 

Keeping things in perspective, however, such constructs are 

being made by a non-native, using assumptions and models developed 

from a non-native worldview, and based on technology not derived 

from the Eskimo. Even after living among Eskimos for nearly ten 

years (as this writer has) a white man can only scratch the surface 

of what it means to be ~skimo--if even this is possible--and may 

hardly understand how an Eskimo perceives what media is and what 

his or her interaction with it might be. hirther, do the ~skimo 

people even need access to such media tools and strategies devel- 

oped and fonatted from a non-native perspective? 

What are the implications of such strategies for a people who 

historically possess entirely different noms of communication and 

attitudes on how to live lif e, especially when for many Eskimos, 

the potlatch, village visiting, or oral tradition can be construed 



as the highest form of "~skirno c~mmunication?~ Nevertheless, such 

an attempt will be made knowing that it is important to the native 

leadership on both sides of the strait, and to the ICC, which has 

shared a vision for establishing a comprehensive mass comrminica- 

tions policy and infrastructure across the circumpolar North.' 

Reasoas for Access and Manipulation 

This communication "paradigmn seeks strategies of media em- 

powerment given the following limited list of assumptions. First, 

and foremost, is the ability of Eskimos to access and manipulate 

the means of broadcast and information technology for their own 

purposes in whatever fashion, as determined on an individual or 

collective basis. 

Second, media empowerment serves as an insurance of the abil- 

ity to meaningfully participate in decision making affecting the 

Bering Strait throughout al1 forums of jurisdiction at local, reg- 

ional, state, f ederal , or international levels , by having access 

to information as well as the ability to deliver Eskirno viewpoints 

via telecom capabilities. 

Third, media empowerment also provides new opportunities to 

preserve , propagate , and perpetuate the Eskirno laquage and culture 

in its myriad forms through utilization of conmiunications media. 

It also serves to facilitate information exchange on diverse socio- 

cultural issues of vital concern, ie., heath, education, social 

services, environmental protection, and economic development. 

Fourth, telecommunications is a natural means to bridge dis - 



tances and oceans , and is a logical medium for connecting the phys - 
ically separated Eskimo communities along the strait and across the 

greater circumpolar world. The key lies in its utilization, expan- 

sion, and affordability. Media empowerment presupposes command of 

telecommunications, and such conunand can assist in the maintenance 

of a perpetually open border by providing the means to entwine al1 

levels of activity among peoples and governments through constant 

communication, thereby lessening the chances for miscommunication 

which was a primary cause for the closing of the region in 1948. 

Fifth, without funding sources, inspired leadership, and a 

motivated citizenry infomed and participating with the media, lit- 

t l e  can be expected in making media a vital force in the lives of 

the Eskimo comrnunity. No theoretical design can guarantee this, 

but it can be of some assistance if heeded. 

Given these limited assumptions, a comparative view from the 

international Eskimo (Inuit) perspective can be def ined, based on' 

principles elucidated by ICC resolutions. In reference to the 

first assumption, and of primary significance, is the right to 

freedom of expression, including freedom of the press and other 

mediums of communication.' 

To t he  second assumption, is the Eskimos entitlement to var- 

ied and cornprehensive broadcast - telecom services in f acilitating 

the f low and exchange of information. Such services and correspon- 

ding networks would be encouraged Y o  interpret local, regional, 

national and international issues and developments to Inuit in t h e  

s p i r i t  of their own under~tanding.~~ Indeed, these services are a 



prerequisite to effective participation in society, noting the 

ICC ' s Princip1 es and Elements for  a Comprehensive Atctic Policy, 

which proclaims that "the problems of the Arctic transcend the jur- 

i d i c t iona l  boundaries of States and can only be effectively dealt 

with through international cooperation, between and among peoples 

and governments."' 

with the third assumption is the Eskirno's right to the main- 

tenance and protection of culture, as a means of safeguarding Esk- 

imo identity, language, and fundamental rights . The ICC has put 

Eorward the need to establish information networks to assist ef- 

forts promoting language usage, native-oriented education, tradi- 

tional music and arts, health and social services, marine mammal 

rights and protection (ie. higher whale quotas, promotion of fur 

industries, preservation of bear, seal, walrus and f i sh  popula- 

tions ) , environmental protection, and other issues directly con- 

cerned with maintaining the overall spiritual, physical, and social 

health of the society.' 

The fourth assumption relates to the role of broadcasting 

and telecomrminications in bringing the Chukotkans closer to their 

relatives in Alaska and their brethren across the circumpolar na- 

tions. Given the logistical problems of transportation, with lim- 

ited air routes, impassable ocean waters during the winter months 

(limiting open sea travel to a few months each year) and high 

costs, the quickest, though not cheapest, means to ensure a degree 

of communication access is through radio, TV, and telecom linkage. 

The fCC, in establishing Chukotka as an integral part of their 



organization, requires regular and reliable coinmuiication links to 

keep the Chukotkans informed of vital issues, while receiving in- 

formation in return. Unfortunately, the types of links just men- 

tioned have been the subject of perpetual discussion since the 

early 1980s, and are still being sought. The problems confronting 

interconnectivity with Russia can be overcome, but the ICC and the 

wider native community has to date been lacking in their efforts 

to successfully surmount the  obstacle^.^ 

Concerning the last assumption, one must ask, "what causes 

motivation, creative thinking, and the will to succeed in making 

and sustaining native control of media possible?" Or one may ask, 

"why don1 t native corporations in western Alaska give greater fin- 

ancial support to existing media which senre their own people; and 

why are there so few native journalists in both western Alaska and 

Chukotka even when there have been job opportunities available?" 

After almost 15 years of thinking about it, this w r i t e r  (as well 

as others consulted) has yet to corne up with a satisfactory answer. 

The remaining thoughts of this dissertation now center on 

the logis tics of promoting native media empowerment through the 

creation or enhancernent of Eskimo media and information services, 

the use of new technologies, and the expansion of telecom ties 

along the Bering Strait . The strategy will concentrate on the corn- 
munities of the Providenski and Chukotski districts as well as 

those located on the Seward Peninsula, Norton Sound, and Kotzebue 

Sound, with later mention of the role of Eskimo-related operations . 

in other sites outside of the target area. 



Current S t a t u 8  of Br~adcasting 
December 1996 

In the attempt to find a starting point, one must first ask 

what already exists within the curent infrastructure and how it 

can be enhanced. A comparative assessment for each side will be 

made. On the Chukotkan side. we can point out the two existing 

Eskimo radio broadcaçt ent i t i e s  : Radio Company Provideniya, and 

the Eskimo Department of the Chukotka State Teleradio Company. 

Radio Company Provideniya 

As this summary is being written (December 1996). Radio 

Company Provideniya (RCP) f inds itself in a battle for sumival, 

f rom both an economic and programrning perspective. The Company 

continues to access a one hour timeslot, five days per week over 

the Radio Russia signal which is distributed to Provideniya and 

various Eskimo settlements in the ~rovidenski region. A twenty- 

minute Yupik language program is included in this timeslot . The 

staff is dom to three people, including one Eskimo and one Chukchi 

journalist, as well as the director, who also serves as the Provi- 

deniya correspondent for the Teleradio Company in Anadyr.7 

The radio service derives its sole source of funding from the 

Providenski District government, and does not have f inancial assis - 
tance from the regional government. charitable foundations, nor 

native associations. It haç no radio f requency license, nor radio 

transmitters, though it desires such. RCP has no assistance from 

the local Ministry of Cornmunications office in Provideniya (for 

subsidizing telecom expenses) , nor is there money from the local 



administration to upgrade facilities or hire new personnel.' 

The Radio Company began limited televis ion broadcasting in 

March 1996, via a local TV studio, producing roughly ninety minutes 

of programming, with occasional broadcasts in the Yupik and Chuk- 

chi languages. However, their broadcasts were essentially illegal, 

as they (and the local studio operators) were without off icial lic- 

enses from the various government ministries comected with broad- 

casting. RCP has spent the past year working on the licensing pro- 

cess with no completion date in sight . RCP Director Olga Karablova 
noted the problematic nature of obtaining f requencies f rom the cen- 

tral government . As of December 1996, TV production is at a stand- 
still, due primarily to the lack of a license, as well as f inancing 

and staff. The companyls director has noted the need for profes- 

sional equipment, and has lamented the poor prospects of finding 

the funding for such. Once Moscow grants the license and frequen- 

cy, limited Eskimo-oriented broadcasting can begin in ~rovideniya.' 

interna1 problems 

With the tremendous economic problems faced by the Chukotka 

region (and Russia in general) , there is little prospect for the 

Radio Company to develop 

to meet the communication 

it does receive from the 

into the organization it seeks to be, or 

goals it has set for itself. The support 

Provideniya mayor barely covers utility 

costs and minimal salaries. Ironically, the Radio 

er received f inancial support £rom the AVAN native 

from othex Chukotka-based native associations. 

Company has nev- 

association, nor 

The reasons for 



such a state of affairs is not clear to this w~iter, though it may 

due to the personalities involved." 

The importance of the Radio Company-nat ive association rela- 

tionship cannot be overstated, since these organization's goals 

and actions overlap and compliment each other in numerous ways. 

The primary areas which the associations can assist - RCP is in their 

ability to coordinate social, cultural, educational, and political 

support efforts on behalf of native broadcasting . They also remain 

primary legal entities which can negotiate with the government for 

economic assistance for native broadcasting, due to the numerouç 

federal laws which outline special support programs for native 

peoples in the Far North. As stated, the first requirement in 

strengthening RCP from the Chukotka side is in the establishment 

of a strong interrelationship between the Company and al1 existing 

Chukotka native cultural and political organi~ations.~' 

The Radio Company at present has no working relations with 

Alaskan media, nor has the money to communicate with Alaska or 

other countries via phone or fax. This is an especially sad state 

of affairs for the staff, which desires increased interaction with 

journalists across the strait, and understands the important role 

they need to play in facilitating information networking between 

the countrieç . 

Despite their logistical problems, RCP continues to produce 

daily radio programming with j ournalists accessing information f rom 

volunteer correspondents in the many settlements, intellectuals, 

cultural workers, and village visitors who travel to Provideniya. 



On occasion, the resident Eskimo j ournalist provides material to 

the Anadyr Eskimo ~adio Department upon request, in an effort to 

sustain information links between Anadyr and Provideniya." 

Radio Company Provideniya, if properly funded, could serve 

as a central media point for the entire Bering Strait region in 

both radio and television operations . With their proximity to 

native settlements, access to Eskimo speakers, experience in doc- 

umenting native culture, traditions, and viewpoints--while being 

located nearest to the Alaskan coastline with air and port facil- 

ities- -~adio Company ~rovideniya should be construed as the primary 

focal point for efforts to assist media empowerment on the Chukotka 

side. If neglected (given its current precarious funding status), 

native broadcasting from Provideniya could vanish. 

Telesadio Company: Eskimo Radio Departmant 

The status of state-sponsored support of ~skimo 

casting in Anadyr can be best described as a crisis 

radio broad- 

situation of 

funding and 

eral budget 

operates on 

personnel as of December 1996. Dependent on the fed- 

for its financing, the Chukotka State Teleradio Company 

a day to day basis, with non-payment of salaries and 

lack of funds for operation and transmission facilities the nom. 

Numerous personnel have left the Company, and both television and 

radio stations are severely limited in their production capabil- 

ity . l3 
The Eskimo Radio Department has managed to survive as with 

the Teleradio Company's other divisions, but the department is on 



the verge of f olding if the radio administration f ails to f ind re- 

placements for the current staff as well as monies to cover pro- 

duction expenses. Nina Enmenkow and Antonina Verbitskaya have been 

with the station for nearly 25 years and desire to retire, yet they 

continue producing roughly 79 minutes of p r o g r a d n g  weekly because 

of little prospect for new workers from among the native constitu- 

ency . 
Enmenkow related tha t  during this difficult period, the staff 

has no money for travel to Eskimo villages (as in the past), nor 

a telephone budget for calling volunteer correspondents in the Pro -  

videnski and Chukotski districts. Information is often obtained 

from Eskimos visiting Anadyr, or from those sources in settlements 

who have the means to phone into the studio. Given the high costs 

of domestic telephone tariffs, phone reports are rare as the econ- 

omic situation in the settlernents deteriorates.'" 

The Eskimo Department has not been able to so l i c i t  financial 

assistance from non-state sources, and as a consequence, is unable 

to obtain needed monies for staff or the procurement of updated 

production equipment or computers. The idea of developing a sep- 

arate radio station with independent radio frequencies and trans- 

mitters large enough to cover the Chukotka region is still a dream 

for the journalists, but given the logistical hurdles of licensing 

and finance, no movement in this direction will happen unless other 

parties intervene on their behalf. 

The staff has no current communication with radio stations 

in Alaska, Canada, or Greenland, although they desire such contact 



very mch. Enmenkow and Verbitskaya do have occasional access to 

materials provided by the ICC, courtesy of the ICC Vice President 

who is the delegate from Chukotka, and have periodically prepared 

special reports on the activities of the 1CC.l' 

The survival of Eskirno language progradng, which is cur- 

rently directed to the elderly people in the districts. as well as 

to students learning Yupik at schools scattered throughout Chukot- 

ka, is--like Radio Company ~rovideniya-in doubt. In the words of 

Director Enmenkow, "It is a very difficult time now to think about 

the future; now it is a question, will we exist or will w e  not 

exist?" Given this state of affairs, the issue of media empower- 

ment from the Chukotka side of the strait may become a moot point 

without intervention." 

Alaskan Radio: KOTZ-Kotzebue 

KOTZ, like the other public radio stations in Alaska, finds 

itself in a precarious financial position, and its future status, 

as defined by legislative support for the APBC, is uncertain. The 

station continues to actively produce a native-oriented program 

schedule , using a combination of APRN, and locally-produced mater- 

ials . KOTZ originates approximately seven hours of special Inupiaq 
language programhg each week, anb conducts daily air shifts in 

coastal and upriver dialects, featuring news, message services to 

villages, elder < s stories , religious items, and general cultural 

f are. The station continues to air daily programming specif ically 

tallored to natives, ie., "National Native News, "Alaska Voices 



Liven (in conjunction with KBRW and KYüK) , and "Native ~merican 

Callingn (a nationwide program produced by Native American public 

~elecomunications, and aired over the American Indian ~adio on 

Satellite [AIROS] network) . '' 

KOTZ begs for native language volunteers in Inupiaq to pro- 

duce materials for radio, but with little success, according to 

management. Three issues can partially account for this : f irst, 

listeners historically have argued about featuring upriver or 

coastal dialects on the air, with the result that few offer to work 

in one if the other dialect has the priority during air time; sec- 

ond, those natives in Kotzebue who are well educated and can speak 

Inupiaq (being the best programming prospects), often have high 

paying jobs in the city and are not attracted to radio employment; 

third, with such a small operational budget, volunteers who could 

potentially corne on staff at a later time face little prospect of 

employment because of the lack of funds for new personnel. 

If APBC funds for supporting KOTZ as a full service evapor- 

ated (most likely turning the station into a translator site), 

volunteers in Kotzebue would have to forcefully step in if ~skimo 

listeners wanted to hear anything in their language as well as 

local information, '" 

KOTZ currently has a program exchange relationship with KBRW 

in Barrow, periodically sending programs to the station. KBRW only 

has a few rnupiaq speakers on their staff, limiting their ability 

to send materials to KOTZ, KOTZ, on the other hand, has hundreds 

of hours of recorded stories in Inupiaq which could be accessed for 



exchange. KOTZ contributes occasionally to APRN, and coordinates 

program activities for APRN in representing northwestern Alaska. 

While in the past KOTZ has sent persona1 messages over the 

air to Chukotka (ie . , listeners in Lavrentia) , and has conducted 

live interviews with Eskimos who have visited from Chukotka, this 

activity has been somewhat absent during 1996. Station management 

currently has no personal contacts with staff at RCP or the ~skimo 

Department in Anadyr, and has not invested energy into making the 

relationship credible. Concerns for their own operations and lack 

of resources are the most likely explanations for this state of 

affairs, though the latent desire for such contact seems evident. 

The Crisis in huiding Support 

The crisis in state funding will determine whether KOTZ con- 

tinues in a full service mode or simply as a translater site for 

APRN. Depending on APBC funding to qualify for Corporation for 

Public Broadcasting matching grants, KOTZ currently sees little 

hope for any expansion of services, much less support for existing 

operations. With the current attitude of the U.S. Congress which 

f avors private commercial forces against support for public broad- 

casting, KOTZ cannot have much hope of maintaining existing funds 

from the CPB; which itself has been subject to drastic reductions 

in congressional appropriations. 

In 1996, the APBC provided roughly $1,380,900 to the ~ssoci- 

ated Alaska Public Broadcasting Stations (AAPBS) network, with the 

sum of $18 0,O 0 0 dixected to KOTZ . APBC board members forecast that 



the totals would be even less the f ollowing year, if there at al1 ." 
With the next Alaska legislative session approaching (January 1997) 

the Republican-led majority has placed high up on its agenda, b i l l s  

which could result in a total cut in APBC funding." 

With such prospects, KOTZ will have to develop extrernely ef- 

fective public support campaigns directedto avarietyofpotential 

contributors. KOTZ has traditionally received little f inancial 

support from the NANA Corporation, the primary native organization 

for the region (at around 1 percent of KOTZ s yearly budget) . For- 

tunately for management, NANA is now raising their contributions 

in light of the stationfs f inanc ia l  crisis. 

One explanation for their prior low levels of funding con- 

cerns the attitude of native shareholders holding NANA stock, who 

demand increased profits f rom the operations of the corporation 

rather than spending higher percentages o f  yearly profits on soc- 

ial, educational, and broadcast support programs. Given the pros - 
perous f inancial benef its f rom NANA1 s royalties on the Red Dog Zinc 

Mine, it is hard to understand their inability to increase subsi- 

dies to KOTZ to a higher degree, particularly at a time when state 

and federal funds are drying up." 

KOTZ, like other APRN stations, has not always been succes- 

sful in implementing strategies which effectively convince their 

constituents and logical corporate supporters of the absolute nec- 

essity of their services,, and of the primary role the community 

should play in raising the needed yearly funds to keep native- 

oriented radio feasible* 



The 1995 scanda1 at KOTZ (where the accountant embezzled 

station funds , and the manager resigned) , was a public relations 

disaster which has not aided the station in fund raising efforts. 

A recent change in leadership (with an Eskimo serving as general 

manager), appears to have regenerated goodwill between KOTZ and the 

conaminity. The station made format changes, and embarked on an 

ambitious community response effort, soliciting listener opinions 

on the air concerning what types of programrning they preferred to 

hear, while emphasizing the aspiration of KOTZ to excel in its 

comnity-oriented mandate. 22 

KOTZ must establish in the minds of its listeners the abso- 

lute importance of the station in serving native interests, since 

it is the only station in the region specifically-operated on 

behalf of Eskimos featuring the language on a daily basis. To be 

convincing, KOTZ may require a concomitant improvement in native 

affairs and cultural programing, prior to achieving funding suc- 

cesses, which the staff at present, is hard-pressed to deliver. 

One factor hindering this effort is clearly the availability of 

cable broadcasting in Kotzebue (40 TV and 8 radio channels) and the 

other villages in its semice area. For many, the prospects of 

losing KOTZ would not be catastrophic, since other radio sources 

can fil1 the void if the station was closed- 

KNSA-ühalakleet 

Though essentially a retranslator site, KNSA represents an 

underutilized broadcast vehicle which if funded properly and given 



much higher levels of listener participation and volunteer support, 

could play an important role in serving Eskimo information needs 

in the Norton Sound region (while serving within a greater Bering 

Strait native media network) . Currently a one man operation in re- 
translating APRN signals, KNSA has local origination capabilities, 

and on occasion has aired program fare such as high school basket- 

bal1 and wrestling matches £rom Unalakleet (a service K E Y  used to 

provide) , 

From its inception as a retranslator site, KNSA has never 

been provided normal production funding from the APBC. In 1996, 

KNSA was awarded $38,800 to maintain its operation through the fis- 

cal year." While providing Eskimos in the region with APRN, it 

has not been able to in any sense establish operations which could 

effectively be used by diverse native organizations and entities 

in the region. 

Given i t s  location in Unalakleet, where the Bering Strait 

School District (BSSD) headquarters is located, and possessing a 

very motivated and infonned native leadership within the village, 

KNSA, as a tool of media empowerment in the region, has strangely 

lacked recognition by those best able to implement services through 

its facilities. With the BSSDts well-funded audio-visual center 

and trained educationalmedia staff, and notingtheir traditionally 

close relationship with native leaders in the many village corpor- 

ations within the district, it is hard to understand why lWSn 

remains in the state it is. 

Like KOTZ, any further APBC budget cuts, or the prospect of 



total  abandonment of APRN support by the State Legislature could 

doom IwçA to closure. Unalakleet has long been able to secure fun- 

ding from diverse sources for various social and education prog- 

rams, and it is this experience (whether through the efforts of the 

Bering Strait Native Corporation, the Unalakleet Native Corpora- 

tion, the IRA Council, the Unalakleet city administration, or the 

BSSD), which could allow the city to totally remake HNSA into a 

full-service radio station. Why this has not happened in the past 

is a question for this writer, but it is primarily due to the 

absence of motivated individuals in the village who could effec- 

tively convince the larger comrminity and nearbyvillage populations 

of i t s  efficacy. what will happen to KNSA, like KOTZ, Radio Com- 

pany Provideniya, and The Chukotka Eskimo Radio Department, is a 

matter for conjecture in this highly unstable state-funding envi- 

ronment . 

Private Radio in Nome (KWOM-KI-) 

Unlike the other two radio outlets along the Bering Strait, 

KNOM and KICY remain on the perimeter of native media developments , 

primarily because of t he i r  foundational purpose in serving as media 

vehicles for Christian activity in the region. 

KNOM continues to actively produce programming of native or- 

ientation in a few of its timeslots, ie., news in Sibelrian Yupik, 

Eskimo stories and legends, native dance music, the "Radio Bridge 

to Chukotka, and public affairs programs directed toward natives 

as produced by APRN (ie -, "Alaska Voices Liven ) . Its annual cov- 



erage of native meetings e . , Bering Strait Elders Conference) and 

general cooperation with native corporations proves KNOM s commit - 
ment to provide coverage of interest to Eskimos, but it will never 

assume that mandate as the primary reason for its existence. This 

fact does not prevent it f rom even greater involvernent as a dissem- 

inator of native programming, however, if funding and personnel 

support were upgraded . 

lCNOM does not currently have established media relations with 

Radio Company Provideniya or Anadyr, though it did provide Provi- 

deniya with a radio console two years ago upon the initiative of 

station manager Tom Busch. There has never been a program exchange 

with either Chukotkan station, though they have been open to the 

idea if the logistics and funding variables could be worked out. 

KICY, while dedicated to serving its Eskimo audience in the 

region, maintains a Christian mission emphasis as its purpose for 

existence. It does not possess the degree of native orientation 

in programming like KNOM, and has recently increased the percentage 

of Christian content in i t ç  daily schedule. In providing enter- 

tainment, news, and general coverage of important events affecting 

the region, KICY continues to seme as a useful media outlet for 

its Eskimo audience and clientele, but it will not reconfigure its 

programming solely to facilitate the cultural and political goals 

of the native constituency it serves. 

The station continues to seek motivated volunteers within the 

Eskimo community who can produce native laquage features of both 

a secular and religious nature, but their efforts have not been 



successful. Reasons for this may partially be due to KICYts trad- 

itionally caucasian staff, hence precluding the idea within the 

region that it is an 'EskimoW station. KICY has not had a f u l l -  

tinte Eskimo staff mernber since 1987, and does not have funding to 

establish regular native language features. 

The station currently does not have a programming relation- 

ship with Provideniya or Chukotka, though not for lack of trying. 

In 1993 and 1994, KICY1s managers met with RCP Director Karablova 

to discuss a possible relationship, but no contracts were signed. 

Two reasons account for this: the Provideniya station could not 

provide funding to cover phone expenses involved in sending news 

from the Providenski District to Nome, nor could it pay for trans- 

port of program materials sent over via the Bering Air flight 

service. RCP expected to sel1 theit news to KICY for cash, a 

proposal the Nome station could not accept, since they had no funds 

for this, nor were there any sponsors from Nome-based commercial 

finns or native organizations to fund the news exchange. 

The second reason for KICYt s inability to establish ties with 

Provideniya resulted from the Chukotkanls refusal to accept Chris- 

tian programming, which was the first reason for KICYts desire to 

get involved with RCP. KICY, in conjunction with "Chukotka Native 

~inistries" (a Christian missions group in Alaska) produced thirty 

programs in Siberian Yupik specif ically for Provideniya and Anadyr, 

but upon receiving the tapes, bath stations refused to air them. 

Director Karablova noted that the Rus sian government had enacted 

policies designed to "safeguardn native religions in Chukotka, 



deeming American evangelistic efforts as the "spreading of propa- 

ganda," to which the natives would be shielded from." 

Interestingly enough, Provideniya is currently rebroadcasting 

"Focus on the Family, a Christian counseling program featuring Dr. 

James Dobson, as received initially from KICY, and at present from 

the Salvation Army outpost in Nome. Because of the Russian govern- 

ment's stand on the prohibition of missionary activities in Chukot- 

ka, it is unlikely that KICY will ever be involved with RCP, even 

though it is in a position to facilitate press involvement with the 

region. " 

Both KNOM and KICY face a dilemma in developing a more active 

participation by Eskimos with their stations, one which has been 

present since the begiming of their operations. The dilenana par- 

tially rests from iner t ia  in the Eskimo comrminities they serve, 

where individual volunteers have been far and few between, and £ r o m  

the f act that funding for full-time employment is not available . 

The various native corporations and cultural organizations shoulder 

some of the blame for this lack of Eskimo involvement, by not en- 

couraging more active participation with the stations, or in pro- 

viding funds which could make possible paid Eskimo staff positions 

at each of the stations. This may have been f rom a perception pro- 

blem by the native entities, since sorne native leaders claim that 

KICY or IWOM have not been coming to them asking for this funding 

assistance ." 
Being the benef iciary of KICY and KNOM ' s broadcasts for over 

35 years, it is hard to understand the native communityrs lack of 



participant cooperation. The end r e su l t  remains an underdeveloped 

state of Eskimo p r o g r a d n g  on the very stations best able to sur- 

vive in the changing conditions of the Alaskan economy, unlike the 

APRN stations. 

Existing Television Services: Chukotka 

Television formatted on behalf of Eskimos in Chukotka is at  

present nil, both on state and regional television broadcasts, and 

currently on the district level in Provideniya . Chukotka ' s Eskimos 
are served exclusively by central television broadcasts from Mos- 

cow, though many settlements currently have only one channel, nor- 

mally ORT Channel 1. 

Native viewers have been somewhat assured this past year 

about the sumival of the Moscow channel (unlike their neighbors 

in western Alaska who worry about ARCS), since it is a priority of 

the Russian government to ensure its continuity. Çuccess in ORTts 

commercial advertising operations will be mandatory for the Kremlin 

to maintain this confidence of support. This is also true f o r  Rus- 

sian Television (RTR) Channel 2 for those Eskimo villages viewing 

the signal. Receiving these channels does not imply the opportun- 

ity for private access to them, unless special agreements can be 

reached between the Provideniya branch of the Ministry of Communi- 

cations, the Federal Service for ~eïevision and ~ a d i o ,  and the cen- 

tral charnels. 

It is a situation similar t o  the ARCS channel, which is cur- 

rently not configured to allow for independent program inserts 



placed into the program stream by local users. Private access to 

the national channels has not occured, and is unlikely since Moscow 

pays the Provideniya Communications af f iliate for each hour of 

broadcast time transmitted throughout the district. Should semice 

be interrupted, local native media operatives would have to provide 

funds to make up these lost revenues, and given the general finan- 

cial crisis in the settlements, this option appears remote. '' 

One problem facing Eskimo reception of Moscow broadcasts 

relates to the satellite which delivers the program Stream. The 

Gorizont 140 satellite which beams national TV and radio to Magadan 

Oblast and Chukotka is currently unstable, and there are no quick 

prospects of replacement-+ reflection of the crisis in the satel- 

lite operations sector of the Ministry of Comunications. The TV 

centers in Provideniya, Anadyr, and Magadan have al1 noted the in- 

stability of the signal, and are awaiting the launch of another 

satellite so broadcasts c m  go uninterrupted, should Gorizont 140 

fail. How fast the govemrnent's space division can provi.de new 

satellite alternatives is still a major question." 

Television £rom Anadyr 

At present, Eskimos in the Providenski and Chukotski distr- 

icts cannot receive television progranming f rom Anadyr. The Chuk- 

otka Teleradio Companyfs dream of uplinking its program stream to 

the rest of the okmg has not happened because of the lack of fin- 

ancing. Chukchi language broadcasts are being made over the ser- 

vice, but the signal is limited to the Anadyr region. The Eskimo 



staff has not reported making programs over the channel this year. 

Given the decrease of funding for the Chukotka Teleradio Com- 

pany, and the lack of satellite uplink opportunities, Eskimo access 

to television capable of transmitting cultural and village-specific 

information apparently may occur only through private efforts or 

alternative transmission methods independent of the state infrast- 

ructure, though it seems unlikely for uplinking, given the expendi- 

tures necessary for transponder leasing. 

It is possible that a general improvement in the Chukotka 

governmentts financial outlook might impact the ~eleradio Company's 

budget in a way which could include the provision of services ac- 

ross Chukotka by satellite, but it is speculation at this stage? 

The idea of state support for the old network of teleradio compan- 

ies across the country is being fought by supporters of private 

broadcasting , and by those who f eel government subsidizat ion of 

television at the local and regional level is a holdover of the 

Soviet press state which should be abandoned, especially in light 

of Russials current economic chaos. Radio programhg from Anadyr 

can better withstand arguments against state support than the Tele- 

radio Company1 s television division, because of its coverage range, 

and because the infrastructure of private radio broadcasting is not 

well developed in the ~ k r u g . ~ ~  

The television division will have to f ind new ways of justi- 

fying their existence, and can do so by diversifying operations and 

seeking out partnerships with private Tv and video entities in the 

Far East (or with Moscow), on a commercial and non-profit basis. 



Anadyr continues to access Alaskan television via the ARCS 

system, and rebroadcasts the signal throughout the town using a low 

power transmitter at the television center. Its hopes of develop- 

ing a media co~ection with Alaska via satellite or even by tape 

exchange have never corne to fruition, again due to financing, and 

apparent disinterest on the part of Alaskan commercial broadcast- 

ers, though the ARCS consortium remains open to the idea. 

In the meantirne, satellite exchange between Alaska and Chuk- 

otka (in Anadyr. Provideniya, Lavrentia. and other possible sites) 

will continue in a OIE way direction until the Chukotkan's c m  

overcome the many barriers to a working pahnership. 

TV in Western Alaska: ARCS 

As of December 1996, the Alaska Rural Communication System 

was delivering a diverse program Stream to rural Alaskan viewers 

despite tremendous fiscal pressures caused by increasing cutbacks 

in APBC and CPB funding. KYUK is managing the burden of two sep- 

arate television program senrices in what could be called very 

unique circumstances for a public broadcaster. 

ARCS continues to receive PBS progradng from the "Alaska 

Onen consortium as uplinked by KUAC, occasionally inserting local 

material during the day, and then switching back in the evening 

hours to a variety of Anchorage stations." 

Concerning native-oriented programming, ARCS airs a daily 30 

minute news show at  noon titled "Mid Day Alaska," geared to rural 

Alaskan and native issues. The program is produced by KYUK with 



contributions front Blueberry Productions (Anchorage) and others. 

"Heartbeat Alaska, * with Jeanie Greene, remains a well- supported 

program airing on Sunday nights. KYüK recently finished airing 

their Tunàra Visionm series and dropped .North Country News, " 

which stopped production in April . ARCS occasionally airs programs 

f rom native producers and organizations (ie., AFN and ICC conven- 

tions) when available. but has no other regular native programing 

in its schedule grid." 

In November 1996,  KYUK converted to a digital television sig- 

nal system for its ARCS uplink. joining the "Alaska One" d ig i t a l  

Stream over the Alascom Aurora 2 satellite. The conversion to dig- 

ital was the end result of many years of discussion by the state 

in trying to economize distribution of television to rural Alaska 

over a single transponder. The digital conversion will allow for 

four simultaneous TV channels as well as 18 audio channels. The 

State of Alaska purchaçed digital satellite decoders and distrib- 

uted them to volunteers in 221 villages (who were provided training 

via instructional video tape) for installation. At this writing, 

roughly 90 percent of villages receive ARCS in the digital format .'' 

More than a year and half after the establishment of ARCS, 

the ARCS Executive Council has yet to conduct its first meeting. 

The group has planned their first conference for December 1996, 

but it is not clear how they will fulfill the task of effecting 

constituent control ovex the system, KYUH management noted tha t  

the council will most likely take on an advisory role in program 

decision making, unlike the RATNET Council which voted on every 



program appearing over the channel. Their role may end up in sug- 

gesting the types of programs most beneficial for rural viewers, 

but few at KYUK seek reinstatement of the type of RATNET Council- 

style involvement which many perceived as an extremely cumbersome 

prograrn selection process that made it difficult to air new pro- 

grams or to make schedule changes in a tirnely fashion.13 

Knrrc and the ARCS system remain in a precarious financial 

position as continued cutbacks in APBC and CPB funding occurs . 
KYUK management noted that their funding has dropped 30% in the 

last five years and projects that the Legislature w i l l  further 

erode their support, if not cancel the service entirely, as they 

did with RATNET earlier. Its 1996 APBC appropriation for coordin- 

ating ARCS was $130,000." Like KOTZ Radio, its ability to receive 

federal matching grants iç hampered as state allocations and pri- 

vate fund raising efforts fail to make up the dif ference of budgets 

from previous years. KYüK continues to seek financing via fund- 

raising memberships , various grant programs, and other PBS sources. 

They have not been successful in generating viable corporate fund- 

ing support from the statewide native organizations, but hope to 

improve this . 
If sufficient funding to operate both services is not obtain- 

ed, KYUK may be forced to resign its responsibility for coordinat- 

ing AIZCS, but such a move could make it even more diff icult to ob- 

tain funding for their own regional broadcasts, given the wider 

audience support made possible by the ARCS distribution system. 

KYUK currently has 12 native staff members, and given its tenuous 



financial picture, western Alaska's premier native broadcast oper- 

ation could lose the means to maintain an environment conducive to 

training and supporting Eskimo media personnel.35 

K M n r  does not presently have a media relationship with Prov- 

ideniya or Anadyr, even though Bethel is the sister city of Anadyr, 

and has had prior press contact in earlier years via The Tundra 

Drums and S o v i e t ç k a v a .  hirther, K W K  and ARCS have no 

program agreements with broadcasters in Canada or Greenland, though 

they are anxious to receive prograrns from Northern Canada, and have 

expressed their willingness to air materials from Chukotka." 

W i t h  their prime time native off ering, "Heartbeat Alaska, 

being distributed independently by producer Jeanie Greene to Tele- 

vision Northern Canada and other circumpolar broadcasters, KYUK has 

a clear example for how program exchanges can be successfully imp- 

lemented on a continual basis . Once again, the issue of finance 

may be the final determinant of how far cooperative program rela- 

tionships will go. '' 

As noted, the future of KYUK and the ARCS system will be de- 

t e d n e d  by the current attitude of the Legislature to public 

broadcasting. The Legislature, however, will have to take into ac- 

count the broadbased comrnunity interest that the system generates, 

especially in its capacity to deliver not only PBS and ARCS, but 

coverage of legislative proceedings as well . State planners are 

also hedging their bets on the startup of a distance-delivered 

instructional program channel which is now being organized by the 

University of Alaska. It is a major decision to dismember such an 



important statewide system, and how it will be made remains the 

subject of speculation across the s té~te .~ '  

Should the Legislature pull the plug, however, it will be up 

to the native people to assess whether they do or don% need a 

statewide Alaska-oriented television semice. Eskimo proponents 

of ARCS do not have the same assurances that their Chukotkan rel- 

atives (currently)  have for state maintenance of national program- 

ming via satellite, but do have more flexibility in program access 

via cable. 

What their communal response to a shutdown of ARCS or KYtfK 

would be is unknown, but the loss of these services carinot be 

beneficial to their quest for further native media empowerment. 

A New Development in Alaska Native Radio 

Regardless of the problems faced by existing native-oriented 

stations across the state, a new chapter in native broadcasting was 

opened with the establishment in October 1996, of KNBA Radio in 

Anchorage--the nation's first urban, native-owned radio station. 

Referred to as K û W m ,  the station initia~ed broadcasts during 

the Alaska Federation of Natives annual convention and provided 

gavel to gavel coverage of the proceedings. A subsidiary of the 

Cook Inlet Region Native Corporation ( C I R I ) ,  KOWAKX has become a 

symbol of the new movement by native Americans to create independ- 

ent infolmation networks , and can assume a m a j  or role in promoting 

the expansion of native media across the state and the Bering 

Strait . 39 



Operating via a 100,000 watt FM transmitter and utilizing a 

format f eaturing news , commentary programs , native music, and adult  

alternative rock music , KOWANUK also complements it s local program- 

ming by assisting the production and dissemination of other native- 

targeted radio programs aired across the U.S. via the American Ind- 

dian Radio On Satellite system. Of special note is "Native Amer- 

ican Calling, " produced four days each week out of New Mexico, with 

the Friday edition produced in Anchorage by Sharon McConnell, using 

KNBAvs facilities. The show is transmitted to 150 stations nation- 

wide and to Europe.'" 

KOWANUK is currently producing in English only, and it is not 

known to what extent it may engage in native language broadcasting 

in the future. It maintains relations with APRN (with its studios 

housed in the same building), has affiliate status with National 

Public Radio, and provides a training environment for native stu- 

dents via the KOWANUK Broadcast Training Center. 

KNBA has been able to decline state support because of the 

financial position of its parent organization, CIRI, which has a 

very diversified and profitable corporate structure. The CIRI-KNBA 

affiliation hopefully will serve to remind the rest of the statels 

native corporations that active financial patronage of native-ori- 

ented radio is a requirement for sustaining long term operations. 

Because KOWANUK is only in the beginning stage of operation, 

it is hard to detemine what role they will assume in leading nat- 

ive media efforts in Alaska and internationally . Developing coop- 

erative relations with the western Alaskan station is paramount. 



Status of Telecommunication Interconnection 
within and between Chukotka and Alaska 

Chukotka 

As of December 1996, the status of Chukotkat s telecomrminica- 

tion infrastructure is relatively unchanged in relation to current 

operations and technical improvements. The internai structure of 

local and long distance lines are still based on outdated telephone 

technology , using analog mechanical switching in al1 cities and 

villages, and still reliant on tropospheric scatter, microwave, 

cable, and satellite relays manned by the regional comunications 

departments . There are no digital switches in operation, and tone 

dialing (with al1 the possibilities it provides for unique serv- 

ices) does not exist. 

The telephone system remains a government monopoly , though 

the Chukotka division of the Ministry of Communications has a joint 

venture with Alascorn, which provides direct routing of 8 telephone 

channels between ~rovideniya and Gambe11 (St. Lawrence) via micro- 

wave. The quality of these circuits is suff icient to provide voice 

and low bandwidth data services (fax and email) to Provideniya, but 

not enough to properly support the wide bandwidth and speed stan- 

dards of other types of telecom services, (ie, Internet, audio or 

video conf erencing , etc. ) . 

Telephone exchanges in Eskimo villages remain ant iquated due 

to lack of upgrade funding, and most settlements have line quality 

so poor that it is impossible to use fax or email. Despite the in- 

ferior telephone system, costs for utilizing long distance service 



are among the highest in the world, a paradox for a people having 

inordinately low incorne levels. Long distance connection charges 

to Alaska are so high (cunently around $6 per minute) that tele- 

phone communication between Chukotka and Alaska remains primarily 

the domain of private businessmen and government leaders. There 

are no cellular, paging, or other specialized telecom services in 

the okrug, due to the inability of the technical system to support 

it, as w e l l  as a Lack in market demand. 

Without a general improvernent in the region1s economy, Chuk- 

otka's government telecommunications authorities will not be able 

to corne up with the necessary funding t o  completely rebuild the 

okrugf s telecom system, which it desperately needs to do. There 

is little incentive for further Western investment in the region, 

and Alascom has kept their financial outlays at a bare minimum. 

An earth station providing direct connection between Provideniya 

and Alaska, and the installation of digital switching equipment , 

are the first improvements which must take place if reliable tele- 

corn services are t o  be made accessible to the Eskimo population. 

Western Alaska 

Across the strait in western Alaska, a completely different 

situation exists. The explosion i n  d i g i t a l  teleco~ication ser- 

vices via satellite and fiber optic interconnections has provided 

unparalleleci opportunities for Eskimos to fully engage the possi- 

bilities afforded by these links. The typical  village has a cable 

service, which of fers radio and televis ion (and soon, telephone 



service), and a telephone system capable of providing wide band- 

width circuits which makes Internet access, and other advanced 

services possible . 41  

Unlike Chukotkals govemment telecom monopoly. t h e  telecom 

environment i n  Alaska is benef itting f rom the innovation and ex- 

pansion of services as generated by the competing major long dis- 

tance companies (AT&T-Alascorn, MCI, Sprint, and KI), and t h e i r  

local affiliates. Services improve, while costs go down (the op- 

posite of Chukotka where service deteriorates and costs rise)." 

The recently-passed Telecommunications Act of 1 9 9 6 ,  which 

advocates t h e  concept of single point service access (with cust- 

omers able to receive al1 telecom services from a s ingle  provider) 

has accelerated the environment of cornpetition which Alaska is now 

thriving on. Eskimos in the study region currently have the possi- 

bilityto tu rn  on a cornputer in their living room, speak with peo- 

ple around the world, view videos on web sites, or conduct joint 

Internet conference meetings simultaneously with multiple  user^.^^ 

While western Alaska may not be wired into the f iber  optic 

intercomection network directly (primarily due to lack of direct 

lines and sufficient customer traffic) , current connection via t h e  

satellite4 iber optic switching centers in Anchorage will enable 

Eskimo users to participate f u l l y  with the advancing state of tech- 

nology and telecom services. 

The leading advocates of these services in the village set- 

ting are primarily the public schools and government agencies, yet 

many individuals across the region are extremely sophisticated in 



cornputers and telecom access. An Internet semer in Nome, called 

NORIE.NET has the possibility to link al1 villages in the study 

region with a variety of services, though some villages are better 

equipped than others when the issue of line capability cornes up." 

A project by the Alaska National Guard is seeking to install high 

speed Internet links in 35 rural villages, with the idea of 

providing access to civilian users ." 
Concerning access to the technological capabilities offered 

by Alaska's current telecom infrastructure, ~skirno media activiçts 

have the çystem in place for improving their own information net- 

works, and await the time when their Chukotkan partners can f ind 

the means to tap into the Alaskan system. The challenge for both 

is how to accomplish this. 

Strategic Planning for New Media Efforts 
in Chukotka and Alaska 

The  Chulaska Eskimo Infolmation Systemn 

This study ni11 conclude with an overview of proposals which 

can create the infrastructure necessary for implementing and sus- 

taining native media efforts between the Bering Strait, and which 

seek the fulf illment of the ICC ' s Principles on Communications. 4c 

The CEIS proposal will be based on the following 13 points: 

Chuko tka 

1) Creation of a Qukotka Native Media Support Council (CNMSC) 
with responsibilities in media support coordination and 
fundraising. 

2)  Creation of a Native Commuaications Center (NCC) at Prov- 
ideniya, in con j unction w i t h  Radio Company Provideniya . 

3 )  Establishment of local origination radio and television 



operations in native villages in the Providenski and Chukotski 
Districts. 

Establishment of a Native Media Distribution Center (NMDC) fox 
radio and television in conjunction with the Chukotka State 
Teleradio Company in Anadyr. 

Establishment of media training centers and j ournalism 
institutes in Provideniya and Anadyr in conjurktion with Radio 
Company Provideniya , Chukotka Çtate Teleradio Company, and the 
Anadyr State Pedagogical 1 nstitute . Provision of curriculum 
support with schools in general media studies, and instruc- 
tional audio-visual support for Eskimo language and culture 
course development . 
Encouragement of adaptation to modern telecommunication 
networking technologies, cornputerization, and promotion of 
improved acces s opportunit ies throughout the okrug and in 
connection with Alaska. 

Western Alaska 

Establishment of an Alaska Native Media Support Council (ANMÇC) 
charged with the responsibility to support and coordinate 
media and training activities at the local and regional 
level , and promotzng information networking and media 
integration with statewide and international native-based 
press agencies . 
Establishment of Native Communications Centers (NCC) in Nome 
and Kotzebue , through a consortium involving native 
organizations, and interested native media promoters. 

Encouragement of local television origination via cable 

Encouragement of village media cooperation with existing 
broadcast outlets in Nome, Kotzebue, and Bethel. 

Establishment of native joumalism studies/training/intern- 
ship programs for youth in Nome, Kotzebue, Anchorage, and 
Fairbanks in conjunction with existing broadcast media 
outlets, and academic entities. 

Establishment of The Eskimo Internet Radio Network (TEIRN) : 
creating alternative radio/information services to villages 
via Internet, ARCS, and cable nets- 

Creation of the Alaska-Chukotka Media C o u c i l  (ACMC) for 
assisting the implernentation and continuity of the Inuit Press 
Agency 

Each point will be described in detail, noting how the proposal 
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interconnects with the overall goals of the CEIS system. 

POINT 1: CREATION OF TEE CgDROTKA NATIVE MEDIA SUPPORT COUNCIL 

The primary idea of creating such a council rests in the need 

to concentrate al1 representative native organizations across the 

political, cultural, economic, social, and education spectrurns into 

a collective body which first identifies and confirms the absolute 

necessity of native access and control of mass media in Chukotka. 

Second, the concept of information power as a means for fom- 

ulating and achieving native societal goals must be understood and 

agreed upon by Chukotkats diverse native comunity. Founding the 

CNMSC is a f irst step toward obtaining the media power to make the 

native voice heard throughout the region, country, and intenation- 

ally . 
Third, the CNMSC must take upon itself the overall responsi- 

bility (as a legally constituted body recognized by the federal 

govemment) to assist media development efforts by incorporating 

itself as a licençed media organization which serves as an umbrella 

and lobbying entity for media efforts at the local level. While 

the emphasiç of this study has been specifically directed toward 

Eskimos, it is vital to the success of this council that it equally 

include the Chukchi people, who have the same aspirations as their 

Eskimo cousins. The Chukchits larger population base and v i t a l i t y  

can only be a benefit as al1 native peoples in Chukotka strive 

together in reaching their common and individual goals. 



The CNMSC should be made up of representatives from the 

following organizations: The Anadyr-based Association of Northern 

Peoples of Chukotka and Kolyma; The AVAN Native Association; the 

Yupik Society of Chukotka, Radio Company Provideniya, native or - 

ganizations in the Chukot ski and Providenski district S. and native 

cultural societies. 

In addition, the council should either include as members or 

as consultants, representatives from the Eskimo and Chukchi Radio 

and TV Departments of Chukotka State Teleradio Company and its 

administration; the heads of the Provideniya and Lavrentia divi- 

sions of the Ministry of Comiminications; native education special- 

ist s at the Prwideniya State Educat ion Department ; the Provideniya 

City Administration; The Governor ' s Of fice and Native Af f airs 

Department of the Chukotka Autonomous Okrug Administration; the 

Director's Office and Native Language Center at the Anadyr State 

Pedagogical Institute; native cultural leaders from various enti- 

ties (ie. , native dance groups, artistic cooperatives) ; as well as 

selected individuals of the native intelligentsia and interested 

native media advocates. 

This is not construed to be an exclusive l i s t ,  but represents 

a cross-section of people and organizations who can best isolate 

problems and develop solutions in organization and funding varia- 

bles as a prelude to implementing strategies for developing this 

nat ive-based in£ ormation infrastructure . 
With a diversity of organizations, the CNMSC w i l l  be able to 

draw on various resources (private, government , cultural, business, 



educational, media, etc.) as they guide such developments. While 

government entities have been suggested as consultants, the council 

should be ultimately controlled by a consortium of representatives 

from the specific native associations who are accorded voting 

power . 

The next step for the council, after determining its member- 

ship, should be in registering itself as a legal association in 

conformance to law. Once this is done, the CNMSC should register 

as a mass media organization, under the current regulations of the 

Ministry of Press. Once possessing recognition by the Ministry, 

the council will then be able to engage in media activities, accor- 

ding to the federal 'Law on Press and Mass Informati~n,~ and have 

the right to apply for broadcast frequencies and engage in media 

efforts across the okrug and nationally. 

Empowered with government recognition, the council can then 

begin the task of establishing the parameters of the information 

network in order t o  commence work on it, Further, it can serve as 

the representative media body in Chukotka charged with liaison ser- 

vices to native media agencies in Alaska, Canada, and Greenland. 

POINT 2: CREATION OF A NATIVE COBWONZCATIONS CRNTER 
AT PROVIDEWIYA IN CONJUNCTION WITH 
RADIO C O M P m  PROVIDmIYA. 

As this study has previously stated, Provideniya has been 

identif ied as the primary coordination point for Eskimo media dev- 

elopments, due to its location, the current operation of Radio 

Company Provideniya (RCP), access to telecommunication connection 



with Alaska, proximity to various government and sociocultural in- 

stitutions, availability of direct air and post service to Alaska, 

and the benefits of access to various facilities situated in this 

regional administrative center, 

By necessity. a conaminications network requires a central 

point from which to coordinate activities, and given the establish- 

ed base of operations by RCP within the Provideniya administration 

building, a preliminary task of the CNMSC should be in creating a 

center or facility equipped with an information services division 

and a broadcast media division. 

Much like Alaskan native corporations which have profit and 

non-profit divisions working separately but situated in the same 

building, the center could be configured similarly, with the coun- 

cil-controllod agency working together and sharing facilities with 

RCP . 
The NCC would be chargea with the task of providing press 

services, producing information for distribution, collecting inf or- 

mation from sources on a local to international basis. and serving 

as a clearinghouse for native media operations in the okrug. The 

center should be properly equipped with necessary radio and tele- 

vision production equipment and computer systems, which would allow 

it to actively contribute to RCPfs daily program schedule, while 

independently providing an environment for a diversity of native 

producers and others who have need of production facilities anb 

information network access. 

A state of the art studio is not called for, but considering 



the advances of technology which can be applied equally and inter- 

actively between radio, TV, and computer operations, a f a i r l y  low 

cost, yet technically advanced physical plant is envisioned." 

The NCC should also house equipment which can allow it to 

receive satellite television and radio broadcasts from Alaska and 

Canada (over the Aurora and new Anik-F satellites) for reception 

of ARCS and Television Northern Canada, as well as native radio 

stations e KBRW) which are currently, or scheduled to be on 

those transponders. With such a capability, the center would have 

daily access to information and media materials which can then be 

distributed throughout the okrug, 

The center might assist RCP obtain radio broadcast frequen- 

cies which could lead to a t ru ly  independent native radio service 

capable of reaching both Chukotkan and Alaskan Eskimo communities. 

In the interim, RCPts daily broadcasts over the Radio Russia chan- 

ne1 can be strengthened by the efforts of the center, as well as 

the Pmvideniya television studio, once the broadcast frequency is 

obtained. The rationale for assisting the local TV operation is 

based on the ability to collect video materials f r o m  its program 

schedule, collate them, and distribute progradng to other sites. 

Establishment of an audio-video archive should also be a function 

of the center, for preserving a record of the Eskimo culture, and 

for furthering its dissemination across the circumpolar regions.'' 

A minimum of three or four paid personnel would constitute 

the NCC staff, serving to coordinate daily operations of the inf or- 

rnation and broadcast divisions, while providing organizational 



assistance to volunteers and native media operators in other loca- 

tions. It is assumed that RCP will be responsible for maintaining 

its own staff, though it would be expected that they work closely 

with the NCC and CNMSC administrations in fundraising efforts. 

Specifics concerning funding will be discussed after point #13. 

POlNT 3 ESTABLISHMENT OF LOCAL ORXGTNATXON RADXO AND 
TELE'VISION IN ESKIMO SETTLEbdENTS THROUGHOUT THE 
PROVIDENSRI AND m O T S K 1  DISTRICTS 

If native-oriented media is to become a tangible force in 

the lives of Eskimos, then active participation with it at the 

local setting is a necessary. The clearest route to making this 

happen is by developing small studio facilities in villages which 

are equipped with basic audio and video production equipment. With 

such tools, the next step involves the dissemination of Eskimo- 

produced materials over the existing okrug-wide wired radio net- 

works and cable or low power television systems. 

Each native village in these districts has the legal possi- 

bility to insert locally produced materials into the Radio Russia 

wired radio progF-am stream during scheduled breaks from the Moscow 

studios. Currently, Moscow broadcasts 15 hours per day over the 

network, with periodic breaks throughout the day. Chukotka Tele- 

radio then inserts 3 hours into this program stream, leaving six 

hours per day which can be used for local inserts.  Since Moscow 

does not pay the local communication committees for unused hours 

per day, relatively low charges might be assessed by local com- 

munication affiliates supervising the wired radio net at each 



village. 

While it is possible for villages to apply for radio frequen- 

cies in establishing both low power radio and television broadcast- 

ting, the licensing process is extremely complicated, tirne consum- 

ing, and expensive, though it remains an option for villages who 

could work with the Native Media Support Council to obtain them. 

An option would be for the Support Council to apply for multiple 

licenses in al1 interested villages. and maintain the frequencies, 

similar to the current practice in Alaska where the State of Alaska 

holds village frequencies in trust. W i t h  one organization coordin- 

ating the licensing process, greater ef ficiency in man hours and 

finances could be achieved, rather than each village engaging in 

the task separately. 

To get the wired radio i n se r t  approach started. interested 

villages should get in contact with the CNMSC, which would have 

necessary preliminary information available. A local media com- 

mittee would then have to be fomed composed of native association 

representatives. and others interested in promoting media. Once 

assembled, the committee would need to obtain legal recognition as 

an association or other suitable entity recognized by the okmg 

and f ederal government . Upon receiving this designation. the corn- 
mittee then needs to apply to the Federal Ministry of Press for 

registering as a mass media organization. 

Once the village committee has mass media organization stat- 

us, it can then enter into agreements with the local communication 

authorities in charge of the wired radio nets within the comrnunity 



for access to the unused Radio Russia time slots. Upon successful 

negotiation for the tirne, the local cornmittee will then have to 

establish the parameters of the operation, the personnel, and then 

obtain a basic radio production package. 

A t  least one paid staff position would be required in coor- 

dinating programming inserts, volunteer cooperation, and local 

production. This could be a cultural worker, a city administration 

employee, or other individual who could receive either full or 

part-time funding from an established village entity endowed with 

sufficient finances for the position. 

Eskirno students studying the Yupik laquage would be prime 

candidates as volunteers. Encouragement of young people to par- 

ticipate willbe necessary for long-term success. The local corn- 

mittee would have to endeavor to add personnel as the range of the 

operations increases, though it will be up to each village to 

determine it: sorne settlements will be more active than others. 

The local studio package could be composed of a mixer, three 

microphones, two studio cassette decks (either analog or digital) , 

multitrack recorder (tape or compter-based) , portable cassette 

recorder, sound monitors and an amplifier, and tape supplies. 

Costs c m  range from $2,000-3,000 (though a simple package could 

be as low as $700) . Such studios have been used by Eskimo students 

in Alaska since the early 1980s and are easy to operate." 

If funding permits, a satellite system could also be instal-  

led as part of the package for reception of Aurora and Anik-F pro- 

gradng, and following permissions for rebroadcast, numerous Esk- 



imo laquage programs from these satellites could be broadcast dur- 

ing the local time slot. A single 10' satellite antenna package, 

equipped with a receiver/decoder with MCPC audio capability, would 

cost roughly $1,700--$2,000, noting that both satellites transmit 

digital subcarrier audio signals. 

The studio facilities could be located at each village's com- 

munications-post office (where the wired radio systems are housed) 

or at the local House of Culture or other suitable community faci l-  

ity with available space. The easiest variant is to have the stu- 

dio in a separate location, and have the staff take tapes to the 

i n se r t  point which would be connected via cassette player. 

As operations commence, local progradng can be sent via 

cassette to the NCC, which in turn can provide materials back to 

villages in a f unctioning program exchange sys tem. If programming 

were limited to one or two hours per day, it would still provide 

a valuable information service fonnatted to local tastes.  

The ultimate goal for villages, however, would be in obtain- 

ing rights to engage in full-time broadcasting, independent of the 

constraints imposed by the wired radio option, though this would 

imply increased funds for equipment, energy, and maintenance. The 

CNMSC should be employed to assist this process, which in some 

cases can take up to three years before final approval by the Min- 

istry of Communications and the Federal Service for Television and 

Radio. 

Such efforts would require greater f inancial sums to pay for 

repeated travel to Moscow (where al1 actions are conducted), for 



various application and certification fees from different organ- 

izations connected with the licensing process, and for purchase, 

installation, and operation of a 1-50 watt FM transmitter and 

antenna package. Costs for transmitters qualifying for Ministry 

of Corrnmuiications certification c&d ~n anywhere f r o m  $1,0 0 0 to 

$7,000 US, though villages could avoid this cost if a specif ic 

mode1 passing certification tests was used by al1 sites. 

Putting things i n t o  perspective, the equipment to create a 

radio studio and transmitter operation might cost the village less 

than the price of one new Russian-built jeep. 

Television Options 

The local committee should determine if there are existing 

cable or low power TV facilities currently operating in the village 

(legally) , and if so, configure a system featuring a small produc- 

tion capacity which can insert programs into the existing village 

net .  If no facilities exist (most villages have no such networks) 

the quickest and easiest  option for starting lays in setting up 

special television viewing roorns in local Houses of Culture or 

other facilities. A scenario arises where people can corne and view 

programs in similar fashion to Alaskan Eskimos who go to a local 

library, ask for a tape, and view it on a monitor. 

The next option for local origination would be in developing 

a small cable operation. Given the challenges and costs of free 

dispersion television, the cable route is the faster option to 

pursue. The local media cornittee should coordinate efforts in 



obtaining existing video materials frorn various sources in the re- 

gion, while setting up a small studio equipped with two or three 

consumer-grade Hi8 mn or S-TMS video camcorders, a video switcher, 

two video recorders with assemble and insert editing features, two 

television monitors, and if possible, a cornputer with non-linear 

digital video editing capability. First and fotemost is the pur- 

chase of a camcorder and monitor for the viewing facility. A small 

s t a r t  is the best step. 

Once the cable option is adopted, the next step involves the 

purchase of cable transmission equipment and coaxial cable (which 

should be purchased in conjunction with Alaskan native partners 

because of the lower costs of these items in the U.S.). An effec- 

tive cable service might include three channels, including a local 

service, one of the central TV services f rom Moscow, an interna- 

tional channel retransmitting either ARCS or TVNC (or both), and 

one or two FM radio channels including the local audio/radio stu- 

dio. A three channel TV service with radio would cost roughly $650 

per channel (modulator , channel amplifier , channel signal combiner, 

bandpass filter), plus cabling to designated cable drops, in addi- 

tion to line amplifiers and splitters at these drops. 

While the purchase of the equipment is straightfomard and 

easily done (given the funding) , the main problem is in purchasing 

and transporting the length of coax cable needed. Given Praviden- 

iya's port facility, transportation of cable to the region could 

be initiated f rom Seattle, where cable costs and shipping are rea- 

sonable. 



since most villages have fairly dense housing areas, cabling 

could first be done to seven or eight main apartment blocks, with 

comection into individual apartments being the responsibility of 

individuals to pay for. A connninity viewing room should also be 

wired in. As funding permits, added extensions to the rest of the 

settlement c m  be accomplished. 

while the purchase of a single low power television transmit- 

ter would eliminate these cabling problems, it still only provides 

for one channel, though such a channel could be a combination of 

local origination materials and satellite programs from Alaska and 

Canada. Costs for an American-built 10 watt TV transmitter package 

are roughly $7.50 0, though a less expensive Russian-built mode1 

(with lower quality, power ef f iciency, and more f requent servicing) 

can suffice. 

Purchashg a high quality transmitter may be preferable, 

since the investment may be much less than initial coaxial cable 

costs, while guaranteeing total viewer access. The cost to benefit 

and servicing variables need to be assessed by each village com- 

mittee in determining which distribution system is best. 

The primary emphasis of the local video center, however, 

rests on the production of materials for village use and for dist- 

ribution to other sites. The capacity for disseminating video mat- 

erials for use in Alaska and Canada is an important rationale for 

this. It is even possible for Chukotkan villages to watch their 

own productions over the ARCS satellite in timeslots designated 

specifically by m, but the programing must happen to make it 



possible. 

Personnel makeup might include one or two paid staff posi- 

tions with volunteers. In the past, volunteer support has tradi- 

tionally been low due to either a lack of incentive (primarily fin- 

ancial) or lack of a system to even be involved with. Unfortun- 

ately, volunteerism in Russia as a phenomenon has surprisingly been 

undeveloped. The local conunittee must determine how to solve this 

dilemma if native media efforts are to get off the ground. 

POINT 4: ESTABLIS- 08 A bdEDIA DISTRIBUTION CENTER FOR 
NATIVE RADIO AND TELEVISION IN ANADYR IN CONJüNC- 
TTON WITH THE CEüKOTKA STATE TELERADIO COMPANY 

Chukotka has been the beneficiary of a regional broadcasting 

service equipped with native radio and television departments which 

possess the infrastructure and personnel for coordination with, and 

encouragement of private native media. Unfortunately, the crisis 

in federal broadcast support has left these departments with little 

means to conduct their primary missions or in expanding services 

to reach a wider audience. It is tirne for Eskimos and Chukchis 

to propose new roles for a state teleradio Company seeking to jus- 

tify its existence to the ruling authorities in Moscow. 

The first logical step in supporting the Teleradio Company 

and its native broadcast divisions is for the establishment of a 

media distribution center ( W C )  , which f acilitates the dissemina- 

tion of programrning (in various formats) to al1 native-based media 

outlets across the region. This would involve an active partner- 

ship between the Association of Northern Peoples of Chukotka and 



Kolyma, the CNMSC, and the individual Eskimo and Chukchi depart- 

ments within the Teleradio Company. The consortium would have 

responsibility for meeting operational expenses. 

The NMDC could coordinate distribution of previously-produced 

Teleradio Company materials ; provide studio access at the Anadyr 

TV and radio building for interested producers seeking to create 

independentproductions; andgenerally assist Teleradio departments 

in their efforts. 

Since the Teleradio Company already has production and satel- 

lite television equipment in place, the center should concentrate 

its work on production of materials. Audio productions can enhance 

Eskimo broadcasts going out over the regional wired radio network, 

and provide additional materials to local otigination services, 

while video materials can be delivered by tape to village media and 

cable centers. The center can be a vital distribution point for 

materials to ARCS, Nome, Kotzebue, and Bethel-based radio, and to 

Canadian and Greenlandic native media outlets. The Teleradio 

Company' s large (and f airly new) office and studio building can 

easily provide working space for the NMDC and is the most logical 

meeting point for interested native media supporters. 

The Teleradio Company c m  only gain by such activities, since 

a center impli& additional logistical support (and possibly fund- 

ing) for their curent native staffs, which they seem unable to 

f ind f rom f ederal budget sources. With an active relationship bet- 

ween the NCC in Provideniya, and the NMDC in Anadyr, the infra- 

structure for information and program exchanges in the okrug can 



be greatly strengthened. 

POINT 5 :  ZSTABLIS- OP MEDIA TRAINING CENTERS AND A 
crowmmrsu X N S T I ~  IN P R O V I D ~ Y A  AND ANADYR 

Some of the primary problems identif ied by Chukotka ' s native 

press community are best summed up by N i n a  Enrnenkow, Director of 

the Eskimo Radio Department who noted; "we have no one to replace 

us who are journalists and who know our laquage; talented people 

do not want to move to Anadyr, and parents of brilliant Eskimo 

students cannot afford to send their children far away to get 

professional training. 

Taking this statement as a true characterization of the cri- 

sis facing native journalisrn in Chukotka, the future of any subse- 

quent development in the region is dependent on the availability 

of a corp of trained and knowledgeable people who in essence, rep- 

present the bone and sinew of this communication infrastructure. 

The challenge to preparing the native journalists of the future is 

to find ways of training them from a young age. 

With this goal in mind, the logical next step is the crea- 

tion of media training centers and formal broadcast institutes for 

secondary and university age students, as well as assisting with 

curriculum and audio visual instructional support in every native 

school in Chukotka. 

These media training centers should be placed at the NCC and 

W C .  In addition, creation of a broadcast journalism department 

at the Anadyr State Pedagogical ~nstitute is a needed step, given 

the Instituters history of preparing native students, and its easy 



access to a visiting faculty composed of professional television 

and radio specialists at the Teleradio Company. 

These centers could work with the local school districts in 

funding audio-visual and compter equipment purchases for elemen- 

t a r y  and secondary schools across the Anadyrski, Providenski and 

Chukotski districts. They could also provide teacher training in 

media, and coursework for stadents designed to encourage the mas- 

t e r y  of various media tools. Native students have long been denied 

these opportunities which Alaskan students take for granted. 

The Provideniya NCC could establish training sessions under 

a variety of configurations, offering students short h o  week 

classes, summer-long internships, semester studies invarious disc- 

iplines within the expertise of local staff, as well as offering 

regular weekday or weekend workshops in radio and video production 

for the population at large. The main justification for the NCC 

and RCP to be involved with this effort lies in their ability to 

promote constituent participation withtheir organizations, encour- 

age the training of potential j ournalists and media specialists , 

while increasing productive contributions of individuals to their 

station programming. 

Their activities could also forge closer ties with native 

languageteachers, general education specialists, and the Education 

Department of the Provideniya District Administration. By basing 

the media training and curriculum support as "educational pro- 

jects, the NCC can solicit necessary funding from various govern- 

ment education and cultural agencies, in addition to their normal 



f unding sources. 

With such a systern of continuously available training, cadres 

of equipped native people would be f ound in villages across Chukot- 

ka. It is this group who might well form a strong base of support 

for the local originat ion radio and video operations, while pos- 

sibly becoming active contributors to information exchange networks 

with Alaska. 

The NMDC would be the best prepared to develop highly effec- 

tive media training programs given their access to professionals 

at the Teleradio Company. Many of these specialists could offer 

production courses o r  teach journalism and press theory, as well 

as general courses to interested citizens in Anadyr. There is no 

better place for people to learn the tools of the trade than at a 

professional broadcast studio, and this should be a primary focus 

of the NMDC. 

Establishment of a four year liberal arts -based broadcast 

j ournalism program at the Anadyr State ~edagogical Institute is the 

crown of this academic support plan, and one which has all the fac- 

tors in place for a fairly quick realization. The Institute was 

originally founded specifically for training native students, but 

currently has a small percentage of natives among its student popu- 

lation. The majority of students are studying to be teachers in 

schools throughout Chukotka. 

A faculty composed of two or three professors, in addition 

to academic support personnel, could serve as the nucleus of this 

department (noting that a minimal budget must be established) . 



Students would be expected to study and engage in internships at 

the Teleradio Company studios. 

With a core curriculum of liberal a r t s  courses normally 

off ered by the Pedagogical Institute, combined with j ournalism 

coursework, media production training, and native language courses, 

the Institute can offer a realistic academic experience for those 

motivated native university-age students who can best f lourish in 

an academic environment fairly close to home. 

Given the proxirnity to Alaska and potential assistance from 

the University of Alaska Fairbanks Journalisrn and Broadcasting De- 

partment (providing consulting services), the Anadyr Institute 

could eventually develop student exchanges with UAF (which actively 

seeks out native students interested in studying journalism) . 

With this combination of training experiences offered at 

dif f erent levels and in dif f erent locations. the corp of trained 

people needed to strengthen Chukotka native press efforts and 

native ernpowerment can be effectively developed. 

POINT 6: ENCOURAOEDIEXr OF IMPROVEMmT IN TBE CHUXOTKA 
TELECOMMUNfCATZONS INFRASTRUCTURB BY G û V g m  AND 
PRIVATE COmRCIA];  SOURCES, AND SDPPORT FOR ESKIMO 
PARTICIPATION W I T E  TELIhCOM116(JNTCATIONS TBCHNOLOGY. 

It is a clear fact that Eskimos in Chukotka are denied proper 

access to telecommunicati'ons technology and the opportunities to 

interact through these technologies on a local to international 

basis. This is due partially to the variables of poor technical 

infrastructures ; low penetration of computers, fax machines, and 

other devices in to  homes and offices; and high costs. 



As noted earlier, Chukotka Eskimos must pay the highest rates 

for the poorest service. which results in inhibiting utilization 

of these basic telecom systems, and creates a situation where the 

Eskimo people as a conmninity of users cannot afford to communicate 

with Alaskan relatives simply because they carmot pay the local 

rate. Without adequate access to telephones, overall coordination 

of relations and general activities with Alaskans or Canadians is 

very difficult. Without an imprwement in the situation, Chukot- 

kans could stay isolated from the telecom-connected world, and 

remain weak in their ability to express their collective voice with 

all forums and institutions which impact their lives. 

As a first step, Eskimos, in conjunction with the native as- 

sociations. must lobby the Governor of Chukotka and the Russian 

Ministry of Communications to reduce the current telephone rates 

charged by the Provideniya Communications Cornittee for access to 

the direct Alascom link to Gambell. mile rate setting is normally 
the domain of the Ministry of Communications, the Governor s Office 

is apparently responsible for the setting of long distance rates 

in Provideniya, where a 10 minute phone cal1 to Alaska equals the 

monthly wage of many Eskimos. 

Second, native leaders must lobby the government for finances 

to upgrade the okrug telephone network. Considering the vast quan- 

t it ies of gold, precious metals, and coal which is taken from Chuk- 

otka and given to MOSCOW, a major lobbying effort must take place 

to obtain f ederal funds to rebuild local systems in villages, while 

improving long distance relays (which s t i l l  depend on the antiqua- 



ted tropo systems) . 
Full satellite interconnection for Chukotka with digital 

switching and upgraded local lines are necessary components to more 

effective communication access . Further, cornputer f acilities need 

to be installed in every village for both intercity cornmuii-cation 

and for training Eskimos in its utilization. None of the native 

broadcast departments in Anadyr or Provideniya have computers, and 

are consequently bereft of the technology which could greatly 

support information exchange. 

Without efficient telecom systems, business development is 

stif led, and poor overall communication between al1 entities in the 

region w i l l  impede the building up of Chukotka. In this respect, 

Eskimo teiecom users rnust deal with the same problemç as their Rus- 

sian neighbors, and until financing and technological upgrades are 

achieved, Eskimos will be limited in their ability to properly dev- 

elop their information network systems internally and externally. 

In a project to bypass govemment incalcitrance, native 

leaders should appeal to the native Alaskan social and corporate 

community for installation of a small capacity satellite telephone 

uplink in Provideniya, which can be housed at the NCC. While costs 

for  such a system are in the range of $2-10.000, it would allow for 

access to high bandwidth circuits, and at a minimum, 28/56 kbs cir- 

cuits would vastly improve voice, fax, and data senrices, as well 

as provide the possibility to deliver information and even regular 

radio prograirniing to various points in Alaska via Internet ~adio, 

the broadcasting mode of the future. 



Given new developments in the U. S. to create global-based 

personal co~unications services (PCS) via low orbiting satellites 

(which allow individuals access to satellite communications via 

wireless telephone), Chukotka's native peoples may be able to 

bypass their own government telecom system in comrmuiicating with 

countries in the circumpolar North. Such a capability could 

greatly enhance their information power--as long as they can pay 

the phone rates. Only a general improvement in the Eskirno's 

economic conditions will make thiç a reality.'' 

Financial Strategies for Points 1-6 

The immediate issues confronting Chukotka media development 

are roughly the same as those faced by Alaska-based native media. 

This analysis will now dwell on the peculiarities of the Chukotka 

situation with discussion to be stated later concerning the inter- 

twining factors which can be applied to both sides. 

The Chukotka Native Media Support Council would have the 

challenge of engaging in full-tirne fundraising efforts to support 

the NCC and NMDC and its various activities of media training, 

village media coordination, and mass media registration and 

licensing activities. 

Another aspect which the council should address relates to 

funding assistance for existing native media studios at RCP and the 

Teleradio Company. Like the proposed information centers, funding 

usually cornes fromlocal and regional sources, so a first topic of 

discussion should be identifying the means to supplement existing 



funding outlets. Since both studios are dependent on either the 

Provideniya Administration budget, or the f ederal budget, the coun- 

cil must realize that funding will not increase from either source 

until the general financial picture of Russia improves. 

With the current  status of Chukotka' s economy in extreme cri- 

sis, and the native settlements facing the worst living conditions 

in the last 30 years, public f inancial support for broadcasting and 

information centers w i l l  be controversial when so many other socio- 

economic issues important for basic survival top the priority list 

of Chukotkals government. The center must figure out how to ad- 

dress this problem in its lobbying campaigns. 

To begin with, there must be unanimity among the council on 

the need to improve communication and interna1 cooperation within 

the Eskimo community, the Chukotka-based native associations, the 

nationwide native associations, and their representatives within 

government social and political forums. Unfortunately, the native 

associations in the Provideniya and Chukotski districts have been 

g u i l t y  in the past of poor cooperation with each other and lacking 

in their lobbying efforts for broadcast support at Anadyr and Prov- 

ideniya . '' 
If the Eskimos and other native peoples of Chukotka can dev- 

elop consensus on the need for promoting native broadcasting and 

engage t h e i r  personnel at various entities to work on such a task, 

then a viable movement capable of lobbying Russian govemment and 

private industry support can commence. 

The next move would be in establishing lobbying and publicity 



campaigns directed at Russian federal agencies charged with north- 

ern affairs, the Russian Federal Duma, and the Chukotka Autonomous 

Republic Duma. On the national level, the existing Goscomsever 

Agency i n  Moscow is charged by the 1991 law ("On Government Program 

for Economic and Cultural Assistance #145") to provide f ederal 

funds to assist Eskimos in various cultural and economic activi- 

t ies , of which broadcas t ing and educational training pro j ect s could 

be included. A 1992 presidential decree further provided federal 

guarantees for assistance to northern nativesOs3 

The council should have an extensive lobby set up with Gos- 

comsever which has separate departments to support native educa- 

tion, culture, economic development, social programs , etc. The 

Chukotka region native association should work with other national 

native groups to fund permanent lobbyists in Moscow to maintain 

contact with these offices and provide information on the various 

pro j ect s to the individual department S.  

Support of native media can be a powerful stimulus to these 

government agencies since al1 areas of their programs can be impac- 

ted by information services. With lobbyists in Moscow, Anadyr (to 

lobby the Duma) and Provideniya, the council can react quickly to 

f unding opportunit ies aris ing at the various levels via the inf or- 

mation provided by the lobbyists . For example, support of the 

Pedagogical Institute journalisrn program can be facilitated by 

close rapport with government education departments, and with the 

network of academic institutes throughout the country which cur- 

rently educate native students . 



The major paradox in al1 of these funding questions pertains 

to Chukotka itself, with the richest land in the nation not having 

a share in its own resources. The Chukotkan Eskimos have not been 

successful, like their Alaçkan brethern, in legally defending the 

notion of j u s t  compensation for resources taken form their terri- 

tory, as best typified by the North Slope Boroughts right to roy- 

alties from the Prudhoe Bay oil fields. Interestingly, Eskimo 

broadcasting in Alaska is best supported in Barrow, simply because 

the Borough has funds at its disposal to support native language 

broadcast facilities and personnel. 

This task is not an easy challenge, as it requires the imple- 

mentation of national legislation and a basic reunderstanding of 

the governmentt s prior monopoly right to al1 claims on precious 

metals i n  Russia, especially gold, w h i c h  is i n  abundance throughout 

the Chukotka region. With the possibility of oil development i n  

the Chukchi Sea, another prime natural resource capable of financ- 

ing general Eskimo economic and comrmnication developrnent l i e s  in 

wait, and the native people must work to successfully claim compen- 

sation once these resources are extracted- 

With this in mind, CNMSC should join forces w i t h  other advo- 

cates of Chukotka's rights to percentages of royalties on natural 

resources in its region, in what will surely become a major polit- 

ical battle. In the interim, the council should work with govern- 

ment agencies at the district and okrug levels which interact with 

private cornercial and industrial f ims engaged in mineral resource 

extraction and other activities which operate on traditional native 



lands in Chukotka. It is odd, that rather than provide Eskimo vil- 

lages with developmental assistance, the Bering Strait ~ative C o r p -  

oration invested (and lost) over one million dollars on a private 

mining venture in Chukotka. 

Focusing on more self-sufficient endeavors, the council can 

encourage Eskimo comrnunities in the two districts to focus on im- 

mediate opportunities of funding media by cornercial activity. 

Traditional occupations, such as fur f arming, ivory harvesting, 

reindeer herding and horn sales, hunting and fishing enterprises, 

tourism, cultural art sales, and other economic activities can be 

harnessed and further developed at the village and district level 

with the idea of setting aside a certain percentage of profits from 

communal enterprises for support of Eskimo personnel and operations 

at village studios. 

The Provideniya studio is engaged in commercial advertising, 

but must further develop this in order to properly meet its budget- 

ary goals. Unfortunately, the Provideniya region economy is such 

that advertising possibilitieç remain limited, but this should not 

stop native studios from seeking every possibility of commercial 

exploitation. Eskimo leaders can work closer with the Governorls 

Office in economic development projects along the çtrait and in the 

interior regions which could provide residual funds for support of 

broadcasting . 
So f ar, these strategies have been targeted within the region 

and the country and not upon international interests. A primary 

problem facing the overall issue of funding centers on the notion 



of economic dependence, either on the government (as the central 

planning policies of Soviet socialism clearly dictated and was 

accepted in the minds of Chukotkans) , or from outside-international 

sources. In essence, a welfare mentality exists and must end if 

natives are to become responsible for the quality of their own 

lives. With the USSR disbanded and the Russian Federation economy 

as it is, the Eskimos have no choice but to abandon this prior  

philosophy of total dependence. 

For this reason, Eskimo media activists should first and 

foremost work to develop their own resources within state and 

private structures before asking for assistance from non-Russian 

sources (which will be identified in this analysis at a later 

point). This notion is clear in the minds of the native intelli- 

gentsia, and those Chukotkan Eskimos who have travelled to Alaska 

were first and.foremost impressed with the energy, drive, and 

capability possessed by Alaskan Eskimos to be their own masters, 

whether it be in culture, business, politics, or other spheres of 

life. They knew that their own people did not generally possess 

these characteristics . Again, a lack of media empowerment to corn- 

municate to and participate with government decision making is a 

factor in this, as well as their small population base. 

Chukotkans, when informed of native Alaskan successes in the 

economic-political realms, ie, the passing of ANçCA, ownership of 

native lands, powers of government and taxation, rights to mineral 

resources, powerful representation in the Alaska State govemment, 

possession of modern social services and educational facilities, 



etc., understood that native access to media and information played 

a vital role in these successes, and that the potential for achie- 

ving similar aims in Chukotka could be realized, if properly coor- 

dinated . 
The bottom line is that without funding, building this infor- 

mat ion infrastructure is dif f i c u l t  , and the Native Media Support 

Council will be painfully aware of this. At this point in the 

discussion, we will now turn to the proposals pertaining to native 

groups in Alaska. 

WESTERN ALASKA 

POINT 7 :  CREATION OF THg ALASKA NATIVE MEDIA SUPPORT COüNCIL 

The necessity for creating this council, temed "ANMSCW lays 

in the need to bring together a reposentathe crosç-section of 

native Alaskan organizations for the purpose of promoting infor- 

mation networking and broadcast media access among the Eskirno 

population. 

While the Alaskans have a multitude of media options within 

their reach, and utilize information technology to a much higher 

degree than their Chukotkan relatives, there is still a marginal 

level in western Alaska (outside of KOTZ or KYüK) of native- 

controlled radio or television, and a relative absence of media 

interconnection with Chukotka, Canada, and GreenLand, One ration- 

ale for the creation of the council will be in allowing this eclec- 

tic group to ask the simple question, lwhy does this deficiency in 

control exist, and what can be done about it." 



The councilfs necessity and representative makeup should be 

recognized by the wider Eskimo community in the region, and by the 

ICC and AFN. It would have a mandate to lobby on behalf of and 

support for local broadcast media efforts and training activities 

at the local, regional, and state level. It should also take on 

responsibility for promoting information networking and media coor- 

dination with international native-based press agencies, and the 

promotion of media studies in school districts throughout the 

Bering Strait region. 

The ANMSC should be registered as a non-profit agency with 

members appointed f rom the Bering Strait Native Corporation and its 

subsidiary Kawerak Inc., NANA Corporation, local village corpora- 

tions in the region, the ICC, nFN, and Alaska Association of Vil- 

lage Council Presidents. In addition, non-voting representatives 

or consultants from the following organizations could be included: 

Northwest and Chukchi campuses of the University of Alaska Fair- 

banks Rural College, The ~ering Strait School District, The N o r t h -  

west Arctic Borough School District, KOTZ, KNSA, KNOM, KICY, as 

well as cultural organizations, native dance and arts groups, and 

others interested in promoting Eskimo media. 

ANMSC could be a liaison with existing western Alaskan broad- 

cast and press outlets; serve to guide and aid village media pro- 

ponents and their activities; advocate media training and journal- 

ism studies within the native cortnmuiity; promote programs improv- 

ing native utilizat ion of telecommunications ; provide consultation 

on various legal, economic, social, political, and technical issues 



affectingbroadcastmediaandtelecomrminications interconnectivity; 

and should promote networks which facilitate the regular flow of 

information between natives on a local to international basis. 

The council would have a mandate to do what it can to encour- 

age the western Alaskan native press out let ' s participation in the 

implementation and on-going work of an Inuit Press Agency, which 

has been the subject of much talk but little action. 

The =SC would be required to engage in fundraising to sup- 

port its activities, and hopefully would be funded in part by BSNC 

and NANA, while soliciting grant programs from a variety of govern- 

ment and private sources. This body can decide to what extent it 

will go beyond its consultative status and into the sphere of act- 

ual information operations . 

POINT 8: ESTABLIS- OF NATIVE COl@UüNICATION 
m R S  IN NO= AND ROTZEBUg 

A needed step in coordinating media and press services to the 

region, state, and internationally, involves the establishment 

a native communications center in the cities of Nome and Kotzebue. 

The centers could be organized by a consortium including the ANMSC, 

BSNC, NANA, and other native agencies . The choice of creating only 
one facility in either city would be up to the ANMSC. 

Each center should be equipped with computer workstations and 

interco~ection- semer equipment , audio and video production f acil- 

ities, and space and office equipment for press activit ies 

a press office where journalists can access information or hold 

press conf erences) . The center =an be a place where village media 



producers can come to liaison with fellow media enthusiasts, obtain 

information, exchange programming , and connect with native communi- 

cation agencies in other locations. 

This writer suggests that the centers can be located within 

the facilities of BSNC or NANA as an integral part of t h e i r  over- 

al1 operations. There is an alternative in setting up the center, 

and this involves establishing agreements with the University of 

Alaska-Fairbanks Rural College, which in essence, would allow the 

M C  to operate in conjunction with Northwest Campus in Nome and 

Chukchi Campus in Kotzebue. 

With major cutbacks in the Universityts budget, t h e  current 

Northwest Media Center is unfunded, and contains studio space and 

production equipment which could house the centerts audio or TV 

production facilities. While computer facilities anâ press rooms 

could be located in the BSNC or NANA corporate buildings, use of 

UnF production facilities and spaces, and access to their telecon- 

ferencing facilities and computer network could make the implemen- 

tation of the center cost effective and quickly realizable. As a 

benefit to the Rural College, each campus could provide training 

to Eskimo students in cornputers and production, thus increasing 

student enrollment--which is a reason why the colleges might agree 

to cooperation with the centers. 

Each center has the opportunity to generate a regionwide 

computer information network, and can install computer semer sys- 

tems which would allow it to distribute information to every Eskimo 

village. Such a systern would encourage native users in accessing 



and developing unique native-oriented services over the Internet. 

A n  example of the merging of computer technology and Eskimo 

culture is the Northwest Arctic School District's creation of 

interactive CD-Rom databases containing the faces and voices of 

elders speaking about the Eskimo life, as well as programs des- 

cribing plants, animals, and subsistance activities in the region. 

The databases can be accessed by Eskimo students at their computer 

teminals in elementary and high school classrooms. Eskimo images 

and perspectives on CD-Rom can easily be sent over data lines 

worldwide (excepting Chukotka at present) . 
with such technology in place and awaiting new applications, 

the center can become a place integrating al1 media technologies 

in an environment designed to encourage media developments. 

POINT 9 :  ENCOlJRAGEa5NT OF LOCZU TELEVTSION 
ORIGINATION IN VILLAGES V ï A  CABLE 

~n elusive goal of villages in the study region concerns the 

development of local origination broadcasting. There are a number 

of reasons for this state of affairs (lack of media production 

knowledge, lack of facilities, lack of frequencies, lack of financ- 

ing, lack of initiative, etc. ) , but the status quo of inactivity 

remains. 

village viewers with access to cable (al1 sites in this study 

area), receive television programing formatted entirely from a 

non-native perspective, with the exception of service from ARCS. 

With the demise of LEARNAlaska in 1986, and the subsequent 

availability of its low power TV transmitter and frequency in every 



village making local origination possible--Eskimos have for the 

last ten years been unable to develop local broadcasting using this 

equipment, and with the close of 1996, the majority of these unused 

transmitters have been withdrawn from the villages.54 

For the moment, the option of establishing free dispersion 

local origination television has evaporated, as the State of Alaska 

holds on to the frequencies in anticipation of future developments 

in educational broadcasting. In the meantirne, the need for local 

progradng ref lective of Eskirno values and formatted to local 

tastes remains. 

The quickest and easiest way to encourage local production 

efforts is by setting up small scale production studios and con- 

necting them to available cable channels set aside for local orig- 

ination by cable companies operating the village service. 

Though not a new idea, it is still relatively undeveloped in 

the majority of villages. Why this situation continues is a matter 

for conjecture, but the technical means for exploiting this oppor- 

tunity is presently available. Most cable service operators pro- 

vide access to an open channel free of charge, thus the only issues 

hindering its utilization rests in the areas of initiative and pro- 

duction funding . s= 
Arguments have been made that because of Eskirno viewer's 

sophisticated attitudes toward progradng and expectations for 

high production quality (being conditioned by national network 

standards) , they tend to show disinterest in amateur programs f ea- 

turing camcorders with low resolution, jittery images, and unpol- 



ished presentations--and for these reasons, efforts to develop 

local production usually fail. While this point of view has some 

merit, it has been clearly demonstrated by the success of " H e a r t -  

beat Alaska, and other prograrns on ARCS which feature amateur 

video portrayals of life in the villages by Eskimos themselves, 

that the people of western Alaska desire to see more of this pro- 

gram fare, and are prepared to engage in local production to main- 

tain it ,'" 

With the availability of high quality non-professional video 

camcorders, video switchers and effects units, and computers with 

editing capabilities, small-scale village video efforts from a 

variety of producers (students, video enthusiasts, native arts 

supporters, native corporation staffs, etc.,) are more easily ac- 

cornplished than ever before. 

It should be the role of the ANMSC Council to develop camp- 

aigns to promote such use of existing cable channels and use of 

available video equipment by Eskimos for making local origination 

work on a regular, sustained basis . Most viewers of ARCS who send 
their videos to Jeanie Greene, know that Eskimos in northern Canada 

and other regions (including Provideniya and Anadyr) can watch 

their work via satellite and share in their lives. This is a pow- 

erful stimulus to promote individual application to the video tech- 

nology which is ubiquitous in the majority of Eskirno homes. 

The process of inserting video into the cable net is as sim- 

ple as plugging a video cable f rom a camcorder into the cable chan- 

nel video modulator. Given the low cost of a VHS production system 



and ease of mastery, a basic video studio can be obtained and 

quickly taught to interested individuals. 

A package cost for the studio would range from $1,500 to 

$2,50 0 depending on models and functions . Municipal government s 

would most l ikely be the agency to purchase a basic package and 

provide studio space: villages have numerous resource people in 

schools and other organizations who can volunteer consultation 

services for those in need of training. 

Concerning the ease of startup, and its possibilities for 

amassing a sizeable body of program material which can be distri- 

buted, Eskimo leaders and the ANMSC delegates should endeavor to 

promote local origination as the most efficient and cost-effective 

means to get people involved and knowledgeable of media and infor- 

mation systems . 

SNCOURAGEMENT OF VXLX;AQE l 5 D I A  COOPERATXON WXTH 
EXISTING BROADCAST OUTLETS IN NO=, KOTZEBUE, 
AND BETHEL 

mile Eskimos have generally appreciated the regional broad- 

cast services provided to them by KICY, KNOM, KOTZ, and ARCS-=, 

there has been an extreme lack of active participation by natives 

on a volunteer basis with these stations. This is especially tra- 

gic as broadcasters--who cannot fund full-time native programming 

positions- -of ten go begging for assistance f rom volunteers in pre- 

paring native-oriented programs, and get little, if any response. 

The lack of native laquage progradng over these stations can 

partially be attributed to this fact. This situation has gone on 



for years, with a good case study provided by KICY and their lack 

of a native program coordinator for the last ten years.  

The result is local stations cannot attain the degree of tnie 

native community orientation or laquage sensitivity that manage- 

ment often strives for, because of the shortage of active partic- 

ipants.  hile there is no standard formula for the promotion of 

successful volunteerism, the issue of finance tends to be cited 

most often. 

The ANMSC, in conjunction with BSNC, NANA, and other native 

entities should actively promote volunteerism with existing sta- 

tions in the region, and should put it on their agenda to raise 

funds for Eskimo program coordinators at KICY, KNOM, and KOTZ. By 

aiding these stations with volunteer support for the production of 

progradng by natives for natives, Eskimo media empowerment can 

be strengthened in the region without cost while making radio along 

the Bering Strait more in tune with "the Eskimo way." 

POINT Il: ENCOURAGEMENT OF ~ V R N A L I S M  STQDIPS/TRAINIXJGI/ 
AND INTERNSHXP P R O G R A S  FOR NATI- YOUTH 

Eskimo participation with radio and television has nomlly 

been in a passive-consumer mode, and the ranks of Eskimo journal- 

ists involved in television is extremely small. when questioned 

on why thiç state of affairs exists, Eskimo media producers often 

give answers ranging from Tear of technology or misunderstanding 

the medium; disinterest; inability to meet the demands, responsi- 

bilities, and stress typical of the journalistic profession; or 

simply lack of ernployment opportunities which negates interest in 



studying j ounialism. '' 

while these answers each have a kernel of t ru th  in them, the 

d i l e m  remains: how to encourage native youth to become involved 

in radio and television production? Like any avocation, interest 

to a particular field is usually a long complex process which be- 

gins early in life. Early exposure to media in the public schools 

and study concerning its nature and role in peoples lives can 

assist developing the next generation of Eskimo media specialists. 

To this end, the -SC board, in conjunction with regional 

school districts, existing broadcast media in Alaska, and the Uni- 

versity of Alaska, should encourage on-going media training in pub- 

lic schools; broadcast training courses at existing native-targeted 

study centers (such as the Indigenous Broadcast Center and KOWANUK 

Broadcast Training Center in Anchorage); and internships at radio 

stations in Nome, Kotzebue, and Bethel. Kawerak Inct in Nome has 

enacted support programs for student summer internships in a var- 

iety of fields, and broadcast internships could become a regular 

f ocus of this initiative. '" 

Motivated university students should be directed toward the 

University of Alaska-Fairbanks broadcasting program which shows 

special sensitivity in understanding the needs of natives, and 

prepares them to excel in either native or non-native-oriented 

broadcast environments, 

There have been successes and failures in existing programs 

seeking to train young people in media, and it is of interest why 

this has occurred. Cutbacks in public broadcasting (the tradi- 



tional hiring outlets for native j ournalists) and competition at 

existing rural and urban broadcast centers have discouraged young 

people who otherwise might be interesteci, in studying for a career 

in journalism. Often. high school students w h o  do attend two week 

summer journalism courses in Anchorage do not exhibit interest in 

media at all, and attend simply due to the need to gain course 

creditç . It is not known how good a job the training centers do 

in tracking students or encouraging them over longer periods of 

t ime . 
Native broadcasters must find effective ways to encourage 

youth to persevere and continue on in their studies, while laboring 

to effect better job placement opportunities for those who best 

qualify. Still. early exposure to media in the villages will most 

likely result in a corp of future press leaders who will be operat- 

ing in a very complex world, and mastery of the tools of communica- 

tion will be vital to maintain the continuity of the Eskimot s col- 

lective voice in the state. 

POINT 12: ESTABLIS- OF THE ESRfabO INTERNET RADIO NgTWORK: 
ALTERNATIVE RADfO/INFORWATION SERVICES IN VILLAGES' 
V I A  INTERNETr ARCSr CABLE, AND FM RETRASLATORS 

Given the advancing state of broadcast distribution via data 

channels, a new form of truly independent broadcasting capable of 

manipulation beyond those of traditional transmission methods, now 

makes it possible for a new phase of Eskimo-oriented information 

and broadcast service: The Eskimo Internet Radio Network (TEIRN) . 



Available for exploitation by Eskimo media promoters f rom 

numerous locations in the region, the telecommunications inf rastr- 

ucture has made it possible to conduct broadcasting through 56 kbs 

telephone data lines which are now being installed in many Eskimo 

villages. Utilizing bandwidth compression and multiple-line corn- 

bining technologies, the 56 or even 128 kbs lines can deliver a 

full-frequency FM quality sound to any download site in the state. 

What this study proposes is that the ANMSC, in conjunction 

with other interested native media supporters, initiate a strategy 

for creating an Internet radio service from Nome or Kotzebue, (or 

a combination of sites) which could be disseminated in the follow- 

ing ways : to individual user sites at multiple locations; to single 

point sites in Eskimo villages possessing dedicated 56+ kbs data 

lines with subsequent connection to low power FM transmitters for 

distribution within single villages; or to KYUK for comection into 

the ARCS digital satellite Stream for statewide distribution via 

MCPC satellite audio subcarriers to individual TVRO sites, low 

power FM transmitters, or local cable system reception points. 

From Nome, organizers of TEIRN could establish the system by 

inputting an audio signal into the current NOME.NET computer semer 

(located at the office of The Nome Nucruet), or at other Intemet 

Service Provider sites in the state. The signal would be co~ected 

into the Internet system with the ability to be downloaded simul- 

taneously by multiple user sites. TEIRN could employ its own dedi- 

cated Internet server fo r  maximum f lexibility, with hardware costs 

ranging from $7000 -15,000 (plus maintenance and line costs) . We 



will now elaborate on the main distribution modes for statewide 

access , 

The easiest way to implement wide scale reception of TEIRN 

broadcasts iç for interested villages to arrange the installation 

of a dedicated 56 kbs data line (s) directly to the local cable 

service facility. A standard PC cornputer with a modem equipped 

with a digital audio sound card and software (ie. "Audio Active 

Internet Radion o r  "Real Audion) would operate inside the cable 

facility and convert the conpressed data signal into an analog 

audio signal. The audio is then wired into a cable modulator which 

would join the lineup of existing FM radio services. 

The main cost to villagers would be the monthly line charge 

for the 56 kbs dedicated circuits (which could easily be shared) 

though this cost might be paid by the cable operator, who then 

either adds an additional subscription fee or provides the channel 

for free as a public service. Variations can be worked out on a 

village by village basis. 

A second variant would be in downloading the Internet signal 

to a dedicated line in the village, and after decoding by PC com- 

puter, connecting it to a 1-50 w a t t  FM transmitter for over the 

air reception. This option is more complicated and expensive, p r i -  

marily due to the need to obtain FCC frequency licenses for the 

transmitter, as well as the cost of the transmitter itself ($600- 

6,500) , and the associated energy, space, and maintenance costs . 

This option would require much more tirne to achieve than the innned- 

iate cable distribution option, 



Finally, distribution of TEIRN by the ARCS satellite system 

would also allow cable systems to decode the service through the 

use of MCPC decoders attached to the digital satellite receiver 

used to receive the ARCS TV signal. 

Though a more expensive option, it holds even greater possi- 

bilities for reception by those who cannot tie in directly to 

Internet links. This distribution mode would require origination 

fees from the semer site; dedicated 56 kbs line charges to the 

KYUK uplink site from the Bethe1 telephone utility; uplink charges 

on the digital subcarrier audio circuits (State of Alaska rates 

will not be ready for publication until summer 1997) ; costs of the 

MCPC decoder at the cable headend; and subscription charges made 

by cable service providers, though it should be given free since 

the operator does not pay ARCS for it. 

Though a network of APRN stations does exists in Alaska, 

there is no single statewide "nativen radio channel currently con- 

figured which allows native-based APRN to equally input program- 

ming on a daily basis, while providing opportunities for other 

native agencies or individuals to join the  program stream. The 

Enternet comection could make this type of service feasible. 

This variant of TEIRN could see a native radio consortium 

devised independently of APRN confines, f eaturing KYUK, KOTZ , KBRW, 

KOWANUK (and possibly iCNOM or KICY) delivering daily time slots 

over ARCS, with each sending in a portion of their broadcast day 

over Internet lines. In a different configuration, a system of 

interconnecting multiple user sites (involving diverse native 



groups and local origination studios in villages) could establish 

daily program streams, in a timeshare arrangement allowing short 

segments of prograrmning over the Intenet and injected into an 

additional satellite audio subcarrier channel on the State of 

Alaska1 s transponder, making two fnternet radio services possible. 

An audio switching network would need to be employed at the uplink 

site to receive and select the various Internet audio feeds coming 

in, 

Such an arrangement would constitute a true f orm of develop- 

mental broadcasting operating on a statewide network basis . In 

addition to providing a combined, representative channel available 

to al1 villages, t h e  Internet -only or Internet -ARCS distribution 

modes would allow audio progradng to be easily routed to T m ,  

or to the  American Indian Radio on Satellite network for circula- 

tion among other native radio sites in the lower 48 States. 

Concerning finances for intercomection, the KOTZ, KBRW, 

Knnr, KOWANUK consortium approach might achieve success in fund- 

raising to pay for the digital subcarrier audio service over ARCS 

because of each station's ability to tap into existing funding 

sources, The rates for one audio channel are f ar less that paying 

for a video channel because of its small bandwidth requirements. 

The S t a t e  of Alaska currently pays $1,500,000 per year for the 

transponder, and as the number of system users for subcarrier audio 

services rises, the lower the overall cost charged to individual 

channel purchasers - -such as the proposed consortium. '' 
A network system composed of individual program providers at 



the village level using a separate subcarrier can also be success- 

ful in raising yearly funds for the circuit, especially when people 

across the state can access i ts  output and be motivated to support 

the idea of local Internet radio to a statewide audience. 

Regardless of which approach is used, this mode of transmis- 

sion can radically reshape the notion of how statewide radio can 

be made accessible to a wide range of producers and users (both 

professional and amateur) for creation of native-oriented program- 

ming available and of benefit to native audiences. 

Of special significance, is the abiiity of the radio signal 

to go around the world, easily providing for connection to Eskimo 

media sites in Canada and Greenland. In tirne, the signal could be 

downloaded in Chukotka via phone line, though it can be irmediately 

received and transmitted in villages throughout the Chukotski and 

Providenski Districts which have satellite connection to ARCS as 

well as the audio subcarrier decoders to deliver the channel. 

This author feels that The Eskimo Internet Radio Network can 

become the definitive way for the Eskimo people of western Alaska 

to distribute native-oriented information and radio sexvices to 

their brethern in diverse locations across the circumpolar North 

and through al1 transmission modes of telephone line, satellite, 

cable, and free dispersion. With technological advances, the 

Internet will soon provide greater capabilities for delivering high 

resolution video and audio services to native villages on narrow 

bandwidth data lines. Eskimo adaptation to these possibilities 

can go hand in hand with the opportunities provided by such tech- 



n ica l  improvements, and the ability for individuals and groups to 

engage in low cost, professional quality broadcasting is a present 

reality . 
Computer-based broadcasting is the latest and most cost- 

effective mode of communication technology which can harnessed by 

Eskimos on both sides of the Bering Strait for building the infor- 

mation systems needed to make media empowement a reality. 

POINT 13: CREATION OF THE ALASKA-C~DROTRA M B ~ ~ A  COUNCIL (ACMC) 
FOR ASSISTING THE I X P L ~ A T X O N  AND CONTXNUITY OF 
THE XNüXT PRESS AGENCTY 

The final point in this dissertation seeks the establishment 

of an effective media-information coordination body bringing to- 

gether leaders of native-based media from Chukotka and Alaska in 

the effort to implernent, sustain, and strengthen information ex- 

change between the regions and to assist the realization of the 

long called for Inuit Press Agency. 

Composed of designated members f rom The Chukotka Native Media 

Support Council and the Alaska Native Media Support Council, this 

combined council would work to ensure proper interconnectivity 

between this eclectic collection of media operations and services 

on each side. 

The ACMC would oversee the implementation of strategies which 

devise efficient means for collecting, collating, and distributing 

( f rom and to al1 designated sites and forums) information of impor- 

tance to the circumpolar Eskimo cormminity. The body also would 

work to see a replat press network comecting al1 native media 



operations across the North, as well as radio and television pro- 

gram exchanges and establishment of media archives which can be 

accessed by a variety of users. 

The ACMC must understand the necessity to penetrate al1 reg- 

ional and international media, whether public or private, native- 

controlled or independent, while cooperating effectively with them 

on a mutually beneficial basis in the effort to keep lines of com- 

nwiication open and the Eskimo position inputted into the main- 

Stream press .'" 

With its motivation derived from the dedication to ensuring 

that Eskimo people of Chukotka and Alaska have the information and 

communication services necessary to further their political and 

economic power , while preserving and strengthening their unique 

sociocultural identity, the Chulaska Eakimo Information System can 

set the stage for new efforts in enhancing Eskimo media empower- 

ment. 
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27. The next satellite scheduled for service to Chukotka is 
Gorizont 145 with a launch date sometime in 1997. 

28. For final reference (after submission of this dissertation), 
The Rus sian Ministry of Space and Inf omatics successfully launched 
Gorizont 145, and as of February 1 9 9 8 ,  the Chukotka State Teleradio 
Company has been given uplink access on a weekly basis for trans- 
mission of Anadyr-produced programming to the okrug , though this 



writer is unable to confirm whether any Eskimo materials are 
included . 

2 9 ,  The Teleradio Company's radio signal is still 
retransmitted from a 100,000 watt transmitter on 5940 khz and 9600 
khz for the benefit of people not living in settlements which have 
wired radio connection via telephone/tropo links. 

3 O . Mike Martz , KYUK Television, interview by author, 3 
December 1996, Bethel, Alaska, tape recording. ARCS utilizes the 
Alaska One Stream, and shifts evening slots equally between the 
national network af f iliates i n  Anchorage (CBS, NBC, ABC, Fox) , KAICM 
(the Anchorage PBS station), and an independent station, KYES. 

31. Ibid. 

32. Ibid. The Alaska One satellite feed f rom kTUAC-Fairbanks 
went on line in the sumer of 1996, making it the first state TV 
signal to be converted to digi tal .  With the two digital services 
already operating, the next scheduled service will be KTOO1s gavel 
to gavel coverage of the Alaska State Legislature (this service 
being designated as "Alaska Twou]. While 221 sites are listed as 
recipients of the ARCS semice, a few are not on line, with one 
village having a fire a t  its transmitter site (burning up the ARCS 
satellite receiver and transmitter) , and other villages experienc- 
ing different problems. 

3 3 . Sharon M c C O M ~ ~ ~ ,  Blueberry Productions, interview by 
author, 20 November 1996, Anchorage, Alaska, tape recording; ~ i k e  
Martz, interview by author. 

37 * 
author, 15 

Ralph Fondell, interview by author, 30 April 1996. 

Mike M a t &  interview by author. 

Jeanie Greene, producer, HEARTBEAT Alaska, interview by 
July 1993, Anchorage, Alaska, tape recording. 

The State of Alaska's satellite txansponder will have 
four digital television services: channel 1, n~laska Onem PBS 
uplink from KUAC; channel 2, ARCS; channel 3, "Alaska Threen the 
proposed University of Alaska educational channel; and channel 
four, "aska Twon the KT00 coverage of the state legislature. As 
of December 1996, two TV charnels are operating, as well as two 
radio senrices, KUAC-Radio and KTOO-Radio, The Statefs Satellite 
Interconnection Pro j ect (SIP) , which is coordinating the trans - 
ponderls users, will not be prepared to offer additional radio 
services until Sununer of 1997, The transponder costs $1,500,000 
per year and its costs are evenly shared by each organization 
uplinking channels . The State of Alaska is not the major provider 



of money to support the transponder, since PBS and other funds 
support it. Information from Doug Moore, SIP director, interview 
by author, 5 December 1996, Anchorage, Alaska. 

3 9. Sharon McCo~ei.1, interview by author, 20 November 1996, 
Anchorage, Alaska. 

40. Sharon McComeïl, intelview by author, 20 November 1996 ; 
Lynn Anderson, interview by author, 5 December 1996, Anchorage, 
Alaska, tape recording; KOWANUK1s 24 hour schedule features the 
morning show "~orning Liven hosted by Nellie Moore (producer of 
National Native News) and Lynn Anderson (producer of Native 
American Calling's nWellness  diti ion of NACH), which is family and 
community-oriented, with news and music throughout the mid day 
hours, and evening slots primarily featuring native-specific 
programs of various types. 

41. E d w d  X. Dejesus, "How the Internet will replace 
broadcasting, " BYTE, February 1996, 51-55. Most villages have 28 
kbs data lines, and could bring in ISDN or T-1 circuits if desired. 
T-1 refers to a bandwidth of 1544 kilobytes per second; ISDN refers 
to Integrated Services Digital Network, which is an international 
teleconmninications standard for transmitting voice, video, and data 
over digital lines. 

42. The cost of a telephone cal1 from Nome to Provideniya 
is roughly $2.00 per minute as opposed to $10 per minute from 
Provideniya. Alaskans generally pay lower long distance rates when 
calling out of the state, as opposed to instate. Internet access 
rates are comparable with the rest of the country. 

43 . Brian Rogers, Universi ty  of Alaska, interview by author, 
2 December 1996, Magadan, Russia. 

44. John McBride, KICY Radio, computer intenriew by author, 
5 December 1996, Nome, Alaska. Recording on hard drive. 

45. Jerome Komisar, President , University of Alaska, inter- 
view by author, 2 December 1996, Magadan, Russia. 

46. The ICC Principles on Communications have historically 
been based on six premises: 1) Necessity of a Comprehensive Arctic 
Policy on ~ornmunic~tions; 2) Inuit ~ights to ~reedbm of Expression; 
3) Maintenance, Enhancement and Protection of Inuit Culture; 4) 
05 f icial use of Inuit Language; 5) Inuit Entitlement to Broadcast 
Services; 6) Creation of a Network of Inuit Broadcasting 
Organizations. 

47.  Funding for radio production equipment would be roughly 
$15,000; with a 5000 watt transmitter/ante~a package (if the free 
dispersion broadcast route is chosen) at roughly $50,000 plus 



operational costs in energy, maintenance, and other fees, which 
can't be determined with precision due to inflation) . Basic 
computer f acilities 
for a 5 workstation 
on the low side. 

with networking and audio/video capabilities 
office would be roughly $35,000 though this is 

48. The equipment should have a standards converter or a VCR 
so equipped for dubbing video materials into the NTSC standard for 
its Alaska and Canadian uçers.  

4 9 .  A typical package would include a Mackie 1202 mixer for 
$375, three Shure SM 58 microphones ($300), Tascam 102 studio 
cassette recorders ($350 each) or a Sony DAT recorder ($700), 
Tascam 4 charnel cassette portastudio ($450), Marantz PMD 101 
portable cassette recorder ($250) , JBL Pro perf ormer studio 
monitors ($100 pair) , Tascam 25 watt power amplifier ($200) , and 
tape supplies ($300 -400) . This writer used a similar package for 
KCAS-AM 590 Unalakeet, a station operated by students at Covenant 
High School. 

50. Nina Sergeyevna Enmenkow, Director, Eskimo Radio 
Department, Chukotka State Teleradio Company, interview by author, 
21 September 1994, Anadyr, Russia. 

51. Komisar, interview; PCS systems will arrive within the 
next year. Bill Gates of Microsoft and other telecom firms have 
plans to launch hundreds of small satellites which will allow an 
individual anywhere in the world to cal1 or 
satellite and not through a local telecom 
wi11 be available in Chukotka. 

52. Olga Karablova, interview by 
Provideniya, Russia. 

send data directly via 
system. This service 

author, 8 Maxch 1996, 

53 . President , Rus sian Federation, * Ukaz P r e z i d e n  ta OT 
22.04 .92  'O Heotlozhnih,.,Narodov Severa.'" 

54. The LEARNAlaska transmitters were available for local 
use in an informa1 way (with the state st i l l  holding the licenses) . 
Transmitters and frequencies were not turned over to local 
entities, but State authorities were not opposed to local use of 
them. In the end, these transmitters stood idle for years, with 
some being withdrawn for parts to senrice RATNET transmitters, or 
to completely replace broken transmitters housed in villages. Very 
few villages- have two transmitters at present. 

55. According to one view expressed by Schernent and 
Singleton (1981), which can be applied to the lack of local 
origination in western Alaska as owned and produced by Eskimos, is 
that "the unarticulated expectation is that superior performance 
is required of minority owners (operators of local TV) G d  that the 
validity of minority ownership policy rests heavily upon this 



superior performance.* Because local Eskimo video enthusiasts 
carmot consistent ly replicate the production output and superior 
technical standards of the networks, some have seen this as a 
disincentive for even attempting to s t a r t  a local TV effort of any 
degree. See, Jorge ~ e i n a  Schement and Loy A. Singleton, nThe Onus 
of ~inority ~wnership: FCC ~olicy and Spanish-Language Radio," 
Journal of Conaminicatio~ (Spring 1981): 78-83. 

56. Sharon McConnell, Blueberry Productions, interview by 
author, 5 August 1 9  95, Anchorage, Alaska, tape recording . McConnel 
notes that individuals throughout Western Alaska send in self- 
produced videos about village life, making it easier for Anchorage- 
based native programmers to develop and sustain shows geared to 
native Alaskans. 

57. The observation is made by this writer after numerous 
conversations with native j ournalists over the years concerning 
the low rate of young people entering the profession. 

58. Loretta Buliard, Kawerak Inc . , intenriew by author, 4 
December 1996, Nome, Alaska. 

59 . Subcarrier audio costs over state-subsidized satellite 
channels in Canada can go as low as $15,000 per year. 

60. Why the ICC has not been able to get a Press Agency 
established among the broadcasters and press outlets in the North 
is a continuing question. Print communication appears better 
developed among agencies than broadcast exchange. Some Say the 
issue is money, other Say journalists have no tinte from their jobs 
to contribute. There needs to be a group, like the old ICC 
Communications Cornmittee, which digs even deeper into the problems 
while finding the money and personnel to make it a reality. This 
study attempts to help solve the problem, but has left out details 
on specific funding agencies who can help. 



CHAPTER 13 

CONCLUSXONS 

In seeking to prove the original contention of this study, 

concerning the relationship of Soviet and American broadcast media 

with the Eskimo people, and their past and potential involvement 

with it, this study has labored to present a reliable, systematic, 

and thorough overview of the diverse concepts, issues, and facts 

which contribute to building a framework for understanding the 

general problem facing an Eskimo population seeking media empower- 

ment and unhindered communication access across the Bering Strait. 

Amed with clear guidelines outlining the scope of the pro- 

blem addressed, and with the framework for its po ten t i a l  resolution 

constructed, the  f i n a l u l t i m a t e  objective of a communications mode1 

for strategic utilization of btoadcast and information technology 

has been met. Further discussion of this will be provided in the 

final section of this summary. 

We will now present a review of those elements addressing the 

s tudyl s three proximate ob j ectives and general f indings relating 

to each. 

In setting out a historical reconstruction of the broadcast 

media and telecommunications environment in each nation, the study 

focused equally on Chukotka and Alaska, detailing basic founda- 

tions, characteristics, operational parameters, and the participa- 

tory role of Eskimos within thern. 



Concerning press foundations, the study provided a detailed 

review of Soviet press and broadcast philosophies, describing and 

analyzing the theories of Marx, Lenin, and Stalin, and how their 

approaches guided the implementation of Soviet broadcasting under 

a communist/state/totalitarian model. From this model, subsequent 

administration over al1 mass media and telecom developments would 

be referenced back to the general goals and tendencies of CPSU 

political activity, and this study has clearly laid out how this 

methodology of control impacted developments in Magadan Oblast/ 

Chukotka, and upon Eskimo broadcasting. 

With regard to Soviet press foundations and CPSU authority, 

this study reached two general conclusions. First, that ~eninist/ 

Stalinist press theory in conjunction with CPSU tenets and prac- 

tices, precluded the notion or possibility of individual, corporate 

( e t  the Eskimo community) , or non-state control over radio, tele- 

vision, and information systems in Chukotka. Second, that commun- 

ist press theory defined a limited scope of ethnic participation 

within existing Soviet broadcast media, which could not allow for 

adequate expression, dissemination, or attainment of ethnic/nation- 

ality-based social, cultural, or political goals, since this was 

opposed to a CPSU philosophy engaging media in the task of psycho- 

logically molding a supranational Soviet mentality among the div- 

erse ethnic peoples making up the USSR. 

Concerning Aiaska, the study described and contrasted the 

primary American press model--with its democratic/libertarian/ 

social responsibility underpinnings--to its Soviet counterpart, as 



a background to describing the nature of broadcast development in 

Western Alaska. 

TWO general findings resulted from this analysis. First, 

Eskimos had inherent political rights to enact broadcasting in 

Alaska through private and corporate enterprise, or in con j unction 

with public/government-subsidized initiatives, and possessed the 

freedom to adapt broadcasting to meet societal needs and goals, 

unlike their Chukotka relatives--thus proving the Soviet model as 

inferior to the Arnerican model as a guarantor of press freedom and 

broadcast rights. 

Second, Alaska and Chukotka exhibited similar levels of gov- 

ernment involvement in broadcasting directed to Eskimos, from the 

perspectives of financing and infrastructure supervision, but not 

programming--which in Chukotka was under strict state content 

control, and in Alaska, under private or corporate content control. 

Concerning broadcast developments and operational parameters, 

the study established comprehensive timelines and organizational 

outlines defining national broadcasting and telecom developments 

in the USSR, followed by regional developments in Magadan Oblast 

and Alaska. The study explored basic communications inf rastruc- 

tures in both nations, including early cable and wireless tele- 

graphy networks, proceeding to radio and television broadcasting, 

as well as telecom distribution via tropospheric scatter, cable, 

microwave, and satellite systems. 

It outlined the early phase of radio in the USSR, describing 

the rise of Soviet-style program and administrative control, as 



well as technical and network developments leading to the estab- 

lishment of services in Chukotka. A treatment on television dev- 

elopment and penetration to the Bering Strait ~skimo communities 

was given, followed by analyses which described the administration 

of CPSU and state broadcast committee control bodies over every 

facet of radio and television operations. 

A systematic look into the creation of Eskimo radio services, 

and the administration, personnel, and program characteristics of 

this operation has been provided. General descriptions of Eskimo 

use of various media has been included in order to characterize 

their historic and curent participation with mass media under a 

Soviet and Russian context. 

The study reached a number of f indings in de£ ining the Soviet 

and Eskimo experience w i t h  broadcasting in Chukotka: 

1. From its inception, radio was defined as an instrument of 

state, for the attainment of CPSU goals, and its national develop- 

ment was overseen by an intricate formula of political, economic, 

social, and technical factors, which w a s  determined and acted upon 

by political consensus within the CPSUts coordinated administrative 

organs at the federal, regional, and local levels. 

2. Magadan and Chukotka state broadcasting developed in blue- 

print fashion, according to strict goverment broadcast standards 

applied throughout the USSR, with Chukotka being arnong the very 

last regions in the country to be served by broadcast and informa- 

tion services. In turn, Eskimo broadcasting emerged comparatively 

late among those Soviet ethnic minorities which were provided 



access to program production over state systems. 

3. ~skimo broadcasting in Chukotka had to confront a complex 

scenario of interacting forces generated by the policies, adminis- 

trative bureaucracy, and information control parameters (censor- 

ship, propaganda, information suppression) imposed by the CPSU and 

its subordinate state broadcast committee, with repression of Esk- 

imo aspirations for greater program autonomy effected by elaborate 

~ a r t y / ~ ~ ~  supervisory practices. 

4 .  Adherence to nationality policies and the avoidance of CPSU 

and government criticism in socioeconomic and political affairs 

represent additional factors for explaining why ~skimo progradng 

could not accurately portray the true condition of Chukotkan 

Eskimos, nor provide factual coverage of important domestic and 

external issues impacting these people, nor disseminate relevant 

information regarding Eskimos in Alaska and the circumpolar North. 

5. The control environment surrounding Eskirno broadcasting's 

sta tus  clearly impeded radio's ability to serve as an instrument 

for effecting societal change within Chukotka's native commun- 

ities, or to facilitate dialogue leading tu a long sought reestab- 

lishment of relations with Alaskan Eskimos. 

6. While having access to state radio and central television, 

Eskimos were prevented f rom starting radio in local communities, 

or engaging in TV programming--and coupled with the population's 

inability to obtain or utilize other media technology (ie., audi01 

video production equipment, computers, fax machines), the Chukot- 

kans have been severely hampered in their ability to adapt and 



strategically use diverse media t001s f o r  the purpose of creating 

their own media-information services and networks, 

Western Alaska 

Three general conclusions were reached concerningthe Western 

Alaska perspective. 

i. The initiation of radio broadcasting in Western Alaska 

resulted f rom the efforts of government (military) and religious 

organizations--both of whose foundation, orientation, and control 

structure could not adequately accommodate Eskimo aspirations in 

controlling or programming such services. 

2. Eskimos in Western Alaska could be characterized primarily 

as passive recipients of radio and T V  broadcasting, as initiated 

and controlled by non-natives, yet have the benefit of receiving 

the diversity of broadcast and telecom services available to a 

maj ority of Americans . 
3. With the development of state-subsidized public radio and 

television in Western Alaska, Eskimo were provided with opportun- 

ities to ef fect programming and f inancial control over broadcast 

services, however, the Eskimo population have been unable to main- 

tain such services autonomously, or to expand programming resources 

to an appropriate degree (as desired by the native leadership) . 

The reestablishment of ~skimo relations 
and the role of broadcasting 

The study has provided a comprehensive synopsis of the state 

of U.S.-Soviet state and Eskimo relations along the Bering Strait, 



in the primary effort to document the reestablishment of communi- 

cation access and reunification of the formerly separated Eskimo 

people. The reconstruction of this relationship was done partially 

to reveal the extent to which both governments exercised control 

in maintaining a closed border; how broadcasting was generally 

employed to reinforce status quo perceptions of Eskimos concerning 

life on the opposite side; and how broadcast services eventually 

played a pivotal role in instigating the reopening of the border. 

These analyses provide a viable context for understanding the 

current problem facing the Eskimo leadership in each comtry-- 

namely, of determining the role of broadcast media in facilitating 

further reintegration of Chukotkan and Alaskan native peoples. 

The following conclusions were reached, pertaining to this 

phase of study: 

1. US. -Sov ie t  relations in the Bering Strait were determined 

by domestic and international policy concerns , which were rela- 

tively non-cognizant of Eskimo societal concerns, thus depriving 

the people of any meaningful input into the administration of the 

border area, or of working toward reintegration of Eskimo relations 

for a f orty year period. 

2. Broadcasting and information services in each nation were 

effectively manipulated (to a greater degree in the USSR than in 

Alaska) in the past to reinforce government policies maintaining 

the closed border; yet these same services were eventually put to 

effective use by advocates in each nation seeking reestablishment 

of state and Eskimo relations, and media played a dramatic role in 



highlighting the events of the border opening in a way which 

solidified public support for the new societal relationship in the 

region. Soviet media consequently was forced to undergo dramatic 

changes in its outlook and operational approach in order to deal 

with the new realities forced by the border opening and the neces- 

sity of establishing a working relationship with Alaska. 

3 . The opening of the U. S. -Soviet border created the potential 

for dramatic changes impacting the Eskimo people; first, in soci- 

etal reunification efforts; second, in Soviet and Alaskan Eskimo 

broadcast operations; and finally, in future broadcast,/telecorn 

Links between Eskimos in each region. 

Transition in Broadcasting Impacting 
Chukotka and Werstern Alaska 

In meeting the third proximate objective, the study has 

provided a comprehensive ovenriew of the myriad changes in state 

broadcast policy and operations affecting Eskimos; first, addres- 

sing national mass media changes in the USSR and later, Russia-- 

with its subsequent impact on Chukotka; and second, describing and 

analyzing the transition of private and state-supported radio and 

TV operations in Alaska. 

The following general findings were reached with regard to 

Chuko tka : 

1. The Soviet campaign of glasnost and perestroika ultimately 

facilitated the abandonment of historic press policies; acceler- 

ated the Pace of national broadcast reform; fomented the emergence 

of independent, non-state media; and generated the conditions 



making possible the future establishment of Eskimo-controlled 

broadcasting, 

2. in conjunction with changes in operational control engen- 

dered by national reform efforts, Chukotka state and Eskimo 

broadcasting was radically affected by the new governmental and 

media relationship with Alaska, with the end result of program 

operations and editorial control moving from an authoritarian to 

essentially western press orientation. 

3 .  With the demise of the USSR, Chukotkan broadcasting entered 

a new period, symbolized by new possibilities for the development 

of alternative services, yet beset by a lack of federal funding to 

maintain existing state-sponsored operations. 

4 .  Despite the new   us si an media environment, Eskimo broad- 

casting has been unable to expand from its state-sponsored depen- 

dence; and Chukotkafs Eskimo community has yet to employ indepen- 

dent services to the task of creating a native-controlled media 

system for serving domestic societal needs, or for engaging in 

socioeconomic and cultural relations with Alaskan Eskimos. 

Alaskan Broadcasting 

-- Concerning transition in Alaska, the following general con- 

clusions were reached: 

1. While the State of Alaska played a primary role i n  the pro- 

vision of radio and television service to the Bering Strait Eskimos 

(via satellite and local transmission centers) , changes in state 

f inancial budgets and polic ies ,  along with the availability of corn- 



mercial satellite and cable-based services, has forced changes i n  

broadcast subçidization policies which will ultimately çhif t res - 

ponsibility for the maintenance of existing and cul tu ra l ly  rele- 

vant services upon the Eskimo media consumer at the local, region- 

al, and state level. 

2. The Eskimo communities have historically been unable, or 

unwilling, to harness both state-subsidized and private broadcast 

media to i ts  fullest potential. 

3 .  Despite access to a variety of media and telecorn systems in 

Western Alaska, as well as possessing reasonably developed fin- 

ancial resouxces, Eskimos have been unable to establish viable 

broadcast or telecom links with Chukotkan Eskimo media, and cur- 

rently have no strategy for accomplishing this task. 

Commmicationa Mode1 o f  mowezment 
for the Chukotkan and Alaskan Eskimos 

In conclusion, the dissertation has put f o r t h  a unique and 

credible model, which in essence, provides an organizational 

strategy of broadcast and information technology utilization that, 

if employed, can effectively promote Eskimo media empowerment and 

communication access within the study region. 

The model, as a culmination of this studyt s diverse analyses 

seeking to define native media empowerment and the general forces 

of broadcast media within a ~ussian/American context, clearly 

outlines a relationship between Eskirno sociocultural survival and 

empowerment--that controlover media expedites. The model provides 

insight into the interrelationship of broadcast media control-- 



noting its past use by governments i n  the areas of political and 

economic control, assimilation and socialization policies, etc,-- 

with the general life condition and prosperity of ~skirnos on each 

side of the Bering Strait. 

While non-native use of media in each region was relatively 

successful in achieving its goals in stages (ie., whether the 

attainment of socialism in Chukotka; or effective local and reg- 

iona l  self administration i n  tandem with state governmental over- 

sight in Alaska), Eskimos have been less successful in adapting 

this same media to the task of promoting basic and specific issues 

of importance to the  Eskimo population. While the Alaskans had 

greater chances than Chukotkans to employ media in this regard, the 

end result has been a relative inability to achieve a desired level 

of media empowerment, and this study has identified reasons on each 

side for this occurrence. 

To counteract this deficiency, the communications mode1 put 

forward identifies the new opportunities which exist for Alaskans 

and Chukotkans t o  separately, and collectively access broadcast and 

information technology--outlinhg a comprehensive strategy, which 

if adhered to, can provide them a powerful voice and greater input 

into the various decision-making forums responsible for governance 

across the Bering Strait region. Such empowerment could also allow 

them to forge new cooperative ties with the scattered Eskimo/Inuit 

peoples in the circumpolar regions. 

If Eskimos are to achieve this degree of communication and 

sociopolitical power, and the flourishing of their distinctive w a y  



of life, then a strategy to reach this position should be followed, 

of which this mode1 is j u s t  one example. To this end, it is the 

hope of this writer, that the Eskimo people will fully engage the 

communication tools available to make their collective voice known 

to the world, and within their homeland along the Bering Strait. 

~ecommendations for further Study 

Noting the need for further analysis to better understand the 

scope and details of the problem-with a goal to finding further 

solutions--the reader can explore the following partial listing of 

general themes as they apply to Chukotkan and Uaskan communities: 

information technology organization/dissemination methods and 

adaptation to Eskimo communication/linguistic modes; telecommuni- 

cations and national development among Russian northern ethnic 

peoples; native political communications in Alaska; Russian federal 

broadcast policies and its influence on new media in Chukotka; 

State of Alaska telecommunications policy and Alaska Public Broad- 

cast Commission support of indigenous broadcasting; federal/state 

influence on native communication policy making goals; and Chukot- 

kan Eskimo political and socioeconomic organizational progress and 

utilization of mass media. 

With this, the dissertation cornes to a close, and this writer 

wishes to thank to reader for taking the tirne and effort to ref lect 

upon the subject presented. 

Daniel B. Johnson 
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